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Abstract

A GRAMMAR OF ASSINIBOINE:
A SIOUAN LANGUAGE OF THE NORTHERN PLAINS

Assiniboine, sometimes referred to as Nakoda, is an American Indian language of the Siouan language family presently spoken by fewer than one hundred people in Montana (United States) and Saskatchewan (Canada). It is a member of a dialect continuum identified by Parks and DeMallie (Anthropological Linguistics 1992) as Sioux-Assiniboine-Stoney. The canonical sentence structure is subject-object-verb, also characterized by postpositions, head marking, and internally headed relative clauses. Morphological processes are primarily agglutinating. The phoneme inventory consists of twenty-seven consonants, including plain, aspirated, and ejective stops, and eight vowels, five oral and three nasal. The language is structure-preserving; consonant allophony is restricted to the phoneme inventory. Assiniboine has no nominal case system, no definite or indefinite articles, and no verbal tense marking. Clauses are marked as “potential” by means of a verbal enclitic and unmarked clauses are “realized,” effectively creating a future/non-future distinction. The verbal system is split-intransitive (active/stative); the object pronominal affixes of active-transitive verbs coincide with the subject pronominal affixes of the stative verbs. Participant information is encoded on the verb so that nominal antecedents may be omitted from the clause, but the question of whether Assiniboine is a “pronominal argument” language remains open. Deverbal nominalization is highly productive, as are verb compounding and noun incorporation. Verbal prefixation and
suffixation both occur, but verbal prefixation is more systematic. Suffixation occurs in all major word classes. Assiniboine has an elaborate system of post-verbal particles that express aspect and modality; in verb compounding, verbal enclitics attach to the matrix verb and objects of the complement remain on the complement. There is a complex system of motion verbs, analyzed here as consisting of four triadic modules that encode notions of deictic center, base, direction, and belonging. A chapter on kinship includes a description of respect speech and a comprehensive list of kin terms. Appendices include three texts, orthographic equivalencies, and a cross-dialect comparison of instrumental prefixes. The grammar is written in what has recently been characterized as “basic linguistic theory.” This is the first comprehensive description of the phonology, morphology, and syntax of the Assiniboine language.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1du</td>
<td>first person dual pronominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1s</td>
<td>first person singular agent pronominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>second person singular agent pronominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>third person singular agent pronominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>app</td>
<td>appendix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>augmentative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>auxiliary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEN</td>
<td>benefactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>consonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Compound Accent Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>complementizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONJ</td>
<td>conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTK</td>
<td>Carry The Kettle Reserve, Saskatchewan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAR</td>
<td>Dakota Accent Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECL</td>
<td>declarative particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DET</td>
<td>determiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIM</td>
<td>diminutive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>direct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUB</td>
<td>dubitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUR</td>
<td>durative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>Fort Belknap Reservation, Montana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>habitual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDD</td>
<td>Indiana Dictionary Database: Assiniboine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPER</td>
<td>imperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEF</td>
<td>indefinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTR</td>
<td>instrumental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTNS</td>
<td>intensifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>indirect object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>locative prefix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>nominalizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Nakoda Reader (Parks and DeMallie 2002); e.g., NR T1.3 = Nakoda Reader, text 1, line 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM</td>
<td>Ocean Man Reserve, Saskatchewan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PART</td>
<td>particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1s</td>
<td>first person singular patient pronominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>second person patient pronominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3p</td>
<td>third person plural animate patient pronominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSV</td>
<td>passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSS</td>
<td>possessive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST</td>
<td>postposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT</td>
<td>potential, hypothetical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>question, interrogative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUANT</td>
<td>quantifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDUP</td>
<td>reduplicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFL</td>
<td>reflexive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>relative clause marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSP</td>
<td>Rhythmic Stress Patterning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>“Scabby Boy,” a text narrated by a CTK speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>first part of a discontinuous root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUUS</td>
<td>suus, reflexive-possessive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>text; e.g., T1.3 = text 1, line 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERT</td>
<td>vertitive, ‘go back’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>White Bear Reserve, Saskatchewan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Formatting Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>##</td>
<td>external word or phrase boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>internal word boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>enclitic boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>morpheme boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>syllable boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>generic internal boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^</td>
<td>pronominal insertion point in discontinuous verb roots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A period (.) is used in glosses to connect words or abbreviations that gloss a single Assiniboine morpheme (this is the same symbol used to mark a syllable boundary in an Assiniboine word; I rely on the different contexts for a distinction between the two uses). A single asterisk (*) before a word or example indicates unacceptability. When used before a single segment, a single asterisk also indicates a reconstructed historical phoneme. Forms or examples of questionable acceptability are indicated by a question mark (?) preceding the form. For the sake of economy, the words ‘someone’ and ‘something’ in glosses are occasionally abbreviated as ‘s.o.’ and ‘s.t.’ respectively.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Assiniboine is a member of the Sioux-Assiniboine-Stoney dialect group of the Siouan language family (Parks and DeMallie 1992). A diagram of the Siouan language family is given in figure 1. Once spoken over a vast, contiguous area of the northern plains of North America, Assiniboine today is only spoken fluently by approximately one hundred speakers on five reserves in Saskatchewan, Canada, (Carry The Kettle, Mosquito-Grizzly Bear’s Head, Ocean Man, Pheasant Rump, and White Bear) and on two reservations in Montana (Fort Belknap and Fort Peck). (See fig. 2.)

Research for this study was conducted primarily at Carry The Kettle Reserve in summer 1999 and during a year of residence from August 2000-August 2001, with subsequent visits in February 2002 and the summers of 2002-2004. Six weeks of research were also conducted at Fort Belknap in summer 1998. During my research I was privileged to work with over twenty first-language Assiniboine speakers, many of whom have now passed away. At Carry The Kettle I worked primarily with Bertha O’Watch, but also extensively with Angeline Eashappie and her sisters Sarah Eashappie and the late Velma O’Watch; also with Wilma Thomson Kennedy, the late Kay Thompson, the late Violet Ashdohonk, and Herb Walker (Regina, Saskatchewan). At Fort Belknap I worked with Josephine Mechance and Selena Ditmar. Many other speakers, fluent and partially fluent,
Figure 1.1 Siouan language family
Fig. 2. Territory in the 19th century, with modern reservations and reserves. (DeMallie and Miller 2001:573)
have been wonderfully generous in helping me to learn about their heritage language. A complete list of consultants for this study is provided in Appendix 6.


There are seventeen published texts, ranging in length from a single paragraph to six pages: two texts appear in Lowie (1909); one in Boas and Deloria (1941), re-edited and included in the present work as Appendix 3; seven in Lowie (1960), which are unedited texts taken from Lowie’s fieldnotes and published posthumously, the two longest of which are repetitions of those in Lowie (1909); three in Farnell (1997); and six in Schudel (1997).¹ Seven additional texts comprise the Nakoda Reader (2000), in limited publication as part of the Hoteja (Nakoda) Language Project, a joint project between Indiana University and Fort Belknap College. A few unpublished texts also are presented in Drummond (1976), archived at the Canadian Museum of Civilization in Quebec. Texts in Lowie, Boas and Deloria, Farnell, and the Hoteja Project were recorded at Fort Belknap; texts in

¹ The texts from Schudel (1997) are reflectively constructed; that is, the narrator, Herb Walker, carefully wrote and edited the texts before reading them aloud as “oral” performances (Schudel, p.c.; Kay Thompson, p.c.). They are of interest in their own right as rare examples of Assiniboine literacy, but are grammatically anomalous when compared to purely oral speech. (See Morgan 2001 for a discussion of literacy effects and the writing of Assiniboine.)
Schudel and Drummond were recorded at Carry The Kettle.

Word lists are found in several sources. David Rodnick (1937:410-412, 1938:34) compares the names of Assiniboine bands as listed in Alexander Henry (1807), Maximilian (1833), Lewis and Clark (1804-6), and Lowie (1908, according to Rodnick, but presumably refers to Lowie 1909). A further compilation of band names is in volume 13 of *The Handbook of North American Indians* (DeMallie 2001:593-94). Kinship terms are listed in Morgan (1871) and Denig (1961 and 2000); Denig also lists personal names and the names of some Assiniboine men’s societies. Men’s society names are also listed in DeMallie 2001:580. A few additional word and phrase lists recorded by Edward M. Griva, S.J., c.1895, are archived at Gonzaga University, together with some of his translations into Assiniboine of religious texts. Products of the Hoteja (Nakoda) Language Project referenced above also include a verb book with paradigms for two hundred and forty-one verbs (Nakoda Language Project 1998), a student dictionary comprising approximately four thousand terms (Parks 2002), and a series of twelve language lessons (Parks, Ditmar, and Morgan 1999). The most extensive and reliable lexical resource is Parks and DeMallie (1996), a database containing approximately eight thousand entries, many of which include phrasal examples, recorded at Fort Belknap and Carry The Kettle between 1985-1998. My personal copy of the database has been expanded by approximately five hundred additional entries, and by examples added to many of the previously existing entries. Also, unpublished data collected for a survey of Sioux-Assiniboine-Stoney dialects conducted from 1977-1983, directed by Douglas Parks and archived at the American Indian
Studies Research Institute (AISRI) at Indiana University, were made available to me for this study.

At Fort Peck, Kenneth Ryan (1998) has produced a series of language lessons and Jerome Fourstar (1978) has produced an unpublished dictionary that draws heavily on English dictionary definitions for its glosses. Levin (1964), is based on research at Fort Peck but includes a considerable amount of data that are not typically Assiniboine. Robert Hollow (1970), writing in response to Levin’s work, provides a more reliable account of the phonemes and certain morphophonemic phenomena of Assiniboine.

Because it is presented as a grammar of Assiniboine, Levin (1964) requires some discussion. Despite its title, it is only marginally usable as a reference for Assiniboine. The descriptive portion is quite short (sixty-seven pages) and suffers from an unfortunate combination of several factors. First, Levin’s exposure to Assiniboine is narrow. He had three consultants, all from Fort Peck and possibly all from a single family, who spoke what appears to be a creative synthesis of Lakota and Assiniboine. One example is the consistent use of Lakota he ‘that’ for Assiniboine Žé, as an independent form, and in all derived forms where Žé occurs in Assiniboine, e.g., héc (Assiniboine Žéch’a) and hécayata (Assiniboine Žéch’iyata), yet Assiniboine nê ‘this’ occurs consistently, as expected, rather than Lakota lé. That is, where Assiniboine speakers have nê/Žé and Lakota speakers have lé/hé, Levin’s consultants have a hybrid nê/hé. Also, Levin’s speakers ablaut A-words to e in phrase-final position, which is obligatory in Lakota but does not occur in
Assiniboine. Some Lakota words occur in Levin’s data, e.g., *hayake* ‘clothes’ (Assiniboine *hayápili*), but many words in Levin’s data are not found in either language, e.g., his questionable forms *?hiná* ‘mother’ (cf. *iná*), *?mihǘku* ‘my mother’ (cf. Assiniboine *iná*; Lakota *ináwayne*), *?suícije* ‘hurt oneself’ (probably a reduction of a reflexive form of *ksúyA* ‘to injure’; Levin may simply not have heard the *k*). He reports fully reduplicated forms such as *yaká-yakâ* ‘stay’ (cf. *yaká* ‘sit’) and *hiyá-hiyya* ‘to go after’ (cf. *hiyó* ‘go after’), whereas Assiniboine and Lakota have partial reduplication, copying only the last full syllable of a root (e.g., *háska > háska-ska* ‘tall’). (Neither of Levin’s examples is attested with reduplicated forms in the corpus of the present study.)

Secondly, Levin lists only Deloria (presumably 1936) and Lowie (presumably 1909) as sources on the Assiniboine language but does not cite them in the course of his analysis. He does not mention Boas and Deloria (1941) or any work by Buechel or Riggs, and it seems clear that he did not refer to those sources for his analysis. In fact, it appears he undertook his analysis without recourse to any existing sources on Sioux grammar, relying solely on his own data which, as noted above, are not representative of Assiniboine (or even Sioux) as spoken anywhere else.

The result is an anomalous description. For example, he analyzes consonant voicing and aspiration as complicated phenomena that depend on whether a following vowel is stressed or unstressed. He describes ejective stops as two-phoneme sequences — which, in fact, Boas and Deloria do, also — but he writes
them as geminates and is inconsistent in identifying ejective stops, e.g., *makku* ‘he gave me’ (cf. *mak'ú*) vs. *cícú* ‘I gave you’ (cf. *chícú*), and *naxú* for *náh'ú* ‘hear’. Many of his phonological rules are too powerful. For example, he explains *y*-stem verb inflection (*A₁ mₜ-, A₂ n-, A₃ y-*) with a rule of “phoneme loss” (“/y/ > 0 when /y/ follows /n/” 1964:13), which only succeeds in his small corpus because his consultants atypically do not nasalize stops and affricates in codas. For the majority of Assiniboine speakers, his rule would disallow words like *azinya* ‘to smudge’ and *cháttéšinya* ‘to sadden’.

His representation of vowels is especially inconsistent. It cannot be known now to what extent this is due to the unique speech patterns of his consultants or to his own ability to distinguish sounds. Nasalization and aspiration are frequently omitted, even in words where they are unambiguously present in both Assiniboine and Lakota, e.g., *chícá* ‘child’, which he writes as *cícá*. Nasal vowels and oral vowels appear in unexpected places, e.g., his *maká* ‘I am sitting’ for Assiniboine and Lakota *máká*. He devotes a section of his phonological analysis to “nasal loss” for words he cites as *máza* ‘metal’ and *gkʰíta* ‘look at’, neither of which have nasal vowels in either Assiniboine or Lakota. The well-documented ambiguity of the high and mid back vowels finds new expression in Levin: the unambiguous *tukté* ‘where’ is *tokté* in his data, and what in Assiniboine and Lakota is *tôkʰetu* is *tôkʰeto* for him. There is no ready explanation for why, for Levin (or his consultants), *cháwútku* ‘her daughter’ becomes *chawútku*, where the high back vowel is lowered, but *há* ‘yes’ becomes *hú*, in which the low back vowel is raised, nor why *néchí* ‘over here’
should become *néce* and *ecíya* ‘be called’ should become *icáya*. His syntactic analysis suffers, among other things, from failing to distinguish between the homophonous demonstrative articles, which function as subordinate clause markers, and demonstrative pronouns, which do not.

Levin’s data and analysis differ strikingly from resources available to him at the time, but he does not comment on this discrepancy. Although Levin’s description is occasionally accurate, one needs a prior knowledge of Assiniboine to sort the accurate portions from the inaccurate and atypical portions.

The present analysis draws primarily on my own fieldnotes. These include several unpublished narratives, “Scabby Boy,” “Seven Horses,” “Dragonfly Goes to War,” “Buffaloes Underground,” and “The Big Stone.” When examples in this study are taken from those narratives, “Scabby Boy” is abbreviated SB and the others are referenced by their full titles. In addition to elicited words, phrases, and narratives, I organized several “language circles,” all-day gatherings of fluent speakers, held in various homes, during which the speakers were asked to avoid using any English words. The hours of conversation were taped and portions of them transcribed over the following months with the assistance of the participants. Four language circles were held during my year of residence at Carry The Kettle, 2000-2001. The language circles (abbreviated in examples as LgC1, LgC2, etc.) are an invaluable source of data that reflect extended, natural speech patterns, as well as offering insights into past and present life on the reserve, and boarding school
experiences.  

I also make extensive use of the *Nakoda Reader* and the Parks and DeMallie (1996) lexical database, which I assisted in editing from 1998-2000 and later expanded with my own data. The software, developed at AISRI, is the Indiana Dictionary Database (IDD), a multimedia dictionary database software program that structures data in one-to-many relationships, allowing searches by multiple criteria, which greatly facilitated the present analysis.

While this is not a comparative work, resources on the much more extensively documented Sioux (Lakota and Dakota), the languages most closely related to Assiniboine, have served as a starting point and guide for many aspects of my analysis. In particular, I have drawn on the work of Boas and Deloria (1941), Taylor and Rood (1976), Shaw (1980), and Rood and Taylor (1996).

Data used in the study are not associated with specific speakers, as stipulated in the Human Subjects consent form signed by all participants in the study (although the narratives in the appendices are attributed to the narrator with her verbal permission). There are numerous variations in individual word forms used by speakers, even on the same reservation or reserve, and disputes can arise among speakers over individual words or even the pronunciation of a single word. Such issues are sensitive, and while the consultants for this grammar are still

\[2\] As a condition of the Human Subjects agreement form, all names of consultants and any other members of the community referred to have been changed to neutral names such as John and Mary when cited in this work. The assurance this provided to the participants permitted much more spontaneous exchange and minimized self-censorship.
living, it is in their best interest not to expose them to internal criticisms. With no consultants’ names associated with specific words, the linguist might be criticized instead; better than to create problems within the community. For my part, I have carefully checked the data and noted regional and generational variations as thoroughly as possible, and I believe all of the forms and glosses provided here are accurate.

The goal of the grammar is to identify dominant patterns, and some observed variants will go unmentioned. As Gleason (1961:43) has observed, “Arbitrariness is the price of uniformity.” Nonetheless, forms or patterns that appear to vary geographically rather than idiolectically are identified in parentheses by the initials of the reserve on which a form was found. Usually, this will be a distinction between Fort Belknap (FB) and Carry The Kettle (CTK), where most of the data were collected. Generational differences also occur in some instances. Speakers born around the turn of the twentieth century are identified as “older” speakers and those born twenty to thirty years later are referred to as “younger” speakers. It is a sad truth that those identified as younger speakers, now in their seventies and eighties, are the last generation to have learned Assiniboine as their first language.

The primary purpose of this work is to document the basic processes of Assiniboine phonology, morphology and syntax in a manner that will be accessible to linguists and educators in the future. As such, it does not attempt to exemplify or debate a particular theory or theories. I employ some notational conventions of generative phonology for their ability to capture generalizations in concise
formalizations and because these conventions have proven their durability by remaining comprehensible to linguists for more than half a century, regardless of the theoretical preferences of individual linguists. In general, I follow what Dixon (1997) and Dryer (in press) refer to as basic linguistic theory, “a single descriptive theoretical framework [that] has emerged as the dominant theory assumed in descriptive grammars,” summarized as “traditional grammar modified in various ways by other theoretical traditions over the years” (Dryer: in press:5).

This study uses the American Usage IPA as tabulated in Pullam and Ladusaw (1996:301-302) with four exceptions: the voiceless velar fricative x is represented as ħ and its voiced counterpart is represented as ĝ rather than ɣ; nasalization on vowels is indicated by a nasal hook (ˌ) rather than a tilde, and the alveo-palatal affricate is simply c rather than č. Although there is no universally accepted orthography for the Dakotan languages, the use of ħ, ĝ, and the nasal hook are fairly widespread. There is no consensus in Siouan linguistic studies for representing aspiration. Some, such as Boas and Deloria (1941) use a single open-quotation (‘) to mark aspiration, while others, such as Taylor and Rood (1976) use a full ñ, written on the line. I have eschewed both practices in favor of a raised ñ (ł) to make a stronger visual distinction between aspiration and glottalization, which is indicated by a single close-quotation (’), and to signal the fact that aspirated segments are unitary phonemes. This study further distinguishes glottalization (C’) from the independent glottal stop, for which ç is used. Motivation for this distinction is discussed in the Phonology chapter.
The grammar is conceptually organized along traditional lines. This introductory chapter is followed by a description of phonology in chapter 2. Chapters 3-9 describe morphology, and chapters 10-11 present major syntactic processes. Three narrative texts are presented in the appendices, two of which I recorded at Carry The Kettle, and one of which is my re-edited version of Deloria’s “Red Fox” from Boas and Deloria (1941).
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Chapter 2

Phonology

1. Introduction

This chapter presents the phonemes of Assiniboine as well as a description of phonetic and phonological processes that occur. The orthography used here is phonemic.¹

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the sounds and patterns described here reflect the speech of native speakers on Fort Belknap Reservation, Montana (FB) and Carry The Kettle Reserve, Saskatchewan (CTK). The phonology of the two communities varies somewhat both between the two regions and across the two generations identified here as “older” (born around the beginning of the twentieth century) and “younger” (generally born some twenty years later). A notable difference in the speech of the younger generation is a shift currently in progress from laminal to apical articulation of the dental stops, alveolar fricatives, and the alveolar nasal stop.² Judging from the uniformly laminal articulation audible in recordings made in the 1970s (Valerie Drummond 1976, 1976a, at Carry The Kettle) and 1980s (Hoteja Project 2000, at Fort Belknap), laminal articulation of

¹ This work takes the position that simple stops and the affricate are underlyingly voiceless, despite the fact that they are predominantly voiced in surface forms. Consequently, the phonemic representation in this work is well-suited to linguistic description but less desirable as a practical orthography such as those that are common in pedagogical materials in use at several tribal institutions.

² For a discussion of laminal articulation, see Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:14).
these segments was probably universal until very recently, and the somewhat
arbitrary choice taken here is to describe laminal articulation as primary, although
it is certain to disappear with the passing of the older generation.

2. Phoneme inventory

The inventory of Assiniboine phonemes comprises twenty-seven consonants and
eight vowels. These are given in tables 2.1 and 2.2.

Table 2.1. Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstruents</th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Lamino-dental</th>
<th>Lamino-alveoloar</th>
<th>Palato-alveolar</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Laryngeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stops</td>
<td>unaspirated</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aspirated</td>
<td>pʰ</td>
<td>tʰ</td>
<td>kʰ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glottalized</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affricates</td>
<td>unaspirated</td>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aspirated</td>
<td>cʰ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glottalized</td>
<td>c’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
<td>voiceless</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glottalized</td>
<td>s’</td>
<td>š’</td>
<td>ř’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ě</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonorants</td>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glides</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The glottalized stops p’ t’ k’ are ejectives, and although the fricatives s’ š’ ř’
are phonetically clusters, i.e., [s̩, š̩, k̩], they are treated as unitary segments;
they occur morpheme-initially, as in k’[‘carry on the back’, ř’[‘do, act, behave’,
and s’a habitual enclitic, where the glottalization is not accounted for by the rule of
glottal insertion described in 11.1, below.

Contrasts among consonants are illustrated by the following minimal pairs.

(An upper case A indicates an ablauting, a; see section 9.)
(1) Stops:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>pahá</td>
<td>'hill'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ph/</td>
<td>phahá</td>
<td>'hair'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>pó</td>
<td>'to swell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pʰ/</td>
<td>p'ó</td>
<td>'steam'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>jité</td>
<td>'face'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʰ/</td>
<td>jthé</td>
<td>'forehead'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>ká</td>
<td>'yonder'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kh/</td>
<td>khá</td>
<td>'to mean'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kʰ/</td>
<td>k'á</td>
<td>'dig'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Affricates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/c/</td>
<td>cé</td>
<td>'always'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ch/</td>
<td>ché</td>
<td>'penis'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/chʰ/</td>
<td>chéغا</td>
<td>'kettle, pot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/cʰ/</td>
<td>c'ëga</td>
<td>'be hardy'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) Sonorants:

Nasals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>nāká</td>
<td>'you (sg.) sit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>māká</td>
<td>'I sit'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Glides:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/w/</td>
<td>wá</td>
<td>'snow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/y/</td>
<td>yÁ</td>
<td>'go'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>há</td>
<td>'skin'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4) Fricatives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>káģe</td>
<td>'make' (ablauted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɣ/</td>
<td>kâfi</td>
<td>'ravine'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>hą</td>
<td>'scab'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ħ/</td>
<td>hʕÁ</td>
<td>'behave, act'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>sápA</td>
<td>'be black'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/š/</td>
<td>šápA</td>
<td>'be soiled'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s'/</td>
<td>s'A</td>
<td>HABITUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʒ/</td>
<td>š'a</td>
<td>'be a roaring sound'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>zí</td>
<td>'be yellow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʒ/</td>
<td>ží</td>
<td>'be tawny'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>səsə</td>
<td>'be off-white' (REDUP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>zəzə</td>
<td>'be thin, as soup'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s̥/</td>
<td>šašá</td>
<td>'be red' (REDUP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z̥/</td>
<td>žaža</td>
<td>'wash'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.2 Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oral:</th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>ï</td>
<td>ü</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vocalic contrasts are demonstrated in the following examples:

(5)  

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hi</td>
<td>‘arrive there’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hí</td>
<td>‘hair, fur’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hē</td>
<td>‘horn, antler’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>há</td>
<td>‘skin’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hâ</td>
<td>‘be standing (inan.)’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hó</td>
<td>‘voice’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hu</td>
<td>‘stem; leg’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hušté</td>
<td>‘be lame’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hûšté</td>
<td>‘evidently’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Intervocalic voicing

Analysts differ in their judgement regarding the unaspirated stops and affricate.

Some have treated them as underlyingly voiced, for example, Hollow (1970), Schudel (1997), and West (2003). Others have analyzed them as underlyingly voiceless, for example, Parks and DeMallie (1996), Farnell (1998), and DeMallie and Miller (2001). This study represents the unaspirated stops and affricate as voiceless, based on a spectrographical study of voicing patterns (Cumberl and 2000) that supports the claim that unaspirated stop and affricate phonemes are underlyingly voiceless with voiced allophones.\(^3\) The voiced allophones surface as

\(^3\) In the spectrographical study, the speech of the younger and older generations of speakers showed no significant generational difference in the voicing of independently
the result of an intervocalic voicing rule, formalized as rule 1, with the voiceless allophones occurring elsewhere, primarily in clusters. Because voicing of these segments is derived, it will only be represented in this study where it is crucial to the explanation of a particular phonological rule or example.

RULE 1  Intervocalic Voicing Rule (IVVOICE):

\[
C \rightarrow [+\text{voiced}] / V_V \\
[\text{-cont}] \\
[\text{-voiced}] \\
[\text{-spread gl}] \\
[\text{-constr gl}]
\]

To illustrate this effect, spectrograms are given in figure 1 for ka ‘that yonder’ and \(l\h^{\text{h}0}\) ka [\(l\h^{\text{h}og^a}\) ‘enemy’. Both words were spoken in isolation by the same speaker. The \(k\) of ka is voiceless, while the intervocalic \(k\) of \(l\h^{\text{h}0}\)ka is voiced. (The final vowel of \(l\h^{\text{h}0}\)ka is devoiced.)
The rule applies across all boundaries, so that if a simplex stop or affricate is preceded by a pause of any kind it will be voiceless. In the following example, the initial underlying \( t \) of \( t\acute{a}ku \) ‘thing’ is voiced because there is no pause between it and the preceding \( e \) of \( n\acute{e} \) ‘this’. (The word internal \( k \) is also voiced because it is between vowels.)

(6)  
\[ /n\acute{e} \ t\acute{a}ku \ iy\acute{o}mahi\acute{s}i/ \]
\[ [n\acute{e} \ d\acute{a}gu \ iy\acute{o}-ma-hi-\acute{s}i] \]
\[ \text{this thing ST-P1s-be.big.enough-NEG} \]
\[ \text{‘this thing isn’t big enough for me’ (NR T3.17)} \]

The following examples, a near minimal pair, were uttered by the same speaker in a single text. In (7a) the /t/ is voiceless in the surface form because the speaker has paused between words. In (7b) the /t/ surfaces as [d] because the speaker does not pause.
Slight pause between words:

\[ /hɪʔ!\ tuwénuk/ \]
\[ [hiʔ!\ tuwénuk] \]
‘Aha! There’s no one’ (NR T3.12)

No pause between words:

\[ /a!\ tuwénike/ \]
\[ [a!\ duwénige] \]
‘Ah! It’s nobody’ (NR T3.15)

In the following example, where there would typically be a pause after the vocative, the speaker does not pause on this occasion and the word initial /t/ is voiced (as is the word internal /t/):

\[ /misų\ tókhiyata\ ya-û\ he/ \]
\[ [misų\ dókhiyadâ\ ya-û\ he] \]
younger.brother where.from \( A2\)-come Q
‘Younger Brother, where have you come from?’ (NR T4.41)

The example in (9) illustrates affricate voicing by the same rule:

\[ /ya-nʉwâ\ ece/ \]
\[ [ya-nʉwâ\ ejé] \]
\( A2\)-swim only
‘you only swim’ (NR T4.35)

2.3 Stress

Assiniboine words bear a single primary stress but secondary stress may occur multiple times in a single word, typically on alternate syllables, earning Assiniboine a reputation for being, as Deloria describes it, “sing-song-y” (1936:4). At the present stage of analysis, only primary stress (’) appears to be phonemic and is marked in all examples. Because the rules governing secondary stress (’) remain to be determined, it is marked only in those examples where I am reasonably
confident that I heard it. There is an acknowledged risk in doing this. While some  
stress rules are word based, there appears to be at least one phrase-level stress  
rule, so a word uttered in isolation sometimes exhibits a different stress pattern  
from the same word uttered in a phrase, and phrases themselves might have  
different stress patterns when removed from the context of the full utterance.  
Nonetheless, it is hoped that the inclusion of relatively certain instances of  
secondary stress will provide a preliminary data resource for future research.  
Stress is described in section 12.4 below.

2.4 Vowel length

Vocalic length is not phonemic in Assiniboine but phonetically long vowels,  
indicated throughout this work as geminates, do occur in four circumstances.  

• A vowel is obligatorily lengthened when it precedes the durative enclitic :ka  
(where the colon indicates that the preceding vowel will be lengthened as a function  
of the enclitic), occasionally creating a minimally contrasting pair, as in (10).

(10)  chéyaaka ‘cry continuously’ (chéya ‘cry’, :ka DUR)

chéyaka ‘should, must, could’

The lengthened vowel has falling pitch, whether in a stressed or unstressed  
syllable; for example, in ú ‘come’ > [úùga] ‘he kept coming, was coming for a long  
time’, the stressed vowel is lengthened, and in mání ‘walk’ > [máníìga] ‘he kept  
walking and walking’, the unstressed vowel is lengthened. When the lengthened  

4 Even this conservative approach may produce misleading representations.  
Examples taken from texts are referenced and all texts referenced in this work are  
transcriptions of sound recordings that are, or will shortly be, archived at the American  
Indian Studies Research Institute at Indiana University.
vowel is in an unstressed syllable, the long-vowel syllable is not as prominent as
the stressed syllable, yet there is still a perceptible falling intonation on the
unstressed long vowel.

• There are three interjections that are typically articulated with phonetically
  lengthened vowels, namely, hā [hāa] ‘yes; hello (fem.)’, ohā > [ohāa] ‘I see; oh,
  really’, and the female exclamation hï [hïï]. The vowel can be lengthened
  considerably, with intonational contours that, interestingly, can exhibit the stress
  patterns of a multisyllabic word. In (7a), repeated here as (11), hï is uttered *sotto
  voce* by the narrator to suggest that the protagonist is thinking to herself. The
  contour of the lengthened vowel reflects the iambic pattern that is found in most
  words due to the Dakota Accent Rule (see 4.2.1).

  (11) /hï! tuwénu/  
      [hïïïïïïï! tuwénu]  
      ‘Ah! There’s no one’ (NR T3.12)

  These interjections contrast with the lexical items hÅ ‘stand’, hǐ ‘fur’, and ohá ‘boil’;
  respectively, but because the vowel length of the interjections is rhetorically
  variable, it is not analyzed as phonemic.

• Rhetorical vowel length is used freely for emphasis. It occurs most
  commonly in adverbs, as in tóobañ ‘four times’ (Eng. colloq. “four whole times!”),
  tóêehä ‘a looong way’ and iyúuha ‘aaall’ (“every last one of them; every last bit of it”).

  When rhetorical vowel length occurs in a verb, it is usually in the syllable with
  primary stress, as in (12a), although the final vowel of the verb stem may lengthen
  instead when followed by a postverbal particle, as in (12b); the vowels of co-
occurring enclitics do not lengthen. As with interjections, vowel length can be extensive, but unlike the interjections, intonation is level throughout.

(12a) Hį! eyāš žj-įštēecāpi né ᥏ū
     oh! then f3-be.embarrassed this because.of
     'oh! then he was terribly embarrassed by this' (NR: T6.8)

(12b) Š-pamnāskaa-cʰuna
     Ā3-flatten-DUR
     'he kept flattening it out' (NR T4.18)

• Vowel length occurs in what may be termed “processing hesitation,” as a speaker considers what to say next or searches for a lexical form. This is frequently heard on the conjunction hįk (hįįįk) ‘and’ (but not on other conjunctions), and the hesitation form ᕔฏ (ŋ myList) ‘um, uh’. Intonation on the long vowel is not contoured, and vocal pitch is lowered.

A possible fifth use of vowel length is for comparative purposes, as in the following set provided by a Fort Belknap speaker:

(13) sícā ‘bad’
     nīna sícā ‘very bad’
     nīna sícā ‘the worst’

Not all speakers agree that a long vowel formally creates a superlative, although many speakers have been heard to use it in that way.

3. Phoneme descriptions

3.1 Obstruents

3.1.1 Stops and affricates

The stops and affricate occur with a three-way contrast: voiceless unaspirated p t
The aspiration of the stops and affricates are not velarized in release as they are in some Siouan languages. In Osage, for example, the aspirated stops become \( p^h \), \( t^h \), \( k^h \);\(^5\) and ejective \( p' t' k' \). \( p \), \( p^h \), \( p' \) are bilabial stops, \( t \), \( t^h \), \( t' \) are lamino-dental stops, \( c \), \( c^h \), \( c' \) are lamino-palatal\(^6\) affricates, and \( k \), \( k^h \), \( k' \) are velar stops.

\( p \), \( t \), \( c \), \( k \) have voiced allophones \( b \), \( d \), \( j \), \( g \) respectively by rule 1, above. The velars \( k \), \( k^h \), \( k' \) are slightly fronted when followed by a front vowel. The affricates \( c \), \( c^h \), \( c' \) pattern like stops with two exceptions: affricates may not form clusters with fricatives, and clusters containing an affricate do not occur in word initial position (see table 2.3).

3.1.2 Fricatives

Fricatives occur in three series: voiceless, glottalized, and voiced. \( s \), \( s' \), \( z \) are lamino-alveolar, \( š \), \( š' \), \( ž \) are lamino-palatal, and \( ř \), \( ř' \), \( ġ \) are post-velar. In fast speech, \( ř \) may be fronted when preceded by a front vowel. Apical articulation of the dental, alveolar, and palatal segments occurs as a variant of the laminal segments, especially among younger speakers, but no lexical contrasts result from the variation.

---

\(^5\) The aspiration of the stops and affricate are not velarized in release as they are in some Siouan languages. In Osage, for example, the aspirated stops become \( p^h \), \( t^h \), \( k^h \) \( [p^x \ t^x \ k^x \ in \ Quintero's \ orthography] \) before back vowels (Quintero 2004:31) and for many Lakota speakers, the aspirated stops are velarized in release before all vowels except \( i \), \( ñ \) and \( u \) (Taylor and Rood 1976:3.6; Rood and Taylor 1996:442), for example, \( tʰápa \ 'ball' \), \( tʰó \ 'blue, green' \).

\(^6\) As stated earlier, the younger (current) generation of speakers uses apical articulation.
3.2 Sonorants

3.2.1 Nasals

There are two nasal consonants, bilabial m and laminal alveolar n. For many
speakers in the past, up to and including the generation identified in this work as
the older generation, n was frequently post-occluded before oral vowels to produce
[n̚]. This is found both at FB and at CTK. The pattern of occurrence is
unsystematic in the speech of the immediate past (older) generation of speakers
and does not seem to occur at all among the present (younger) generation.
However, it appears to be a longstanding phonetic effect, as indications of it are
found throughout the literature. Denig (2000[1864]:124, 125), for example, records
wamní ‘eagle’ as “Wah-min-de”, i.e., [wam*n̚i].[7] Drummond, working at CTK,
transcribes this effect simply as [nd], as in examples (14) and (15)
(Drummond 1976:23-26 passim). She states that “phonetic [d] occurs in free
variation following n” (Drummond 1976:14). Although she does not explicitly say

[7] This occurs in a list of specifically Assiniboine names, the full name given as
“Wah-min-de To-pah ‘The Four War Eagles’, lest the reader wonder if Denig might have
been referring to the Dakota word wâmdí ‘eagle’. Denig was well familiar with the
Assiniboine language due to his twenty-one year residence at Fort Union in the
Assiniboine territory during the height of the fur trade, and to his having had two
Assiniboine wives (Denig c.1854 [2000]). It is interesting to note that he writes tópa
‘four’ with voiceless stops. While there are many voiced stops in his representation of
the language, stop voicing does not appear to have been as universal as it is in
contemporary speech. Although evidence of post-occluded n occurs in the text
collections of Drummond and Denig, and is audible in the DeMallie recordings made at
Fort Belknap in the 1980s, there is no evidence of such an effect in the writings of
Edward M. Griva, S. J., who was missionary at Fort Belknap on and off between 1907
and 1930 and who became fluent in the language. Griva, an Italian, seems to have been
especially skilled at learning languages, having by his own account (n.d.) learned twelve
different Indian languages, so it is possible that he recognized the post-occlusion as a
phonetic effect and did not write it.
so, her transcriptions further suggest that \( m \) was also post-occluded, at least by her consultant, although no evidence of post-occluded \( m \) has been found outside of Drummond. See, for example, her “owak\( m \)ba” (owak\( m \)ma ‘I write’) in example (14).

The \( [b] \) she records can only be phonetic because tautosyllabic triconsonantal clusters are disallowed in the language. Drummond’s transcriptional conventions and glosses are preserved in the following examples, but underlining is added:

\[
\begin{align*}
(14) & \quad \text{wa?oyapi } \text{nde en owak\( m \)ba } \text{nde mak?upi} \\
& \quad \text{book DEM in I-write REL me-give-they} \\
& \quad \text{‘They gave me this book I am writing in’ (Drummond 1976:23)} \\
(15) & \quad \ldots \text{owic}^b\text{ande\( pi \)} \ldots \quad \text{[cf. oné ‘to look for’, wíç\( h \)á ‘them’]} \\
& \quad \text{them-search[-they]} \\
& \quad \text{‘they looked for them’ (Drummond 1976:26)}
\end{align*}
\]

Examples (16)-(18) are from three different Fort Belknap speakers of the older generation, illustrating that post-occlusion commonly occurs in the speech of that generation.

\[
\begin{align*}
(16) & \quad \emptyset\text{-kní-šį} \\
& \quad \text{[kníšį]} \\
& \quad \lambda3\text{-arrive.back.here-NEG} \\
& \quad \text{‘he did not return’ (NR T2.4)} \\
(17) & \quad \text{wanākaš mak}^b\text{ónicohe } \text{né tákunišį } \text{ch\( e \)n} \\
& \quad \text{[wanāgaš mak}^b\text{ónicohe } \text{n\( z \)ę } \text{dágunišį } \text{ch\( e \)n]} \\
& \quad \text{long.ago earth this nothing thus} \\
& \quad \text{‘long ago when there was nothing on earth’ (NR T4.1)} \\
(18) & \quad \text{nakåhå } \text{né } \text{įš tók}^b\text{hen šiyåka } \text{ewíç\( h \)akiyåpi} \\
& \quad \text{[någåhå } \text{n\( z \)ę } \text{įš tók}^b\text{hen šiyåga } \text{ewíç\( h \)agiyåb]} \\
& \quad \text{now this SPC how mudhen they.call.them} \\
& \quad \text{‘these are the ones they call “mudhen” today’ (NR T5.28)}
\end{align*}
\]

3.2.2 Glottal stop

Glottal stop (\( \text{?} \)) occurs phonetically as well as phonemically. Phonetic glottal
insertion is discussed and formalized in section 11 of this chapter. Here it is noted only that a phonetic rule inserts a glottal stop between adjacent vowels.

Glottal stop is phonemic in a number of lexicalized forms, such as $a\hat{\partial}ana$ ‘crow’, $e^h\partial\hat{\partial}\acute{\jmath}pa$ ‘bake’, and $e\hat{\partial}\acute{\jmath}a$[ ‘reach a point’. It creates a contrast between $\acute{\jmath}$ ‘use; wear’ and $\hat{\partial}$ ‘be, stay’. This is most clearly illustrated by the first person plural forms, given in (18).

(19) $\hat{\theta}k\hat{\partial}\hat{\partial}-\acute{\jmath}$-pi $[\hat{\theta}k\hat{\partial}\hat{\partial}\acute{\jmath}\acute{\jmath}]$ ‘we use it, wear it’

$\hat{\theta}k-\acute{\jmath}$-pi $[\hat{\theta}g\acute{\jmath}\acute{\jmath}]$ ‘we stay’

The presence of the glottal stop in the first person plural form meaning ‘we use it; we wear it’ is not predicted by the glottal insertion rule and so is analyzed as being part of the underlying representation. The $k$ in $\hat{\theta}k\hat{\partial}\hat{\partial}\acute{\jmath}pi$ is then unexpected as well, since it normally surfaces only before a vowel-initial stem. In fact, $u\hat{\partial}\acute{\jmath}\acute{\jmath}pi$ is an attested, although rare, variant of $\hat{\theta}k\hat{\partial}\hat{\partial}\acute{\jmath}pi$.

In the present work phonetically inserted glottal stops will only be shown word internally. To avoid ambiguity between a glottal stop and the glottalization on unitary ejective stops this study distinguishes orthographically between the independent glottal stop, written as $\partial$, and the glottalization on ejective stops, marked by $\acute{\jmath}$. For example, in $\acute{\jmath}yk\hat{\partial}\hat{\partial}\acute{\jmath}i\acute{\jmath}mah\acute{\jmath}tu$ ‘saddle blanket’ ($\acute{\jmath}yk$- ‘horse’, $a$- LOC, $k\acute{\jmath}[ ‘pack on the back’, mah\acute{\jmath}tu ‘inside’), $k\partial$ consists of two separate segments, $k$.
and the phonetically inserted ʔ, while the following k' is a unitary ejective stop.9

Finally,9 occurs morphemically as a declarative marker. In this position, incomplete closure causes ʔ to surface sometimes as ń̂ or h, and sometimes as schwa,10 so that while ʔ is non-syllabic, its schwa variant is a semi-vowel that sounds syllabic but otherwise doesn’t behave like a vowel. It is not devoiced when phrase final as any other phrase final vowel would be, nor is it separated from a preceding vowel by the insertion of (yet another) glottal stop, as would normally occur by the rule of glottal insertion (discussed in section 11). The tendency is for morphemic glottal stop to surface as ń̂ after a low or mid vowel, as in (20), and as [a] after a high vowel, as in (21). Examples are:

(20) Morphemic glottal stop realized as fricative:

(20a) [Ø-škán-ů́ nga ŋ̂]
   škát- ŋ̂-ka ʔ
   A3-play-be-DUR DECL
   ‘he was playing around all that time’ (NR T3.6)

(20b) [nedám miní, miní tʰága ŋ̂]
   netám miní, miní tʰáka ʔ
   over.here lake, lake be.big DECL
   ‘over this way there was a lake, a big lake’ (App.1: Big Snake.2)

9 Shaw (1980) also makes this distinction, using “?” on the line for the glottal stop and raised “?” to indicate glottalization of stops. It is now generally accepted that the ejective stops of Dakotan languages are unitary phonemes. See Shaw 1980:64ff for a discussion of the arguments supporting this analysis.

10 See Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:74-5): “. . . glottal stops are apt to fall short of complete closure, especially in intervocalic positions. In place of a true stop, a very compressed form of creaky voice or some less extreme form of stiff phonation may be superimposed on the vocalic stream.” Also, “. . . glottal stops serve to demarcate the boundaries of phrases or other prosodic units. A frequent role of this type (for example, in German) is to indicate the beginning of a word when no other consonant is present.”
3.2.3 Glides

There are three glides: $w$ is bilabial, $y$ is lamino-palatal, and $h$ is a laryngeal fricative glide.

Each occurrence of $h$ acquires place features from the vowel that follows it (cf. Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996:325-6). For example, it is [+round] in the sequence $ho$, [-round] in the sequence $ha$, and fronted and tensed in the sequence $hi$. Phonologically, $h$ behaves like sonorants in that it triggers coda nasalization (see 13.4) and like fricatives in that it may not form a cluster with another fricative, both tauto- and heteromorphemically.

For historical reasons, $y$ behaves differently in verb roots depending on whether it is etymologically organic or epenthetic. Historically organic $y$ contracts with the agent prefixes ($A1s$ $mn$-, $A2$ $n$-, $A3$ $y$-) and verbs with historically epenthetic
y inflect as regular active verbs (\(A1s\ wa\text{-}y\), \(A2\ ya\text{-}y\), \(A3\ \emptyset\text{-}y\)).\(^{11}\) See chapter 6 for further discussion.

3.3. Vowels

3.3.1 Oral vowels

The five oral vowels are \(i\ e\ a\ o\ u\). \(i\) is a high front vowel. \(e\) is a mid front vowel that has a lax phonetic variant [ɛ] when preceded by an affricate, as in \(c\text{e} [\text{c}e] \) ‘always’ or \(\text{zh\text{e}c\text{h\text{e}n}} [\text{zh\text{e}c\text{h\text{e}n}] \) ‘so then’, or by the velar fricative \(\text{h}\), as in \(\text{a\text{n\text{e}m\text{n}\text{o}}} [\text{a\text{n\text{e}m\text{n}\text{o}}] \) ‘ridge’.

\(a\) is a low back vowel, \(o\) is a mid back rounded vowel, and \(u\) is a high back rounded vowel. \(a\ i\ u\) frequently become nasalized when preceded by a nasal consonant, as in \(m\text{a}\text{-}k\text{h\text{a}} [m\text{a}\text{h\text{a}}] \) ‘she meant me’ (\(m\text{a} \text{P\text{1s}}, k\text{h\text{a}} \) ‘mean’). Note that nasalization of oral vowels is restricted to those that have nasal counterparts in the phoneme inventory. This is discussed further in section 10, below.

3.3.2 Nasal vowels

There are three phonemic nasal vowels: \(\text{g} \ \text{i} \ \text{y}\). The contrast between nasal and oral vowels may be seen in the following examples:

(22)

\begin{align*}
\text{hi} & \quad \text{‘tooth/teeth’} & \text{hi} & \quad \text{‘fur’} \\
\text{ha} & \quad \text{‘animal skin’} & \text{h\text{h}a} & \quad \text{‘be standing’} \\
\text{u} & \quad \text{‘come’} & \text{u} & \quad \text{‘stay’}
\end{align*}

As in Sioux, \(\text{y}\) is sometimes lowered to a nasalized \(o\), but as Shaw (1980:16) notes for Sioux, “the conditions are unsystematic and the alternation is one of free

\(^{11}\) This analysis is based on unpublished research of John Koontz (Robert Rankin p.c. 11 December 2003). The historical source of organic \(y\) is Proto-Mississippi Valley-Siouan \(*r\).
variation.” Buechel (1939, 1970) (Lakota) and Riggs (1890) (Dakota) write the occasionally lowered $u$ as [oŋ]. Buechel lists oŋ as an independent sound, or letter, in his alphabet, although in his pronunciation guide he gives the same English word, soon, for both uŋ and oŋ. Riggs (1890:1) lists only the five oral vowels, stating that they “have each one uniform sound except when followed by the nasal “ŋ,” which somewhat modifies them.” Both Buechel and Riggs cross reference a number of words in u with their words spelled with oŋ. For instance, in his dictionary entry for uŋ (his representation of [ʊ]), Buechel states, “Same as oŋ,” and later in the same entry he states, “uŋ seems to take the place of the article kíŋ, or perhaps it is the same as k’uŋ (k’oŋ)” (1970:505). In fact, there are far fewer entries under oŋ than under uŋ in both authors’ dictionaries and many of those have redundant entries with forms in uŋ. There are no minimal pairs either in Sioux or Assiniboine that establish a distinction between the two sounds and they are now accepted as allophones of a single phoneme.12

4. Syllable structure

Syllables incline to strong onsets and weak codas. Onsets allow up to two consonants whereas codas are largely absent and, where they exist, may consist of only one segment. As will be seen, codas are subject to several rules of lenition but onsets are not. Onset clusters may not be divided by resyllabification while codas

---

12 A notable exception is the orthography employed for Assiniboine by the Saskatchewan Indian Cultural Centre. They claim to have based their orthography on Riggs’ orthography and consequently list five nasal vowels in their Nakoda alphabet. (http://www.sicc.sk.ca: December 2004.)
are systematically resyllabified as onsets of subsequent vowel-initial syllables, simultaneously eliminating the coda from one syllable and supplying an onset for the other. Indeed, although underlying VC syllables exist, none surface as such; phonetic glottal insertion and phonological processes of coalescence, syncope, and epenthesis function to the effect that all surface syllables have onsets. With the exception of the male greeting hau (the only example of a diphthong in the language), each syllable may have only one vowel.

4.1 Syllable canon

Possible syllables are summarized in (23). Examples of each type are given in (24).

These fall into two basic categories, vowel final and consonant final.13

(23) Possible syllables: \((C_0^2)V(C_0^1)\)

(24) Examples of possible syllables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel-final:</th>
<th>Consonant-final:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V í ‘mouth’</td>
<td>VC én ‘at, to’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV hí ‘tooth, teeth’</td>
<td>CVC hık ‘and’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCV šmá ‘deep’</td>
<td>CCVC štén ‘when’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Syllabification of CVC roots

Underlying consonant-final roots are referred to as “CVC” roots, following Boas and Deloria (1941) and Shaw (1980), even though they may variously have no onset or onsets of one or two consonants.

CVC roots receive a final a by a rule of epenthesis described and identified

\[13\] Motivation for the existence of C-final roots in UR is summarized by Shaw (1980:33) and discussed in greater detail and formalized in her chapter 3.1 (1980:117ff).
An exception is the phrase marker -c, typically pronounced with an aspirated release, \([c^h]\). This is a reduction of an earlier full form \(c^h_e\) which was last recorded in the 1970s (Parks et al. n.d.), and is ubiquitous in Deloria 1936.

Shaw’s (1980:121) rule of stem formation is reproduced below, where an equal sign (=) indicates an enclitic boundary and a pound sign (#) indicates an internal word boundary. The rule is restricted to nouns and verbs, represented by subscript ‘N.V.’, to avoid application to words ending in suffixes like adversative š or non-nominal and non-verbal forms that are underlingly consonant final, such as the negative enclitic ken, the conjunction hïk, and the adverb tók ‘certainly’.

**RULE 2 STEM FORMATION:**

\[\emptyset \rightarrow a / C \quad |_{N.V.} \quad \{=\} \quad \#\]

The coda consonant of a CVC root is resyllabified as the onset of a separate syllable with the stem-forming \(a\). However, across internal word boundaries and lexical derivation boundaries (as defined in 12.1), \(a\) is not inserted and the coda is not resyllabified as the onset of the following syllable.

(25) \(/sap/\)

sapa \([sá.ba]\) ‘black’

sap-sapa \([sáp.sá.ba]\) ‘black (reduplicated)’

(26) \(/p^hët/\)

p\(^hë\)ta \([p^hë.e.ba]\) ‘fire’

p\(^hë\)t-mná \([p^hë.n.mná]\) ‘be the odor of smoke’

5. **Phonotactics**

Any consonant may occur as a syllable onset, but codas are restricted to the set \(p, t, c, k, ř, s, š, m, n\).\(^{14}\) No complex codas occur.

---

\(^{14}\) An exception is the phrase marker -c, typically pronounced with an aspirated release, \([c^h]\). This is a reduction of an earlier full form \(c^h_e\) which was last recorded in the 1970s (Parks et al. n.d.), and is ubiquitous in Deloria 1936.
Onsets may consist of one or two segments. Geminate clusters do not occur, nor do fricatives cluster together. The set of permissible onset clusters, together with examples, is given in table 2.3.\textsuperscript{15}

Table 2.3 Onset clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second Member</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>ź</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ptä</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>psji</td>
<td>pší</td>
<td>napceÁ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>tkÁ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>kpámní</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ktké</td>
<td>ksúyA</td>
<td>kšikšÁ</td>
<td>pakcÁ</td>
<td>kmúkÁ</td>
<td>kní</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ská</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>scú</td>
<td>smúna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>š</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>škátA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ščuka</td>
<td>šmá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ř</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>štuštÁ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>řciná</td>
<td>řmá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>mná</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The clusters kc, pc, sc, šc, kw, sw, and tk require some discussion regarding their status as acceptable clusters.

5.1 kc, pc

These clusters, while allowed as onsets, do not occur word-initially.

\textsuperscript{15} No attempt at determining a sonority hierarchy is undertaken here, but see Patterson (1990:62-74) for a proposed sonority hierarchy for Lakota.
5.1.1 \textit{kc} Two dependent roots, /-kcA/ ‘unravel, unwind’ and /-kcq/ ‘think’ do not occur word-initially but occur with various instrumental and locative prefixes, for example, \textit{pakkA} ‘to comb’ and \textit{wókcq} ‘to think about’.

5.1.2 \textit{pc}

The example given in table 2.3 for the cluster \textit{pc}, \textit{nappcA} ‘swallow’ has the first person singular form \textit{na.wá.pca} ‘I swallow’ and reduplicates as \textit{na.pca.pca} ‘to take big bites’, providing evidence that \textit{pc} is an onset cluster.

5.2 \textit{sc, šc}

The only occurrences of fricative-affricate clusters are in the low frequency words \textit{scú} ‘be bashful’, or \textit{šcukA} ‘lazy,’ thought by several Assiniboine speakers to be loanwords from Sioux. This opinion is supported by the coexistence of the word \textit{štukA} ‘be lazy’, which, if the loanword hypothesis is correct, is an adaptation of the Sioux word \textit{šcukA}, where the alien \textit{šc} is adapted as the permissible \textit{št} onset. There are also Assiniboine synonyms for these probable loanwords that are preferred (e.g., \textit{ístéca} ‘be bashful’, \textit{knútaš} ‘be lazy’). In contrast, in the higher frequency term \textit{mišicephA} ‘woman’s female cousin’, cognate with Sioux \textit{scepʰáši}, the fricative and affricate are separated by what appears to be a diachronically inserted vowel, further suggesting that the fricative-affricate cluster is disfavored. Therefore, although \textit{sc} and \textit{šc} are included in the table because they are attested in contemporary forms, they are only marginally acceptable as onset clusters.
5.3 kw

Hollow (1970:298) lists kw as an onset cluster, which he exemplifies with the word hokwá ‘male expression of surprise’, but the kw cluster here is more likely heteromorphemic. The Sioux interjection wá! (male expression of surprise) is not attested as an interjection in Assiniboine, but the male affirmative particle hók! is common, so that hokwá is undoubtedly a compound, with k-w occurring heteromorphemically. All other instances of kw occur across boundaries as well, as in lhókwíyá ‘a Gros Ventre woman’ (lho ‘enemy’, wíyá ‘woman’) and šykwáčhipi ‘Horse Dance’ (šyk- ‘horse, comb. form’, wáčhipi ‘dance’). Therefore, kw is not included here as a possible tautosyllabic cluster in Assiniboine.

5.4 tk

Although somewhat rare, the cluster tk occurs in several roots, e.g., tľá ‘be heavy,’ ţkú ‘to be ignited,’ ţtkúza ‘be enough,’ otléya ‘hang,’ and wítkó ‘be crazy’ (reduplicated as wítkótko, demonstrating the syllabic integrity of the tk cluster). Therefore, although Hollow finds at Ft. Peck that “/t/ . . . do[es] not occur as the first member of a cluster” (1970:296), tk does occur as such at FB and CTK and is included here as an acceptable onset cluster.

5.5 sw

Hollow gives an example of an sw cluster, exemplified by swépada (swéphata) ‘left

16 Hollow conducted his research at Fort Peck, Montana, which may account for these differences. The Assiniboine spoken at Fort Peck exhibits significant phonological and lexical differences from that spoken at Fort Belknap and Carry The Kettle, the latter two being much more similar to each other. Analyses for this study do not consider data from Fort Peck.
handed’ (170:298). This word is not attested at FB or CTK (cf. icb\textit{atkam} ‘left
handed’ at CTK and FB), nor is the cluster \textit{sw} found in any other attested forms
and therefore \textit{sw} is not included here as a possible onset cluster.

5.6 \textit{km, kn and mn}

In general, the clusters \textit{km} and \textit{kn}, cognate with Lakota \textit{gl} [gʰl] (in which a slight
break systematically occurs), are pronounced without interruption, for example,
[km\text{\textcircled{u}}ga] ‘trap’, not *[kʰm\text{\textcircled{u}}ga]. Occasional exceptions have been noted in texts, but
where this occurs the slight vocalic gesture is sufficient to trigger intervocalic
voicing, for example, wāknakúpi ‘they were returning with game’, normally heard
as [wáknagû́b], occurs in one instance as [wá\textg{agû́b}][NR T3.24]. Deloria records
both \textit{gm} and \textit{km} in her Assiniboine data, stating that the dual representation
“means I have heard both, and am unsure which is the correct form, as yet”
(1936:1). In fact, \textit{km} does not occur, at least not in contemporary speech.
Likewise, the cluster \textit{mn}, cognate with Sioux \textit{bl} [bʰl], is pronounced without
interruption, for example, [mnú\text{\textcircled{u}}na] ‘fine’, not *[mʰnúña]. However, the root meaning
‘water’ usually occurs as \textit{mni} when used independently but as \textit{mni}- in compounds.
For example, by the Dakota Accent Rule (see 12.2), the word \textit{mnik'\text{\textcircled{a}}pi} ‘well’ (k'Á
‘dig’, -\textit{pi} \text{\textcircled{N}}OM) could not have stress on the a if the first member of the compound
were \textit{mni}-, in which case the expected form would be *[mni\textk'\text{\textcircled{a}}pi].

6. Phonetic effects in monosyllabic clusters

The stops \textit{k} and \textit{t} are often accompanied by slight aspiration or voicing when they
are the first member of a tautosyllabic cluster. These effects are irregular,
occurring in slightly fewer than fifty percent of the tokens analyzed instrumentally (Cumberland 2000), and are found among all speakers. As the first member of a cluster with $n$ or $t$, $k$ will often be slightly aspirated, or it may be slightly voiced.

Each of the stops $p \ t \ k$ may have slight aspiration when occurring as the second member of a cluster. That is, the aspiration that occurs is less than the aspiration of underlyingly aspirated stops. This weak aspiration is especially likely to occur when the first member of the cluster is an alveolar fricative. Examples from several different speakers include the following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(27)</th>
<th>Plain</th>
<th>Weak aspiration</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[éstena]</td>
<td>[ést(h)ena]</td>
<td>‘soon’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[huştá]</td>
<td>[huşt(h)á]</td>
<td>hearsay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Iktkómi]</td>
<td>[Ik(h)ómi]</td>
<td>‘Iktkómi, the trickster’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kta]</td>
<td>[kt(h)a]</td>
<td>potential enclitic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kiktá]</td>
<td>[kikt(h)á]</td>
<td>‘get up’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[nabíkpa]</td>
<td>[nabíkp(h)a]</td>
<td>‘mittens’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[štén]</td>
<td>[št(h)én]</td>
<td>‘when’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Sound symbolism

More a lexical phenomenon than a phonological process, sound symbolism involving fricatives may indicate varying degrees of intensity. This seems not to be as prominent as in Sioux, where Boas and Deloria (1941:16-19) provide an extensive list of comparative forms. The classic Sioux example is $źí$ ‘yellow’ $<$ $ʒí$ ‘tawny’ $<$ $ʒí$ ‘brown’ (Boas and Deloria 1941:18) but in Assiniboine, $*źí$ is not
attested and speakers disagree on which of the pair zí/ɡí means ‘yellow’ and which means ‘brown’. A number of undisputed pairs exist, such as those in (28), but they seem more likely remnants of a system that was, but is no longer, productive.

(28) kíza ‘to squeak’ kíža ‘to low, as cattle’,
sápa ‘black’ šápa ‘soiled’
šóta ‘hazy, smokey’ řóta ‘gray’
wachįsica ‘quick-tempered’ wachįsica ‘cranky’

In other instances, such as Assiniboine kawįža ‘bend, flex’ and kawįŋa ‘glide in circles’, the relationship is less direct than in Sioux, in which the roots are, respectively, -wįža ‘flexible’ and -wįŋa ‘bent at a sharp angle’ (Boas and Deloria 1941:16). Still others, like Boas and Deloria’s “núza ‘soft, as a gland’” < “núža ‘the same, but harder, as cartilage’” < “núŋa ‘hard, like callus on a bone’,” have no apparent Assiniboine cognates.

Although there remain traces of sound symbolism in Assiniboine, one cannot, by some predictable scale, simply vary the quality of a fricative that may be found in a verb root and thereby convey a difference in intensity, but as the phenomenon does reflect semantic differences in some cases it is noted here but will not be explored further.

8. Metathesis

A few compound nouns have lexicalized metathesis, as in (29).

(29a) nąkpʰą ‘wrist’ (nápé ‘hand’, kʰą ‘vein’)
(29b) hąkpʰą ‘shoelace’ (hápa ‘shoe’, kʰą ‘vein’)
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Compare (29a) to \( nqmk^h\text{"} \) ‘sinews of the wrist’ \((p > m\) in coda position), which compounds the same two words as \( nqkp^h\text{"} \) but has not undergone metathesis. It is interesting to note that aspiration feature is not affected by the metathesis; it remains in its original position, namely, to the right of the second segment in the cluster. The aspiration in the examples in (29) is full aspiration; it is not the weak aspiration that sometimes occurs, discussed in section 6, above.

Some speakers systematically metathesize tautomorphemic \( tk \) clusters as \( kt \), as illustrated in (30). While this form of metathesis is only found in Canada, many Canadian speakers do not metathesize the \( tk \) cluster.\(^{17}\) More research is needed to determine the precise distribution, but those CTK speakers who do not metathesize \( tk \) include all members of a single, large family and their close friends. Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(30)</th>
<th>Base form</th>
<th>Metathesized</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ažútka</td>
<td>ažükta</td>
<td>‘kidney’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cʰatkám</td>
<td>cʰaktám</td>
<td>‘on the left side’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cʰatkú</td>
<td>cʰaktú</td>
<td>‘the honor place’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>katká</td>
<td>kaktá</td>
<td>‘choke’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otkéya</td>
<td>oktéya</td>
<td>‘hang up’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yatká</td>
<td>yaktä(^{18})</td>
<td>‘drink’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{17}\) Assiniboine speakers at Mosquito Reserve metathesize the \( tk \) cluster, as do Stoney speakers at Morley (Parks et al. n.d.).

\(^{18}\) Bertha O’Watch of Carry The Kettle says that \( yaktä \) is an old word meaning ‘to bite something into a curve’, as a quill when doing quillwork, or a strip of rawhide, but now it is “just a different way of saying \( yatkä \).” Both Riggs (1890:608) and Buechel
9. Ablaut

The final \(a\) and \(â\) of some verbs undergo regular change to \(e\) or \(ë\) when immediately followed by certain grammatical elements (see table 2.4). Although the environments in which ablaut occurs are well defined, words that undergo ablaut are not predictable. Following an established convention (e.g., Taylor and Rood 1976, de Reuse 1983, Rood and Taylor 1996), changeable-\(a/-â\) is indicated by uppercase \(A\) or \(Â\) in citation forms. Words, enclitics, and particles that undergo ablaut are collectively referred to as “A-words.”

The enclitic \(ktA\) triggers ablaut to \(ë\) on a preceding A-word; all other ablaut-inducing elements induce a change to \(e\). Unlike Lakota, ablaut does not occur when an A-word is in phrase final position.

Elements that induce change of \(A\) to \(e\) are given in table 2.4. Note that some of these elements are themselves A-words.

Table 2.4 Forms that induce ablaut to \(e\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demonstratives</th>
<th>Enclitics</th>
<th>Modality Particles</th>
<th>Dependent Verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(nê) ‘this’ and all</td>
<td>(na) DIM</td>
<td>(stëï) ‘as if’</td>
<td>(knâ) ‘consider’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>derivatives of (nê)</td>
<td>(s’A) HAB</td>
<td>(c^huna) CONT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(žë) ‘that’ and all</td>
<td>(ši) NEG</td>
<td>(kâc^hâ) ‘wrong’</td>
<td>(kûza) ‘pretend to’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>derivatives of (žë)</td>
<td>(ken) NEG</td>
<td>(no) DECL-m</td>
<td>(k^hûA) CAUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td>(wâc^hî) ‘intend to’</td>
<td>(yA) CAUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of each of the elements in table 4 are given in (31)-(48), in the order they

(1970:623) record \(yaktâ\) ‘to bend with the mouth’.
are listed in the table.

(31) né

wkichát'a wazı iyápʰa θ-ųyké né Ø-sní (cf. wųkA)
human-be.dead one against A3-lie this P3-be.cold
‘this corpse he lay against was cold’ (NR T7.84)

(32) né derivative

né wo-wá-tí-kte néʔjā phiná-ma-ya-ya (cf. ktA)
this ST-1S-eat-POT this-because.of please-P1S-CAUS-REDUP
‘for what I am about to eat, I thank you’

(33) ñé

(33a) né onówā awáhimne ñé (cf. ahíyA)
this song ST-1S-sing that
‘this song that I sang’ (NR T1.12)

(33b) ñé ecʰú-kte ñé o-Ø-kíci-yaka (cf. ktA)
that A3-do-POT that ST-P3-A3-tell
‘she told him she would do that’ (NR T7.148)

(34) ñé derivatives

(34a) owánwan-hjkna zhéchen
lightning-sudden then
‘there were lightning flashes then’ (Appendix: Big Snake.28)

(34b) ináne žehʕatah (cf. iyáyA)
A2.depart ever.since
‘ever since you left’ (NR T7.104)

(35) na

síce-na (cf. sícA)
‘be naughty, kind of bad’

(36) s’A

Ø-zęyé-s’a (cf. zeyA)
A3-say.that-HAB
‘he always says that’ (37) šlicting
(38) *ken*

ták-ehè-cen (cf. eyÁ)
something-A2.say-NEG
‘you haven’t said anything’ (LgC1.338)

(39) *štěñ*

$\emptyset$-štěñ (cf. ktA)
P3-A3-kiss-POT as.if
‘as if to kiss her’ (NR T7.164)

(40) *chuna*

$\emptyset$-chuna (cf. iyáyA)
A3-spread-AUX-CONT
‘he kept spreading it out’ (NR T4.26)

(41) *káčha*

mázaská yuhé cákha (cf. yuhÁ)
money A3.have as.if
‘as if she had money!’ (LgC1.316)

(42) *no*

wa-ú-kte no (cf. ktA)
A1s-come-POT DECL
‘I will come (male speaking)’

(43) *wáchí*

wá-híhè wáchí (cf. híhÁ)
snow-fall be.about.to
‘looks like snow, like it’s about to snow’ wáhíhÁ

(44) *kná*

théñike ya-kná he (cf. théñikÁ)
be.difficult A2-find.to.be Q
‘do you find it difficult?’
(45)  śi

ahiya ye ma-Ø-śi-pi (cf. ahíyA)
sing  P1s-A3-tell.to.do-PL
‘they told me to sing it’ (NR T1.26)

(46)  küza

cʰéye wa-küza (cf. cʰéyA)
cry  A1s-pret
‘I’m pretending to cry’

(47)  kʰiya

iʔé-kʰiya (cf. iʔÁ)
speak-CAUS
‘make someone speak’

(48)  yA

(48a)  cʰa-nā-kse-ya (cf. -ksA)
tree-by.force-sever-CAUS
‘saw down a tree’

(48b)  o-špéye-ya (cf. špáyÁ)
LOC-brand-CAUS
‘to brand’

A single example, mimÁ + -ya > miméya ‘round’, suggests that it is possible
that adverbal -ya also triggers ablaut to e but additional examples will need to be
found to be certain.

For some speakers, A-words do not ablaut to ĵ before ktA, e.g., mná-kta ‘I
will go’, although ablaut to e is retained by these speakers, e.g., A1s-NEG mné-šį ‘I
didn’t go’. Although ablaut to e occurs in a number of environments, ablaut to ĵ
only occurs before ktA, so these speakers retain ablaut as a general rule but have
eliminated the anomalous ĵ. For them, all ablaut is ablaut to e. The following near
minimal pair occurred in a conversation between a speaker who does not ablaut to ĭ and one who does, the two women speaking virtually simultaneously.

(49a) táku omnáka-kta c‘én . . .
what ST-1s-tell-POT thus . . .
‘So what should I tell about . . .’ (LgC1.333)

(49b) táku wó-wa-knakį-kta hún.
what ST-A1s-tell.stories-POT I.wonder
‘I wonder what tales (i.e., gossip) I should tell’ (LgC1.334)

10. Vocalic nasalization

The oral vowels a i u often undergo nasal assimilation but this phenomenon is complex and further research is required for a full understanding of the processes involved. There are three types of nasal spread, which may be characterized as ranging from weak to strong. The weakest form entails optional nasal spread, formalized as rule 3, stating that a non-mid vowel is nasalized following a nasal consonant. The rule is subject to structure preservation; that is, only high and low vowels are affected by the rule, since the mid vowels e o do not have nasal counterparts in the phoneme inventory.

RULE 3 Weak nasal spread

\[
V \rightarrow [+\text{nasal}] / \quad C \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad [+\text{nasal}]
\]

Examples are:

(50) makʰá ~ makʰá ‘earth’
ma-kʰá ~ mə-kʰá ‘s/he means me’ (kʰÁ ‘mean’)
núpa ~ núpa ‘two’
manú ~ mänú ‘steal’
It appears that weak nasalization only occurs when an oral vowel follows a simplex nasal consonant; it does not occur when the nasal consonant is the second member of a consonant cluster. Examples include the following:

(51) sní 'be cold' *snį
řimá 'be sleepy' *řimá
kní 'arrive here' *knį
mnaská 'be flat' *mnąská

Weak nasalization alternates within the speech of individual speakers and might be characterized as strictly phonetic but for several consistent exceptions: the diminutive enclitic na does not seem to have a nasalized alternant (*ŋa), and the oral vowels o e never undergo nasalization, that is, like stop nasalization (see 13.4), variation is restricted to members of the phoneme inventory: only those oral vowels that have phonemic nasal counterparts are receptive to this type of variation. This weak form of nasalization appears to be more prevalent at FB than at CTK.

Somewhat more consistent, but still optional, are those cases in which nasalization of a nasal vowel perseveres across the glide y. (Nasalization does not appear to assimilate across the glides w and h.) This phenomenon, too, seems more prevalent at FB, but for those speakers whose speech exhibits this form, the occurrence is less ephemeral than the weaker type. However, y does not always allow nasal spread. Consider the following data:
The examples in (52) demonstrate that the feature [nasal] can cross both etymologically organic and epenthetic y: the y of yÁ ‘go’ is organic (cf. A1s mną) but the y of causative -yÁ is epenthetic (cf. šp瓜́ywá ‘I cook’), yet both allow nasal spread. On the other hand, the examples in (53) demonstrate that [nasal] does not simply spread across y whenever a sequence of [+nasal]-y-[-nasal] occurs. We see that the instrumental prefixes ya- and yu-, and the A2 pronominal affix ya do not admit nasalization. The phenomenon, while suggestive of a phonological process, seems also to be lexically restricted.

The example in (54) shows that nasal assimilation across y does not occur when the immediately preceding segment is a nasal consonant. That is, the feature [nasal] is only received across y from a nasal vowel.

The strongest type of nasal assimilation may be seen in a few forms where the feature [nasal] that appears in a surface form is invariant, that is, consistently present for all speakers. The clearest example of this type is the contraction of mîña to mji: the root /min/ ‘knife’ loses n in compounds when the second element of the

(52)  yÁ  ‘go’  >  ţyápi  ~  ţyápi  ‘we go’
       špâyÁ ‘cook’  >  špţiţiyyapi  ~  špţiţiyyapi  ‘we cook’
(53)  yaḥtáka  ‘bite’  >  ţyáḥtakapi  *ţyáḥtakapi  ‘we bite’
       yužáža  ‘wash’  >  ţyúžaʒapi  *ţyúžaʒapi  ‘we wash’
       mánú  ~  mánú  ‘steal’  >  mayánu  *mayánu, *māyánu  ‘I steal’

(54)  na-pʰó-pʰom-ya-pi
       INSTR burst-REDUP-CAUS-NOM
       ‘popcorn’
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compound begins with a bilabial stop, and the preceding \(i\) assimilates the feature [nasal] from the deleted consonant, as seen in (55a). Compare those forms to that in (55b), where assimilation does not occur.

\[(55) /\text{min}/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft \textquoteleft knife\textquoteright \textquoteright}\]

(55a) mína  
\(m\text{-}p\text{šú}p\text{pina}\)^{19}  
‘pocket knife’ (-pšu ‘jointed’, -na DIM)

mí-pʰésto  
‘a knife with a sharp point’ (pʰé ‘sharp’, -sto ‘oblong’)

(55b) min-kaš’\(i\)  
‘boning knife’

This kind of nasal assimilation is also seen in (56), where \(n\text{up}^h\text{šin} \quad \text{\textquoteleft \textquoteleft both\textquoteright \textquoteright}\), has the augmentative suffix -š. The \(n\) is deleted but the feature [nasal] is retained and transferred to \(i\), producing \(n\text{up}^h\text{iš}\).

\[(56) \text{\textquoteleft \textquoteleft both\textquoteright \textquoteright -š \text{-}cíya}^{20} \quad \text{\textquoteleft \textquoteleft he told them both\textquoteright \textquoteright} \quad (\text{NR T2.13})\]

Almost as clear a case of “strong” assimilation is the root /\text{wâyak}/ ‘see’, where the second vowel of the root is nasalized in the citation form, \(w\text{ayâka}\) but not in the A1s form, \(w\text{amnàka}\). The second vowel of the A1s form does not nasalize by “weak” nasalization because when the preceding nasal consonant is in a cluster, as noted above, nasal consonants in clusters do not seem to induce weak nasalization.

\(^{19}\) CTK variant: \(m\text{\textit{ıpšú}pina}\)

\(^{20}\) Interestingly, the third person plural object pronominal \(w\text{ícʰa}\) does not occur here. This may indicate that \(w\text{ícʰa}\) refers only to more than two, or it may simply be an example of the practice of omitting \(w\text{ícʰa}\) in informal speech. No other examples have been found in the corpus to make a determination between these two possibilities.
Finally, oral vowels frequently alternate with nasal vowels in two instances that are not conditioned by a nasal consonant or vowel. The instrumental prefix \(\text{ê-}\) is not nasalized by some speakers, and the word \(wic^h\dot{\text{a}}\) ‘human’ alternates freely with \(wic^h\dot{\text{a}}\). A similar phenomenon in Lakota is identified by Rood and Taylor as “doublets” (1996:44), which seems a reasonable label for these alternations also, as both pronunciations are correct.

11. Vowel hiatus

Adjacent vowels are avoided. There are three strategies for adjusting the phonology when two vowels become adjacent through inflection or derivation: the insertion of a glide or glottal stop (11.1), vowel coalescence (11.2), and vowel deletion (11.3).

11.1 Glide or glottal epenthesis

A very common strategy for separating adjacent vowels in surface forms consists in the insertion of \(y\), \(w\), or \(\dot{\text{a}}\).

A low level phonetic rule, formalized as rule 4, inserts a glottal stop before a vowel that follows a word boundary, as in /\(\ddot{\text{a}}\)p/ > \(\ddot{\text{a}}\)\(\ddot{\text{a}}\)p ‘day’ and /osni/ > ?osni ‘be cold’, which form the syntactically derived compound [\(\ddot{\text{a}}\)m?osni] ‘to be a cold day’ (*\(\ddot{\text{a}}\)mosni). (See 12.1 for a discussion of syntactic and lexical derivation.) A glottal stop is also inserted phonetically to separate two vowels that are juxtaposed by derivation when those vowels do not meet the criteria for vowel deletion or coalescence, as in \(ka\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{a}}\) ‘hit and make laugh; trip and laugh’ (\(\ddot{\text{a}}\)ñá ‘laugh’).

\[\text{RULE 4 Glottal Insertion Rule:}\]
\[
\emptyset \rightarrow \ddot{\text{a}} / \text{###} \ V \\
\text{V}
\]

\(\text{UZ-TRANSLATIONS.NET}\)
In fast speech, word internal glottal stops are frequently omitted, but both vowels are pronounced as separate syllables, that is, they do not contract or coalesce as a result of the omission of the glottal stop.\textsuperscript{21}

The glide \( y \) is inserted when a high front vowel immediately precedes a mid or low vowel. This is very common due to a large number of words formed by the locative prefix \( i \sim \acute{i} \) followed by the locative prefix \( o \), as in (57b)-(57c).

(57a) /ni+até/
ni-y-áte
2.Poss-\(y\)-father
‘your father’

(57b) /i + o + hi/
i-yó-hi
LOC-\(y\)-LOC-arrive.there
‘reach by extending’

(57c) /i + o + ki + sica/
i-yó-ki-sica
LOC-\(y\)-LOC-INCEPTIVE-be.bad
‘feel unwell’

Epenthetic \( y \) and \( \acute{y} \) are found to alternate in some forms.

(58) \( i\acute{y} \sim i\acute{y} \) ‘speak, talk’
\( \text{thi}\acute{y} \acute{opa} \sim \text{thiyópa} \) ‘door’
\( \text{iyókiph} \acute{a} \sim \text{iýok’iph} \acute{a} \) ‘cradleboard’ (of k’į ‘carry on the back’)

In general, \( w \) is not as commonly used for this purpose, but a few examples may be the following.

\textsuperscript{21} In the case of the modality enclitic \( ot\acute{t} \acute{q} \acute{k}a \) ‘I think’, the glottal stop seems never to be pronounced, even in slow, careful speech. The word clearly has two high vowels, though, and the stress shifts in some environments to produce \( át\acute{t} \acute{q} \acute{k}a \).
(59a) /i-wa-ohA/  
i-wohe
LOC-w-boil.ABLAUT  
‘cooking pot’ (lit. ‘place in which things are boiled’)  

(59b) /i-wa-o-paska/  
i-w-ó-paska
LOC-w-LOC-press  
‘bread pan’ lit. ‘place in which things are pressed’, in which bread dough is implied by paská ‘knead, as bread dough’)  

In some instances, intervocalic w seems clearly to be epenthetic, as suggested by forms with w that compete with forms employing epenthetic y or ®.

(60) thiwópa ~ thiyópa ~ thî®ópa  
‘door’

jwúga ~ jyúga ~ jî®úga  
‘ask’

The variants in (60) appear to be regional, with the glottal stop more common among Canadian speakers. Individual speakers do not vary the form they use; for example, a speaker who says thî®ópa does so consistently and does not use either of the other variant forms.

11.2 Vowel coalescence

Two vowels in hiatus often coalesce as a single vowel. Vowel coalescence differs from vowel deletion in two ways: when the resulting single vowel is in the first syllable of a word, it is stressed, and the resulting vowel may differ from either of the original vowels, for example, where [-high] a coalesces with [+high] í as the mid vowel é (61c).
Vowel coalescence:

\[(61a)\] \(a - a > á\) \(wápha\) ‘staff, banner’ (wa- INDEF, apáha ‘raise to strike’)

\(wápha\thetaá\)ta ‘sacred bundle; package’ (wa- INDEF, a- LOC, p\(\thetaá\)t\(\theta\) ‘tie up’)

\[(61b)\] \(a - i > í\) \(wíyuk\)c\(\theta\) ‘a thought’ (wa- INDEF, iyúkc\(\theta\) ‘think about’)

\[(61c)\] \(a - í > é\) \(é\)t\(\theta\)í ‘to camp’ (a- LOC, í ‘arrive there’, t\(\theta\)í ‘reside’)

\(é\)y\(\theta\)y\(\theta\) ‘take from here’ (a- LOC, iy\(\theta\)y\(\theta\) ‘depart from here’)

\[(61d)\] \(a - o > ó\) \(wók\)m\(\theta\)a ‘write, draw, paint (itr)’ (wa- INDEF, okm\(\theta\) ‘write, draw, paint (tr)’)

Boas and Deloria (1941:6) report other vocalic combinations that coalesce in Dakota, namely, \(q - í > í, o - o > ó, o - i > ù, \) and \(o - i > í\). While it is likely that these also occur in Assiniboin, no clear or certain examples could be identified. That is, although there are many words with initial ñ, í, ó, and ù that are not accounted for by the examples in \(61\), and while most, if not all, are certainly the product of vowel coalescence, the precise etymologies cannot be determined without further analysis.

11.3 Vowel deletion

When the first member of a lexically derived compound is multisyllabic and vowel-final, the final vowel deletes before the initial vowel of the second member. The examples in \(62\) are representative of the data in the corpus. In each case, the first member of the compound is a noun. It may be that nouns alone are subject to this process, but the data are insufficient at this point to support such a claim.
For the purpose of discussion, morphophonemic processes are divided into two
groups, those that interact with stress and those that do not. Many of the
operations described in this section are identical or very similar to those described
for Dakota by Shaw (1980). When her analysis accounts for the Assiniboine case as
well, the rule is reproduced here with Assiniboine examples but motivations are not
reiterated, although reference to that work is given as appropriate.

Because a number of morphophonemic processes have been shown to be

---

(62) az[žkhi]ya 'nurse a child' (azé ‘breast’, ŋ LOC, k[ž]hi CAUS)
c[ž]at|ohnpayya 'be sad' (c[ž]até ‘heart’, o[ž]páya ‘be sad’)
[ž]ò[kš]a 'around the face' ([ž]é ‘face’, ó[kš]a ‘around’)
nap|jka ‘gloves, mittens’ (ná[ž] ‘hand’, jka ‘tip’)
nap|jcaške ‘bracelet’ (ná[ž] ‘hand’, jcaškA ‘tie’)
wak[ž]|ókjya ‘kingfisher’ (wakpá ‘river’, o LOC, kjya ‘fly’)
wakt|óknaka ‘tell one’s war deeds’ (wa INDEF, kté ‘kill’, oknáka ‘tell
one’s own’)
wat|ó[ž]inaži ‘train station’ (wáta ‘conveyance’, 22 o LOC, ŋ LOC,
náži ‘stand’)
wic[ž]ót’a ‘crowd’ (wic[ž]á ‘man, human’, ót’a ‘many’)

12. Morphophonemic processes

For the purpose of discussion, morphophonemic processes are divided into two
groups, those that interact with stress and those that do not. Many of the
operations described in this section are identical or very similar to those described
for Dakota by Shaw (1980). When her analysis accounts for the Assiniboine case as
well, the rule is reproduced here with Assiniboine examples but motivations are not
reiterated, although reference to that work is given as appropriate.

Because a number of morphophonemic processes have been shown to be

---

22 wáta ‘boat’ has been extended semantically to refer to any conveyance, e.g.,
wáta ‘train’ and wátak[y]e ‘airplane’ (k[y]A ‘fly’).
sensitive to a uniquely fine set of distinctions among boundary types, this section begins with a discussion of boundaries. It is followed by a discussion of several stress-assigning principles and rules that either influence them or are influenced by them.

12.1 Boundaries

In order to account for some seemingly arbitrary and conflicting stress patterns, Shaw (1980:35, following Chambers 1978) divides the broader categories of ‘word boundary’ and ‘morpheme boundary’ into the four categories listed in table 2.5. These finer boundary distinctions delimit the domain of certain phonological rules in ways that parallel phenomena also found in Assiniboine. They are ranked hierarchically from weak to strong, where their relative strength is determined by whether stress can move across the boundary by the Dakota Accent Rule (DAR), described in the following section. The DAR passes freely across morpheme and lexical derivation boundaries, but does not cross an enclitic or word boundary. To facilitate comparison, in this section I will adopt Shaw’s symbols for these boundaries.
Table 2.5 Boundaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary type</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>morpheme boundary</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lexical derivation boundary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enclitic boundary</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[internal] word boundary</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[external] word boundary</td>
<td>##</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shaw’s evidence for the existence of these boundaries (1980: 35-50) may be summarized as follows, using Assiniboine examples. The DAR (primary stress assignment rule that places primary stress on the second syllable, described in the following section) passes freely over morpheme boundaries (+) and lexical derivation boundaries (|). These are exemplified in (62) and (63) respectively. Observe that the DAR is free to assign stress to the right of such boundaries, and can also move to the left as necessary under the rule.

(63) Morpheme boundary examples:

(63a) pronominal affix: wa + kte > wakté ‘I kill’
(63b) instrumental prefix: ka + ksA > kaksÁ ‘chop’
(63c) pronominal + instr. wa + ka + ksA > wakáksa ‘I chop’
(63d) locative prefix: í + ka + ksA > ñcákse ‘cutting tool’

(An Assiniboine parallel for the Dakota “adverbial suffix -ya,” which she exemplifies by the Dakota word ptųsyá could not be found.)

23 “|” is used in Chambers and Shaw 1980; Shaw (1980) uses “%”.
Lexical derivation boundary examples:

(64a) noun + noun > noun:  ch'ap|sîte > ch'apsîte ~
                          chamsîte  ‘beaver tail’

(64b) noun + verb > noun:  šuk|nûni > šuknûni  ‘mustang’

(64c) noun + verb > verb:  ch'ap|kʰuwa > ch'apkʰúwa ‘beaver-hunting’

(64d) verb + (dep) verb > verb:  sap|ya > samyÁ  ‘blacken’
                                yuškásí  ‘order to untie’

By contrast, enclitic (=) and internal word (#) boundaries block the DAR.

Enclitic boundary examples:

(65a) špÁ = šî >  špāšî  *špâšî  ‘not cooked, raw’

(65b) t'Á = ktA = šî >  t'ktêši  *t'iktêšî  ‘s/he will not die’

One phonological rule is sensitive to the distinction between morpheme and lexical derivation boundary: degemination (rule 7, below) applies across a morpheme boundary but not across a lexical derivation boundary.

Shaw presents arguments for eliminating the ‘=’ boundary, stating that “the morphophonemic facts of Dakota substantiate [its elimination on grounds of economy] in that the two boundaries ‘=’ and ‘#’ function together in any rules which make crucial reference to either of them” (1980:41). The hypothesis that ‘=’ is superfluous, she says, would be falsified by “the identification of a process which operates only in the context of ‘=’ or ‘#’, but crucially not both” (1980:41-42). In Assiniboine, rhythmic stress patterning (RSP, described in 12.4) ignores a ‘=’ boundary but is blocked by a ‘#’ boundary, so that a distinction between them is empirically provable. Although the RSP phenomenon is absent in Sioux, the
evidence it provides of a crucial distinction between the two boundaries in Assiniboine suggests that a principled basis for the distinction may exist in Sioux as well.

12.2 Dakota Accent Rule (DAR)

Primary stress is assigned by the Dakota Accent Rule (DAR), as described and motivated in Shaw (1980:31-44). The rule was first formalized by Chambers (1978:19) and later by Shaw (1980:31). Shaw’s formalization of the rule is reproduced as rule 5.

RULE 5 Dakota Accent Rule (DAR)

\[ V \rightarrow V' / \#(C_0V)C_0-\]

The rule states that primary stress is assigned to the second syllable of a word unless there is only one syllable, in which case primary stress is assigned to that syllable. As a consequence of this rule, primary stress never falls beyond the second syllable. Primary stress moves leftwards as prefixes are added to a word.

Shaw’s paradigmatic example (1980:31) is found in Assiniboine as well:

(66)  
\[ \begin{align*} 
\text{chí-kté} & \quad \text{‘I kill you’} \\
\text{ma-yá-kte} & \quad \text{‘you kill me’} \\
\text{wichá-ya-kte} & \quad \text{‘you kill them’} 
\end{align*} \]

Phonological processes that can cause the primary stress to move up to the first syllable are described in section 11, above.

12.3 Compound Accent Rule (CAR)

In the formation of compounds, the primary stress of the second member is
reduced to secondary stress by the Compound Accent Rule (CAR), formalized by Shaw (1980:38) and reproduced here as rule 6.

RULE 6  Compound Accent Rule (CAR):

\[ \acute{\text{V}} \rightarrow \acute{\text{V}} /##...\acute{\text{V}}...##...## \]

Examples of the CAR, with derivations, include the following.

(67)  `/kiyā#iyayA/` (kiyā ‘fly’, iyāyA ‘depart’)

  DAR kiyā#iyāya  
  CAR kiyā#iyāya  
  ? Insertion  kiyā#iyāya 
  [kiyā#iyāya] ‘fly away’

(68)  `/mini#o+t'áA/` (miní ‘water’, loc, t’á ‘die’)

  DAR miní ot’á  
  CAR miní ot’á  
  ? Insertion miní?ot’á  
  [miní?ot’á] ‘drown’

(69)  `/inañmá|khiyA/` (ináñmá ‘hide’, khiyA CAUS.RFL)

  DAR ináñmá khiya 
  CAR ináñmá khiya  
  ABLAUT ináñmekhiya  
  [ináñmekhiya] ‘hide from someone’

(70)  `/kamná-#mani/` (kamnáA ‘spread one’s legs apart’, máni ‘walk’)

  REDUP kamnázmnañ mani 
  3-C Simpl. kamnamnañ mani 
  Fric devoic kamnamnañ mani  
  DAR kamnámnañ máni  
  CAR kamnámnañ màni  
  [kamnámnañ màni] ‘walk with legs apart, waddle’

12.4 Lexical stress

For historical reasons, some stems may be considered to have underlying first syllable stress. Examples are:

(71)  hjáska  ‘be long, tall’  
      cónana  ‘a few; a little bit’
cūsina  ‘be small’
étuwâ  ‘look’
éknąka  ‘put’
káya  ‘say, tell; “hearsay”’
hûte  ‘base’ (noun)
kítâna  ‘barely, slightly’
máni  ‘walk’
náži  ‘stand’

12.5 Rhythmic Stress Patterning (RSP)

As we have seen, the DAR assigns one accent to a lexical word, and that primary
stress is reduced by the CAR to secondary stress on the second member of a
compound. Significantly, then, an accent resulting from the CAR is simply modified
DAR stress, subject to all the same rules of placement that affect the DAR and
occupying the position assigned originally by the DAR. Together, these two rules
constitute what may be considered a single stress rule complex.

There are additional stress patterns in Assiniboine words and phrases that
are not accounted for by the DAR/CAR complex and that impart a characteristic
rhythmic contour to Assiniboine. At the present stage of analysis, these appear to
result from a set of rules that apply after the DAR and CAR have applied, although
further research may contradict this view. All stress resulting from these additional
rules is secondary, and usually – but not always – falls on alternate syllables.
Since the effect is to impart a prominent rhythm to the language overall, I will
 provisionally refer to these patterns collectively as rhythmic stress patterning (RSP)
and regard RSP as a separate rule complex from the DAR/CAR complex.

There are at least two domains, and hence at least two rules, in the RSP
complex. One domain is the word (with any enclitics that may be attached to it),
and another that is larger than the word; sometimes this larger domain can be identified as a phrase or clause, but in other instances it seems not to fit an identifiable syntactic unit. Although this assessment is quite indefinite, a few pattern types can be identified that occur with greater than chance frequency so that it seems certain that these patterns in fact result from rules by which RSP will eventually be found to be predictable.

12.5.1 Word level RSP

At the word level, pairs of examples like the following suggest that RSP is assigned from right to left beginning with the penult and to every second syllable thereafter, creating a stress clash when it encounters primary stress assigned (from left to right) by the DAR, as described for Stoney (Shaw 1985, Rhysen Erdman 1997). In this analysis, in (72), the stem okîne is assigned primary stress on the second syllable by the DAR and secondary stress is assigned to the penultimate syllable by RSP.

(72a) o-Ø-Ø-kinî-pi-ken
      ST-P3-A3-get-PL-NEG
‘they don’t get it’ (NR T4.53)

(72b) o-Ø-Ø-kinê-pi
      ST-P3-A3-get-PF
‘they get it’

In (73), we see two four-syllable words, one with underlying first syllable stress (73a), and one with DAR-assigned primary stress (73b). The fact that a stress clash occurs in (73b) but not in (73a) can be accounted for by positing right to left assignment of RSP.
Exam ples like the following suggest that in words with final closed syllables, RSP assignment is initiated on the final syllable. Right to left-assigned RSP could also account for these examples.

(74a) wachê-wîcê-wa-kîyì-ktâ-c
dance-P3p-A1s-CAUS-POT-DECL
'I will make them dance' (NR T5.12)

(74b) yušná-pî-sî-m
drop-PL-NEG-IMPER
'don't drop it!' (NR T3.29)

However, this suggestion is countered by examples like (75)-(76), in which stress does not fall on a final closed syllable, and (77), in which neither the ultimate nor penultimate syllable is stressed.

(75) i-má-stûsta-c
LOC-P1s-be.tired-DECL
'I'm tired of it' (NR T4.9)

(76) iyûha the-mîci-yâ-pi-c\(^{24}\)
all ST-1.BEN-eat.up-PL-DECL
'they ate it all up on me' (app. Ëktomi and Fox.39)

(77) mi-thákožà-pi-na
A1s.POSS-grandchild-PL-DIM
'my grandchildren (NR T5.12)

In (78), primary stress on the first syllable is unexpected, since the secondary

\(^{24}\) /thîm-mîci-ya/ : first m deleted by the rule of degemination
stress is in the position where primary stress would be expected.

(78)  ki-càška
   INCEPTIVE-tie
   ‘to come loose, come untied’ (SB.116)

An alternative analysis is that RSP assigns stress to alternate syllables beginning to the right of the primary stress and moving from left to right, regardless of whether the primary stress is assigned to the first or second syllable.

(79)  **RSP** in words with second syllable primary stress

(79a) yušná-pi-šì-m
   drop-PL-NEG-IMPER
   ‘don’t drop it!’ (NR T3.29)

(79b) o-∅-∅-kíni-pì-ken
   ST-P3-A3-get-PL-NEG
   ‘they don’t get it’ (NR T4.53)

(79c) ∅-akínçà-pi
   A3-argue-PL
   ‘they argued’ (NR T4.43)

(79d) o-míci-pàŋpu
   LOC-on.me-scrape.off
   ‘he scraped it off on me’ (SB.9)

(80)  **RSP** in words with first syllable primary stress

(80a) tákuni-šì
   nothing-NEG
   ‘it’s nothing’

(80b) nûta-pi-kta
   A2.eat-PL-POT
   ‘you will eat it’ (SB:71)

(80)  é-ma-yàku
   ST-P1s-take
   ‘he took me’ (SB:54)

Secondary stress is avoided on a final syllable if the final syllable is open, as
in (81), but allowed if the final syllable is closed, as in (82).

(81)  
\text{mi-tñákožà-pi-na}  
\text{A1s.POSS-grandchild-PL-DIM}  
‘my grandchildren’ (NR T5.12)

(82)  
\text{wacñí-wëcñà-wa-kñiyi-ktà-c}  
dance-P3p- \text{A1s-CAUS-POT-DECL}  
‘I will make them dance’ (NR T5.12)

The case in which a declarative glottal stop with incomplete closure surfaces

as a neutral vowel (see 3.2.1) is interesting. Underlyingly, ? creates a closed

syllable, and in its surface form as schwa it adds a syllable so that, in the following

g example, ší is no longer the final syllable. Either way, ší receives stress by \text{RSP} due

to the presence of ? (> ø).

(83)  
\text{[tuwéni-ší ø]}  
/tuwéni-ší ?/  
nobody-NEG DECL  
‘there is nobody’ (NR T3.14)

Not explained in an analysis of left-to-right \text{RSP} is stress clash, in which

primary stress in one syllable is followed by secondary stress on the next adjacent

syllable, such as those in (72b) and (73b) above, and those in (84)-(85).

(84) Stress clash in words with second syllable primary stress:

(84a)  
\text{wahíhèya}  
mole (animal)  
‘mole’ (SB.74 and SB.80)

(84b)  
\text{mi-sükà-pi}  
\text{A1s.POSS-younger.brother-PL}  
‘my younger brothers’ (NR T3.25)

(84c)  
\text{û-yà-pi-kta}  
\text{1du-go-PL-POT}  
‘we will go’ (NR T3.28)
Stress clash in word with first syllable primary stress:

\[ \text{t}^\text{b} \text{á} \text{p} \text{á} \text{-n} \text{a} \]
\[ \text{ball-DIM} \]

‘little ball’ (NR T3.22 and T3.41)

More research is needed to determine the principles governing RSP. While RSP is similar in many respects to the secondary stress patterns described for Stoney, Assiniboine does not exhibit clear patterns of penultimate stress as described for Stoney, and neither simple right-to-left nor left-to-right assignment appears to account for all the non-CAR secondary stress observed in the data.

12.5.2 RSP and modality particles

It may be observed in many of the above examples that enclitics are subject to RSP. Modality particles, however, are not subject to RSP. As the examples in (86) show, modality particles may receive stress, but it is primary stress.

(86a) \[ \text{n} \text{i-t}^\text{b} \text{á-pi-kte} \quad \text{no} \]
\[ \text{P2-be.dead-PL-POT DECL} \]

‘you all will be dead’ (SB.90)

(86b) \[ \text{a-c} \text{h} \text{i-pâ\text{n}pu} \quad \text{c} \text{h} \text{á-c} \]
\[ \text{LOC-1/you-scrape.off maybe-DECL} \]

‘I might scrape it off on you’ (SB.99)

(86c) \[ \text{é-ma-yâku pô} \]
\[ \text{ST-P2-take PL.IMPER-m} \]

‘take me [out of here]!’ (SB.54)

(86d) \[ \text{i-ní-tùka} \quad \text{hé} \]
\[ \text{ST-P2-be.hungry Q} \]

‘are you hungry?’ (NR T7.114)

Monosyllabic modality particles do not always take stress, and although the reason that they do bear stress in the above examples is as yet unexplained, it seems clear that it is by some process other than the DAR or RSP. If they were
subject to the DAR they would consistently bear primary stress and if they were subject to RSP, any stress they received would be secondary stress. Whatever the source, when modality particles receive stress, it is always primary stress, unlike the enclitics, which may only receive secondary stress. In other words, enclitics and modality particles are in separate stress domains. Enclitics modify a verb and are associated with the host by an enclitic boundary (=), which blocks DAR but not RSP. In fact, this is one of the criteria by which enclitics are distinguished from modality particles. (See chapter 9.)

12.5.3 Phrase level RSP

RSP is sometimes seen to extend through entire phrases. In such instances, RSP re-assigns primary stress of a word within the phrase that would otherwise a phrase level pattern of alternate syllable stress. In the example in (87), the lexical stress of \( \text{niná} \) is shifted to the second syllable, thus preserving the regular alternating syllable rhythm of the entire phrase.

(87) \( \text{tók⁵en né tʰahɡke né nahɡ⁵ niná ni-yázₙ} \) he how this knee this still very P2-hurt Q
‘Is your knee still hurting you?’ (NR T6.20)

The example in (88) provides a minimum pair in which the speaker repeats a phrase, but the second time without the independent pronoun \( \text{né} \). The primary stress on \( \text{éyaku} \) is shifted when the pronoun is present but remains in its lexically assigned position in the repetition, where it is not preceded by \( \text{né} \). Also, \( \text{cʰen} \) receives no stress in its first occurrence but receives primary stress in its second occurrence, thereby creating a pattern of alternating stress that persists across
both phrases.

(88) né emáyakù chën, é-ma-yàku chë'n, . . .
this one ST-P1s-take thus, ST-P1s-take thus
‘so this one picked me up, so she picked me up’ (LgC1.273)

These phrase level stress displacements (if that is what they are) are the
exception rather than the rule, but they occur often enough to suggest that they
are not merely slips of the tongue. Such “displacement” has also been noted at the
word level, as in (89), where the expected wic'hákípã (cf. pÁ ‘call’) surfaces instead
with a stress clash similar to that seen in the examples in (84) above.

(89) wic'há-ki-pa
P3P-DAT-call
‘he called them’ (SB.61)

Finally, at the phrase level, two additional phenomena have been noted. In
one, the primary stress assigned by the DAR is sometimes shifted to create even,
alternating syllable stress throughout part or all of a phrase. In the bracketed
portion of (90), the expected nútkta ‘you will eat’ becomes nutïkta in context. The
RSP effect may be independent of syntactic structure: hâta forms a constituent with
wëc'hani but agrees with the alternate syllable stress patternning of the matrix
clause, although this may be coincidental, since hâta has underlying first syllable
stress.

(90) wëc’hani {hâta níš žehâ nutï-kta }
A1s.finish when you then A2-eat-POT
‘when I finish eating, then you will eat’ (NR T7.111)

In (91), nahâñi and chë’n are stressed as expected, but the first syllable stress
of wëksuya (see chapter 9 regarding the derivation of this form) is shifted to the
second syllable, creating a pattern of regular alternate syllable within the dependent clause.

(91)  nahâñi weksúya cʰén
still A1s-remember since
‘since I still remember it . . . ’ (NR T1.4)

Another pattern has been noted that does not alternate syllables but which by some other rule seems to function in place of alternate syllable stress assignment. The pattern of the bracketed phrase in (92) is dactylic, i.e., long-short-short, represented in the example as ‘_ ∙ ∙’. The rhythm in the first part, tókʰen šiyáka, is in a sense “naturally” dactylic by the effect of lexical first syllable stress on the first word and the DAR on the second. If RSP only assigned alternate syllable stress, we should expect ewíčʰakìyàpi. But here the secondary stress in ewíčʰakìyàpi does not conform to the more common pattern of alternate syllable stress assignment, seeming instead to result from the pattern established in the earlier part of the phrase.

(92)  nàkáhà né įš { tókʰen šiyáka ewíčʰakìyàpi } now this SPC how mudhen they.call.them
‘these are the ones they call “mudhen” today’ (NR T5.28)

13. Other morphophonological processes

13.1 Degemination

Assiniboine does not have true (tautosyllabic) geminate consonants but when like consonants abut across a morpheme boundary as a result of morphological processes, creating what are termed “false” geminates, the first, or leftmost,
consonant is deleted.\textsuperscript{25} Aspirated and unaspirated consonants are treated as like consonants, so that a combination of \(C_i\) and \(C_i^h\) will also trigger deletion. Shaw’s (1980:340) rule of degemination is reproduced as rule 7, modified to reflect the restriction of identity to nonlaryngeal features.

\textbf{RULE 7}

\textbf{Degemination}

\[ C_i \rightarrow \emptyset / \ldots C_i \quad (i = \text{identity of nonlaryngeal features}) \]

Examples include:

(93) \[ /p^h\text{op}/ \quad /n^a+p^h\text{op}+p^h\text{op}\text{ya}=\text{pi} / \rightarrow \text{n}\text{ap}^h\text{op}\text{hayapi} \quad \text{‘popcorn’} \]

\[ /k^h\text{ok}/ \quad /k^a+k^h\text{ok}+k^h\text{ok-a} / \rightarrow \text{kak}^h\text{ok}^h\text{oka} \quad \text{‘to knock’} \]

\[ /t^i\text{t}/ \quad /p^a+t^i+t^i\text{t-a} / \rightarrow \text{patitita} \quad \text{‘to push around’} \]

\[ /\text{themya}/ \rightarrow [\text{them}^\text{ayayabikte} \text{ši}] \]

\[ /\text{th}^\text{em}+\text{ma}+\text{ya}+\text{ya}=\text{pi}=\text{kte}=\text{šj}/ \]

\text{ST-P1s-A2-eat.up-PL-POT-NEG}

\text{‘you will not eat me up’}

Degemination does not occur across a lexical derivation boundary (\(\|\)), as shown in (93) (see also Boas and Deloria 1941:13). \(k\) is the only obstruent that does not undergo dissimilating phonological changes in a coda and is therefore the only obstruent for which such combinations occur. There is no release between the two segments comprising the geminate; \(kk\) is \([k:]\) and \(kk^h\) is \([k^h:\]).

(94) \[ /\text{aktak}\text{\|k}^\text{h}i\text{ya}/ \quad \text{aktak}^\text{h}^\text{k}^\text{yi}a \quad \text{‘to cause to run’} \]

\[ /\text{ch}^\text{onak}\text{\|k}^\text{th}^\text{y}u/ \quad \text{ch}^\text{onak}^\text{h}^\text{k}^\text{th}^\text{y}u \quad \text{‘to wear a breechcloth’} \]

\textsuperscript{25} A number of recent studies provide evidence that it is, in fact, the first of two intervocalic biconsonantal obstruents that is deleted in a deletion process. See, for example, Wilson (2001). The first two examples in (93), in which the unaspirated stop of the coda is deleted and the aspirated stop of the following onset is retained, support this claim.
13.2 Triconsonantal simplification

When a sequence of three consonants occurs across a morpheme boundary (+), the leftmost consonant is deleted. Shaw’s (1980:332) formalization of this rule is reproduced as rule 8.

RULE 8  Triconsonantal simplification (CCC-SIMPL):

\[ C \rightarrow \emptyset / \_\_\_ CC \]

(95) /škop/ > škop+škop-a > škó-škópa  ‘to be crooked, warped’

/-mhec/ > kamnéć+mhec-a > kamné-mhec  ‘to smash with an instrument’

/šnut/ > šnut+šnut-a > šnu-šnuta  ‘to be slippery, slick’

/ñoñok/ > oñoñok+ñoñok-a > oñoñ-ñoñoka  ‘to be full of holes’

The root /mnuz/ appears to be an exception to this rule for some speakers.

(96a) [nâmñu+mnuza]  ‘to cause to creak by walking on,’

(96b) [j cámnus+mnûzana]  ‘little gusts of wind’

In (96a), the final z of /mnuz/ is deleted in its reduplicated form but in (96b), attested by a different speaker (from the same generation and geographic region) the reduplicated form retains the CCC sequence, with the z undergoing fricative devoicing, as described below.
13.3 Fricative devoicing

The fricatives $z \, \tilde{z} \, \tilde{g}$ are devoiced in codas. This is formalized as rule 9, following Shaw (1980:334), modified here to express the environment in terms of syllable structure.

\[
\text{RULE 9} \quad \text{Fricative devoicing}
\]

\[
[-\text{son, +cont}] \rightarrow [-\text{voice}] / \_0
\]

Examples are given in (97), with syllable boundaries marked.

(97) Fricative devoicing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/\text{choz}/</td>
<td>‘to be warm’</td>
<td>\text{cho}s.yÁ ‘to make warm’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/\text{-mnaz}/</td>
<td>‘to break open’</td>
<td>ka.mnás-.kni.řpá.yÁ ‘his fell and broke open’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/\text{wiš}/</td>
<td>‘to glide in circles’</td>
<td>ka.wíš-.ů ‘be gliding in circles, as a hawk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/\text{poš}/</td>
<td>‘to blow on’</td>
<td>poř.pó.řgÁ ‘to blow on’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/\text{yeš}/</td>
<td>‘glitter’</td>
<td>yeř.yÁ ‘be illuminated, shining’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/\text{ktuš}/</td>
<td>‘drunk’</td>
<td>ktuš.yÁ ‘to make drunk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/\text{wiš}/</td>
<td>‘bend’</td>
<td>wiš.wi.že.na ‘be pliable, flexible’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13.4 Coda nasalization

A stop in coda position nasalizes at the place of articulation before sonorants and word finally. This is formalized as rule 10. The rule is subject to structure preservation; $k$ does not nasalize because the homorganic nasal ŋ is not a member of the phoneme inventory in Assiniboine.
RULE 10  Coda nasalization

\[ C \rightarrow [+nasal] / \_ \_ \_ \]
\[-cont\]
\[ C \]
\[ [+son] \]
\[ ## \]

Examples are:

(98) /nup/ núpa ‘two’ numnúpa, núm

/wít/ wíta ‘crawl’ winwíta

/táp/ tápa ‘be cut’ matáptam (adv)

/hót/ pahóta ‘clean a cylinder’ pahóñhota

The examples in (99) illustrate the failure of k to undergo coda nasalization.

(99) nák ná.ka ‘twitch’

tók ‘certainly’

íyák-ú ‘come running’ (íyáka ‘run’, ú ‘come’)

For some speakers the fricative ñ is a sonorant and triggers Coda Nasalization, while for others, it does not.

(100) /hót/ hóta ‘gray’ hóñ.hó.ta (~hóñhóta)

When the coda consonant is aspirated, as occasionally happens when a word is formed by dropping a final vowel, aspiration is lost also.

(101) iyákʰapʰa ‘beyond, surpassing’ > iyákʰam ‘beyond, surpassing’

13.5 Velar palatalization

Velar palatalization is a common phenomenon, occurring when a simple velar stop is preceded by a front vowel across a morpheme boundary. Examples include:
Shaw (1980:205) offers a complex rule that accounts for the majority of instances of palatalization, but even that rule has exceptions.

(102) kāga ‘make’ mici+cāga ‘he made it for me’

kʰuwá ‘chase’ ni+cʰúwa ‘he is chasing you’

k’ú ‘give’ ni+c’ú ‘he gave it to you’

eyÁ ‘say’ + ki DAT > e+cíyÁ ‘tell’

The rule as it applies to the examples in (102) is formalized as rule 11.

**RULE 11**  
Velar palatalization (VEL PALAT)

\[
\begin{align*}
C & \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} \text{coronal} & / \text{ V } + \text{ ___ V} \\
\text{velar} & \text{-anterior} \end{bmatrix} \\
& \text{[front]}
\end{align*}
\]

There are many conditions on this rule, however, making it impossible to formalize a single rule that precisely states the environment for palatalization in all cases.²⁶ The palatalization patterns in Assiniboine parallel those in Lakota, where the problem has been studied extensively, e.g., Legendre and Rood (1992:380-382), Patterson (1990:150-156), Shaw (1980: 192-237), Boas and Deloria (1941:14). As a general principle, it is useful to bear in mind Legendre and Rood’s (1992:382) conclusion that “[t]he exceptions to palatalization are always in the direction of unexpected immunity to the rule.” Because Shaw has methodically enumerated the conditions on velar palatalization, it seems that the most efficient approach is to follow the order of her presentation. To facilitate cross-dialect comparison, references to other studies of this phenomenon are provided.

### 13.5.1 Velar palatalization and active/stative verb stems

An active verb stem with an initial velar undergoes velar palatalization, whereas

---

²⁶ Shaw (1980:205) offers a complex rule that accounts for the majority of instances of palatalization, but even that rule has exceptions.

(103) Active stems:

(103a) waḵatoto  ‘I sweep’  th⁺iʔïcatoto  ‘a broom’
(103b) makʰâ  ‘he means me’  niçʰâ  ‘he means you’
(103c) makʰ’â  ‘he gives me’  niç’â  ‘he gives you’

(104) Stative stems:

(104a) makʰâta  ‘I am feverish’  nikʰâta  ‘you are feverish’
(104b) makâna  ‘I am old’  nikâna  ‘you are old’

The active verb stem kʰ ‘covet, desire’ is an exception. It does not palatalize when the conditions of vel palat are met (cf. Shaw 1980:194; Boas and Deloria 1941:14).

(105) /wa+kʰ/  >  [wagû]  ‘I covet it’
      /ni+kʰ/  >  [nigû]  ‘he covets you’

Initial velars of dependent verb stems do not palatalize, as shown in (106).27 (cf. Shaw 1980:193; Boas and Deloria:14).

(106) /iʔa|kapj/  ->  [iʔégab]  ‘he is reluctant to talk’
      /i+nâžj|kʰiya/  ->  [jinâžjkʰiya]  ‘to stop something’
      /ihûni|kʰiya/  ->  [ihûnikʰiya]  ‘to cause to finish’

27 Shaw gives Sioux examples in which kʰo means ‘portend, foretell’ but I find no such examples for Assiniboine, nor have I been able to elicit the word with that meaning. Although kʰo is common in Assiniboine as a conjunction and as a modality particle, it appears not to exist as a dependent verb.
13.5.1.1 Instrumental prefix *ka* ‘by a blow; by external pressure’

The *k* of instrumental prefix *ka-* is palatalized following a high front vowel.

(107) kahómni ‘to knock or spin around’

\[ \text{jcáhomni} \quad \text{‘a crank’} \quad \text{(INSTR + by striking+spin)} \]

(108) kaksá ‘to chop’

\[ \text{jcákse} \quad \text{‘cutting tool’} \quad \text{(INSTR + by striking+sever (with nominal ablaute))} \]

(109) kamú ‘to beat a drum’

\[ \text{jcámú} \quad \text{‘drumstick’} \quad \text{(LOC+INSTR.’by a blow’ + ‘make deep sound’)} \]

13.5.1.2 *kʰi* ‘mutual contact, effect’

The morpheme-initial velar of *kʰi* ‘mutual contact’ palatalizes following a high front vowel (cf. Shaw 1980:194).

(110) \[ \text{wa+kʰiʔi} \quad \text{‘I throw it at him’} \]

\[ \text{ni+cʰiʔi} \quad \text{‘he throws it at you’} \]

(111) \[ /\text{wa+kʰi+paži}/ \rightarrow \text{[wakʰibaži]} \quad \text{‘I’m jealous of him’} \]

\[ /\text{ni+kʰi+paži}/ \rightarrow \text{[nicʰibaži]} \quad \text{‘he’s jealous of you’} \]

13.5.1.3 Kinship suffix -**ku** (3rd person possessive)

In example (112), the suffix-initial velar is palatalized across a morpheme boundary following a high front vowel, but not after other vowels, as seen in (113) (cf. Shaw 1980:195).

(112) \[ /\text{thʰa+wij+ku}/ \rightarrow \text{thʰawjcu} \quad \text{‘his wife’} \]

\[ /\text{thʰwij+ku=na}/ \rightarrow \text{thʰwjcuna} \quad \text{‘his/her aunt (cross relationship)’} \]

(113) \[ /\text{hụ+ku}/ \rightarrow \text{hụku} \quad \text{‘his mother’} \]
\(/^{th}i^{m}n^{o}+k^{u}/ > \quad ^{th}i^{m}n^{o}k^{u} \quad \text{‘her older brother’}\)

\(/^{s}u^{k}a+k^{u}/ > \quad ^{s}u^{k}k^{u} \quad \text{‘his/her younger brother’}\)

13.5.1.4 Suffix -\(k^{a}\) ‘rather, kind of’

The enclitic-initial velar palatalizes across an enclitic boundary following derived \(e\), that is, an \(e\) that results from ablaut (114). It does not palatalize after an underlying \(e\) (115a), nor after a high front vowel (115b). (cf. Shaw 1980:195; Boas and Deloria 1941:77)

(114) \(/a+k^{h}a^{t}=k^{a}/ > \quad a^{h}a^{t}c^{a} \quad \text{‘be kind of warm’}\)

\(/a+s^a=p=k^{a}/ > \quad a^s^a_p^{e}c^{a} \quad \text{‘be kind of black’}\)

(115a) \(/a+wa^{s}t=e=k^{a}/ > \quad a^w^a^{s}t^{e}k^{a} \quad \text{‘be kind of good’}\)

(115b) \(/a+\tilde{\jmath}=k^{a}/ \text{ (redup)} > \quad a^{\tilde{\jmath}^{\tilde{\jmath}}}k^{a} \quad \text{‘be kind of fat’}\)

13.5.1.5 Enclitic \(k^{e}n\) NEG

The negative enclitic \(k^{e}n\) (which does not occur in Sioux) conforms precisely to the rule of \(\text{VEL PALAT}\) as described by Shaw. The velar does not palatalize following a high front vowel across the enclitic boundary (116), but does palatalize following a derived \(e\) (117).

(116) \(/o^k^{i}ni=p=i=k^{e}n/ > \quad o^k^{i}n^{i}p^{i}k^{e}n \quad \text{‘they didn’t get any’}\)

\(/^\tilde{\jmath}yak^{u}=p=i=k^{e}n/ > \quad ^\tilde{\jmath}yak^{u}p^{i}k^{e}n \quad \text{‘they may not take any’}\)

(117) \(/k^{i}ks^{u}(+)y^{A}+^{1}s^{k}=k^{e}n/ > \quad w^{e}k^{s^{u}}y^{e}c^{e}n \quad \text{‘I don’t remember’}\)

\(/s^n^{o}k^{y}^{A}+^{1}s^{k}=k^{e}n/ > \quad s^{n}o^{k}w^{a}y^{e}c^{e}n \text{ ‘I don’t know’}\)
13.5.2 **Adverbs and velar palatalization**

It appears that there is variation in the application of `VEL PALAT` to adverbs.\(^{28}\) The examples in (118-119) conform to the rule, but among the variant forms in (120-122), those in (120-121) were given by the same speaker, in one instance on the same day, and these variations have been attested both at FB and CTK.

(118) /\i+khokam/ \(\text{LOC} + \text{‘front’}\)
    `jkhógam` ‘in front of’

(119) /\i+khayena/ \(\text{LOC} + \text{‘near’}\)
    `jkháyena` ‘near, close to’

(120) /mi+kakna/ ‘me’ + ‘beside’
    mjkakna ~ mjckakna ‘beside me’

(121) /mni#kakna/ ‘water + ‘beside’
    mní#càkna ‘beside the water’

(122) /thi#kakna/ ‘dwelling + ‘beside’
    tthicákna ‘beside the dwelling’

(123) [awódabi gakná
    /a+wa+yut=pi # kakna/
    at-NOM-eat-NOM # beside
    ‘at the table’

13.5.3 **Coronal dissimilation**

Non-continuant coronal segments `t n c` dissimilate to `[k]` when followed by another coronal segment across a morpheme boundary, as described by Shaw (1980:337-8)

---

\(^{28}\) In this, Assiniboine differs from Sioux, as Shaw provides evidence that in Sioux adverbs never palatalize.
for Dakota. Shaw’s (1980:338) formalization of this rule is reproduced as rule 12.

**RULE 12**

**Coronal dissimilation**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
-\text{cont} \\
+\text{coron}
\end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
-\text{coron} \\
-\text{ant} \\
-\text{sonor}
\end{array} / \quad +[\text{+coron}]
\]

Examples are:

(124) nína > niknína ‘very’ (also, níknina ‘quickly’)

síca > siksíca ‘be bad’

sutá > suksúta ‘be firm’

yuzíca > yuzíkzicapi ‘rubber’ (cf. yuzíca ‘to stretch out by pulling’)

žáta > žakžáta ‘be forked’

There is one attested example in which coronal dissimilation occurs across a lexical derivation boundary:

(125) cʰaté|sícA -> cʰaksíce ‘be morose’ (cʰaté ‘heart’, sícA ‘bad’)

14. **Phrase-level phonology**

Several phenomena operate across word boundaries. These include the rules of Vowel Devoicing, Vowel Syncope, Intervocalic Voicing, and Rhythmic Stress Patterning.

14.1 **Vowel devoicing**

An unstressed word-final vowel is devoiced, or “whispered,” when it is phrase final and is not preceded by a glide. The whispered vowel retains all of its features except voice. This is formalized as rule 13.
RULE 13  Vowel devoicing

\[ V \rightarrow [-\text{voice}] / C \quad \quad ## \]
\[ [-\text{stress}] \quad [+\text{cons}] \]

Voiceless vowels will still trigger intervocalic voicing so that, even when the vowel is virtually inaudible, evidence of its presence may be seen in a preceding obstruent that would otherwise be devoiced or nasalized due to coda effects.

Monosyllabic enclitics are affected by this rule due to their close phonetic bond to their hosts but modality particles have greater independence and therefore monosyllabic modality particles are not affected.

(126) After a stop:

(126a) /oñi'åkʰo/  ‘be fast’
   
   [oñi'åkʰo]  ‘be fast’
   
   [oñi'åkʰo=šl]  ‘he/she was not fast’

(126b) /kʰat-/  ‘be hot’
   
   [kʰådᵃ]  ‘it is hot’
   
   [kʰådë=šl]  ‘it is not hot’ (e is not whispered, but ŋ is)

(127) After a fricative:

/ỳjë/-  ‘bend’

[ỳuwëjᵃ]  ‘bend with the hands’

[ỳuwëjë=šl]  ‘he/she did not bend it’

---

29 A few FB speakers have been heard to pronounce kʰáta without the final a, yet retaining a final t, as in [nina kʰáʔə] ‘it’s very hot’. It is also noteworthy that the final t does not nasalize, as would be expected by the coda nasalization rule. This phenomenon could signal a phonological shift in progress, but because it is exceptional, it is not explored here.
(128) After a nasal:

/ahíya/  ‘sing (transitive)’

[awáhimá]  ‘I sing it’

(129) Modality particle (phrase final vowel is not devoiced):

wachí po  ‘dance! (said to more than one)’

jmátukhâ no  ‘I’m hungry (male speaking)’

Compare ‘I sing it’ in (128) to A3 [ahíya] ‘he sings’, in which the final vowel is preceded by a glide and therefore is not devoiced. This is seen also in the examples in (130).

(130) After a glide (phrase final vowel is not devoiced):

[iyáya]  ‘he left, he set out from here’

[kúwa]  ‘come here!’

14.2 Vowel syncope

In continuous discourse, an alternative to the glottal insertion rule across word boundaries is syncope of the first of the two juxtaposed vowels. This is not due to “fast” speech; the speakers in (131)-(132) were actually speaking quite slowly. The rule is formalized as rule 14. It is in free variation with the glottal insertion rule in this environment.

RULE 14   Phrase level vowel syncope

V -> ø / C___#V

(131) náp cúwâka [náp cúwâga] ‘nine’ becomes náp cúwâg

[nágâhâ wíckémna šaknóga sám náp cúwâg  ehá-wa-í]

/nákâhâ wíckémna šaknóga sám náp cúwâka ehá-wa-í ]

now       ten           eight        more nine  ST-1s-reach(a point)
‘now I am eighty-nine years old’ (NR T1.9)

(132) [Mary, niyé dág ehé-jen]
/Mary niyé táku ehé-ken/
Mary, you.EMP thing A2.say-NEG
‘Mary, you haven’t said anything’ (LgC1.339)

In (133), the p of pi remains in an intervocalic environment despite the deletion of i and is still subject to the intervocalic voicing rule, becoming b, rather than m by the coda nasalization rule. In other words, the intervocalic voicing rule applies prior to vowel syncope. (If the speaker of (133) had paused after kʰoškápi, the i would have been present, but whispered.)

(133) kʰoškápi [kʰoškábi] ‘young men’ becomes kʰoškáb

[kʰošká-ə agéwáži ø-tʰi-bi ø ]
young,man-PL eleven A3-live-PL DECL
‘there lived eleven young men’ (NR T3.1)

(134) /aktáka ų+hí=pi/
[aktág ų-hí-bí]
run 1du-arrive.here-PL
‘we ran here’ [es, kt 11.155]

In (135), the only example of this type in the corpus, a stressed final vowel is deleted, and while the vowel is deleted, the stress is retained and transferred to the previously unstressed vowel.30

(135) /ektá ų+knA=ktA/
[ekt-ʔ-kn̥-ktʰ]
there 1du-go.back.there-POT
‘we will go back there’ (NR T7.125)

---

30 This form of contraction is more common in Lakota. See Boas and Deloria (1941:77).
14.3 Phrase level stress patterning

As discussed in 12.5.2, rhythmic stress patterning (RSP) occurs at the phrase level as well as at the word level. It seems likely that phrase level RSP results from one or more rules that are independent of word level rules.

14.4 Intervocalic voicing

As discussed in 2.2, intervocalic voicing of stops and the affricate is a phonetic rule that is not sensitive to boundaries of any kind. At the phrase level, intervocalic voicing interacts with vowel syncope, described in 14.2.
Chapter 3
Nouns and Pronouns

1. Introduction

Nouns are of two basic types, derived and non-derived. Although there are a significant number of inherent nouns, the great majority of nouns are derived, primarily from verbs, and any noun may also function as a predicate. Consequently, nouns are most reliably identified by distributional criteria. Nouns are not marked for case although certain nouns may be marked to indicate inalienable possession, including a number of kinship terms that carry a possessive pronominal clitic. Number marking reveals an animacy hierarchy in which human reference is distinguished from non-human reference and animate reference is collectively distinguished from inanimate reference. Number marking is common for human-reference nouns by the addition of the enclitic pi, occasional for inanimate nouns by reduplication, and with one exception (púzana ‘kitten > púza-pí-na ‘kittens’), absent on non-human-reference animate nouns.

2. Inherent nouns

Inherent nouns are synchronically non-derived and tend to refer to concrete, time-stable concepts such as body parts, objects in nature, clothing, and kinship terms.

There is a degree of arbitrariness in distinguishing between nouns that are productively derived and those that are not. Many nouns can be analyzed into morphemes with identifiable meanings and thus are clearly derived in some sense,
but the meaning of the whole may be idiosyncratic, making debatable whether the noun is derived by productive processes or is a lexicalized relic of diachronic derivation and therefore synchronically classifiable as an inherent noun. The latter circumstance is analogous to English words like windshield, which is not perceived as consisting of wind and shield unless one thinks about it, though when one does, the logic of the compound is obvious. The phenomenon is much more common in an agglutinating language like Assiniboine. An example is the following:

(1) a-\-\-yu\-ya\-pi
   LOC-\-brown-CAUS-PSV
   ‘bread’ (lit. ‘it is browned’, implying ‘baked’)

The literal meaning of a\-\-yu\-api could refer to any number of things but its conventional meaning is ‘bread’. Furthermore, it behaves as an inherent noun in that it can be synchronically derived by compounding it, seemingly redundantly, with \-\-yu ‘to brown’ to produce a\-\-yu\-api\-\-pi ‘toast’.

Another example is o\-\-\-na\-z\-i ‘town’. As with many nouns derived from verbs by use of locatives (see section 3.1.1 below), the derived form is lexicalized as a noun; although the constituent morphemes are transparent, such lexicalized forms do not occur as verbs.

These examples provide evidence that Assiniboine does have a class of nouns that is distinct from the class of verbs, despite the mobility of some forms between the two classes. They also offer a caution against the temptation to over-analyze nouns. Lexicalized forms abound, some of which are only partially analyzable and others of which appear to be fully analyzable but often have different etymologies than suggested by one or more morphemes in their surface
forms. I consider forms that exhibit any of the following characteristics as synchronically “non-derived”:

- one or more elements is unanalyzable, for example, honágni ‘a fly’ (hona- ?, ġi ?‘yellow’, -na NOM). (Boas and Deloria (1941:28) comment that such forms “defy analysis”);

- the head is a dependent root with nominal reference, for example, /-chāku/ > ochāku ‘road’, even though it may itself be diachronically derived;

- the stem is fully analyzable but consistently occurs independently or in grammatical operations as a nominal unit and the form as a whole is not perceived by native speakers as a sum of the literal elements, that is, if the stem has been lexicalized, as in the case of ağiyapi and ojnaži;

- the form can be analyzed into identifiable morphemes but the semantics of the components clearly bear no relationship to the meaning of the full form. For example, wąhi (~ wahí) ‘flint; arrowhead’ is surely a lexicalized compound, but of what? Consider, for example, the possibility ?wá ‘bullsnake’ + ??hí ‘tooth’, or any number of other possible interpretations based on logical or absurd combinations of wą ~ wa and hi ~ hí, each of which has several meanings. All efforts to analyze the word as a product of synchronic compounding fail on semantic grounds. (Disregard for this principle is particularly prone to produce folk etymologies of the type discussed in note 31).

Monosyllabic roots with nominal reference are the surest examples of
inherent nouns since any word of two or more syllables (other than CVC roots with epenthetic a) is very possibly the product of historical processes. With these cautions in mind, examples of fairly unambiguously inherent nouns include the following.

(2)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>até</th>
<th>‘father’</th>
<th>ištá ‘eye’</th>
<th>šůka ‘dog’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chą</td>
<td>‘wood’</td>
<td>jćé ‘face’</td>
<td>thą ‘ruminant; moose’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chćá</td>
<td>‘child’</td>
<td>jyą ‘rock’</td>
<td>thahą ‘brother-in-law of a man’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hşpa</td>
<td>‘moccasin’</td>
<td>mağażū ‘rain’</td>
<td>wą ‘snow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>‘mouth’</td>
<td>makhą ‘earth’</td>
<td>wąnń ‘eagle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iná</td>
<td>‘mother’</td>
<td>nąpę ‘hand’</td>
<td>wń ‘sun, moon’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>istó</td>
<td>‘arm’</td>
<td>šíną ‘shawl’</td>
<td>wíchą ‘man, human’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Virtually all inherent nouns can be used as stative verbs, e.g., né šůka (pronoun + ‘dog’) ‘this is a dog’. However, only personal nouns, when used as stative verbs, may be inflected. Examples are:

(3)  
| nākńōta | ‘Nakota; Indian’ | nāmąkńōta | ‘I am Nakota/an Indian’ |
| wįyą | ‘woman’ | mawįyą¹ | ‘I am a woman’ |
| wíchą | ‘man’ | wımąćhą | ‘I am a man’ |
| tuškė | ‘dwarf, midget, runt’ | mątušķe | ‘I am a dwarf, midget, runt’ |

2.1 Nominal roots

Inherently nominal roots may be divided into several types: 1) monosyllabic forms of CV and CVC, analogous to verbs of these types and having first syllable stress

¹ This form is attested both at FB and CTK. Compare to Lak. wımąyą (Buechel 1970:587) with infixed pronoun.
There is a particle wó- that signifies food, but it differs from the truncated nouns in that it is derived from a verb wótA ‘eat (intransitive)’, which is itself derived from indefinite wa- and yútA ‘eat (transitive)’, and words formed with this particle are verbs rather than nouns. Unlike the truncated nouns, which derive their meaning from the full forms of which they are reductions, wó- does not inherently mean ‘food’.

2.1.1 CV roots

Vowel final roots, referred to collectively as CV roots, may take the form V, CV, or CCV. As a class, they are conventionally referred to as CV roots and may occur independently or in compounds. Examples are:

(4) V í ‘mouth’ (the only occurrence of a V form)

CV chá ‘wood’

CCV pté ‘buffalo cow’

2.1.2 Truncated roots

A number of nominal CV roots only occur in combination with other elements. Some of these are truncated forms of disyllabic roots (suggestive of diachronic derivation), and some are of obscure origin and occur only in compounds, such as ch-e-, ch-a-, and ch-q- in body part terms. Boas and Deloria (1941:70-71) refer to such forms as “classifiers”; de Reuse (1994:202) refers to them as “bound nominal lexical morphemes.”

The truncated nominal roots identified in Assiniboine are given in (5)-(14).

---

2 There is a particle wó- that signifies food, but it differs from the truncated nouns in that it is derived from a verb wótA ‘eat (intransitive)’, which is itself derived from indefinite wa- and yútA ‘eat (transitive)’, and words formed with this particle are verbs rather than nouns. Unlike the truncated nouns, which derive their meaning from the full forms of which they are reductions, wó- does not inherently mean ‘food’.

wók’u ‘to feed, give food to’ (k’ú ‘give’)

wók’uka ‘be appealing, as food’ (k’ú ‘desire, covet’)

wóna ‘ask for food’ (ná ‘ask for’)

UZ-TRANSLATIONS.NET
For *mín*á 'knife' (9), the truncated root takes two forms, *min* - or *mí* . The reduction to *mí* - occurs in compounds in which the following element begins with *p*, in which case *n* deletes and the feature [nasal] is preserved in a change of *i* to *í* .³ Generally, the truncated root precedes the base, but as seen in (14), *wij*- 'woman' sometimes follows the base.

(5) \( há- < háhépi \) 'clothes'

(5a) \( há-thókha-kic‘ú \)
clothes-different-wear; put on clothing
'to change one's clothes'

(5b) \( há-théca \)
clothes-new
'new clothes; new covering'

(6) \( há- < háhépi \) 'night'⁴

(6a) \( há-wí \)
night-sun/moon
'sun; moon; month'

(6b) \( há-nówa-pi \)
night-sing-NOM
'night song'

³ This might be a general phonological rule, but there are too few data to be certain. Only one other example of *-in* \( \rightarrow \) *í* occurs in the corpus (from an Ocean Man speaker of the older generation): *waší’t’api* 'English language', from *wašícu* 'white person', where the *u* is dropped, *c* becomes *n* by coda nasalization, and finally, *n* is dropped but the feature [nasal] is assimilated by *í*. The more common pronunciation of this word (at least among speakers at CTK and FB) is *wašín’t’api*.

⁴ *há* seems in general to reference time, whether as in the present case where it references nighttime, or in adverbs, e.g. *tóhá* 'when' (indefinite *to + há*) or *žéhá* 'at that time' (demonstrative *žé + há*), or the durative enclitic *há* (considered to be derived from the verb 'stand' but with a logical semantic connection to temporal reference).
(6c)  hâ-máni
night-walk
‘to walk at night’

(7)  ho- < hoğgā ‘fish’

(7a)  ho-pʰéphē
fish-sharp.REDUP
‘pike, perch’

(7b)  ho-kmūke
fish-snare
‘fishnet’

(7c)  ho-kʰúwa
fish-chase
‘to fish’

(8)  hîtā < hîtâyētu ‘evening’

hîtâʰōsni ‘a cold evening’

(9)  min ~ mî- < mína ‘knife’

(9a)  min-kâš’ô
knife-convex
‘boning knife, with curved blade’

(9b)  mî-pšûpa-pi-na
knife-jointed-NOM-DIM
‘pocketknife’

(9c)  mî-pʰé-sto
knife-sharp-long.and.narrow
‘a knife with a sharp point’

5 There is also a prefix ho- ‘camp circle’ that occurs in certain adverbs, e.g., hókakna ‘along the camp circle’ and hóčhapkâya ‘toward the middle of the camp’, but it does not appear to create nouns like the truncated nouns in the class described here, nor does is seem to be a truncation of some longer form. Boas and Deloria (1941:53) give this prefix as meaning ‘round enclosure’.

6 Some CTK speakers do not accept this form, preferring ho Según hûwa; they claim that hokʰûwa is Sioux.
(10) mnok-

(10a) mnokétu ‘summer’

(10b) mnokéchokatu ‘July’ (mid-summer)

(11) si- < sihá ‘foot’

(11a) si-hú
   foot-lower.part
   ‘sole of the foot’

(11b) si-chókan
   foot-middle
   ‘instep’

(11c) si-chóna?
   foot-without.something
   ‘be barefooted’

(13) wį- < wįyą ‘woman’

(13a) wį-kű-nową
   woman-covet-sing
   ‘love song’

(13b) wįʔi-nową
   woman- INSTR.about-sing
   ‘song about women’

(13c) wį-wąyaka?
   woman-slave; captive
   ‘female slave’

(13d) witkó-wį
   crazy-woman
   ‘a foolish woman, loose woman’

---

7 CTK variant: stehóchò

8 A CTK speaker rejects this form, giving instead wayąkyuza for both male and female slaves.
It is becoming more common to use the full noun \( \text{wíyâ} \) in women's personal names, and it is often the case that both forms are acceptable for the same given name, for example, \( \text{mat±ówë} \sim \text{mat±ówëyâ} \) 'Bear Woman'. (Note also that \( \text{mat±ó} \) is only used in names. The generic term for 'bear' is \( \text{waö®äksica} \).)

\( \text{wí} \) is common in women's personal names, for example:

\[ (13e) \]

\[ \text{tʰa-wí-} \]
\[ 3. \text{POSS-woman} \]
\[ 'wife' \]

(This is the stem for wife terms: \( \text{mitʰáwí} \) 'my wife', \( \text{nitʰáwí} \) 'your wife', \( \text{tʰawícu} \) 'his wife'.)

\[ \text{pʰežútʰa-ska-wí} \]
\[ \text{medicine-white-woman} \]
\[ 'White Medicine Woman [a woman's name]' \]

\[ \text{zitkána-tʰò-wí(yà)} \]
\[ \text{bird-blue-woman} \]
\[ 'Bluebird Woman' (name of Bertha O'Watch, Carry The Kettle) \]

### 2.1.3 CVC roots

There is a small set of CVC roots the members of which, analogous to verbs, receive a final \( \alpha \) by the rule of stem formation in their independent forms and carry first syllable stress (cf. Boas and Deloria 1941: 72-73). (See chapter 2: 4 for a discussion of stem formation.) The list in (15) includes all that have been identified in the corpus.

\[ (15) \] Consonant-final noun roots and simplex surface forms

\[ /\text{ap}/ \]
\[ ʰ̄pá \] 'day'

\[ /\text{chap}/ \]
\[ ʰ̄chápa \] 'beaver'

\[ /\text{cheğ}/ \]
\[ ʰ̄chéğa \] 'kettle, pot'

\[ /\text{hap}/ ~ /\text{hap}/ \]
\[ ʰ̄hápa \] 'moccasin'

\[ /\text{maz}/ \]
\[ ʰ̄máza \] 'metal, iron'

\( ^9 \)It is becoming more common to use the full noun \( \text{wíyâ} \) in women's personal names, and it is often the case that both forms are acceptable for the same given name, for example, \( \text{matʰówí} \sim \text{matʰówíyà} \) 'Bear Woman'. (Note also that \( \text{matʰó} \) is only used in names. The generic term for 'bear' is \( \text{waḥʔáksica} \).)
The roots in (15) may occur in compounds with or without the stem final a, as illustrated in (16)-(22). Variant forms are neither regional nor generational and often both forms have been attested by a single speaker. The difference is explained phonologically by the type of boundary that occurs between the constituent members, and although data are insufficient to be certain, it may therefore be that the lexically derived forms have a more idiosyncratic meaning than the syntactically derived compounds. The variant forms in (16), for example, seem to have identical meanings, although with further research some fine semantic distinctions might be discerned.

(16) /chápa/ ‘beaver’
(16a) chámhi ~ chápá hi ‘beaver tooth’
(16b) chamsite ~ chápá sîtè ‘beaver tail’
(16c) chamkána ~ chápa kâna ‘an old beaver’

(17) /chéga/ ‘kettle, pot’
(17a) without -a: 
chéñ-šá ‘copper kettle’ (šá ‘red’)
chéñï-kâa ‘bucket handle’ (kâa ‘vein’)
(17b) with -a: 
chéga-nûqe yuðhâ-kâ-na ‘pot with grips’
I have heard two explanations for the origin of the name “Carry The Kettle.” The one suggested in the example, in which -na is glossed as a nominalizer, tells of a man who was hunting with two male relatives when they were attacked by Whites. The man’s relatives were killed but he was saved because the bullet hit the small Hudson’s Bay kettle he was carrying strung over his back, as was the fashion. The second explanation interprets -na as a diminutive. In this version, a small boy, too young to speak, was found wandering with no family. He was adopted into the band and because he was wearing a tiny replica of a pot or kettle on a string around his neck, was named “He carries the kettle”. In general, however, few members of Carry The Kettle Band claim to know the origin of the name.

11 *echúpina* is attested at both FB and CTK but a significant number of Canadian speakers at CTK and Ocean Man reject prefer *echúna*. An Ocean Man speaker further contracts ‘handgame’ to *hamechúna*.
It is not clear why /maz/ is resyllabified in some compounds, as in [ma.zo.thi] and [ma.zi.yumâ], but not others, as in [mas.a.pʰe] and [mas.ʃna.ʃita.ke].

Šúka-tʰâka, literally ‘big dog’, is a lexicalized form meaning ‘horse’. The term reflects the relationship between the functions of the dog and horse as pack animals.
It is tempting to include in this set the form \( -a \) ‘haul’, in which might be seen as ‘boat, train’ with loss of final \( t \) by degemination before ‘haul’. The more likely derivation is \( -a \) ‘haul’, with “train” implied.

Although the verbal root of this term is restricted to animate subjects, the contemporary use of the term ‘station’ no longer implies animacy. The origin of the word undoubtedly predates powered vehicles, at a time when those stopping were riders and horse-drawn vehicles.
(22b) with -ə:

\[ p^həgúta-thāka \] ‘wild goose’ (\( t^hāka \) ‘big’) (\(*p^həgúnt^hāka\))

2.1.4 Multisyllabic roots with final -e

Some multisyllabic roots ending in -e behave as if they were CVC roots in that, like true CVC roots, these roots may occur in compounds without the final vowel. The loss of the final vowel cannot be accounted for by the rule of vowel deletion, and stops that come to stand in codas due to the loss of the final vowel undergo coda effects, as expected for true CVC roots. Examples are:

(23) /chàte/

\[ chātē \] ‘heart’ [regarded as the seat of emotions]
\[ chānkásni \] ‘bring s.o. out of anger’
\[ chānníya \] ‘pout’
\[ chānšica \] ‘have bad feelings’

(24) /chažē/

\[ chažé \] ‘name’
\[ wēšnek chaštʰúpi \] ‘a name based on an act of bravery’ (wēšnekapi ‘wearing of the symbols of honor’)

(25) /nápe/

\[ nápe \] ‘hand’
\[ nāmkʰâ \] ‘the sinews of the wrist’ (kʰâ ‘vein’)
\[ nāpeʰhó \] ‘outer area of the upper arm; tenderloin’
\[ nāpeʰóka \] ‘palm of the hand’ (chóka ‘middle’)
A CTK speaker does not recognize this form, giving instead iyânti

3. Noun derivation

Nouns may be derived from a noun or verb (either active or stative), or a combination of both. Adverbs are found in derived nouns but do not serve as heads. Derivational processes include affixation, the addition of an enclitic, ablaut, compounding, reduplication, and zero derivation. These processes are also used in combination, and then derived forms may themselves be further derived by the same processes, so that it is often not possible to say for certain if one device alone is responsible for the nominalization. Which nominalization processes are employed in any instance tends to be unpredictable (Comrie and Thompson 1985:357), but some general principles can be observed and are described where they emerge.

Because noun derivation employs many of the same processes as verb derivation and draws on the same set of prefixes and enclitics, surface forms are, in themselves, frequently indistinguishable from verbs. For example, in (26) -s’A and -pi function both as nominalizing suffixes and verbal enclitics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(26)</th>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>anis’a 16</td>
<td>‘climber’</td>
<td>‘he always climbs, used to climb’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ohíyes’a</td>
<td>‘winner’</td>
<td>‘he always wins, used to win’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʰípi</td>
<td>‘lodge, dwelling’</td>
<td>‘they live’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hoḥpāpi</td>
<td>‘a cold’</td>
<td>‘they cough’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16 A CTK speaker does not recognize this form, giving instead iyânti
Boas and Deloria (1941:43) do not include \textit{a} as a nominalizing prefix, although \textit{i} and \textit{o} are specifically noted for their use in forming nouns. Items represented in the examples here take a different form in Lakota (\textit{chqawak}' \textit{‘saddle,’} \textit{akitihoipi} ‘tattoo’ [which also occurs in Assiniboine as a variant of \textit{a} in 'tattoo'], \textit{wohešma} ‘thicket’). Even in the case of ‘tattoo’ \textit{a} is not nominalizing in the Lakota forms because of the presence of \textit{pt}.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{l l l}
\textbf{k’úpi} & ‘powers given to one, as ‘they give’ \\
& in a vision’
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Syntactic distribution serves to determine the correct meaning. The distinction between nominalizing suffix and verbal enclitic becomes more apparent with negation.

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textbf{anís’a} (n) \textbf{anís’a źéchâši} ‘he is not a climber’ (źéchâ ‘be that kind’)
\item \textbf{anís’a} (v) \textbf{anís’eši} ‘he doesn’t always climb’;
\item \textbf{he never used to climb’}
\end{enumerate}

3.1 Prefixation

3.1.1 Locative prefixes

The locative prefixes \textit{a-}, \textit{i-ë-}, \textit{o-} (see chapter 6: 5.1) function as nominalizers, either as the sole nominalizer or in combination with each other (table 3.1).\footnote{Boas and Deloria (1941:43) do not include \textit{a} as a nominalizing prefix, although \textit{i} and \textit{o} are specifically noted for their use in forming nouns. Items represented in the examples here take a different form in Lakota (\textit{chqawak}' \textit{‘saddle,’} \textit{akitihoipi} ‘tattoo’ [which also occurs in Assiniboine as a variant of \textit{a} in 'tattoo'], \textit{wohešma} ‘thicket’). Even in the case of ‘tattoo’ \textit{a} is not nominalizing in the Lakota forms because of the presence of \textit{pt}.} They may also combine with nominalizing suffixes (section 2.1.2, above). Nouns derived from verb stems by locative prefixes can theoretically also function as verbs, since verbs may be derived by the same set of prefixes. However, nouns derived by locatives tend to be lexicalized and rarely have verbal counterparts with precisely the same form. For example, \textit{oqáhe} ‘step’ does not have parallel verb form *\textit{oqáha} ‘to step up’; instead one would say \textit{wqkám ihú} ‘step up(wards) (\textit{A1s} wqkám \textit{jwáhá}). Similarly, \textit{oqínazí} ‘town’, which literally means “a place stopped at,” does not have
an inflectable counterpart meaning approximately, ‘he stopped at a place’ (*A1’s
{o}ñana), although it is theoretically possible; instead one would say either
tukám ñáži ‘he stopped someplace’ or ektá ñáži ‘he stopped there’. Thus the
majority of nouns derived by locatives are identified solely as nouns.

*a-* is a locative with the general meaning ‘on, at, to.’ Examples of nouns
derived by *a-* include:

(28) k‘i ‘to pack on the back’ > ak‘i ‘a saddle’
tbó ‘be blue’ > akítbó ‘tattoo’ (ki- DAT)
wóšma ‘be thick, dense’ > awóšma ‘thick growth’

*i-* is classified as a locative based on its grammatical distribution but it is
semantically instrumental, meaning ‘by means of, instrument for.’ Examples of
nouns derived by *i-* include:

(29) kasná ‘ring by striking’ > jčásna ‘cymbal’
kašná ‘cut with an instrument’ > jčášna ‘tool for cutting; scissors’
kbúwá ‘chase’ > jhókbúwa ‘fishing pole; fishhook’ (ho- ‘fish’)

*o-* is a locative with the general meaning ‘place where’. Examples of nouns
derived by *o-* include:

(30) k‘Á ‘dig’ > mas’ók’e ‘a mine for metal’ (máza ‘metal’)
kañícifíci ‘cut fringes’ > okáñci ‘fringes’
k’ú ‘give’ > ošúkminí ‘watering trough’ (šúk- ‘horse, mní ‘water’)
tbí ‘live’ > otbí ‘dwelling, lodge’
cʰóza ‘be warm’ > tʰiʔóčʰóza ‘a warm room’

The three nominalizing prefixes may be used in all logical combinations except *a-a-, as illustrated in table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Combinations of locative prefixes in nouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a-</th>
<th>i-</th>
<th>o-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>aʔíkpoɡa ‘cedar’ (cf. kí.refl, poɡ ‘blow’)</td>
<td>aʔóžaža ‘daybreak’ (cf. -žaža ‘be a light’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-</td>
<td>jʔákhíte ‘telescope, binoculars’ (cf. kʰítA ‘look’)</td>
<td>jʔícazo ‘ruler, yardstick’ (cf. kázó ‘make a mark’)</td>
<td>jʔósnoha ‘sled’ (cf. snohÅ ‘crawl’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o-</td>
<td>oʔáhe ‘a step, stair’ (cf. hά ‘stand’, ihÅ ‘take a step, a single pace’)</td>
<td>oʔínaži ‘town’ (cf. názì ‘stand’, ínáži ‘stop’)</td>
<td>oʔók’e ‘a mine’ (cf. k’A ‘dig’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The order of the prefixes affects the meaning of the whole. The general principle stated by Boas and Deloria for Dakota applies in Assiniboine as well, namely, that “the first prefix modifies the whole content of the following complex (1941:39). Taking an example from table 3.1, kʰítA ‘look’ becomes akʰíta look at’, and finally, jʔákhíta ‘telescope; binoculars’, literally, “instrument for looking at.”

3.1.2 Indefinite wa-

The indefinite objects prefix wa- may form nouns by attaching to existing nouns and transitive verbs.

(31) wa- + Noun (identical to Lakota forms given in Buechel 1939:176):

wahápì ‘clear soup, broth; juice’ (hápì ‘sap’)
wapháha ‘war bonnet’ (pʰá ‘head’, há ‘skin’; pʰahá ‘hair’)
wasú ‘hailstones’ (sú ‘seed’)
(32)  *wa*- + Verb

wak’į  ‘pack, burden’ (k’į ‘carry on the back’)

wasnókyə  ‘one who has sacred knowledge’ (snokyá ‘know’)

wayáchbo  ‘a judge; a lawyer’ (yáchó ‘put on trial’)

waŋóspekbiyə  ‘teacher’ (ģspékbiyə ‘teach’)

It may also co-occur with other nominalizers:

(33)  wakáphapi  ‘pemmican, pounded dry meat’ (kapáh ‘pound’, pi NOM)

wákʰútəpi  ‘hunting, shooting’ (kʰuté ‘shoot’, pi NOM)

wamnáyas’a  ‘collector’ (mnayá ‘collect, round up’, s’A NOM)

wamánʊs’a  ‘thief’ (manʊ ‘steal’, s’A NOM)

3.2 Ablaut

Nouns may be derived from verbs ending in changeable-ə by changing the final vowel to e. Although nominalization by ablaut is productive, it is not predictable, since all A-words do not change their final vowel to e in nominal forms (34) and both ablauted and unablauted forms of the same noun are attested in some cases (35). Also, words nominalized by final ablaut may have competing forms nominalized by other means (36). Variation occurs within both generations and in all geographic regions studied, so it does not appear that the practice is falling into disuse, but rather that the question of which words may nominalize by ablaut is uncertain among speakers. Speakers are consistent in the form they use for individual words but may use different nominalizing processes from word to word as, for example, where one speaker gives *ıpákcə* ‘comb’ (of *pakcÁ* ‘to comb’) but
owóte ‘café’ (of wótA ‘to eat’). Judging from the corpus, nominalization by ablaut appears to be more common among Fort Belknap speakers.

(34) Nouns with unablauted changeable-α:

(34a) amátapa ‘a ledge’ (matápA ‘to slice’)

(34b) chañínísapa ‘gunpowder’ (chañín ‘powder, ashes’, sápA ‘black’)

(34c) išakiya ‘lipstick’ (í ‘mouth, šá ‘red’, -ki-yA SUUS-CAUS)

(34d) šúkpùńtehaska ‘hound’ (šúka ‘dog’, púté ‘nose, snout’, háska ‘long’)

(35) Nouns with both ablauted and unablauted forms:

(35a) akáńpa ~ akáńpe ‘a cover’ (akáńpa ‘to cover’) [unablauted: FB younger generation and CTK older generation; ablauted: FB older generation.]

(35b) [From the same FB speaker on different occasions:]

cháhpá háska ~ cháhpá háske ‘boots, cowboy boots’ (chá ‘wood’, háska ‘long, tall’)

(35c) iyókapta ~ iyókapte ‘plate, dishes’ (1st: CTK; 2nd: FB, both generations)

(35d) iyúsnoka ~ iyúsnoke ‘pliers, wrench’ (s/š are as attested, sound symbolic variants)

(35e) įpákca ~ įpákce ‘comb’ [1st: older generation; 2nd: younger generation]

---

18 The combination cháhpá refers to Western (i.e., non-Indian) shoes. Its literal meaning is ‘wooden shoes’ and refers not to the material from which they were made but rather to the fact that they were stiff (like wood) in comparison to moccasins.
Examples of ablauted nouns with competing forms:

(36a) akáŋpe ~ akáŋpapi ‘a cover’ [both forms from members of the older
generation: 1st from FB, 2nd from CTK]

(36b) omásʔapʰe ~ masʔápʰapi ‘telephone’ (o LOC, máza ‘metal’, apʰÁ ‘strike’)

(36c) jwácʰoʔupe ~ owácʰoʔupi ‘frying pan’ (ě, o LOC, wa INDEF, choʔúpA ‘cook’)

(36e) FB: o-chʰ-ya-kse
LOC-wood-by.hand/by.pulling-sever (ablauted)
‘sawmill’

~ CTK: o-chʰ-na-ksé-ya-pi
LOC-wood-by.foot/by.internal.pressure-sever-CAUS-NOM
‘sawmill’

(37) Examples with ablauted forms only (found at both FB and CTK with no
competing forms):

(37a) jnáʔhake ‘a fastener: latch, bolt, lock...’ (LOC, nathʰákA ‘lock’)

(37b) jyútʻize ‘a tool for tightening’ (i- LOC, yutʻizA ‘tighten’)

(37c) jwápaʔite ‘string, anything used for tying’ (LOC, DETTRANS paʰtÁ ‘tie’)

(37d) owápʰiye ‘cemetery’ (LOC, DETTRANS, pʰiypad ‘bury’)

(37e) wóyute ‘food’ (wa- DETTRANS, o- LOC, yútA ‘eat’)

3.2 Nominalizing enclitics

Nominalizing enclitics include s’A, pl, and na, the latter two of which may also be
used in combination with each other. The enclitic may have scope over a single
word, a lexical compound, or a syntactic compound (see chapter 9).
3.2.1 -s’A

The enclitic s’A creates animate nouns with the meaning, “one who does X.” The activity or condition referred to is habitual. In most cases the host is an active verb, although occasionally a stative verb may serve as host, as for ‘drunkard’. s’A triggers ablaut of A-words to e.

(38) anís’a ‘a climber’ (aní ‘to climb’)

echůnas’a ‘a player, participant in a contest; gambler’ (echú ‘to do’; o’echuna ‘game, competition’)

hokíyes’a ‘a camp crier’ (hokíyA ‘announce’)

jžós’a ‘groundhog, woodchuck’ (žó ‘whistle’)

pʰeží miknák wachís’a ‘grass dancer’ (pʰeží ‘grass’, miknáka ‘have around one’s waist, under one’s belt’, wachí ‘dance’)

šúkwáyańtakés’a ‘a biting horse’ (šúk- ‘horse’ wayáńtaka ‘bite things’)

ktúžes’a ‘a drunkard’ (ktúža ‘be drunk’)

3.2.2 -pi

As a nominalizer, pi derives nouns from transitive verbs. The resulting nouns refer to products of animate agency (i.e., some anonymous person did X to make it) and consequently always have inanimate reference. pi in this case is semantically passive. Throughout this work, in deverbal noun forms with no other nominalizing element, pi is glossed as NOM.
This also refers to tiny mice, from a story in which mice nibble at the moon, accounting for the phases of the moon.

(39) aḵúyapi  ‘bread’ (ḡuyá ‘to brown’) [lit. ‘it is browned’]
    kamúpi  ‘a drum’ (ka- ‘with an instrument’, mú ‘make a booming sound’) [lit. ‘it is struck to make a booming sound’]
    okmápi  ‘a picture; writing’ (okmá ‘draw’)
    wí yašpápi  ‘last quarter of the moon’ (wí ‘moon’, yašpá ‘take a bite of’)
    masʔápʰapi  ‘a telephone’ (masʔápʰa ‘make a telephone call’) [lit. ‘metal is struck’, a reference to the bells on some early telephones that were struck when there was an incoming call.]

The nouns in (40) have animate reference and are derived by zero derivation rather than by pi, so the pi in this case is the plural enclitic. They are denominal verbs that are used in an argument position. For example, atéyapi derives from até ‘father’.

(40) akʰínčapi  ‘candidate’ (akʰínča ‘vie for’)
    tukášinayapi  ‘President of the United States’ [lit., ‘they consider him a grandfather’]
    atéyapi  ‘Indian agent’ [lit., ‘they consider him a father’]
    wakpá tʰwəpi  ‘a (particular) band of Assiniboines’ (wakpá ‘creek, river’, tʰwə ‘village’)

The nominalizing enclitics pi and s’A are not interchangeable, as illustrated in (41). Although all of the forms in (41) are acceptable verbs, only one form in each pair is an acceptable noun.

---

19 This also refers to tiny mice, from a story in which mice nibble at the moon, accounting for the phases of the moon.
(41) anís’a *anípi ‘climber’ (aní ‘climb’) [but see note 15]
ho hôpápi *ho hôpás’a ‘a cold’ (ho hôpá ‘cough’)
awótapi *awótas’a ‘table’ (a-LOC, wóta ‘eat’)

3.2.3 -na

The nominalizer -na may attach to active or stative verbs. -na triggers ablaut of a preceding changeable a/â to e. Nouns in -na function to classify a group of things by some characteristic, of which the referent is a token. For example, a châkâtolona ‘woodpecker’ is a token of a type of thing that pounds lightly on wood; ġągąna ‘gauze’ is a type of thing (in this case, cloth) that is thin.

(42) châkâtolona ‘woodpecker’ (châ ‘wood’, kató ‘to pound lightly’)
pízena ‘gopher’ (pízA ‘make a high pitched sound’)
ġągąna ‘gauze’ (ġan- ‘thin’)
ňôškiškina ‘sandy, hilly terrain’ (ňôškí ‘be hilly, rough’)
šnâšnana ‘dancing bells’ (šná ‘ring, jingle’)
snohéna ‘snake’ (snohá ‘crawl’)

The examples in (43) are somewhat more obscure in meaning but still seem to fit the criterion of denoting a token of a type.

(43) kʰiškána ‘spoon’ (kʰišká ‘with ref. to sheep, goat’)
štúšténa ‘salt’ (štúštA ‘have a salty taste, as of an animal that was run too hard’)

3.2.4 Combination of locatives and enclitic

Each of the nominalizing prefixes a-, i-ɭ, o-, may occur in combination with each of
the nominalizing enclitics, each element contributing to the meaning of the whole noun. Examples are given in table 3.2.

### Table 3.2 Co-occurrence of nominalizing locatives and enclitics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enclitic –&gt;</th>
<th>s’A</th>
<th>pi</th>
<th>na</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prefix ↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>a-</strong></td>
<td>awáʔiʔes’a²⁰ ‘a gossip, a critic’ (iʔÁ ‘to speak’)</td>
<td>awóťapi ‘table’ (wóta ‘eat’)</td>
<td>aʔómnína ‘an area sheltered from wind’ (-omni- ‘be whirling’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>í-</strong></td>
<td>ípáš’a ‘a camp crier; a dance announcer’ (pá ‘call out’)</td>
<td>iʔákʰíte iwáʃyakapi ‘gun sight’ (wáʃyákA ‘to look’)</td>
<td>ícʰápʰena ‘fork’ (cʰapʰ ‘stab’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>o-</strong></td>
<td>híhá oñínóka othíš’a ‘a burrowing owl’ (thí ‘to dwell’)</td>
<td>owókšupi ‘a planted area; field’ (wókšu ‘to plant’)</td>
<td>omnáyena ‘a small flat area’ (mnáyA ‘be level’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.5 Combination of enclitics

The combination of pi and na in noun derivation is productive. In each such combination the combined notions of -na ‘token of a type’ and pi ‘is X-ed’ (i.e., passive) produces a noun with the meaning ‘a token of a type that is X-ed’. This is made explicit for the examples in (44). The order conforms to the enclitic template (see chapter 9), occurring only as -pi-na, never as *-na-pi, and no other element may intervene between pi and na. Examples are:\n
²⁰ Some speakers reverse the order of the wa and a, producing waʔáʔiʔes’a. Phonetically, the glottal stops are not pronounced and the glottal stop between i and a may be replaced by y, producing [waáʔies’a].

²¹ Some CTK speakers do not add -pina in the examples given here, nominalizing by zero derivation, giving makʰá snípa, núgé us waʔànàŋqùta, and owánya (where the t of /owat/ is nasalized before the sonorant). míšúpina is given for ‘pocketknife’, where the base differs from the FB form but includes -pina.
(44a) makʰá-ska snípa-pi-na
    earth-white lick-pi-na
    ‘alkali flat’
    “token of a type of thing that is licked”

(44b) mï-pšupa-pi-na
    knife-jointed-pi-na
    ‘a pocketknife’
    “token of a type of thing that is jointed”

(44c) núže ūs wa’ánaŋúptə-pi-na
    ear because.of DTRANS-listen-pi-na
    ‘hearing aid’
    “token of a type of thing required by the ear for listening”

(44d) owáta-ya-pi-na
    lit.up.area-CAUS-pi-na
    ‘electric light’
    “token of a type of thing (by which) an area is lit up”

(44e) šųk-hį-są a-pʰè-hj-skaska-pi-na
    horse-fur-pale LOC-crown(of the head)-fur-white-REDUP-pi-na
    ‘palomino’
    “token of a type of horse with [this particular coloring]”

Note that a pi-na combination also occurs when a noun ending in na is pluralized, as for example hokšína ‘boy’ > hokšípina ‘boys’. Since the root hokši- ‘boy’ is already nominal, pi functions in this case as a pluralizer rather than a nominalizer, and obligatorily precedes na in accordance with the enclitic template.

s’A does not combine productively with the other enclitics on semantic grounds. Exceptions are forms in echʰúná ‘compete, gamble’, where echʰúná has been lexicalized as a verb, and Ĭšná ypís’a [sic stress] ‘Lone Campers, a band of Assiniboine’.

3.3 Suffixes

There are a few suffixes, described in the following sections, that are associated
exclusively with nouns.

3.3.1 Specificity

Specificity implies that the referent can be uniquely determined in some mentally projected world (Frawley 1992:69). It does not exclude existence; it simply does not make a claim of existence.

3.3.1.1 -c specific (SPC)

Assiniboine overtly marks specific reference on lexical NPs and definite pronouns by means of a suffix -c, which is homophonous with, but distinct from, the declarative marker -c (see chapter 9:2.2.21). In the following examples, ‘horse’ is nonspecific in (45a), but is specific with the addition of -c in (45b).

(45a) šųkathâka o-wá-ne
     horse   st-1s-look.for
     ‘I’m looking for a horse (no particular horse in mind)

(45b) šųkathâka-c o-wá-ne
     horse-SPC st-A1s-look.for
     ‘I’m looking for a particular horse’

Definite pronouns may also be made specific by the addition of -c, as in the following exchange:

(46) Speaker 1:  [indistinct] tókhî iyáya he
                  [indistinct] where.to go Q
                  ‘where is the [indistinct]?’

Speaker 2:  tâku-c
            what-SPC
            what (specifically)?

By using the specific form of tâku, speaker 2 is requesting only a repetition of the indistinct noun. If she had said tâku, without the specific marker, she would have
been requesting a repetition of the entire question.

In another example, the ladies in the first language circle recalled that in a game of tag, one called out, “Niyé-c!” ‘you’re it!’ While it could be argued that -c in this instance is the declarative marker, the ladies assert that -c is obligatory in this usage, and since declarative -c is optional and non-exclamatory, it seems probable that -c in this instance is the specific marker.

An interesting minimal pair demonstrates that even the expression nø, essentially, ‘um, uh’, used when a speaker is searching for a noun, can be made specific. In (47a) the speaker is searching for a kinship term and uses the hesitancy interjection without the specific marker. (She actually means her mother’s first husband, a term for which there is no specific kinship term, which is why she misspeaks herself.) In (47b), the speaker has said ‘man’ but realizes that she wishes to be more specific, hesitates briefly, then adds the specific suffix to the hesitancy interjection, indicating that it is the modifier that she is seeking, the term that will more narrowly restrict the referential field of ‘man’.

(47a)   žén, ne, nylon, kichí-wa-yá žé (cf. kichí-yú ‘husband’)  
there this um with-3s-stay that  
‘there, the, um, my husband. . . ’ (app.1: Big Snake.4)

(47b)  ø-oyáka-pi káyá, wíchášta nylon, wíchášta wáká-ha-pi ýañëna  
3-tell-PL QUOT man um-SPC man holy-NOM Mountain Man  
eciyapi  
be.called  
‘they told him about it, they say, the man, um, the holy man called Mountain Man’ (app.1: Big Snake.15)

An indefinite NP can be made specific, as in (48):
The specific form takùŋ is used when a speaker asks if they take anything in their coffee, presumably because the conventional possibilities are specifically milk or sugar: takùŋ yacʰ[ka ‘do you want anything (in your coffee)?’. Colloquially, some speakers ask, takùŋ yatká ‘do you drink anything?’, since, logically, the milk or sugar are consumed by drinking.

Generics, which are formed with the verb ecʰá ‘be that kind’, including its derivatives nécʰa and žécʰa (see chapter 6:6.4), denote a type rather than token. When used in an NP, these verbs can take the specific marker to refer to a specific type.

A generic verb within an NP can also be indefinite:

3.3.1.2 -ŋ specific (SPC)

-ŋ attaches to interrogative pronouns and adverbs to make the meaning specific.

The first syllable stress of táku moves to the second syllable when -ŋ is suffixed.22

---

22 The specific form takùŋ is used when asking someone if they take anything in their coffee, presumably because the conventional possibilities are specifically milk or sugar: takùŋ yacʰ[ka ‘do you want anything (in your coffee)?’. Colloquially, some speakers ask, takùŋ yatká ‘do you drink anything?’, since, logically, the milk or sugar are consumed by drinking.
The following examples illustrate the contrast created between non-specific and specific meaning by use of -ö.

(52a) tákú o-yá-ne he
thing ST-A2-look.for Q
‘what are you looking for?’ also, ‘are you looking for anything?’

(52b) takú-ña o-yá-ne he
thing-spc ST-A2-look.for Q
‘what is it that you are looking for?’ also, ‘are you looking for something in particular?’

(53a) tukté Ø-yaká he
where A3-sit Q
‘where is he/she/it?’

(53b) tukté-ña Ø-yaká he
where-spc A3-sit Q
‘where in particular is he/she/it?’

(54a) tuwé kicȟí ya-hí he
who/someone with A2-arrive.here Q
‘who did you come with?’ also, ‘did you come with someone?’

(54b) tuwé-ña kicȟí ya-hí he
who/someone-spc with A2-arrive.here Q
‘who is it that you came with?’ also, ‘did you come with someone in particular?’

3.3.2 -tu ‘at a particular point (time or place)’

Forms in -tu often occur as stative verbs as well, so that they could arguably be classified as verbs rather than nouns.23

(55) ām-chókátu ‘noon, midday’ (cf. ápa ‘day’) (compare to adv. čʰokán)

mahétu ‘on the inside’ (cp. adverb mahén)

---

23 Boas and Deloria (1941:58) observe the same ambiguous status of these words in Dakota: “A number of verbs expressing spatial and temporal concepts are used both as verbs and nouns and it is not certain which is the primary concept.”
In mnok é-c±okâ-tu the suffix -etu appears to be uncharacteristically divided. There seems no phonological explanation for this since the straightforwardly derived *mnoké-hokâ-tu should be acceptable despite the loss of e (cp. waníchokâtu in which e is also lost). A number of other forms have k-ch, e.g., ŝųk-chonja 'horsemeat', so avoidance of k-ch does not seem to offer an explanation.

*tôhâtu ‘at what time?’ (cp. adverb tôhâ)

nétu ‘here, this place’ (cp. adverb nén)

A few additional suffixes overlap in function and meaning with adverbial suffixes with regard to forms with temporal reference. The names for the seasons end in -etu, as given in (46); their roots are evident in forms suggesting modest productivity with a few other (adverbial) suffixes, as seen (56)-(61). The greater productivity of the roots for ‘summer’ and ‘winter’ suggest that a year was viewed primarily in terms of two major seasons with spring and fall having less definable boundaries and functioning only as transitional periods.

(56) mnok-étu ‘summer’

ptâ-y-étu ‘fall’

waní-y-etu ‘winter’

w-étu ‘spring’

(57) mnok- ‘summer’

mnok-éhâ ‘last summer’;

mnok-éyasâ ‘all summer’

mnoké-chokâ-tu24 ~ mnokétu chokâtu ‘mid-summer’

(58) waní- ‘winter’

waní-hâ ‘last winter’ (waní-ehâ)

24 In mnoké-chokâ-tu the suffix etu appears to be uncharacteristically divided.
waní-yas’á  ‘all winter’ (waní-eyasq)
waní-chokā-tu  ‘December’ (cp. waniyetu chokāna ‘mid-winter’)
waní-ũ  ‘spend the winter’
(59)  wé-  ‘spring’
wé-ha  ‘last spring’ (we-eha)
?wéyasq  ‘all spring’ (speaker prefers wétu áataya ‘the entire spring’)
(60)  ptä-  ‘fall’
?ptä?é-yas’a  ‘all fall’ (speaker was very uncertain of this form; gave it reluctantly by analogy to other seasonal forms ending in -eyasq)

The root áp-  ‘day’ occurs in adverbial compounds such as the following:
(61)  ápä nen  ‘today’
ápä šten  ‘tomorrow’ (i.e., ‘when tomorrow comes’; cp. ḥayákheci
‘tomorrow’)  
ápä niyasq  ‘all day’

3.3.3 Suffix -ka

Suffix -ka functions as a semantically empty nominalizer. It is homophonous with the adverbial suffix -ka ‘rather’ and the durative enclitic :ka. Although it is a nominalizing suffix, -ka characteristically behaves like an enclitic in that it follows the enclitic template in word formation, as illustrated in (70c).

(70)  Suffix -ka:
(70a) wįwaštēka ‘a beautiful woman’ (wį- ‘woman’, waštē ‘good, pretty’)

(70b) omémeka ‘a variety, different ones’ (cf. ?omÁ ‘other’)

(70c) mastʰúpika ‘wealthy people’ (máz- ‘metal, money’, -tʰú ‘do’, pi PL)

3.4 Compound nouns

Compound nouns may include nouns (including derived nouns), verbs (active and stative), and adverbs. Compounds of adverb-verb, adverb-number and noun-number are also attested. Noun initial compounds are by far the most common. A compound may itself then be compounded with another word or compound.

Function words and suffixes may also be incorporated into compounds in addition to nominalizing affixes, creating very elaborate compounds, as for ‘hearing aid’ and ‘palomino’ in (44) above, and the following:

(71) šųk-pámni ᦑ kʰiya-pi akį cʰôna
horse-divide by CAUS-PL saddle without ‘bareback bronc riding’

This can be even further derived by the agentive nominalizer s’A as:

(71) šųk-pámni ᦑ kʰiya-pi akį cʰôna-s’a
horse-divide by CAUS-PL saddle without ‘bareback bronc rider’

Examples of the various combinations include:

(72) Noun-Noun

apʰéhį ‘mane’ (LOC, Ḵhé ‘crown of head’, hį ‘hair, fur’)

cʰápa sipíc ~ cʰamsşte ‘beaver tail’ (cʰápa ‘beaver’, sipíc ‘tail’)

cʰɑʰɔthî (CTK:~cʰɑʰɔthîna25) ‘log house’ (‘wood, tree’ + LOC + ‘house’)

25 cʰɑʰɔthîna is also the name of the ‘little people’, a race of spirits who live in the woods. There are contemporary accounts of visits from these spirits; children are
ho˞tʰʰuwa  ‘fishhook; fishing pole and line’ (ho- ‘fish’, LOC, kʰuwa ‘chase’)

(73) **Noun-Adverb**

hunážam  FB: ‘rear wheel’ (hu ‘leg; wheel’, nazám ‘behind’)

CTK: ‘behind the house’ (hu ?; nazám ‘behind’)

(74) **Noun-Active Verb**

maskáto  ‘blacksmith’ (máza ‘metal’, kató ‘pound’)

(75) **Noun-Stative Verb**

cʰ̈ašášá  ‘red willow’ (cʰ̈ ‘wood, tree’, šá ‘red’ REDUP)

(76) **Adverb-Noun**

akásám tʰi?póta  Harlem, Montana (akásám ‘across’, [thí ‘house’, óta ‘many’], i.e., ‘town’)

akán-wókmapi  ‘desk’ (‘on’, INDEF, ókm a ‘draw’ =pi)

mahén hűskåna  ‘undergarments’ (‘in’, hűská ‘pants, leggings’ =na)

wazíyam ikmú  ‘(Canadian) lynx’ (wazíyam ‘in the north’, ikmú ‘wild cat’)

(77) **Adverb-Verb**

naháñ azj  still nurse

‘a child who is still nursing, a suckling’

said to be especially sensitive to their presence but some elders report seeing them also.
I have been given two eyewitness accounts and several second hand accounts, all occurring at CTK. The ‘little people’ are said to appear when a household is particularly troubled, although whether to provide comfort or purely as a reflection of the emotional turmoil is unclear. Hospitality is extended by offering food, which is left on a plate on the floor or on a low table.
Phrasal nouns, in which the stress on the second member is assigned by the DAR and then reduced to secondary stress by the CAR, include:

(78) **Stative Verb-Number**

osnî nûpa (osnî ‘cold’ implies ‘winter’, i.e., a year)
be.cold two
‘a two-year old, as a child or an animal’

(79) **Noun-Number (cardinal and ordinal)**

797a) wahú nûpa
INDEF-leg two
‘a two-legged creature; a human’

(79b) thâté tôpa
wind four
‘the four winds; the cardinal directions’

(79c) makhôché jtópa
country fourth
‘fourth dimension, fourth (spiritual) realm’

(80) **Noun-Adverb-Verb**

châ-ąkân yâkâ
wood-on sit
‘chair’

(81) **Adverb-Verb-Noun**

ektâ ø-û-pi owâyawa
there A3-stay-PL school
‘boarding school’

### 3.7 Loanwords and coining

Historically, Assiniboine seems to have resisted borrowing. A few loanwords have

---

26 This is primarily a ceremonial expression. thâté ‘wind’ is considered a Sioux word although it is found at Fort Belknap (and Fort Peck) in the term thâté ápa ‘a windy day’. The generic noun for wind in Assiniboine is kammûza.
entered the lexicon, such as *kukúša* ‘pork, bacon’ from French *cochon* ‘pig’, *púza* ‘domestic cat’ from English *pussy*(*cat*). and the occasional occurrence of Cree *muníya* ‘white man’ (the usual term for ‘white man/person’ in Assiniboine, as well as in Sioux, is *wasícu*). The preference was to coin words using Assiniboine words to describe innovations. Minimal time depth, combined with decreasing use of Assiniboine in daily conversation, has left many of these words with unshortened or competing forms, as the mechanisms for shortening and achieving consensus have been lost. Examples are the following; other forms may also exist:

(82) Modern terms:

‘threshing machine’
- agúyapi *jnákʰəye* (‘thing for threshing bread (grain)’)
- *jnákʰəye* (‘thing that threshes’)
- wanākʰəpi (‘it threshes things’)
- wanākʰəayapi (‘it causes things bo be threshed’)

‘hearing aid’
- núğə ʉs wa’ānáguptapina (‘used in the ear for listening’)

‘electricity’
- owáhíkne (lit. ‘lightning’)
- wákʰäknik’iyapi [old term] (approx. ‘it brings power’)

‘kerosene lamp, lantern’
- p’etįžąğa (‘fire light’)
- wıkni p’etįžąğa (‘oil fire light’)
- ĭtkúyapi p’etįžąğa (‘fire light that one ignites’)

‘electric light’
- owáteyapina

‘air conditioner’
- t’i’ósnik’iyes’a (‘it habitually makes the house cold’)

‘automobile’
- amókiya (approx. ‘it has power’)
- iyécʰikayèna (approx. ‘it moves on its own’)

‘headlights’
- iyéc’ikayena jštá (‘automobile eye’)

‘battery’
- wákíyátʰipi káŋapina (‘made like a thunder being’s lodge’)

UZ-TRANSLATIONS.NET
The process of coinning seems to have ended in the middle of the twentieth century. There are no attested terms for more modern innovations such as ‘television’ or ‘computer’. Oddly, there also seems to be no term for ‘treaty’ other than as implied in the Canadian term maswíc±ak ‘Treaty Day’ (lit. ‘he gives them money’, referring to an annual event still observed today). When wishing to reference a modern item for which there is no coined term, an Assiniboine speaker will simply use the English word. This is more properly to be seen as code switching than borrowing.

4. Pluralization

Nouns are not obligatorily marked for plural number, but human reference nouns
generally are pluralized by *pi* (83). Animate non-human reference nouns are not marked for plural (85), with the exception of the loanword *púza* '(domestic) cat' and its derivative *púzana* 'kitten' (86).\(^{27}\) Plural marking on human reference nouns is occasionally omitted (84), but as may be observed in examples (83)-(86), number agreement on the verb is obligatory for all animate referencing arguments, either by *pi* (for plural animate subjects), or *wjc\(^h\)\(a\)* (third person plural animate object). This is discussed further in chapter 11.

(83) **Human reference**

(83a) *wijā-pi tōna ū-hī-pi he woman-PL how.many A3-arrive.here-PL Q*  
‘how many women came?’

(83b) *ni-chēča-pi ū-naīi-ū-pi he A2.possj-child-PL A3-hear-PL Q*  
‘do your children understand?’ (LgC1:L238)

(83c) *wijchāšta-pi žē ū-hāška-pi man-PL that P3-be.tall-PL*  
‘the men are tall’

Human reference plural nouns are also acceptable without *pi*, although much less common.

(83) *wijch(-ū) ženā ū-ptēcena-pi-šį man DEM(PL) P3-be.short-PL-NEG*  
‘those men are not short’ (NLL 3.8)

(85) **Non-human animate reference:**

(85a) *šūkat'haka ženā ū-skānā-pi horse those P3-be.white-PL*  
‘those horses are white’

\(^{27}\) The human/non-human distinction in pluralization occurs in Alexis Stoney as well. See Rhyasen Erdman 1997:23.
(85b) ziktána\(^{28}\) žé  chū én  φ-ú-pi
   bird  that tree  in  A3-stay-PL
   ‘there are birds in the tree’

(86) Exceptional animal reference noun with pi:

   púza-pi-na  yámni  wj chá-mnuha
   cat-PL-DIM  three  P3p-A1s.have
   ‘I have three kittens’ (NLL 10.1)

When nouns with animate reference end in na, the templatic order of
enclitics (see chapter 9) requires that the plural enclitic precede the diminutive,
even if the form in na is lexicalized and does not occur independently without na, as
in the following examples.

(87a) hokší-pi-na žé  iyuha  t h em-φ-φ-yá-pi
   boy-PL-na  DET  all  ST-P3-A3-eat.up-PL
   ‘the boys ate it all up’

(87b) tákuški-pi-na
   child-PL-na
   ‘children’

Inanimate nouns are generally unmarked for number, with plurality
interpreted from context, as in (88).

(88) [chāsmúyapi  pšukáka]  apá  nínna  skuyá
   sugar  spherical  [candy]  some  very  be.sweet
   ‘some candy is too sweet’

There are examples in which verb reduplication appears to be used to indicate
plurality of an inanimate nominal item:

(89a) t h aspá  apá  thák-tháka  hik apá  cúsi-si-na
   apple  some  be.big-REDUP and  some  be.small-REDUP
   ‘some of the apples are big and some are small’

\(^{28}\) i.e., zitkána. Note metathesis of tk: data from a CTK speaker (although not all
Canadian speakers, nor all speakers at CTK, metathesize tk sequences)
However, it is unclear whether the function of reduplication in (89) is pluralization, or simply a requirement that stative verbs be reduplicated when modifying any plural noun. The following example shows reduplication of a stative verb that modifies an animate subject. Consultants say reduplication is required in these sentences, as is the animate plural enclitic pi.

(90a) šųkatʰâka óta ŭ-tʰâk-thâka-pi
     horse many A3-be.big-REDUP-PL
     ‘many horses are big’

(90b) šųkatʰâka yámní žé ŭ-tʰâk-thâka-pi
     horse three that A3-be.big-REDUP-PL
     ‘three of the horses are big’

The various functions of pi can be confusing since pi may appear in a noun phrase either as nominalizer or pluralizer. In (91) pi is a nominalizer but it appears to be optional since earlier in the same text the speaker did not use pi for this same NP (92):

(91) onówâ žé, wachëkiyapi onówâ-pi žéchâ
     song that prayer song-NOM be.that.kind
     ‘that song is a prayer song’ (NR T1.5)

(92) wanâka onówâ châ wachëkiyapi onówâ(ţi) châ mitʰúkaši wanâkaš ŭ-ahîhayes’a long.ago song such prayer song such gr.father long.ago A3-sing-HAB
     ‘long ago, my grandfather used to sing songs of the prayer song type’ (NR T1.1)

It is possible that the pi of onówâpi is a passive nominalizer within the NP ‘prayer song’, approximately, ‘a sung prayer.’
5. Noun modification

5.1 Possession

A distinction is made between alienable and inalienable possession. Alienable possession refers to perceived transitory ownership of things that can be acquired or given away; inalienable possession marks relationships in which the thing possessed is (a) inherently part of the possessor, such as body parts, (b) inherently related to the possessor, such as kin, or (c) so closely associated with the possessor that the item is considered an attribute of the possessor, such as a warrior’s horse or a uniquely ornate tool such as a war club or digging stick. The boundary between alienable and inalienable possession is indistinct in some domains and varies from speaker to speaker for some words.

Both morphological and syntactic methods are used for indicating possession. Morphological processes include possessive pronominal prefixes, lexical forms, suus forms (discussed in greater detail in chapter 7:3.1), and stative verbs with zero marking. Syntactic processes include the verb Itáwa (discussed in greater detail chapter 6:6.1) and constructions in which the verb is omitted.

5.1.1 Possessive pronominal prefixes

There are two sets of possessive pronominal affixes, the first historically derived from the verb Itáwa, given in table 3.3, the second set derived from that stative pronominal affixes and given in table 3.4. These prefixes attach to the possessed item.
Rood and Taylor (1996: 458) suggest that these affixes could be analyzed as "consisting of a stem-derivation element ita, prefixed to the noun, to which stative verb affixes are then prefixed."

Table 3.3 Possessive pronominal affixes derived from Itáwa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Minimal</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st singular</td>
<td>mitha-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st dual</td>
<td>uetypeha-</td>
<td>uetypeha- . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>nitha-</td>
<td>nitha . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>tha-</td>
<td>tha . . . pi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of pronominal affixes derived from Itáwa are:

(93) nithá'oyátepi 'your people'

mithápuhúthijí 'my whiskers’ (some speakers prefer mapphúthijí)

mitbánapsipóóina'i 'my ring'

thašína 'his/her shawl, blanket, robe'

Table 3.4 Possessive pronominal affixes derived from stative pronominals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Minimal</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st singular</td>
<td>ma- ~ mi-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st dual</td>
<td>üki-</td>
<td>üki- . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>ni-</td>
<td>ni- . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø . . . pi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of possessive pronominal affixes derived from stative verbs are:

(94) manápè ~ minápè 'my hand'

mi'íštè 'my eye(s)'

nicb'jçapi 'your children’
Even though the verb *Itʰáwa* indicates alienable possession, this is not always the case for the possessive pronominal affixes derived from it. As the examples in (93)- and (97) show, the choice of possession markers does not appear to be constrained by the alienable/inalienable distinction.

### 5.1.2 Possession of objects in nature

Boas and Deloria (1941:128) observe that “[n]atural objects such as land, water, and animals (including the dog but excepting the horse) cannot take the possessive pronoun because under aboriginal conditions they could not be exclusive property of anyone.” Native speakers of Assiniboine assert that this is the case for Assiniboine as well, but recent data indicate that the distinction that Boas and Deloria note between dog and horse is not consistently maintained. Compare the examples in (98), in which both methods of marking possession are used.

(98a) *mitʰá-šʊka wéčʰo*
1.POSS-dog A1s.call
‘I called my dog’

(98b) *šʊka mitʰáwa*  żé  ₀-hjñjka
dog  P1s.be.one’s that P3-be.mean
‘my dog is mean’
The third person form $t^h_\text{ašųk}a$–e is always understood to mean ‘his horse’, not ‘his dog’, e.g., $t^h_\text{ašųk}e$ kneknéga ‘Spotted Horse (a name)’, not ‘Spotted Dog’. The horse is perceived as an inalienable possession, whereas the dog is (usually) perceived as alienable, as indicated by the examples in (98) above.

### 5.1.3 Body parts

Body parts comprise a unique domain in which the first person singular possessive pronominal alternates between $ma$- and $mi$-. For Sioux, Boas and Deloria (1941:128) attribute the contrasting forms to a distinction between control through willpower, expressed by $mi$-, and non-control (that is, all other relationships) expressed by $ma$-.

Rood and Taylor (1996:458) describe a tangible/intangible distinction in Oglala speech (a dialect of Lakota). While there is some correspondence between these explanations and the Assiniboine data, neither explanation fully accounts for the variation in Assiniboine, where the choice of pronominals appears to be unpredictable and idiosyncratic. Some comparisons between Assiniboine and Sioux forms (as given in Boas and Deloria 1941:128) are presented in table 3.5.
### Table 3.5 Comparison of Assiniboine and Sioux possessive forms of body part terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contemporary Assiniboine</th>
<th>Sioux</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forms agree:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miʔí</td>
<td>mií</td>
<td>‘my mouth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miʔísto</td>
<td>miísto</td>
<td>‘my arm’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micáte</td>
<td>micáte</td>
<td>‘my heart’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mapá</td>
<td>mapá</td>
<td>‘my head’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maŋúze</td>
<td>maŋúze</td>
<td>‘my buttocks’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forms disagree:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miwé</td>
<td>mawé</td>
<td>‘my blood’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manúge</td>
<td>minúge</td>
<td>‘my ear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mišúpe</td>
<td>mašúpe</td>
<td>‘my intestines’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boas and Deloria (1941:129) note that “[w]hen a body part is personified or addressed, the possessive pronouns are always mi, ni, ūki.” Judging from the single attested Assiniboine example, which serendipitously corresponds to the Sioux example, this appears to be the case for Assiniboine as well.

(99a) Assiniboine:

miʔús, tʰanó né awá-mici-yàka pó
1.POSS-buttocks meat this ST-1.BEN-watch IMPER-PL
‘my buttocks, watch this meat for me’ (App.2: Jktómi and Fox.26)

(99b) Sioux:

miŋúze, lená awá-mici-yaka yó
1.POSS-buttocks these ST-1.BEN-watch IMPER
‘my buttocks, watch these for me’ (Boas and Deloria 1941:129)

---

30 The narrator has used the respect form (third person plural). See chapter 4.5 for a discussion of this example.
5.1.4 Possession by means of stative verbs

A stative verb clause containing a full noun in addition to the verb’s pronominal argument identifies the referent as the possessor of subject noun.

(100a) ištá né ni-šá-ša-pi kta
   eye this p2-be.red-REDUP POT
   ‘your eyes will be red’ (NR:T5.19)

(100b) há ma-yázâ
   tooth P1s-hurt
   ‘my tooth hurts; I have a toothache’

The grammatical role of the possessed noun in stative verb clauses such as these is not clear, although it could be viewed as loosely incorporated in the verb, as suggested by the following example. Usually, adverbs of degree immediately precede the verb they modify, but in (101a), the noun intervenes between the adverb and the verb. By this analysis, the noun incorporated verb is intransitive and the semantic possessor is the subject of the clause.

(101a) nína há ma-yázâ
   very tooth P1s-hurt
   ‘my tooth really hurts; I have a really bad toothache’

(101b) *hí nína ma-yázâ

Additional evidence that the pronominal argument on the verb is the subject is seen in plural forms, such as that in (102), where pi can only refer to an animate plural, i.e., the pronominal argument and not the inanimate noun. This further supports the suggestion that the noun is at least loosely incorporated in the verb.

(102) há ū-yázâ-pi
   tooth 1du-buth-PL
   ‘our teeth hurt; we have toothaches’

Usually, nouns that are subjects of stative verbs are not marked with a possessive
prefix, although some exceptions have been noted, as in (103). There is no clear reason why such exceptions occur.

(103) ma-pʰáha sap-sapa
     p1s-hair be.black-REDUP
     ‘my hair is black; I have black hair’

5.1.5 Possession by means of context only

With active verbs, when the owner of an inalienable possession is obvious from context, there is usually no direct marker of possession on either the noun or on the verb of which the possessed noun is an argument.

(104a) istó ūs iyôhi-wa-ya-c
       arm with reach-A1s-CAUS-DECL
       ‘I reached it with [my] arm’

(104b) wówašína chén tákuškína žé jįpėŋpeya waŋū
       job thus child that leave.behind.REDUP A1s-CONT
       ‘I’m dropping off [my] child while on a business trip’

5.1.6 Reflexive possession (suus)

When an active verbs carries the suus marker kí, which identifies the object of the verb as possessed by the subject of the verb, the object noun is not marked for possession. (See chapter 7:3.1 for a discussion of suus forms.)

(105a) pʰá ya-k-pákca he
       head A2-SUUS-comb Q
       ‘did you comb your hair?’

(105b) i Ø-ki-snípa
       mouth A3-SUUS-lick
       ‘s/he licked his/her lips’
5.2 Noun modification other than possession

There is no grammatical class of adjectives. Noun modification is accomplished through stative verbs and is discussed in chapters 6, 10, and 11.

6. Independent pronouns

6.1 Independent personal pronouns

There are two sets of independent personal pronouns, the ŋš paradigm and the iyé paradigm. These paradigms do not have plural forms, although first person singular and dual forms exist. They are used in addition to pronominal affixes within a clause and are syntactically external to the clause.

6.1.1 The ŋš paradigm

Pronouns in the ŋš paradigm indicate contrast or comparison to previous information. When used for contrast they have the approximate meaning, ‘as for me’ or ‘I, on the other hand’ or to contradict, as in “I did so!” (107e below) and are syntactically external to the clause. When used for comparison, they function as adverbs. In positive comparison, they have the meaning ‘also’ and in negative comparison, they have the meaning ‘but’. Context is often required to determine

---

31 A very few examples have been found in which forms from other grammatical classes are used in adjective-like ways, as in this example where the conjunction nakũ ‘and also’ is used to modify ‘tea’.

nakũ wáŋpē ya-chįška (he)
and also tea A2-want (q)
‘do you want more tea?’

32 Boas and Deloria (1941:78) give the etymology of these forms as consisting of the patient pronominal affixes contracted with ?l “perhaps an old third person,” with the addition of the adversative suffix -š.
which of these interpretations is appropriate. In (107a-c), either interpretation is possible. In informal speech members of this paradigm may follow the clause, as in (107c-d).

(106) The íš paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>míš</td>
<td>‘me’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>níš</td>
<td>‘you’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>íš</td>
<td>‘he, she; they’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ūkíš</td>
<td>‘we (Du and Pl)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples include:

(107a) níš tókben ya-ú 
   you how A2-be ‘and you, how are you?’ or ‘but how are you?’

(107b) Bob íš istó sání Ø-paksá 
   Bob also arm one.side P3-by.pressure-break ‘Bob has a broken arm, too’ or ‘as for Bob, he has a broken arm’ or ‘Bob, on the other hand, has a broken arm’

(107c) chéga k’íña oyáte že-má-tahá míš 
   kettle carry people STEM-P1s-from me ‘I’m from CTK band, too’ or ‘I, on the other hand, am from CTK’

(107d) osnísni nakú íš ~ nakú íš osní-sni 
   cold-REDUP in.addition ~ in.addition be.cold-REDUP ‘and it was cold, too’ (as perhaps in addition to there being a lot of snow)

(107e) míš mná-kta (~mnj-kta) 
   me 1s.go-POT ‘I am too going!; I am so going!’ (contradicting)

6.1.2 The iyé paradigm

The iyé paradigm, which is reflexive, is analogous to the English “-self,” is also emphatic, as ‘the one who’ (109a-b). Members of this paradigm may function as the predicate of a clause (109c-d), and can be negated in elliptical responses (109e).
They are also used in comparative constructions, implying ‘than you/he/she’ (109f).

(108) the iyé paradigm

miyé        ‘myself’
niyé        ‘yourself’
iyé         ‘him/herself’
ʊkiye       ‘ourselves’

Examples include:

(109a) miyé ecʰámʊ
myself 1s.do
‘I did it myself’

(109b) miye má-Ø-kʰá
me   P1s-A3-mean’
‘she means me; I’m the one she means’ (NR T3.27)

(109c) niyé-c!
yourself-spc
‘you’re it! (said in a game of tag)’ (LgCir1.3109)

(109d) žé     né     miyé-c    Ø-eyá   (miyé as predicate)³³
that.one this.one myself-DCL A3-say
“I am that one,” he said’ (SB.26)

(109e) tʰanó žé tuwé Ø-éyaku? Miyé-šj.
meat the who A3.take   me-NEG
‘Who took the meat?’ ‘Not I.’

(109f) miyé     cónana mnuhá
myself little.bit A1s.have
‘I have less (than someone else)’

The definiteness of members of the iyé paradigm can be intensified by a

suffix -keři (110a-c), which also creates quantifiers from certain adverbs (110d). This

³³ The phrase final -c could also be interpreted as the specific-marking suffix (see 3.3.1.1 above). The grammaticality of the clause is not affected by choosing one interpretation over the other, and the semantics is only slightly affected. The independent pronoun is predicative by zero derivation. If the c is interpreted as the specific-marking suffix, the meaning has a greater degree of definiteness.
suffix is a compound of -kA ‘rather’ and augmentative -ñi.

(110a) miyékeñi ‘myself, really myself, my very self’
(110b) niyékeñi ‘yourself, really yourself, your very self’
(110c) iyékeñi ‘him/herself, really him/herself, his/her very self’
(110d) nehäkeñi ‘this precise amount, as when indicating size or distance with the hands’

In example (111) members of both paradigms are present. The first pronoun, níš establishes a contrast and the second pronoun iyé places emphasis on the subject of the second clause.

(111) žé níš wanīc’ic$hága-pi-šj; iyé
that you (contrast) p2.be.one’s.fault-pi-NEG themselves (emphatic)
wa?ic$hága-pi
p3.be.one’s.fault-PL
‘it wasn’t your fault; it was their fault’
(as for you, it wasn’t your fault; they are the ones who were at fault)

6.2 Demonstrative pronouns

The demonstratives né ‘this’, žé ‘that’, and ká ‘that yonder’ and their plurals nená, žená, and kan, respectively, may function as syntactic pronouns and have the same distribution as nouns. The “singular” forms are unmarked and may be used with plural nouns. A plural demonstrative is used only when a speaker wishes to emphasize plurality or to disambiguate participants. When the plural forms have animate antecedents the verb will have the plural enclitic pi. (For explanation of animate vs. inanimate plurals, see section 5 above and chapter 6:8.) The demonstrative pronouns are optional and are generally used for emphasis, contrast,
or rhythm. The demonstratives žé and né trigger ablaut to e.

(112) né ‘this one’ nená ‘these’
žé ‘that one’ žená ‘those’
ká ‘that one yonder’ kaná³⁴ ‘those yonder’

In (113a-b) the full nouns in the first column are replaced by the demonstrative pronouns in the second column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full noun</th>
<th>Demonstrative pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wïyä žé ø-háska</td>
<td>žé ø-háska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman that p3-be.tall</td>
<td>that one p3-be.tall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘that woman is tall’</td>
<td>‘she is tall; that one is tall’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| šükatʰaka kaná ø-kneknéɡapi | kaná ø-kneknéɡapi |
| horse                      | those p3-be.spotted-PL |
| ‘those horses are spotted; those horses are pintos’ | ‘those are spotted; those are pintos’ |

6.3 Indefinite pronouns

The indefinite pronouns, listed and exemplified in (114), are among the “t-words,” so called because they all begin with the letter t. As pronouns, they function as arguments of the verb. These words may function as verbs, also, as exemplified in Syntax 2.3.

(114) tāku ‘something’ tāku iyéya ‘he found something’
| ‘what?’ tāku iyéya he ‘what did he find?’ |
| tóna ‘how many’ tóna iyéya he ‘how many did he find?’ |
| ‘some’ tóna mak’ú ‘he/she gave me some’ |

³⁴ CTK speakers do not use the plural form kaná, using the adverb kâkhį instead, e.g., šükatʰaka kâkhį ‘those horses yonder’. 
7. Naming

Proper nouns exhibit a limited range of structural patterns. Personal names are still being created and given; place names are no longer being created in the language.

Personal naming is a matter of great contemporary interest among Assiniboine adults, even those who do not speak their heritage language. Many have an Assiniboine name and want their children to have them. Indian names are rarely used, usually only for ceremonial purposes, and some people consider personal names to be private, once given. Naming is considered a sacred act that must be undertaken by someone with the authority to do so, but what constitutes such authority is a topic that requires further research. Out of respect for the sacred nature of personal names, it should be emphasized that simply understanding the structure of personal names is not adequate knowledge for creating or assigning names, and the following analysis is not intended to be used for that purpose.

Personal names that appear in this work are either taken from published documents or used by permission.

7.1 šýka ‘horse’

Due to the prominent role of the horse in Assiniboine tradition, there is a range of
One hypothesis would include *nak±óna in this list, as *nak±óna (esp. Ryan 1999 Nakona Language). In fact, the latter is a re-analysis of the historical term nak±óta based upon the compound form, nak±ón-, in which the t becomes n in coda position, for example, nak±ónʔʔapů ‘Assiniboine language.’ (See chapter 1:13.5). Another argument put forth to justify *nak±óna is based on an analysis of Dak±óta as stemming from k±odá ‘friend,’ by which logic the Assiniboine k±oná ‘friend’ must produce *nak±óna, (although this ignores the logical extension to Lakota k±olá, which is not argued to produce *lak±ólá). While all three terms, dak±óta, lak±óta, nak±óta are “generally interpreted as meaning ‘feeling affection, friendly’,” (Riggs 1890:160 in DeMallie 2001:750), the synchronic terms, k±odá, k±olá, and k±oná, respectively, cannot be analyzed, despite their probable diachronic derivation.

possessive forms for ‘horse’ from alienable to inalienable possession, the latter encompassing both literal ownership and reference to literal or imagined ownership of a particular horse as an attribute of the owner. The full term for ‘horse’ is šúkat±àka, literally ‘big dog’. In possessed forms the full form is reduced to šúka.

The final a of šúka may change to e in inalienably possessed forms, but the practice appears to vary regionally in proper nouns (cf. Boas and Deloria 1941:32):

(115) Proper nouns with šúka:

\[ \text{tʰašúke sápa ‘His Black Horse’ (FB)} \]

\[ \text{tʰašúka ópi ‘Wounded Horse’ (CTK)} \]

7.2 Proper Names in na

Proper names may be derived from any major class word, alone or in compounds, either by the addition of nominalizing -na or by zero marking. Proper names do not take a determiner. Examples of individual personal names are:

(116) ʰaḵíktana ‘Early Riser (a woman’s name)’ (ʰa- ‘night’ + kiktá ‘to get up’)

hepiyana ‘Half Way (a man’s name)’ (hepiya ‘half way, midway’)
osóna  ‘Slitter (a man’s name’) (osó ‘to slit’; compare to osós’a ‘a slitter, one who slits’)

Examples of place names are:

(117a) ĭya-ñe wîtå-na
rock-mountain island-DIM/NOM
‘Little Rocky Mountains, Montana

(117b) tʰá-chëhūpa-na
ruminant-jaw-NOM
‘Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan’

(117c) huhú-žu-pi-na
bones-full (ožú)-NOM-NOM
‘Regina, Saskatchewan’ (lit. ‘pile of bones’)

Names of peoples are derived by the same means, but they can be pluralized and can take determiners. Examples are:

(118) hútešåna  ‘Red Bottom People, band of Assiniboines’ (hûte ‘base’, šá ‘red’)
kisũna  ‘a Chinese person’ (ki SUUS + sũ ‘to braid’)
kisũpina  ‘Chinese people’
osnípina  ‘Northern People, Cold People, band of Assiniboines’ (osní ‘cold’, pi PL)
Chapter 4

Kinship

1. Kinship system

Assiniboine kinship terminology is a variant of the Dakota type, as shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 4.1 Dakota Type kinship system (Eggan and Maxwell 2001:976, used by permission)

Whereas the classic Dakota type exhibits a bifurcate merging pattern (terminological merging of father with father’s brothers and mother with mother’s sisters), Assiniboine exhibits a bifurcate collateral pattern (differentiation of father from father’s brothers and mother from mother’s sisters). The two patterns are illustrated in fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2 Bifurcate merging and bifurcate collateral patterns of kin terminology (Eggan 1968 in Eggan and Maxwell 2001:978, used by permission)
Kinship terminology encompasses five generations, encompassing two ascending and two descending from ego. Terminology for ego’s generation is the most highly elaborated, and differs for male and female ego. Sibling terms entail age and sex relative to ego. With the exception of one variation noted below, cousin terms refer only to cross cousins; parallel cousins are designated with sibling terms.

Father’s brothers are designated até-na (‘father’ with a diminutive suffix) and the mother’s sisters are designated iná-na (‘mother’ with a diminutive suffix). The parents’ opposite sex siblings are cross-related and designated with aunt and uncle terms that derive from roots that are different from the father and mother terms. In ego’s generation, the children of ego’s father’s brothers and mother’s sisters are termed siblings and the children of ego’s father’s sisters and mother’s brothers are termed cousins. In the first descending generation, the children of ego’s same-sex siblings and cousins are designated sons and daughters whereas the children of ego’s opposite sex siblings and cousins are designated nieces and nephews.

Affinal relatives in the first ascending generation are referred to by the term that corresponds to that of the spouse. Thus, for example, the wife of até-na is iná-na and the wife of nekší is mitʰúwina.

In the second ascending generation there is one male and one female grandparent stem /thʰukaš/ and /kʰu/ respectively, with no matrilineal or patrilineal distinction made, although this distinction can be expressed analytically:
I have taken some liberty in extracting this example from the full sentence. I believe that I have isolated the appropriate elements, but it may be that iyé, which I included in (2), is not an obligatory part of the expression. Here is the full sentence:

Né onówà a-wá-himne žé mi-thúkaši Šúk-³úza wanákaš žená iyé this song ST-1S-sing that 1.POSS-grandfather Dog-Rump long.ago those himself hékta iyé thúkaši-tku cha žená žéchën ø-nowó-s’a ø-káya. back.then his.own grandfather-3.POSS that.kind those then A3-sing-HAB A3-say

This song I sang, my grandfather, Dog Rump, said he learned from his own grandfather, who always sang them back then.'
referring to ducks, whom he characterizes as grandchildren. Recall that plural
marking on human-reference nouns is optional.

(3) “Ah! you frightened my grandchildren,” he said. (App1: Big Snake.20)

(4) ‘I will make all my grandchildren dance’ (NR: T5.12)

Kinship terms, to the extent that they could be elicited, are given in table
4.2 at the end of this chapter. This list reflects current usage, or usage within living
memory. A comparison with historical sources is discussed in section 4, below.

Many of the terms, especially in their possessed forms, are no longer commonly
used and have receded from easy recall. Disagreements among speakers are noted
where they occur.

The uncertainty and disagreement among contemporary speakers on
terminology for less frequently used terms, especially cousin terms and first person
plural possessive forms, is not surprising considering that these terms are no
longer in general use. The social implications of the relationships as entailing
various responsibilities and privileges are, on the whole, no longer observed so that
preservation of kinship terms has little purpose beyond the immediate family
(although the relationships themselves are still regarded as very important).
Furthermore, the few elderly speakers who remember these terms are dispersed
over a large geographic area in various isolated communities, so that they rarely
have occasion to use these terms in conversation, and many of those to whom the
terms would apply do not speak the language.
At Fort Belknap leveling of some forms appears to have occurred by analogy. For some speakers, the term *nekšiću* ‘his uncle’ has become *nekšítku* (compare to other forms ending in *i* that acquire the suffix -tku), and *mitňákoža* ‘grandchild’ has become *mitňákši* (compare to *mitňúkaši* ‘my grandfather’, *micňški* ‘my son’, and *micňukši* ‘my daughter’).

**2. Morphology of kinship terms**

Kinship terms are based on a set of roots (listed in table 4.2) derived by a small set of affixes: mi-, ni-, -(t)ku, -na, -ši, -ya, and -ka.

**2.1 mi- ‘my’**

The first person possessive prefix occurs with all but two roots, the exceptions being /at/ ‘father’ and /ina/ ‘mother’. Kin terms with the first possessive prefix are used for both address and reference and do not occur without the prefix.

**2.2 ni- ‘your’**

The second person possessive prefix is used with all kin terms. The terms for ‘mother’ and ‘mother’s sister’ are derived from the root *hý* rather than the first person form *iná*, thus *nihú* ‘your mother’ and *nihúna* ‘your aunt (mother’s sister)’. The terms for ‘father’ and ‘father’s brother’ differ from the first person forms in that, while the first person forms are unprefixed, the second person forms receive the possessive prefix, thus, *niyáte* ‘your father’ and *niyáténa* ‘your uncle (father’s brother)’.

**2.3 -(t)ku**

This is suffixed to the root and uniformly indicates third person possessor, i.e.,
‘his/her [relative]’ (but see 2.6, below). There is no phonological reason for the variable occurrence of \( t \) in the suffix and \( t \) is assumed to be of historical origin. See table 4.2 for examples.

2.4 -\( na \)

Parallel relationship is marked by the addition of \( na \) to the corresponding term for immediate relationship, for example, \( mit^h\text{ínnona} \) ‘older male parallel cousin of a woman’ from \( mit^h\text{ínnno} \) ‘older brother of a woman’. In these terms, \( na \) is similar to nominalizing \( na \) ‘is a type of’. It has the semantic force of the English suffix -\( like \); e.g., \( mit^h\text{ínnona} \) is “older brother-like.”

2.5 -\( ši \)

With one exception, -\( ši \) only occurs on terms outside the core of immediate relationships (parents and siblings of ego) and may therefore be interpreted as signaling a kind of social distance. DeMallie (1994:138) states that “\( ši \) indicates a relationship of conspicuous respect.” The single exception is the term for the younger sister of a male, \( mit^h\text{ákši} \). DeMallie (p.c.) suggests, the suffix in this instance might be something other than the -\( ši \) in other kin terms, perhaps -\( kši \)

\(^2\) Deloria gives the following account of \( na \):
“\( na \) – diminutive, meaning it is temporary or not real. This use of \( na \) (or \( la \)) is indicated in the Dakota and Assiniboine terms for mother, and father, when not the true parent but a distant mother or father is meant. In Dakota – well, in both languages – this \( na \) suffixed to the father and mother terms is not used much, though the people will always give it when you are recording kinship.”[1936:14]

Her aside, “– well, in both languages – ” is misleading because the use of \( na \) is optional in Lakota, but it is lexicalized in Assiniboine terms for father’s brother and mother’s sister and therefore is used any time someone in this relationship is addressed or referenced.
(which may be related to the -kši found in 'son' and 'daughter' terms, in which case the root for those terms would be $e^{\text{h}}[-$ and $e^{\text{h}}[-$, respectively).

2.6 -ka

-ka is a formative with no discernable meaning, although in the case of 'younger brother' and 'younger sister of a woman', it creates a distinction between vocative and singular reference forms; reference forms have -ka while vocative forms do not.

Compare the examples of misú and misúka ‘my younger brother’ in (5).

(5) Singular vocative, without -ka

(5a) hû, misû, tôk$hïyata ya-ú he hey younger.brother from.where $A2-come Q ‘hey, younger brother! where have you come from?’ (NR: T4.41)

(5b) Plural vocative, with -ka:

mit$hâkši misûka$kî k$hô nén wa-yâ-c$hî-pi-kta
1s.poss-younger.sis 1.poss-younger.bro-ka also here $ST-$A2-dance-PL-POT ‘my younger sisters and brothers, you will dance here’ (NR T5.15)

(5c) Singular reference, with -ka:

mi-sûka Akékena
1s.poss-younger.brother Akékena ‘my younger brother, Akékena’ (NR: T3.20)

(5d) Plural reference, with -ka:

misûka$-pi mi-thâko$ža-pi-na k$hôwa wach$hï-wj$hâ-wa-k$hîyj-kta-c
1s.poss-yo.bro 1s.poss-gr.child-PL-na all.those dance-P3p-A1s-CAUS-POT-DCL ‘I will make all my younger brothers and grandchildren dance’ (NR: T5.11)

2.6 -ya

The suffix -ya ‘to have as a relative’, which productively derives first and second person kinship terms in Sioux, is not systematic in Assiniboine kin terms,
occurring only in a few first person plural possessive forms. Where -ya does occur productively in Assiniboine is with reference to one considered a relative who is not related by birth or marriage. This is seen in terms like até-ya-pi ‘Indian agent, Indian superintendent’ (lit. ‘considered to be as a father’), thükásina-ya-pi ‘president of the United States’ (lit. ‘considered to be a grandfather’), and atkúku-wičha-ye né ‘these whom she had taken as fathers’ (NR: T6.29; cf. atkúku ‘her fathers’). Other examples are those in (6) and (7).

(6) chih-tku-wa-yi-kta-c
    son-3.POSS-ALs-ya-POT-DECL
    ‘I will consider him a son’ (SB.72)

(7) cíchá-u-yâ-pi-kte nó
    child-1du-ya-PL-POT DECL
    ‘we will consider her our own child’ (NR: T6.23)

chíchá does not appear to have a third person possessive form (*chícháku) as seen in (8):

(8) chíchá-pi ū nûpa-pi né i-húni-pi
    child-PL his.own two-PL DET arrive.there-COMPLETIVE-PL
    ‘also his own two children got there’ (SB:74)

Relationship to a specific person is indicated by using the person’s name immediately before the kinship term:

(9) Mary chûwítkunâna né
    Mary daughter
    ‘Mary’s youngest daughter’ (chûwítku ‘daughter’, né DET) (LgC1.174)

2.8 Unexplained morphemes

Four morphemes occur in a few forms that cannot be accounted for.

- A morpheme ki unaccountably occurs in the plural and third person
possession grandparent terms, for example, $t^h\text{ũk̑q̄a-ki-śi-}tku$ ‘our grandfather’. (The nasalization of the $a$ of the root is also unexplained.)

- A morpheme $hì$ appears in the third person forms $c^h\text{ũh̑ĩt̑ku}$ ‘son’ and $c^h\text{ũh̑ĩtkuna}$ ‘man’s brother’s son’.
- A morpheme $kpa$ unaccountably occurs in the plural and third person forms for ‘grandchild’, for example, $t^h\text{akóža-kpa-}tku$ ‘their grandchild’.
- A morpheme $ku$ occurs in the first and second person possessor forms for ‘child-in-law, for example, $mï^h\text{ákoš-}tku$ ‘my child-in-law’, and a morpheme $tku$ occurs in the first person plural possessor grandparent terms, which also have the unidentified $ki$ morpheme, for example, $\text{ũk̑ùh̑uka-ki-śi-}tku$ ‘our grandfather’. It seems beyond coincidence that the $ku$ and $tku$ morphemes in these non-third person forms should be something other than the third person possessive suffix $(t)tku$ but their appearance in non-third person forms is unexpected and unexplainable, especially since the third person possessive suffix is otherwise so consistent in its meaning.

3. Respect/avoidance speech

Certain relationships entail the reciprocal use of specialized speech, specifically third person plural forms. Although commonly referred to as “respect” speech, usage suggests that “avoidance” is also significantly implied in relationships characterized by such speech. Two environments are attested in contemporary Assiniboine speech, one with regard to certain in-laws and the other, more questionable, with regard to a personified body part.
The first set of relationships requiring avoidance speech is between parent/child in-laws. The only published reference to specialized speech between parent/child in-laws is found in Kennedy (1961 [1939]) where James Larpenteur Long (First Boy) states:

Speech between father-in-law and daughter-in-law and between mother-in-law and son-in-law was strictly prohibited. Conversation was allowed between the two men and between the two women, but only in the third person plural and in a soft tone of voice, to show respect. They never spoke directly to each other, but always in a roundabout fashion. [1961(1939):17, emphasis added]

The behavior required by avoidance relationships is not strictly maintained in contemporary society, but when speaking in Assiniboine of relatives in one of the historically avoidance relationships, native speakers still consistently use the third person plural. Evidence from texts and elicited data confirms and extends Long’s statement: even reference to one’s parents- or children-in-law requires the respect form. Elicited examples are as follows, in which the third person plural object pronominal wíčha is used (11), and the plural enclitic pi is used (12), both in reference to a single individual:

(11) mi-khū o-wíčha-kici-yaka oʾínažič ektá mnį-kta
1s.FOSS-mo-in-law ST-P3p-tell town to A1s.go-POT ‘tell my mother-in-law I’m going to town (female speaking)’

(12) mikhū oʾínažič ů-yá-pi-kta ů-káya-pi
my.mother-in-law town A3-go-PL-POT A3-.say-PL ‘my mother-in-law said she is going to town’

Compare (11)-(12) to (13), where reference is to an in-law other than a parent- or child-in-law; the plural enclitic pi is absent:
Textual evidence of the prohibition against directly addressing an in-law of the opposite sex is found in “Man Who Married a Ghost,” a text narrated in the 1980s by George Shields of Fort Belknap Reservation (DeMallie 2000). In this story, a young woman (the eponymous ghost) can be seen and heard only by her (living) husband. She wishes to tell her mother something and asks her husband to tell her. In the next sentence of the text, the man goes, not to her mother, but to his own mother and tells her. This “roundabout fashion,” to use Long’s words, is not explained in the text because the narrator takes for granted that his audience understands the necessity of this sequence of events, due to the avoidance relationship between the young man and his mother-in-law.

When the man’s mother learns that the young woman’s ghost is there with him, she addresses the young woman directly, crying, E! mitʰákoškupina! ‘Oh, Daughter-in-law!’ (using the third person plural form). This confirms Long’s assertion that “conversation was allowed between . . . the two women.” The man’s mother then goes to the young woman’s family. When the woman’s parents hear of their daughter’s request, as conveyed by their son-in-law, they respond using the avoidance form to refer to their son-in-law:

(14) Há, mitʰákoš tayá ø-eyá-pi-c
yes son-in-law well A3-say-pf-DECL
‘yes, my son-in-law has spoken well’ [NR:T7.38]

The second environment in which avoidance speech is attested is in an Ñktómi story in which Ñktómi addresses his rump, given in (15). (Recall that po is a
contraction of plural pí and the male imperative particle wo.)

(15) miʔús, thanó né awá-mici-yàka pó
1s.POSS-rump meat this STEM-BEN-watch 3PL.IMPER (respect/avoidance form)
‘my rump, watch this meat for me’ (App.2: Ḭktômi and Fox.25)

When the narrator of the story was asked about her use of the third person plural
form in this instance, she said it was a mistake, asking that the transcription be
changed to the singular form. This is the only example of a case in which a body
part is personified, and it happens to be a body part that would reasonably be
treated with avoidance. Furthermore, the narrator was slightly embarrassed at
telling the story (although she clearly enjoys the joke), so it is possible that her use
of avoidance speech in the original telling of the story reflects her own intuitive
avoidance behavior in mentioning the rump.
Table 4.2 Kinship terminology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1s vocative/ref.</th>
<th>2s possessive</th>
<th>1pl possessive</th>
<th>3s possessive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ego +2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grandfather</td>
<td>mítʰúkaši</td>
<td>nítʰúkaši</td>
<td>ũkitʰukákišitku</td>
<td>tʰukákišitku 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>~ tʰukášicu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grandmother</td>
<td>mikhúši</td>
<td>nikhúši</td>
<td>ũkíkʰušitku</td>
<td>khúkišitku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>~ khúšitku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ego +1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father</td>
<td>até</td>
<td>niyáte</td>
<td>até⁹uyápı</td>
<td>atkúku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother</td>
<td>iná</td>
<td>nihũ</td>
<td>iná⁹uyápı</td>
<td>hůku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father’s brother</td>
<td>aténa</td>
<td>niyátena</td>
<td>até⁹uyápı</td>
<td>atkúkuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father’s sister and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother’s brother’s wife</td>
<td>mítʰúwína</td>
<td>nítʰúwína</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>tʰúwíćuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother’s brother and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father’s sister’s husband</td>
<td>minékší</td>
<td>nínékší</td>
<td>ũkíšitku (FB)³</td>
<td>nekšicu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother’s sister and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nekšicu⁹uyápı (CTK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother’s sister’s wife</td>
<td>inána</td>
<td>nihũna</td>
<td>iná⁹uyápina</td>
<td>hůkuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and father’s sister’s husband</td>
<td>aténa</td>
<td>niyátena</td>
<td>até⁹uyápina</td>
<td>atkúkuna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1\text{tʰukášitku} is attested by FB speakers and by some CTK speakers. Those Canadian speakers who metathesize the tk cluster pronounce this as \text{tʰukášiktu}. The form \text{tʰukášicu} is attested by a single CTK speaker.

2I did not get a separate form for this: a CTK speaker says that mítʰúwína would be used here, also.

3This form seems questionable; one would expect ũkínešitku. Lowie (1909:36) found nekšicu (his “nekcidju”).
Younger speakers differentiate between older brother and older male parallel cousin, adding -na to the cousin terms; older speakers do not make this distinction. The third person possessed form is attested with and without -na in both generations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>1s vocative/ref.</th>
<th>2s possessive</th>
<th>1pl possessive</th>
<th>3s possessive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>father-in-law</td>
<td>mit¹ũka</td>
<td>nit¹ũka</td>
<td>ükic¹ũna</td>
<td>ch¹ćuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother-in-law</td>
<td>mik¹ũ</td>
<td>nik¹ũ</td>
<td></td>
<td>k¹ũku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ego</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ego is male</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>older brother and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>older male parallel cousin</td>
<td>micʰʰĩna</td>
<td>níchʰĩna</td>
<td>ükichʰĩna</td>
<td>chʰjcuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>older sister and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>older female parallel cousin</td>
<td>mitʰʰãkena</td>
<td>níchʰãkena</td>
<td>ükíthʰãkupina</td>
<td>thʰãkšîtku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>younger brother and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>younger male parallel cousin</td>
<td>misũka (ref)</td>
<td>nísũka</td>
<td>ükísũka</td>
<td>sũkáku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>younger sister and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>younger female parallel cousin</td>
<td>mitʰʰãkši</td>
<td>níthʰãkši</td>
<td>ükíthʰãkšitkupina</td>
<td>thʰãkšîtku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female cross cousin</td>
<td>mihãkaši</td>
<td>nihãkaši</td>
<td>ükãhãkupina</td>
<td>hãkãšîtku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male cross cousin, younger, older</td>
<td>mitʰʰãhãši (ref)</td>
<td>níthʰãhãši</td>
<td>ükãhãkupina</td>
<td>thʰãhãšîtku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wife</td>
<td>mitʰʱwãj</td>
<td>níthʰwãj</td>
<td>ükãhãkupina</td>
<td>thʱwãjçu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother-in-law (sis hu; wi bro)</td>
<td>mitʰʱhã (ref)</td>
<td>níthʰhã</td>
<td>ükãhãkupina</td>
<td>thʱhãku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sister-in-law (bro wi, wi sis)</td>
<td>mihãka</td>
<td>nihãka</td>
<td>thãhãku</td>
<td>?hãkãku²uye žé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ego is female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>older brother</td>
<td>mitʰímno</td>
<td>níthʰímno</td>
<td>ükíthʰímno</td>
<td>thʰímnnóku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>older male parallel cousin ⁴</td>
<td>mitʰímnona</td>
<td>níthʰímnona</td>
<td>ükíthʰímnona</td>
<td>thʰímnnókuna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

⁴Younger speakers differentiate between older brother and older male parallel cousin, adding -na to the cousin terms; older speakers do not make this distinction. The third person possessed form is attested with and without -na in both generations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Relationship</th>
<th>1s vocative/ref.</th>
<th>2s possessive</th>
<th>1pl possessive</th>
<th>3s possessive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>older sister and older female parallel cousin</td>
<td>mic(^h)úna</td>
<td>nic(^h)úna</td>
<td>ūkíc(^h)una</td>
<td>ch(^h)úkuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>younger brother and younger male parallel cousin</td>
<td>mis(^u)ka (ref)</td>
<td>nis(^u)ka</td>
<td>ūkí(^u)ska</td>
<td>s(^u)káku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>younger sister and younger female cousin</td>
<td>mit(^h)é(^6)</td>
<td>ní(^h)é</td>
<td>ūkí(^h)ákakúpí</td>
<td>th(^h)ákáku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male cross cousin, younger, older</td>
<td>mišic(^c)e(^š)í</td>
<td>nišic(^c)e(^š)í</td>
<td>šic(^c)é(^š)itkú(^u)y(^á)pí</td>
<td>šic(^c)é(^p)(^b)šitkú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female cross cousin, younger, older husband</td>
<td>mišic(^p)h(^u)ší</td>
<td>nišic(^p)h(^u)ší</td>
<td>šic(^p)h(^b)šitkú(^u)y(^á)pí</td>
<td>šic(^p)h(^b)šitkú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co-wife (obsolete)</td>
<td>mi(^h)íkna</td>
<td>ní(^h)íkna</td>
<td>šic(^h)ét(^k)úpí</td>
<td>šic(^p)h(^b)šitkú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother-in-law (hu bro; sis hu)</td>
<td>mi(^h)íyíya</td>
<td>ní(^h)íyíya</td>
<td>šic(^h)ét(^k)úpí</td>
<td>šic(^h)ét(^k)úpí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sister-in-law (bro wi; hu sis)</td>
<td>mi(^h)íc(^p)h(^u)</td>
<td>ní(^h)íc(^p)h(^u)</td>
<td>šic(^h)ét(^k)úpí</td>
<td>šic(^h)ét(^k)úpí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co-parent-in-law</td>
<td>om(^w)ówahí(^h)í(^t)</td>
<td>ní(^h)mówahí(^h)í(^t)</td>
<td>šic(^h)ét(^k)úpí</td>
<td>šic(^h)ét(^k)úpí</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ego - 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>1s vocative/ref.</th>
<th>2s possessive</th>
<th>1pl possessive</th>
<th>3s possessive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>son</td>
<td>mic(^h)íkší</td>
<td>nic(^h)íkší</td>
<td>ūkíc(^h)íkší</td>
<td>ch(^h)íkší</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>mic(^h)íkší</td>
<td>nic(^h)íkší</td>
<td>ūkíc(^h)íkší</td>
<td>ch(^h)íkší</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man’s brother’s son and</td>
<td>mic(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>nic(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>ūkíc(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>ch(^h)íkšína</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman’s sister’s son</td>
<td>mic(^h)íkší</td>
<td>nic(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>ūkíc(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>ch(^h)íkšína</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man’s brother’s daughter and</td>
<td>mic(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>nic(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>ūkíc(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>ch(^h)íkšína</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman’s sister’s daughter</td>
<td>mic(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>nic(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>ūkíc(^h)íkšína</td>
<td>ch(^h)íkšína</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^5\)A few CTK speakers differentiate between younger brother and younger male parallel cousin, adding \(-\)\(^n\)a to the cousin forms: mis\(^u\)k\(^a\)na, nis\(^u\)k\(^a\)na, ūkí\(^u\)s\(^k\)ana, s\(^u\)k\(^á\)k\(^u\)na.

\(^6\)A FB speaker gives a reference form mit\(^h\)á\(^k\)a, also giving ní\(^h\)á\(^k\)a for the second person possessed form, but the forms without \(-\)\(^n\)a are more widely attested.
A CTK speaker rejects forms with *u*, giving forms with *o*, instead: *mitʰʊʃka*, *nitʰʊʃka*, *tʰʊʃkáku*. The difference between *u* and *o* in this case is fully realized, unlike the widespread phenomenon of slight phonetic lowering of *u*.

Some CTK speakers add *na* to the first and second person forms: *mitʰóʃka*, *nitʰóʃka*, *tʰoʃkáku*

This vocative form includes the plural enclitic *pi*, required for respect speech.

*anėtka* can also refer to a branch on a tree, or to any kind of branch.
Chapter 5

Adverbs

1. Introduction

There are no exclusively morphological or syntactic criteria for defining adverbs.\(^1\) Many of the suffixes that occur with adverbs also occur with other parts of speech; other parts of speech can occupy adverbial positions in a clause; and adverbs themselves can appear in the verb position as predicates. Therefore, in classifying adverbs, the appeal is to a combination of morphology, syntax, and semantics. Independent adverbs (those other than verb stems functioning as adverbs, as discussed in chapter 11) have somewhat free distribution, occurring at the beginning of a clause, immediately before the verb, or postposed after the verb.

There is a great deal of overlap between adverbs and postpositions, so much so that words in the corpus that function exclusively as postpositions number fewer than a dozen. The following examples illustrate these dual roles.

\(1\)

\(k^h\)iyána  ‘close to’

\(1a\)

Adverb, preceding the verb:

\[k^h\text{iyána }{\text{hjípé}}-\text{ma-}k^h\text{iya}\]

\[\text{close.to throw- P1s-CAUS}\]

‘throw it over here by me!’

\(^1\)Buechel (1939:183-95) provides a detailed analysis of Lakota adverb morphology but enough semantic discrepancies exist between Lakota and Assiniboine that Buechel’s explanations cannot be assumed to account for the meaning or use of phonetically identical Assiniboine forms in every case. Nonetheless, they do provide useful insights for those suffixes that agree semantically.
(1b) Postposition, following a noun:

    sikhá kʰiyána ø-yačá
    foot close.to A3-sit
    ‘it is near the feet (of something)’

The morphology and semantics of adverbs are described in this chapter; the syntactic role of adverbs is described in chapter 11.

2. Morphology of adverbs

Single-word adverbs occur as basic (inherent) adverbs, compounds, or verbal stems compounded with a head verb. Adverbs may be derived from nouns, verbs, or other adverbs.

2.1 Basic adverbs

Semantically, adverbs encompass a wide range of concepts, including time, manner, place (including location and direction), and degree. Some common basic adverbs are given in (2). Some have the appearance of derived forms—and are surely historically so—but are now lexicalized, rather than the result of productive processes, especially those forms based on the demonstratives né, žé, ká (‘this’, ‘that’, ‘that yonder’, respectively). While the demonstratives are recognizable in such forms, the remainder of the word in each case is often not analyzable into independent morphemes.

(2) Lexical adverbs:

(2a) Time:

    aškán         ‘recently; lately’
    ēstena         ‘soon; early’
    h₃ayákʰeci    ‘tomorrow’
    h₃ayákʰena    ‘early in the morning’
hékta 'back then'
ňítáníhâ 'yesterday'
jknúhâna(ř) 'suddenly, all at once'
nahâň 'still, yet'
nąkâňâ 'now' (present and future)
tʰéhâ 'a long time' (also refers to distance, i.e., ‘far’)
wanâ 'now; already' (punctual; present and past)
wanâkaš 'long ago'

(2b) Place:
akân 'on'
cʰatkán 'on the left side'
cʰokán 'in the middle'
ektá 'to; at'
éń 'at'
hékta 'behind'
hokhün 'down; below'
kakná 'beside; near'
mahén 'in, inside'
manín 'off somewhere, away from home/camp'
néń 'here'
ókša 'around'
tʰâkán 'outside; outdoors'
tökhi 'to somewhere; away'
žen 'there'

(2c) Manner:
awánųka 'accidentally, unintentionally'
cʰãka ~ tókʰencʰjka 'hard, strenuously, with energy'
ektâší 'wrong, improperly, inappropriately, strangely'
iníña 'quietly'
jšnána 'alone'
jtú 'just, only, simply'
iyéčʰjka 'by itself, of its own accord'
kʰâyénâ 'quickly, promptly' also, ‘close to camp’
néčʰen 'this way, in this manner, like this'
nóya 'rarely, as meat that is not fully cooked'
sakʰîm 'together; double'
tâyâ 'well, nicely, properly'

(2d) Degree:
ehâš 'too much'
iyákhłam  ‘beyond, more, surpassing’
kʰapʰéya  ‘more, a greater amount’
kahakyèfn  ‘so far off; not too far off’
kahayèfn  ‘only so far’
kitə  ‘barely, scarcely’
nínə  ‘very’
nisko  ‘about this much’
sǎm/íšam  ‘beyond, farther on’
žècés  ‘just that, only that, that’s all’
žèhakyeñ  ‘that far, as a certain distance away’

2.2 Demonstrative adverbs

A subset of basic adverbs consists of the demonstrative adverbs, contractions of
the demonstrative articles/pronouns and the adverb én ‘place, at a place’. The
demonstrative adverbs distinguish three degrees of distance in relation to the
speaker: nén ‘here’, žèn ‘there’, and kán ‘yonder’. In contemporary speech, kán is
often eschewed in favor of kákʰi, perhaps because it is difficult to be certain of the
precise location of something in the distance, so that kákʰi, which means ‘in the
general area yonder’ is for most speakers preferable to kán, which implies a more
precise location.

In describing the demonstrative adverbs of Sioux, Boas and Deloria state,
“Demonstratives express three positions: here, there and there visible so that it can
be pointed at” (1940:2). These distinctions seem to hold for some Assiniboine
speakers as well, but considering the extremely rare occurrence of kán in
contemporary Assiniboine speech, it may be that for most speakers, žèn now
covers both ‘there’ and ‘there visible so that it can be pointed at’, while kákʰi is
‘there, not visible’; that is, the demonstrative system is altered for these speakers.
ká appears in the Nakoda Language Lessons (1999) developed at Fort Belknap, but
there are no attested examples from the Carry The Kettle data. Nakoda Language Lesson 3.8 states, “Of the two demonstratives [žé and ká], žé is used more commonly, sometimes even when gá [i.e., ká] might be used.” This suggests that, possibly due to English influence, the visible distance divisions have been reduced to a primarily two-way distinction of nén and žén, with kán seldom used. The following examples from the Nakoda Language Lessons exemplify the historical use of ká/kán, illustrating also that the demonstrative articles (which also function as pronouns when the lexical noun is not present) frequently co-occur with the demonstrative adverbs.

(3) Examples of ká and kán from the Nakoda Language Lessons (1999)

(3a) Unit 3:8 - ká táku he ‘what is that over yonder?’

(3b) Unit 3:9 - žé kán yáká ‘it’s (sitting) over there’ [referring to an item within view]

(3c) Unit 3:11 - Šúkatbáka žé kán naži ‘the horse is (standing) over yonder’

### 2.3 Interrogative adverbs

Another subset of basic adverbs consists of the interrogatives, informally referred to in the literature as “t-words,” the majority of which are based on the stem tó- which expresses indefiniteness. The basic adverbial t-words, from which many other adverbs are derived, are given in (4). These correspond approximately to the so-called wh-words of English. (The pronouns táku ‘what’ and tuwé ‘who’ also belong to the set of t-words but, as nominals, they are described in chapter 3: 7.3). It should be noted that, unlike English wh-words, the t-words do not function as relative pronouns (for which, see chapter 11: 2.4).
This useful term is used in Greenbaum 1996:383 to refer to a number of semantic connectives, of which there are several. The type described here is what he terms “listing.”

2.4 Logical connectives

Three adverbs, ḫš, khō, and nakū, all meaning ‘also, too’, are similar in function to coordinating conjunctions in that they connote connections between noun phrases or between clauses. nakū may also function as a coordinating conjunction and khō may function in place of a coordinating conjunction, and all three may co-occur with a coordinating conjunction, as in (5). (See 11: 6.2 for further discussion of coordination.)

(5a) John aqūyapi yūta ḫik asāpi ḫš ū-yatkā
John bread A3.eat and milk also A3.drink
‘John ate bread and drank milk’

(5b) aqūyapi ophē-wa-thū nakū asāpi ḫš
bread ST- A1s-buy and milk also
‘I bought bread and milk’

3. Derived adverbs

3.1 Prefixation

Two types of prefixes may be added to adverbs to alter their meaning, adverbial (stressed) ḫ and the locative prefixes a- and o-.

---

2 This useful term is used in Greenbaum 1996:383 to refer to a number of semantic connectives, of which there are several. The type described here is what he terms “listing.”
3.1.1 Adverbial ì-³

The prefix ì- added to an adverb of place makes the locational reference more specific. Rood and Taylor (1996:452) note a similar prefix in Lakota but in Lakota, the ì-prefixed forms are postpositions, whereas in Assiniboine the ì-prefixed forms remain adverbs.

(6)   \(th^\text{h}q\text{kán} \) ‘outside’

(6a)  \(th^\text{h}q\text{kán} \, ì-škáta-pi-s'a\)
      outside 1du-play-PL-HAB
      ‘we used to play outside’

(6b)  \(th^\text{h}q\text{kán} \, ëöpéya\)
      outside throw
      ‘throw it out!’ (i.e., from indoors to outdoors)

(7)   \(ïth^\text{h}q\text{kan} \) ‘specifically outside’

      ìth^\text{h}q\text{kan} \, ëöpéya
      outside throw
      ‘throw it outside (not inside)’

(8a)  \(k^\text{h}íʔúm \) ‘beside; to a position beside something’

      iyéc^\text{h}ikayena \, žé \, \(k^\text{h}íʔ\text{um} \, ñáẓ̌k^\text{h}ïya\)
      car  that beside stop-CAUS
      ‘park the car beside it (e.g., the house)’

---
³ This is not to be confused with the locative prefix ì- (unstressed) which usually has instrumental meaning (see 9.1 below). The traditional Siouanist terminology is unfortunate because of the potential confusion of semantic and grammatical terminology. “Locative” is a grammatical term and refers to a class of prefixes that predominantly—but not exclusively—have locative meaning, whereas the adverb prefix ì- specifically has locative meaning when prefixed to adverbs of place, but is not grammatically locative. (Nor, indeed, is the locative prefix ì- semantically locative, with its instrumental meaning, albeit a member of the grammatical class of locative prefixes.)
(8b)  ūkʰiʔum  ‘right beside; in a position immediately beside’

eyáš ūkʰiʔum  íyotåka  kʰó  ø- škå
then right beside  sit  even A3-try
‘then she even tried to sit right next to him’ (ScB.29)
(stress on ūkʰiʔum is displaced by RSP)

In two instances adverbial ū- occurs affixed to a stative verb stem (8)-(9),
although whether that stem is šic- ‘be bad’ or a truncated form of šikná ‘be angry’
is not clear. The latter is more likely semantically, while the former is more
plausible phonologically (by coda nasalization, recalling that k does not nasalize
under this rule, so that ūšık(há) would be ruled out). The data are insufficient to
determine whether this is a productive process.

(9)  ūšin  ‘angrily, meanly’
(10)  ūšintuŋ  ‘sharply, brusquely, curtly; meanly, angrily’

3.1.2 Locative prefixes

A small number of adverbs are derived by adding the locative prefixes a- or o- (see
9.1 below). The data are insufficient to determine whether this is a productive
process.

Locative a-:  The locative prefix a- when prefixed to adverbs increases the valence:

(11)  ôkša  ‘around’

ôkša  miméya  kní
around in.a.circle  return
‘to go around in a circle’

(12)  aʔôkša  ‘around something’

aʔôkša  ma-wá-ni
LOC-around  ST-A1S-walk
‘I walked around it’ (máni ‘walk’)
Locative o-: Only one example of an adverb with locative o- occurs in the corpus, affixed to the noun kʰonā ‘friend’, creating an adverb of manner, okʰóna ‘friendly, in a friendly manner’.

3.2 Suffixation

A large number of adverbial suffixes are employed to derive adverbs from verbs, nouns, or other adverbs. These suffixes are used singly or in combination to create highly nuanced distinctions of manner, direction, or degree, the precise meanings of which are in some cases as yet poorly understood. Some suffixes can create more than one type. For example, the adverbial suffix -ya commonly creates adverbs of manner:

(13) skópa ‘be crooked’ > skomyá ‘crookedly, windingly, as a road or stream’

but can also create an adverb of time when affixed to an adverb of time:

(14) aháke ‘be last( verb); last (adv)’ > hâkéya ‘finally, in the end’

Also, for many adverbs, the notions of both time and place inhere to a single word:

(15) tʰéhā ‘far, a great distance’ or ‘a long time’

3.2.1 Suffix descriptions

Adverbial suffixes that have fairly transparent meaning are discussed below in alphabetical order. Thereafter, some examples of adverbial affixes used in combination are illustrated. Many of the following suffixes are morphophonologically inconsistent. A general phonological pattern can be discerned in most cases, but there are a significant number of exceptions. These
idiosyncracies are noted in the descriptions where they occur.

3.2.1.1 -cé‘ehå ‘ago; in the past’

The suffix -cé‘ehå places the entire following discourse in the past; once it is used by one speaker, for example with an adverb like źéhåc‘ehå ‘at that time in the past’, -cé‘ehå is not repeated by anyone for the topic under discussion. It attaches to adverbs and nouns although the choice appears to be idiosyncratic. This suffix also functions as a subordinating conjunction (see chapter 11.7).

(16a) ómakb±a yámni-c‘ehå
     year three-ago
     ‘three years ago’

(16b) tópa chá-c’ehå
     four day-ago
     ‘four days ago’

(16c) hékta wétu-c‘ehå
     back.then spring-ago
     ‘last spring’

In the following example, the speaker uses źéhåc‘ehå in place of a predicate, omitting both subject and verb, yet all speakers understand this expression to include the meaning ‘I was born’. It may be that this understanding may derive from context since the speaker had previously commented that she had been raised at CTK.

(17) Ōmák‘a wíkcémna nápcúwåka sám wíkcémna yámni aké šákpe
     year ten nine beyond ten three beyond six
     žéhåc‘ehå.
     back.then-past

     ‘[I was born] in nineteen-thirty-six.’ (LgC1.322)
3.2.1.2 -eyasə ‘throughout’

Creates adverbs of time. Unlike many adverbs that have both time and place reference, -eyasə refers only to periods of time.

(18) mnokéyasə ‘throughout the summer, all summer’ (cf. mnokétu)

wéyasə ‘throughout the spring, all spring’ (cf. wétu)

wanéyasə ‘throughout the winter, all winter’ (cf. waníyetu)

?ptə́eyasə ‘throughout the fall’ (cf. ptə́yetu; consultant was uncertain of this form, preferring ptə́yetu ádataya ‘all fall’)

hə́eyasə ‘throughout the night, all night’

3.1.1.3 -hə: ‘at a particular time’

This is a contraction of the adverb ehá ‘at that time’, as evident in the variants of nə́hə and zhéhə.

(19) echũhə ‘while, done at the same moment’ (echũ ‘do’)

nə́hə ‘now, at this moment’ (also nə́?ehə)

zhéhə ‘then, at that moment’ (also zhé?ehə)

tóhə ‘when? at what moment?’

3.2.1.4 -fi

As with pronouns, the suffix -fi has two functions, one as an intensifier and one that marks specificity. It triggers ablaut to e on a preceding A-word, e.g., žéchA ‘be that kind’ > žéchəfi ‘very much so’.

---

4 Even this alternative is marginal since ádataya ‘all’ is probably a loanword from Sioux, and rarely used in Assiniboine.
(20) Intensifier (augmentation AUG):

(20a) kitana ‘a little bit’ > kitanañi ‘barely; finally’

Nakhoni’a i-yá-a [?] Kitanañi.
Nakoda ST-A2 speak [Q] little.bit-INTNS
‘Do you speak Nakoda?’ ‘Barely, hardly at all’

(20b) nakaha ‘now’ > nakahani ‘just now’

nihú nakahañi ð-hi
your.mother now-INTNS A3-arrive
‘your mother just got here’

(20c) tukuni ‘nothing’ > tukuniñi ‘nothing at all, really nothing’

žëchen tukuniñi eyaku-pi-ši
then nothing- INTNS A3.take-PL-NEG
‘then they took nothing at all’ (NR: T6.84)

(20d) topa ‘four’ > topahi ‘even four, as much as four, four whole times’

topañi ð-kni5
four-AUG A3-arrive
‘he (went and) came back four times, i.e., made four trips’ (NR T4.28)

(20e) t’okáhe ‘first’ > t’okáheñi ‘very first’

[form is attested but without an example]

(21) Specific

(21a) niyé ‘you’ > niyéñi ‘you, in particular’ (pronoun)

niyéñi chiec’ú
you-spc
‘I gave it to you (specifically)

(21b) tukté ‘where?’ > tukteñi ‘where, precisely?’

‘somewhere’
‘somewhere in particular; anywhere’

5 As uttered in context, this is [tööopañi kni], with especially heavy emphasis on kni: ‘he made that trip four whole times!’
When nína ‘very’ occurs with a negative verb, it almost always acquires -řį.

(22) nína-řį + verb + šį

(22a) nína-řį osni-šį ‘it’s not very cold’

(22b) nína-řį háske-šį ‘she/he’s not very tall’

(22c) nína-řį ót-ašį ‘it’s not very much’

(22d) nína-řį wa-chįkke-šį ‘I don’t want it very much’

(22e) nína-řį óta ọ-wa-chįkke-šį
very-řį many p3-s-want-NEG
‘I don’t want very many/much’

(22f) šųkatȟaka nína-řį ọ-óta kákhį ọ-ų-pi-šį
horse very-řį p3-be-many over.there a3-be-pl-NEG
‘there aren’t very many horses over there’

(22g) iná nená nína-řį ọ.wayáwa-pi-šį
mother these very-řį a3-go.to.school-pl-NEG
‘our mothers didn’t go to school much, didn’t have much schooling’
(Lgc1.302)

3.2.1.5 -ka ‘rather, somewhat’

Attenuating; approximating. The forms in (23) appear to be lexicalized, and in most cases the base morphemes do not occur independently. An exception in this list is žeháťuka, derived from the independently occurring žeháťu ‘at that time’.

(23) tókʰecaka ‘what kind?’

wanéháťuka ‘about this time’

watóhɑkɑ ‘an indefinite length of time, after a while’

žeháťuka ‘about what time, about that time’
When -ka attaches to stative verbs, the verb also takes a prefix a-. However, the prefix does not increase the valence of the adverb and is therefore different from locative a-, but the source of the prefix that co-occurs with -ka is as yet unidentified.

(24) šú \(\tilde{t}\)hú ‘be fat’ > ašú \(\tilde{t}\)huka ‘rather fat’,

wìtkó ‘be crazy’ > awìtkoka ‘rather crazy’,

stustá ‘be tired’ > astustaka ‘rather tired’,

úšika ‘be pitiful’ > a?úšika ‘kind of pitiful’

a?úšika ‘kind pitiful’, is derived from the stative verb úšika ‘be pitiful’, itself derived from a root úši- and a formative -ka, but the addition of the adverbial suffix -ka causes one of the two suffixes to be deleted by haplology, an instance of the language’s resistance to identical syllables in sequence other than in reduplicated forms.

3.2.1.6 -ken ‘in the manner of’

The suffix -ken generally derives adverbs of manner from verbs. Instances of -ken as the sole adverbial suffix are rare; it usually co-occurs with adverbial -ya as -yaken (see below).

(25) ec\(\hat{h}\)áken ‘always’ (ec\(\hat{h}\)á ‘be thus’) 

jišnánaken ‘alone’ (jišnána ‘be alone’) 

iyázaken ‘browsing, casually looking around’ (iyáza ‘meander’) 

šiknáken ‘angrily, in a cranky manner’ (šikná ‘be angry’) 

wąžínaken ‘only one; by itself/himself/herself’ (wąži ‘one’)
3.2.1.7 -kiya ~ -kiyə, -kiyə: ‘in that direction, towards’

Attaches to adverbs. (English analogs are the suffixes -wards and -wise). It is not clear why there are variants with nasalized vowels but it does seem clear that these are all instances of the same morpheme. As evident from (28a)-(28b), nasalization is not due to nasal spread. The basic form is homophonic with the causative auxiliary kiya.

(26) Adverbs in -kiya

(26a) aknákiyə ‘at an oblique angle’
(26b) echákiyə ‘lengthwise’
(26c) waziyakiya ‘northwards, towards the north’
(26d) thí-ó-chokam-kiya
    house-loc-center-towards
    ‘towards the center of a room or lodge’

When suffixed to a number, the meaning of -kiya is ‘in x places; in x directions; in x ways’:

(27) záptakiya ‘in five directions, e.g., a group of people that separates’
    ‘in five places, e.g., when cutting string’
    ‘in five ways, e.g., when dividing portions’

However, despite apparently being based on yámnë ‘three’, the word iyámn[kiya does not mean ‘in three directions’ but ‘in all’ (or many, unspecified) directions’:

(28) iyúha iyámnkiya ø-iyáya-pi
    all in.all.directions A3-depart-pl
    ‘they all dashed off in all directions; they all scattered’ (app.2: Ḵtómi and Fox.34)
Similarly contrary to expectation, *mahétkiya* means ‘downwards’, despite the base adverb *mahén* or *mahéta* ‘in, inside’.

### 3.2.1.8 -kʰetu ‘be thus’

-kʰetu attaches to the demonstratives and indefinite tó-: kʰ palatalizes after front vowels. These forms function as sentence modifiers or predicates.

(29) nécʰetu ‘in this way; it being this way...’

źécʰetu ‘in that way; thus; it being that way...’

tókʰetu ‘in some way; it being some indefinite way’, as in the following phrases:

tókʰetu he ‘how is it?’
tókʰetǔšij ‘it doesn’t matter’
to-ní-kʰetu he ‘how are you?’

### 3.2.1.9 -kʰi ‘in a general location’ (English analog ‘-abouts’)

-kʰi ~ -cʰi attaches to demonstrative pronouns, indefinite tó- and a few other adverbs. kʰ palatalizes after front vowels.

(30) kákʰi ‘in a general, distant area’

néčʰi ‘hereabouts, around here, in this neighborhood or town’

omáyecʰi ‘to the other side, to the area on the other side’

tókʰi ‘to where? to what general location?’

źécʰi ‘thereabout, around there, over in that general area’

### 3.2.1.10 -kʰyiya ‘in a general direction’

Adverbs in -kʰi can be combined with -ya ‘in a direction’ resulting in forms that are
semantically similar to forms in -kiya (see above) and even appear to be morphologically similar, but have different etymologies. It seems that -kiya suggests a definite direction, in contrast to the indefinite direction suggested by kʰiya. The combination of -kʰi and -ya results in a form that is homophonous with the causative auxiliary -kʰiya. kʰ palatalizes after front vowels.

(31) tókʰiya ‘in what general direction?  
kákʰiya ‘way over that way somewhere’  
néčʰiya ‘somewhere around here’  
žéčʰiya ‘over that way; toward that general area’

3.2.1.11 -m, -n

These suffixes are very common but also problematic. In many cases, they are semantically similar to one another, meaning ‘at a particular point or location’ and often appear to be variants of each other (32). The data in (33) suggest that sometimes there is the following subtle distinction: both forms indicate a stationary location, but adverbs in -n are contractions of the base adverb and -en and indicate a location without any claim as to how the person or object came to be in that location, whereas adverbs in -m suggest that a person or object in a particular location moved to that location, or otherwise involves movement at the location. In the following examples it is proposed that the surface forms are based on bound roots.

(32) choka- ‘middle, center’

(32a) choká ‘in the center; in the middle’ (~ chokám)
It is surprising that \textit{wâkám} and \textit{wâkán} do not have alternants in which the second \textit{a} is nasalized, as do \textit{c±okán} and \textit{c±okám}. This may provide a clue to the mechanisms of nasal spread, but must remain unexplored for now.

---

\textbf{c\textsuperscript{h}okám} \quad \emptyset\text{-náźį
d\textit{middle-}\textit{m} A3\text{-stand}
he/she is standing in the middle’ (animate)

\textbf{(32b) c\textsuperscript{h}okán} (~ c\textsuperscript{h}okán)
\textsuperscript{1}
c\textsuperscript{h}okán hâ
\textit{middle-}\textit{n} be\textquoteleft standing (inanimate)
‘it’s (standing) in the middle’

c\textsuperscript{h}okán hiyáya ma-k'ú
\textit{middle} \textit{aux}(propulsion) \textit{P1s-give}
‘give me half!’ i.e., ‘pour to the middle’ (as when tea is being poured)

\textbf{(33)} \textit{wâka-} ‘above; up high’

\textbf{(33a) wâkám\textsuperscript{6}}
\textit{wâkám} \emptyset\text{-iyáya-c
up} \textit{A3-depart-}\text{DECL}
‘he/she has already gone up (a mountain, tree, stairway, etc.)’

\textit{wâkám akhítá
up} \text{look}
‘look up!, look upwards!’

\textbf{(33b) wâkán
\textit{wâkán} \emptyset\text{-yáké ně
above} \textit{A3-sit} \text{DET}
‘the one who sits above’ (a reference to the Christian God)

The adverb \textit{ektá} ‘at, to’ does not have an attested -\textit{n} form, understandable under this hypothesis because an -\textit{n} form would be redundant with \textit{én}, since \textit{ektá} also means ‘at or to a place over there’. \textit{ektá} serves both of the hypothesized connotations, and the -\textit{m} form is marked, emphasizing directionality.

\textsuperscript{6}It is surprising that \textit{wâkám} and \textit{wâkán} do not have alternants in which the second \textit{a} is nasalized, as do \textit{c\textsuperscript{h}okán} and \textit{c\textsuperscript{h}okám}. This may provide a clue to the mechanisms of nasal spread, but must remain unexplored for now.
(34) ektá ‘to, at, there’

(34a) tʰi[yópa ektá
door to
‘to the door’
(cf. ‘at the door’ tʰi[yópa kakná, lit. ‘beside the door’)

(34b) miní ektá yá hïk yuţáţa
water to go and wash
‘go to the water and wash it’ (app.2: Iktómi and Fox L.8)

(34c) ektá ø-ũ-pi owáyawa
there A3-stay/PL school
‘boarding school’

(35) ektám ‘toward there’

(35a) wi[hinghe ektám ø-ũ-pi
east at A3-stay/be-PL
‘they are to the east (of a point of reference)’

(35b) húte ektám paksá
base toward break
‘break it toward the base!’

The proposed contrast only seems to exist when both m and n forms of an adverb exist. Many adverbs that end in m do not have corresponding forms in n and vice versa. Some of these are verbal stem adverbs (see chapter 11: 4.3.3), in which the stem final nasal is the result of coda nasalization. Other, inherent, adverbs in m or n do not appear to be the product of suffixation and do not appear to carry the connotations hypothesized above, for example, nazám ‘behind, at the back’ (*nazán).

(36) nazám ø-ũ
behind A3-stay/be
‘he/she is at the back, behind it’
This lack of consistent meaning for -na apparently differs from Lakota, in which there is a consistent meaning of ‘place of action’ (Buechel 1939:187).
3.2.1.13  

-\( p^hatah\)q ‘moving from’

-\( p^hatah\)q attaches to adverbs of place. This suffix is further analyzable into two bound morphemes, -\( taha\) ‘from’, which also occurs with what Buechel refers to as “prepositional e” to form the quantifier et\( ah\)a ‘from, some of’, and -\( ph\)a-, which adds a notion of movement to -\( tah\)a. \( ph\)a also occurs infrequently in a few other forms such as \( sap\)h\( a\) ‘beyond’ (more commonly occurring as \( sam\)\), and in combination with \( kiya\) as in \( netap\)h\( akiya\) ‘in this direction’ and \( nazap\)h\( akiya\) ‘towards the back’.

Unlike \( sap\)h\( a\), *\( netap\)h\( a\)- and *\( netap\)h\( a\)- apparently do not occur as independent forms, but \( netam\) and \( nazam\) are common, suggesting by analogy to \( sap\)h\( a\)/\( sam\), that the -\( m\) final forms are phonological reductions of forms in \( ph\)a.

\[
\begin{align*}
(41) & \quad wakam 'above' & > & wakamp\( ph\)atah\( a\) 'from above' \\
& \quad c\( hatkam\) 'left side' & > & c\( hatkamp\)h\( atah\)a 'from the left side' \\
& \quad thim\( a\)hen 'indoors' & > & thim\( ah\)enp\( h\)atah\( a\) 'from indoors' \\
& \quad th\( eh\)a 'far' & > & th\( eh\)ap\( h\)atah\( a\) 'from far away' \\
& \quad tok\( hiya\) 'in what direction?' & > & tok\( hiyap\)h\( atah\)a 'from what direction?'
\end{align*}
\]

If a word already ends in \( ph\)a, one of the \( ph\)a sequences is dropped by haplology.

\[
(42) \quad t\( hisap\)h\( a\) 'far side of the dwelling' (t\( hi\) ‘dwelling’, \( sap\)h\( a\) ‘beyond’)
\]

< \( t\)his\( ap\)h\( atah\)a ‘from the far side of the dwelling’ (*t\( hisap\)h\( ap\)h\( atah\)a)

3.2.1.14 Adversative -\( sh\)

Adversative -\( sh\) expresses a negative contrast between what is expected and what
Actually occurs. It may be suffixed to verbs, adverbs, and pronouns. Similarly, there is a host of adverbs ending in -š, all signifying, in some degree, ‘instead, instead of, in place of, rather than’, as an equal, inadequate, or superior substitute, including ehåš, eyåš, khôš, kaš, khêš, k’eš, košta. Whether these words carry stress appears to affect their precise meanings but this dynamic is not well understood.\(^8\)

\(\text{(43)}\) tókh-a-š echämû-kta
what (obs.)-š A1s.do-POT
‘I’ll do it later (at some indefinite time)’

\(\text{(44)}\) tóna eyåš ‘somewhat, a little’

3.2.1.15 -steö ‘in the manner of, like unto’

The suffix -steö attaches to nouns. It appears to be related to the postverbal particle steya ‘seems like’.

\(\text{(45)}\) hîhâ ‘owl’ > hîhåsteö ‘owl-like’

hôká ‘chief’ > hôkåsteö ‘chiefly, in a chief-like manner’

There is one example in the corpus, given in (46), in which -steö is affixed to a stative verb; -ken is by far more commonly used for the meaning ‘in that manner’.

\(\text{(46)}\) knôskiyå ‘be crazed, frantic’ > knôskiyåsteö ‘frantically’

3.2.1.16 -tahå ‘from that point on; after that’

The suffix -tahå refers either to time (47)-(48) or direction (49)-50).

\(\text{(47)}\) inåné zehå-tahå ŋchô-wa-mni
A2-depart past-from.then.on ST-A1s-be.lonely
‘I was lonely ever since you left’ (NR T7.104)

\(^8\) Detailed discussions of the adversative in Lakota may be found in Boas and Deloria (1941:108-9 and 158-9).
(48)  žêcʰeñ  hâkêya-tahâ  nê  wîkʰôške  nê  tuktâm  ʔ- iyáya  
so  at.last-after.that  this  young.woman  this  somewhere  A3-depart  
‘so  finally  (after  all  that)  this  young  woman  went  off  somewhere’  (ScB.32)

(49)  nêciya-tahâ  ‘in  this  direction;  towards  here’

(50)  tʰimáhe-tahâ  ‘from  inside  the  house’  (tʰi ‘dwelling’,  mahé(n) ‘inside’)

3.2.1.17  -tu:  ‘at  a  particular  point  (time  or  place)’

The  suffix  -tu  attaches  to  adverbs,  making  the  meaning  of  the  base  form  specific.

(51a)  âm-chókâtu  ‘noon,  midday’  (cf.  âpa  ‘day’)

(51b)  įhokʰutu  ‘underneath’

(51c)  tóhâtu  ‘at  what  time?’

(51d)  mahétu  ‘on  the  inside’

There  seems  to  be  a  clear  relationship  between  -tu  and  a  suffix  -etu  by  which  the  names  of  the  seasons  are  derived,  although  it  does  not  seem  to  be  a  case  of  a  single  suffix  *(e)tu,  first,  because  -etu  derives  nouns  and  also  because  the  loss  of  e  has  no  obvious  explanation.  The  rule  of  vowel  deletion  deletes  the  first  of  two  vowels,  but  in  forms  in  (51a)-(51c)  e  would  be  the  second  vowel  and  should  appear  in  the  forms.  The  behavior  of  the  e  of  -etu  is  the  same  as  that  of  the  adverbial  suffix  -eyasq,  above,  which  suggests  that  -etu  and  -eyasq,  are  related  and  that  both  of  these  are  restricted  to  stretches  of  time.

(52)  mnokétu  ‘summer’

ptâyétu  ‘fall’

wanîyetu  ‘winter’

wêtu  ‘spring’
also:  ḟe ṭu ‘day’ (thought by some speakers to be a Sioux word)  
 ḟi ṭay ṭu ‘evening’

3.2.1.18 -ya

-ya creates adverbs of manner (English analog is -ly); probably triggers ablaut to e.

but the single example of miméya is insufficient evidence for a generalization. The
form sicáya ‘badly’ appears to be lexicalized as an independent adverb. Although
clearly derived from sícA + ya, the epenthetic A of sícA would not take stress and
would undergo (the proposed) ablaut before -ya, yet the a of “sícA” in sicáya
violates both expectations. -ya attaches primarily to stative verbs (53) but there is
one example in which it attaches to an adverb (54).

(53)  Stative verb stems:

kënīhâ-ya ‘fearfully’ (kënīhâ ~ kinīh ‘be afraid’)
mimé-ya ‘around in a circle, circularly’ (mimá ‘be a circle’)
sicáya ‘badly’ (sicA ‘be bad’)
cʰâṭé-sicaya ‘sadly; broken-heartedly’ (cʰâṭé ‘heart; sicáya ‘badly’)

(54)  Adverb stem:

kʰo-yá ‘with, additionally, accompanying’

3.2.1.19 -yaken

This is undoubtedly a compound of -ya and -ken but as a compound form it occurs
considerably more frequently than -ken. It attaches primarily to stative verbs, but
occasionally to active verbs as well, to create adverbs of manner, some that are
simply so (55), and some that attenuate the manner (56).
(55) Manner:

\[\text{tʰeŋí} \quad \text{‘be difficult’} \quad \text{tʰeŋíyaken} \quad \text{‘with difficulty’}\]

\[\text{wóštena} \quad \text{‘be shamed’} \quad \text{wóštenyaken} \quad \text{‘shamefully’}\]

\[\text{yapʰí} \quad \text{‘speak well’} \quad \text{yapʰíyaken} \quad \text{‘with verbal skill, knowledge’}\]

(56) Attenuated manner:

\[\text{síca} \quad \text{‘be bad’} \quad \text{sicáyaken} \quad \text{‘in a slightly bad manner’}\]

\[\text{stustá} \quad \text{‘be tired’} \quad \text{stustáyaken} \quad \text{‘tiredly, in a tired manner’}\]

\[\text{tʰěhâtu} \quad \text{‘be far’} \quad \text{tʰěhâtuyaken} \quad \text{‘not too far away’}\]

\[\text{waktá} \quad \text{‘expect’} \quad \text{waktáyaken} \quad \text{‘rather expectantly’}\]

3.2.1.20 Ablaut

One adverb, given in (57), appears to be derived by ablaut (cf. hinįkA ‘be mean, ornery, cranky’) but data are insufficient to determine if this is a productive process. (One would suspect not, since ablaut is commonly used to derive nouns from verbs.)

(57) hinįk  i-Ø-ŋá

\[\text{meanly ST-A3-speak} \quad \text{‘he speaks meanly, harshly’}\]

3.2.2 Suffix combinations

Two or more of the adverbial suffixes may be combined.

(58) tʰéhâ-pʰa-tahá \quad \text{‘from far away’}\]

\[\text{že-tá-pʰa-kiya} \quad \text{‘in that direction; that way’ (žé DEM)}\]

\[\text{že-chiya-tahá} \quad \text{‘from over in that general area’}\]
3.3 Reduplication

Adverb reduplication follows the same pattern as verb reduplication (see chapter 6: 11.1), that is, the full final syllable is copied and suffixed to the base. \( ec^h\hat{\text{a}}\text{k}\text{en} \) appears to be an exception, but a more likely explanation is that \( ec^h\hat{\text{a}}\text{k}\text{en} \) derives from a root \( ?ec^h\hat{\text{a}}\text{k}- \), although that etymology remains to be confirmed. Deverbal adverbs reduplicate the final syllable of the verb root (59c), that is, reduplication precedes derivation by suffixation.

(59) Reduplicated adverbs:

(59a) \( ec^h\hat{\text{a}}\text{k}\text{en} \) ‘always’ \( ec^h\hat{\text{a}}\text{k}\text{ch}e\text{ken} \) ‘sometimes’

(59b) \( \hat{o}\text{k}\text{š}\hat{\text{a}} \) ‘around’ \( \hat{o}\text{k}\text{š}\hat{\text{a}}k\text{š}\hat{\text{a}} \) ‘all around, all over an area’

(59c) \( \text{t}\text{he}\text{h}i\text{-}ya \) ‘with difficulty’ \( \text{t}\text{he}\text{h}i\text{ni}ya \) ‘really difficult, having hard times’

\( \text{t}\text{he}\text{h}i\text{ni}yaken \) ‘with great difficulty’

(59d) \( \text{tukt}\text{e} \) ‘somewhere’ \( \text{tukt}\text{ek}\text{te} \) ‘here and there’

(59e) \( \hat{\text{w}}\text{a}\text{c}\text{a} \) ‘once’ \( \hat{\text{w}}\text{an}\text{w}\text{a}\text{c}\text{a} \) ‘once in a while’

3.4 Noun-adverb compounds

Nouns and truncated nouns (see chapter 3:2.1.2) may be prefixed to adverbs to create more specific adverbs. The nominal prefix \( \text{ho}- \) ‘camp circle’ appears to occur primarily as an adverbial prefix (70)-(71), although it also occurs in at least one deverbal adverb (72).

(64) \( \text{thi}-\text{ho}\text{-}\text{okam}\text{-}\text{kiya} \)

\text{lodge/house-LOC-middle-towards}

‘toward the middle of a room or lodge’
(65) tʰi-kákna ~ tʰi-cakna (palatalization is in free variation for kakná)
    lodge/house-beside
    ‘close to the house’

(66) wa-máhe-tu
    snow-inside-specific.point
    ‘under the snow’

(67) cʰaⁿ-máhen ‘under the ice’ (cʰağa ‘ice’)

(68) hã-thêhân ‘late into the night; midnight’ (hã- ‘night’ (compound form))
    hâtʰêhân-hân nahâñ ø-wací-pi
    late.into.night-REDUP still A3-dance-PL
    ‘late at night they were still dancing’

(69) ůzíhektam ‘backwards’ (斗志 ‘rump, buttocks)
    ůzíhektam máni
    backwards walk
    ‘walk backwards’

(70) ho-cʰókap-kiya
    camp-middle-toward
    ‘toward the middle of camp’

(71) hó-kakna ‘along the camp circle, either inside or outside it’

(72) ho-ákawïŋ ‘flying above a camp, as a bird’ (cf. kawïŋ ‘glide, soar’)

4. Semantic distinctions in words for ‘now’ and ‘when’

4.1 nąkåhą vs. waná ‘now’

The difference is primarily aspectual. nąkåhą is related to the durative enclitic hÂ
and suggests a period of time surrounding the present with a view to the future
(now, unlike then). It can be made more specific by collocation with né ‘this’ to
mean ‘nowadays’ but still implies a contrast of the present to the past.
(73)  nákáhâ osnî-šj
now  be.cold-NEG
‘it’s not cold now (as opposed to before)’ (LgC1.26)

(74)  né nákáhâ owâchékiya kikñûka,  wächékiya  žën,  žën  wîc'hôthi
this now church dive (‘Morman”) church there there village
Where the Mormon church is now, there was a village.
(app.1: Big Snake.13)

In contrast, waná tends to be punctual, in the present with a view to the past
(‘now, as a result of then’) and may often appropriately be glossed as ‘already’.

(75)  Waná  wëksuyêšj  k’ô  tôk’ en  ep’j-kte  žë  ø-eyá
now  A1s.remember-NEG (exasp) how  A1s.say-POT that  A3-say
‘Now I forget what she said I should say’ or
‘I already forgot what she said I should say.’  (LgC1.6)

(76)  Waná  žë  wâsín-i-?a  k’ô.
now  that.one  English-ST-A3-speak (exasp)
‘she’s already speaking English!’  (LgC1.2)⁹

As a predicate, waná! means ‘ready! I’m ready! or ‘are you ready?’, and may
even take enclitics in this position.  (In example (78), the enclitic he is optional.)

(77)  wanâ  no,  mic'hîkš!
now  DECL my.son
‘(I’m) ready, my son! (I’m coming) now, my son!’  (ScB.103)

(78)  “Waná  he?”  “Hå,  waná.”
now  Q  yes  now
‘(are you) ready?’  ‘yes, (I’m) ready’

4.2 štên vs. hâta ‘when’

The difference is aspectual: štên is punctual and potential, indicating a specific
event, either in the future ‘when X occurs’, or in the unknown present, ‘if such is
the case’.  When štên has future reference, the following verb takes potential

⁹ They had been asked to speak only Nakoda, without mixing with English.
marking as in (79)-(80); for present reference, the following verb is unmarked as in (81). *háta* references a regular occurrence, ‘whenever, when such is the case’ as in (82)-(83).

(79) żé mitʰákoš kní-pi štén žehá sakʰim ya-ú-pi-kta
DET son.in.law return-RESPECT when then two.together A2-stay-PL-POT
‘when my son-in-law returns, you two will be together’ (NR T7.38)

(80) wikcémna ø-ehã'í štén wà-chʰi-mnakj-kta
ten A3-reach when ST-1.you-A1s.see-POT
‘I’ll see you at ten o’clock’

(81) šûka ø-sápa štén wa-chʰke-ʃį
dog A3-be.black if A1s.want-NEG
‘if the dog is black, I don’t want it’

(82) ø-zuyéyapi háta tóhâni iyúha ekta wîcʰá-kte-pi-ʃį
A3-go.to.war-PL whenever never all there p3p-A3-kill-PSV-NEG
‘when (men) go to war, it is never the case that all of them are killed’ (NR T7.36)

(83) tóhâni wa-chʰka háta o-má-wa-ni
when A1s.want whenever LOC-ST-A1s-walk
‘I travel whenever I want’

5. Adverbial phrases

Adverbial phrases are constructed of combinations of nouns and adverbs to express a single, complex adverbial concept. Such combinations are not equally transparent, as illustrated in the following examples.

(84) akʰé āpa nětu štén
again day to.this when
‘a year from now’ (T4.72)

(85) āpa wakhʰá iyákʰam
day holy beyond
‘after this coming Sunday’ (LgC1.60)
6. Clause modifiers

Adverbs that modify an entire clause include all of the adverbs of time. *waná* ‘now’ in its less strictly temporal sense of ‘already’, as seen in examples (77)-(78) above, also modifies a clause. A more clearly non-temporal clause-modifying adverb is *j́túňi*:

(89) j́túňi ‘instead, as the opposite of what is expected or desired’

*j́túňi tágu snok-wá-ye žecb a-ši*

instead thing ST-1s-know be.that.kind-NEG

‘in spite of (their intentions), I don’t know any of that stuff!’ (LgC1.110)

(speaker is referring to her residential school experience)
Chapter 6

Verbs

1. Introduction

There are three classes of verbs: active, stative, and impersonal. The inflectional system is split-intransitive, in which subject pronominal affixes of stative verbs are identical to object pronominal affixes of active verbs, as illustrated in table 6.1.

Table 6.1: The active/stative pronominal system (split intransitive)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Stative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transitive</td>
<td>Intransitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Unergative)</td>
<td>(Unaccusative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>regular</td>
<td>ma-/ni-/∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wa-/ya-/∅</td>
<td>ma-/ni-/∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>y-stem</td>
<td>mn-/n-/∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mn-/n-/∅</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m-/n-/∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m-/n-/∅</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>ma-/ni-/∅</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Only 1st/2nd/3rd person singular pronominals are shown. Impersonal verbs are stative, but do not accept the 1st and 2nd person pronominals.

Verbs are not marked for tense; rather, a distinction is made between realized (that which has occurred or is occurring) and potential (that which could occur but has not, also referred to “hypothetical” or “unrealized”, e.g., Taylor and Rood 1976; Boas and Deloria 1941). Temporal distinctions, if needed, are made by means of adverbs (chapter 5) and enclitics (chapter 9). Realized forms are unmarked; potentiality is marked by the enclitic kTA.

Semantically, active verbs denote actions and processes. The class is
subdivided into active-intransitive verbs, which may have animate or inanimate subjects, and active-transitive verbs, which are restricted to animate subjects.

Stative verbs typically predicate a state or condition of their subjects, which may be animate or inanimate. Impersonal verbs, which are notionally stative, occur only in the third person singular with zero expletive (thus inanimate) subjects and consist largely of weather terms and landscape features.

With few exceptions, the general semantic notion of a verb coincides with its grammatical classification as active or stative. Exceptions include the semantically active wówaši ‘work’, which inflects as a stative verb (P1s wónawaši ‘I work’) and is therefore classified as stative, and the semantically stative šikná ‘be angry’, which inflects as an active verb (A1s šišwákná ‘I am angry’) and is therefore classified as active. Impersonal verbs take only a zero expletive pronominal, interpretable as ‘it’, e.g., maŋážu ‘it is raining’.

2. Canonical structure of verbs

Morphologically, verbs are constructed from bound or free roots that may be inflected for person, number, and aspect. They may be derived by processes of affixation, noun incorporation, compounding, and reduplication. A somewhat idealized template of verb structure is given in (1). The set of morphemes identified in this study as KI is peculiar to Siouan languages; they are discussed in chapter 7.

---

¹ Mithun (1991) argues that a semantic notion of “agency,” carefully defined and distinguished from a notion of volition, can fully account for the active/stative distinction; Legendre and Rood (1992:383) argue against any semantic basis, including Mithun’s “agency” notion, and further conclude that “there is no consistent semantic criterion which characterizes the meanings of the stems of either class of intransitives” (1992:384).
The Kin, suffix, enclitic, and particle positions may be multiply filled.

(1)  (LOC) (INDEF) (INSTR) (ST) (SUBJ) (OBJ) (KI(s)) Root (suffix(es)) (encl(s)) (PART(s))

Variations in the template in (1) occur due to several factors. First, particles labeled ST (small caps, based on the word “stem”) occur only as the first part of a discontinuous root, as in the example in (2). No single syllable of these roots has independent meaning, so the gloss notation “ST” is employed in this work to indicate the connection between the initial particle and the remainder of the root.²

Pronominal affix insertion points throughout this work are marked with “^” when relevant to the discussion.³

(2)  ná^žį ‘stand’
 na-wá-žį
 ST-A1s-stand
 ‘I stand’

Another variation to the template in (1) arises from the structural

² The kind of element identified in this work as STEM or ST is identified by some Siouan linguists as preverb (e.g., Quintero 2004, although she gives it wider application to include all preverbal material). Preverb is not used in the present work because, on the analysis presented here, these elements in Assiniboine (as well as Sioux, and probably most, if not all, other members of the Siouan language family, but I am not in a position to make such a broad claim) are not “preverbal” but rather, parts of irreducible verb roots; therefore, they do not fit the more general meaning that preverb has within linguistics, i.e., elements that have an identifiable meaning and a degree of syntactic independence but do not exactly fit the definition of prefix (cf. Matthews 1997:294). Admittedly, arguments could be raised against putting the term STEM to this use but it has been used in this restricted context elsewhere and seems to this author to be less confusing than preverb. In fact – and somewhat surprisingly – there does not seem to be an established convention for glossing discontinuous roots.

³ Discontinuous roots consist of two morphemes for which meaning or function of one or more parts is undeterminable. Such roots allow or require that pronominal affixes be inserted between morphemes. This is referred to by convention in the literature on Siouan languages as “infixing”, although it is not infixing in the strictest sense. While acknowledging this difference, in this work, the term “infix” is used according to the conventions of Siouan linguistic practices.
The concept of prayer derives from crying to the spirits on behalf of oneself or someone else. Prayer is conducted within the context of a kinship structure in which “the use of kin terms – ‘father,’ ‘grandfather,’ ‘mother,’ ‘grandmother’ – placed the petitioner in the role of the pitiful child, begging for help from nurturing older relatives. The quality of pitifulness was equally applicable to interactions among humans” (DeMallie 1998:330-31). DeMallie’s explanation is in reference to Lakota but applies as well to Assiniboine, although it should be noted that not all Lakota cultural traditions can be assumed for Assiniboine.

The concept of prayer derives from crying to the spirits on behalf of oneself or someone else. Prayer is conducted within the context of a kinship structure in which “the use of kin terms – ‘father,’ ‘grandfather,’ ‘mother,’ ‘grandmother’ – placed the petitioner in the role of the pitiful child, begging for help from nurturing older relatives. The quality of pitifulness was equally applicable to interactions among humans” (DeMallie 1998:330-31). DeMallie’s explanation is in reference to Lakota but applies as well to Assiniboine, although it should be noted that not all Lakota cultural traditions can be assumed for Assiniboine.

A full morpheme gloss with base morphemes is provided in (3b).

(3a)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cʰéyA} & \quad \text{‘cry’} \\
\text{cʰé-ki-yA} & \quad \text{‘pray to’ (ki- DAT ‘to s.o.’)} \\
\text{wa-cʰé-ki-yA} & \quad \text{‘pray’ (wa- INDEF)} \\
\text{a-wá-cʰe-ki-yA} & \quad \text{‘pray over’ (a- LOC. ‘over’)} \\
\text{a-wá-cʰe-wičʰa-wa-ki-ya} & \quad \text{‘I pray over them’ (wičʰa P3P, wa A1s)} \\
\text{a-wá-cʰe-wičʰa-wa-ki-yį-ktė-šį} & \quad \text{‘I will not pray for them’ (-ktA POT, -šį NEG)}
\end{align*}
\]

(3b)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{awáčhewičʰawakiykteşi} & \quad \text{‘I will not pray over them’}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a -wa -cʰe -wičʰa -wa -ki -yA -ktA -šį} & \\
\text{LOC-INDEF -ST - P3P - A1s - DAT - cry - POT-NEG} & \\
\text{over-things-(Stem)-them-I-to.s.o.-cry-“future”-not} & \\
\text{‘I will not pray over them’}
\end{align*}
\]

---

4 The concept of prayer derives from crying to the spirits on behalf of oneself or someone else. Prayer is conducted within the context of a kinship structure in which “the use of kin terms – ‘father,’ ‘grandfather,’ ‘mother,’ ‘grandmother’ – placed the petitioner in the role of the pitiful child, begging for help from nurturing older relatives. The quality of pitifulness was equally applicable to interactions among humans” (DeMallie 1998:330-31). DeMallie’s explanation is in reference to Lakota but applies as well to Assiniboine, although it should be noted that not all Lakota cultural traditions can be assumed for Assiniboine.

5 cʰéyA is not a discontinuous root; pronominal affixes are prefixed (e.g., A1s wa-cʰéyA). The derivation of cʰékiyA from cʰéyA is diachronic, but the historical root is given here for illustrative purposes.
3. Verb roots

The term “verb root” or “root” refers to the smallest constituent of a verb, whether free or dependent, that still has lexical meaning. The root forms the semantic and structural core of a full, non-compounded verbal form. As the basis for derived forms, verb roots are naturally also stems, and are referred to as such throughout this work, except where the specific irreducible quality of a root is pertinent to the discussion. Verb roots are mono- or disyllabic, and in rare instances trisyllabic (e.g., éyaku ‘take’, ñštíma ‘sleep’, and wíkčémna ‘ten’).

3.1 Monosyllabic roots

The great majority of verb roots are monosyllabic and may be either free or bound.

Examples of free monosyllabic verb roots include:

(4) í ‘arrive there’ ŋmá ‘be sleepy’
    k’ú ‘give’ kʰá ‘mean, signify’
    pã ‘yell’ yÁ ‘go, be underway’

Bound monosyllabic roots include the following (where a preceding hyphen indicates that a prefix is required):

(5) -cʰá ‘shake’
    -cʰo ‘honest; true’
    -ğe ‘in a pile; assembled in one place’
    -ŋimú ‘with a humming sound’
    -kpã ‘shatter, crumble into fine pieces’
    -ksa ‘sever’

---

6 Boas and Deloria comment that some verb roots that are intuitively active to English speakers (and are commonly glossed as such) are inherently stative in Sioux, “[t]hus a stem like ‘to sever’ is not active but expresses the concept of ‘to be in a severed condition,’ the active verb being derived from this stem” (1941:1). I accept the validity of this distinction but will treat these roots as active, since their derived forms are
-pʰjí ‘well, good’
-tʰy ‘do, have done; acquire; put on, as clothing’

3.2 Multisyllabic roots

It is likely that all multisyllabic roots are products of diachronic derivational processes, but because one or more of the syllables is not synchronically analysable they are treated as roots. For example, náží contains the archaic root ží ‘be upright’ and possibly the instrumental prefix na ‘by means of the foot or leg’; máni ‘walk’ may derive from the archaic root ní ‘live’, but is otherwise unanalyzable. The word háskA ‘be tall’ presents a different kind of problem. It cannot be analyzed as a CVC root with epenthetic a because complex codas may not occur, yet on the other hand, it has first syllable stress where one would expect second syllable stress by the DAR. háskA is therefore analyzed as a disyllabic root with lexical first syllable stress.

Some disyllabic roots are structurally unitary elements that take prefixed pronominal affixes, for example, háskA ‘be tall’, maháska ‘I am tall’, while others are structurally complex, taking infixed pronominal markers, e.g., opʰéštʰy ‘buy’, opʰé-wa-tʰy ‘I buy’. There are no circumstances under which a root would be divided into more than two parts. Discontinuous roots carry only one insertion point, regardless of the number of syllables of the root, and regardless of the number of affixes to be inserted: opʰéʔtʰy ‘buy’ > opʰé-wa-tʰy ‘I buy it’ > opʰé-wičʰà-wa-tʰy ‘I buy them (animate)’.

Other examples of free disyllabic roots include the following (where ‘^’ indicates the affix insertion point in discontinuous roots).
Consonant final roots are conventionally referred to as CVC roots, although roots with other shapes ending in a single consonant are also included (see chapter 2: 4.2.1). They may be mono- or disyllabic. Technically, no CVC roots are free in that they all require a stem-forming -a by the rule of stem formation when they are not in compounds (see chapter 2: 4.2 for stem formation; chapter 11: 4.3 for a discussion of compounding). In this work, however, CVC roots that may form independent words with only the stem forming a are treated as free roots. Bound CVC roots require at least an instrumental prefix, indicated in (7c)-(7d) by a preceding hyphen, in addition to stem-a.

(7a) Free monosyllabic CVC roots:

/sap/ ‘be black’ sápA
/kjž/ ‘squeak’ kjža
/kʰat/ ‘be hot’ kʰátA
/wjž/ ‘be flexible’ wjža

(7b) Free disyllabic CVC roots:

/aktak/ ‘run’ aktákA
/wâyak/ ‘see’ wɟỹkA (with nasal assimilation)
See West 2003:14-17 for a summary of the various approaches to the pronominal argument hypothesis.

Bound monosyllabic CVC roots:

-/-őtak/ ‘with forceful impact’ yařtáka ‘bite’
-/-mnaz/ ‘tear or burst open’ momnáza ‘wind to tear open’
-/-mnc/ ‘shatter; scatter’ namnéca ‘scatter by kicking’
-/-ptuõ/ ‘break, crack a hard object’ yaptúga ‘crack with the teeth’

Bound disyllabic CVC root:

-/-hok\textsuperscript{h}ut/ ‘to lower’ pahók\textsuperscript{h}utA ‘lower by pushing on’

4. Inflection

All verbs other than impersonal verbs are inflected for number and person; all verbs, including impersonal verbs, may be inflected for aspect. This section will address person, number, and animacy; aspect is discussed in chapter 9.

4.1 Pronominal affixes

The terms “pronominal affix” or “pronominals” as used in this work refer to the set of bound morphemes that specify person, and in some cases, number. Pronominal affixes are obligatory on the verb; that is, they are present even when they have lexical NP antecedents in the clause. Within the Siouan literature some analysts have argued or implied that the pronominal affixes are syntactic arguments. This view has been labeled elsewhere the “pronominal argument hypothesis”.\textsuperscript{7} Graczyk (1991:99), writing in reference to Crow, has argued that the pronominal affixes, including null, are grammatical arguments, with one exception, “If . . . lexical NPs are present that satisfy the subcategorization requirements of the verb, those lexical NPs are the syntactic arguments, with the zeros functioning merely as null

\textsuperscript{7} See West 2003:14-17 for a summary of the various approaches to the pronominal argument hypothesis.
agreement markers.” Legendre and Rood (1992:380) do not address the question, referring to the function of the pronominal affixes in Lakota as “cross-referencing” the syntactic arguments. West (2003) argues that the pronominal affixes are exclusively agreement markers, specifically rejecting the pronominal argument hypothesis for Assiniboine. The position taken in this study is that every verb invariantly contains a full set of positions for pronominal markers, whether overt or null, that reflects its argument structure, but no position is taken on whether the pronominal affixes themselves function as syntactic arguments.

The pronominal affixes do not distinguish gender. The third person null pronominal can mean ‘he’, ‘she’, or ‘it’, depending on context.

As discussed in section 5 below, the first person singular pronominal affixes wa (agent) and ma (patient) never occur with pi and are always interpreted as meaning one person and therefore glossed throughout this work as A1s and P1s, respectively, where s means ‘singular’. The first person dual pronominal (which is both agent and patient) may be pluralized and is glossed simply as 1du, with plurality glossed as 1du . . . PL when it co-occurs with the plural enclitic pi (see chapter 9:2.1.3). Similarly, the second person pronominal affixes ya (agent) and ni (patient) may be pluralized and are glossed as A2 and P2, respectively, whether singular or plural, with indicated by the presence of pi, and glossed as A2 . . . PL and P2 . . . PL, respectively. The third person is grammatically more complex: the subject pronominal is zero (Ø) in the singular for animate or inanimate subjects and inanimate objects, and for plural inanimate objects, but has a third person plural
animate object pronominal \( \text{wic}^{h}a - \text{wic}^{h}a \). Thus, to gloss \( \emptyset \) as \( P3 \) would be accurate for any third person singular subject, whether animate or inanimate, and for plural animate subjects, but would be inaccurate for plural inanimate arguments, where \( \emptyset \) should technically be glossed as \( P3p \). Nonetheless, for the sake of simplicity, I gloss \( \emptyset \) as \( P3 \) everywhere, including plural inanimate arguments, and only indicate plural for the third person animate plural object, using the label \( P3p \).

In terms of number, the pronominal affixes are seen to fall into two categories. Those that cannot be reduced in number are labeled **minimal**, which groups the dual with the singular pronominals. Those that are increased by one or more are labeled **augmented**, which excludes the exclusively singular first person pronominals \( ya \) and \( ma \), but includes third person inanimate zero, despite its lack of overt plural marking. The pronominal affixes are given in table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Pronominal affixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Minimal</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; singular (animate)</td>
<td>( \text{A1s: }\text{wa}^{s}, \text{mn}^{s}, \text{m}^{s} )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; dual</td>
<td>( \text{1du: }\text{y(k)}^{d} )</td>
<td>( \text{1du . . . PL: }\text{y(k)}^{d} . . . \text{pi} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; (animate)</td>
<td>( \text{A2: }\text{ya}^{s}, \text{n}^{s}, \text{n}^{s} )</td>
<td>( \text{A2 . . . PL: }\text{ya}^{s} . . . \text{pi} \text{n}^{s} . . . \text{pi} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt; animate</td>
<td>( \text{A3: }\emptyset^{s} )</td>
<td>( \text{A3 . . . PL: }\emptyset^{s} . . . \text{pi} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inanimate</td>
<td>( \text{A3: }\emptyset^{s} )</td>
<td>( \text{A3: }\emptyset^{s} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II. Patient pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number →</th>
<th>Minimal</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Person ↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st sg. (animate)</td>
<td>P1s: ma-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st dual</td>
<td>1du: ū(k)-</td>
<td>1du... PL: ū(k)... pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd (animate)</td>
<td>p2: ni-</td>
<td>p2... PL: ni... pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd animate</td>
<td>p3: Ø-</td>
<td>p3P: wJac(h)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inanimate</td>
<td>p3: Ø-</td>
<td>p3: Ø-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inanimate reference occurs only in the third person. Without pragmatic or syntactic context, the third person null pronominal is ambiguous, both in terms of animacy and number.

4.2 Animacy and number

Animacy is a salient feature of the language and pervades the pronominal system.

As indicated in table 6.2, all pronominal agreement morphology with overt phonetic form has animate reference. This includes all first and second person pronominals, the third person plural animate object morpheme wJac\(h\)a, and the plural enclitic pi, which may only occur with subjects and objects that have animate reference.

The situation for third person pronominals is more complex, since the third person may include animate or inanimate arguments. The third person pronominal affix, with the exception of wJac\(h\)a, is zero, indicated in the examples throughout this work as Ø.

The grammatical subject of an active-intransitive verb may be animate or inanimate, marked in either case by zero:
(8a) John nén 0-yâká
John here Λ3-sit
‘John is sitting here’

(8b) iyôkapte žé nén 0-yâká
plate DET here Λ3-sit
‘the plate is sitting here’

If the subject is plural and has animate reference, the enclitic pi will appear on the verb (9a), but pi will not be present if the verb has plural inanimate reference (9b).

(9a) wëc±áš ta-pi nén 0-yâká-pi
man-PL here Λ3-sit-PL
‘the men are sitting here’

(9b) iyôkapte yámni nén 0-yâká
plate three here Λ3-sit
‘three plates are sitting here’

In the object position, the null pronominal may have either animate or inanimate reference only if the object is singular:

(10a) John Mary a-0-0-pʰa
John Mary ST-P3-Λ3-hit
‘John hit Mary’

(10b) John tʰápa a-0-0-pʰa
John ball ST-P3-Λ3-hit
‘John hit (the) ball’

For third person plural objects, however, the null pronominal can only have inanimate reference, since plural animate objects are referenced by wîcʰa.

Compare (11) to (12). In (11) the object pronominal wîcʰa cross-references ‘buffaloes’. (Recall that only nouns with human reference may be overtly marked for plural; tʰatʰáŋka is plural in this example because of the presence of wîcʰa.) In (12),
with an inanimate plural object, the object position is filled by zero. Since neither

wįchʰa nor inanimate objects take pi, third person plural objects never cause pi to
appear on the verb, regardless of animacy.⁸

(11a)  John thatʰāka wįchʰá-∅-o
        John buffalo   P3P-A3-shoot.and.kill
        ‘John shot the buffaloes’

(11b)  wįchʰá-∅-o
        P3P-A3-shoot.and.kill
        ‘he shot them’

(12a)  John thaspā žená ∅-∅-wóta
        John apple DET.PL P3-A3-eat
        ‘John ate the/apples’

(12b)  žená ∅-∅-wóta
        those P3-A3-eat
        ‘he ate them’

The point to be observed is that all overt pronominals are animate. Animacy
is assumed in the first and second person pronominals on semantic grounds,
becoming grammatically identified as animate in the plural with the addition of the
(animate) plural enclitic pi. Plural animate objects are specifically marked by the
pronominal affix wįchʰa which, because it is inherently plural, does not take pi.

These dynamics are discussed in more detail in section 8.2 below. Animacy is

_________________________________________________________________________

⁸ This is not to say that verbs with plural objects never co-occur with pi. If the
subject of such a verb is both animate and plural, pi must be present:

object is animate:  wįchʰāšta-pi thatʰāka wįchʰá-∅-∅-pi
                      man-PL buffalo   P3P-A3-shoot.and.kill-PL
                      ‘the men shot the buffaloes’

object is inanimate: wįchʰāšta-pi thaspā yúta-pi
                      man-PL apple    eat-PL
                      ‘the men ate the apple(s)’
determined by the inherent nature of the item referenced, regardless of whether it is living or dead, as illustrated in (13a)-(13b).

(13a)  phaːgŭta  kiyā-iıyāpī  že  wâ-wîchhâ-wa-yaka  
       duck  fly-depart-PL DET STEM-p3p-1s-see  
       ‘I saw the ducks fly away’

(13b)  paɡūta  špâ-wîchhâ-wa-ya  
       duck  cook-p3p-1s-caus  
       ‘I cooked the ducks’

5. Active verbs

Active verbs fall into three categories: regular, y-stem, and nasal, which are determined morphologically by the set of subject pronominal affixes they select. These morphological categories are independent of the structural categories of ditransitive, transitive, and intransitive that indicate the number of arguments a verb may have. In the case of y-stem and nasal verbs, the term “affix” is not precisely accurate because there is a change of phonological shape in first and second person forms, rather than a straightforward affixation of a pronominal marker. The distinction between y-stem verbs and verbs with initial $y$ that inflect as regular active or stative verbs lies in whether the stem-initial $y$ is historically epenthetic or historically “organic,” i.e., inherently part of the root. Only verbs with organic $y$ are y-stem verbs. Although there are some patterns that assist, synchronically, in identifying which type of inflection may be called for on a verb root in $y$ (see section 8.4 below), there are few consistent phonological rules and the form of inflection for a given verb often must be memorized by the speaker.

While second and third person forms provide a two-way distinction between
singular and plural, first person forms provide a three-way distinction, i.e., singular, dual, and plural. The first person singular pronominals cannot be pluralized by \( pi \). Instead, a first person dual pronominal \( \upsilon(k) \) (which surfaces as \( \upsilon \) before a consonant and as \( \upsilon k \) before a vowel), is the pronominal that is augmented by \( pi \) to form first person plurals. \( \upsilon(k) \) indicates dual inclusive (‘you and I’) when \( pi \) is not present on the verb, as in (14), and, when \( pi \) is present on the verb, dual exclusive (‘s/he and I’), as in (15), and first person plural elsewhere. The dual inclusive has fallen into disuse among Canadian speakers. They recognize it when they hear it, as in recordings made in 1986 by Fort Belknap speakers (DeMallie 2002), but assert that they do not use it themselves.

(14) Dual inclusive:

(14a) a\( n \)émno-c \( \epsilon \)n nén \( \upsilon \)-\( y \)\( \dot{\alpha}k-\kappa \)-kta-c
ridge-sPC at here 1du-sit-POT-DECL
‘we (you and I) will sit here on this ridge’ (NR T4.48)

(14b) “Toh\( \acute{\text{a}}n \) niyá-\( \upsilon k-\tilde{u}-\tilde{s} \) sak\( \acute{\text{h}}ím \) \( \upsilon k-\tilde{\gamma}-\tilde{u}-\kappa \)-kta-c,” e-\( \emptyset \)-ci-ya.
as-long live-1du-be-INTNS together 1du-be-POT-DECL ST-A3-DAT-say
“We (two) will be together as long as we (two) live,” he told her.’ (NR T7.30)

In (15), the speaker is addressing a group, telling of being at a gathering with her sister and seeing someone across the room whom the two of them thought they recognized.

(15) Dual exclusive:

John e-\( \emptyset \)-ci-ya-pi \( \dot{\emptyset} \)-kik\( \acute{m} \)a \( \upsilon \)-kná-\( pi \)
John ST-P3-be.called that A3-resemble 1du-find-PL
‘We (she and I) thought he looked like that one called John.’ (LgC1.261)

The third person plural is marked for animate participants only (see section...
8.2 below), and where a pronominal affix serves for singular and plural forms, ambiguities may arise (see section 8.1.3 below). Third person singular objects are zero marked; third person plural objects are marked by $wic'h$ if animate and unmarked if inanimate.

The active verb pronominal affixes for each subclass are given within their respective sections. Note that the differences among them are evident only in the first and second person forms.

### 5.1 Regular active verbs

The great majority of active verbs are regular. The active pronominal subject affixes are given in table 6.3.

Table 6.3 Regular active verb subject pronominal affixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Minimal</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st singular</td>
<td>wa-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st dual</td>
<td>$\mu(k)$</td>
<td>$\mu(k) . . . pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>ya-</td>
<td>ya- . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset . . . pi$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The verb $p\text{'g}$ ‘shout’ (16) is an example of a regular active verb with an initial consonant; the verb $l$ ‘arrive there’ (17) is an example of a regular active verb with an initial vowel. These two examples illustrate the variant forms of the first person dual morpheme $\mu(k)$. When the first and second person affixes $wa$- and $ya$- are followed by a vowel, a glottal stop is inserted between the vowels by phonological rule, as in the paradigm in (17).
(16) pä  ‘shout’

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{wapä} & \text{‘I shout’} \\
\text{üpä} & \text{‘you and I shout’} \\
\text{yapä} & \text{‘you shout’} \\
\text{pä} & \text{‘he/she shouts’}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{üpäpi} & \text{‘we shout’} \\
\text{yapäpi} & \text{‘you (pl) shout’} \\
\text{päpi} & \text{‘they shout’}
\end{array}
\]

(17) í  ‘arrive there’

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{wa?í} & \text{‘I arrive there’} \\
\text{ukí} & \text{‘you and I arrive there’} \\
\text{ya?í} & \text{‘you arrive there’} \\
\text{í} & \text{‘he/she arrives there’}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{úkipi} & \text{‘we arrive there’} \\
\text{ya?ípi} & \text{‘you (pl) arrive there’} \\
\text{ípi} & \text{‘they arrive there’}
\end{array}
\]

In addition to the affixes in table 6.3 (and in table 6.2), there is a single combined form, c\textit{hi}-, for a first person agent with a second person patient, ‘I/you’.

Examples are:

(18) c\textit{hi}-pámneza  ‘I poked you awake’ (pamnéza ‘to waken by pushing or poking’)

e-\textit{chi}-ciya  ‘I tell you, I told you’ (ecíy\textit{Ä} ‘tell’, of ey\textit{Ä} ‘say’ and dative kî)

Unlike Sioux, no systematic distinction is made between distributive and collective plurals. There are two attested collective verbs, \textit{ahí} ‘they arrive here (coll.)’ and \textit{a?ú} ‘they come here (coll.)’, suggesting a once-productive process of deriving collective verbs by prefixing \textit{a}. In general, animate collective nouns are inflected as plural. Compare (19), with a semantically distributive subject, and (20), with a semantically collective subject.

(19) wj\textit{chá}-pi apá  Ø-iyáya-pi
\textit{man-PL} some.of A3-set.out-\textit{PL}
‘some of the men left’

(20) oyáte wazíñe  ektá Ø-iyáya-pi
people Cypress Hills to A3-set.out-\textit{PL}
‘the people set out for Cypress Hills’
A textual example of a collective verb form: aŋ‘i ‘they (collectively) arrived there’, is given in (21).

(21) iyūhana én aŋ‘i ḍen
    all(coll.) there arrive.there(coll.) thus
    ‘all of them having arrived there . . . ‘(NR: T5.16)

5.2 Y-stem active verbs

The y-stem verbs are so called because the root-initial y- is replaced in the first and second person by the pronominal affixes given in table 6.4. Third person singular is ø, as in all other verb classes, with the initial y of the stem retained. Y-stem verbs are relatively common because of the high frequency of the instrumental prefixes ya- ‘by mouth’ and yu- ‘by hand’, which have organic y. (Instrumental prefixes are described in section 9.2 below.)

Table 6.4 Y-stem active verb subject pronominal affixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Minimal</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st singular</td>
<td>mn-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st dual</td>
<td>ṭ(k)-</td>
<td>ṭ(k) . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>n-</td>
<td>n . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø . . pi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paradigm in (22) illustrates a y-stem root and the paradigm in (23) illustrates a y-initial instrumental prefix.

(22) y-stem root: éyaku ‘take’

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>émnaku</td>
<td>‘I take’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éŋ’yaku</td>
<td>‘you and I take’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éŋ’akupi</td>
<td>‘we take’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>énakupi</td>
<td>‘you (pl) take’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éyaku</td>
<td>‘he/she takes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éyakupi</td>
<td>‘they take’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(23) y-stem forming instrumental prefix: yuhómini ‘turn with the hand’ (yu- ‘by
Boas and Deloria (1941:99) suggest that these verbs are formed by contracting the personal pronouns (their term for the pronominal affixes) with the following vowel, but since the agreement affixes do not systematically contract with following vowels, and since the verbs in this class have the shared characteristic of a nasal vowel after the pronominal, they have been grouped here and elsewhere (e.g. Taylor and Rood 1976, Rood and Taylor 1996) as a class. The verb øpá 'to smoke; to lay down' (Boas and Deloria 1941:27) is not attested in Assiniboine and apparently only survives in such forms as c±anüpa 'pipe' (c±aní 'tobacco', üpa 'smoke') and c±óøpa 'cook' (c±ó 'flesh', öpá 'to lay down', cf. Boas and Deloria 1941:27). The verb ðī 'to wear around the shoulders' (Dak. â1s híñí, 2s hëñí in Boas and Deloria 1941:99) might belong to this class as well, but at present there are insufficient data from which to make that determination. The verb heyû 'to tie a bundle', which is a nasal verb in Dakota (â1s henû, 2s henû, Boas and Deloria 1941:100) is a regular active verb in Assiniboine: â1s hewâyû 'I tied a bundle'.

5.3 Nasal active verbs

There are ten nasal verbs attested, which are identified by their first and second person pronominal affixes m- and n-. There is no predictable pattern to the occurrence of these affixes; in some cases they are inserted, in other cases they replace a glide in the stem, but in every case, the nasal verbs are characterized by the m-, n- affixes. The pronominal subject affixes for nasal active verbs are given in table 6.5.

---

9 Boas and Deloria (1941:99) suggest that these verbs are formed by contracting the personal pronouns (their term for the pronominal affixes) with the following vowel, but since the agreement affixes do not systematically contract with following vowels, and since the verbs in this class have the shared characteristic of a nasal vowel after the pronominal, they have been grouped here and elsewhere (e.g. Taylor and Rood 1976, Rood and Taylor 1996) as a class. The verb øpá 'to smoke; to lay down' (Boas and Deloria 1941:99) is not attested in Assiniboine and apparently only survives in such forms as c±anüpa 'pipe' (c±aní 'tobacco', üpa 'smoke') and c±óøpa 'cook' (c±ó 'flesh', øpá 'to lay down', cf. Boas and Deloria 1941:27). The verb ðī 'to wear around the shoulders' (Dak. â1s híñí, 2s hëñí in Boas and Deloria 1941:99) might belong to this class as well, but at present there are insufficient data from which to make that determination. The verb heyû 'to tie a bundle', which is a nasal verb in Dakota (â1s henû, 2s henû, Boas and Deloria 1941:100) is a regular active verb in Assiniboine: â1s hewâyû 'I tied a bundle'.

---
Table 6.5. Nasal active verb subject pronominal affixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Minimal</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; singular</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; dual</td>
<td>ø(k)-</td>
<td>ø(k)- . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>n-</td>
<td>n- . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø . . . pi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because it is a small set of verbs with considerable irregularity, the complete set of nasal verbs is given in table 6.6 with their singular and dual inclusive forms. Augmented forms are regular, by the addition of *pi*, and are not included in the table. Three of the nasal verbs have historical roots that no longer surface, all of which derive from *ecʰá* ‘to be thus, be that kind’ (cf. Boas and Deloria 1941:98).
When inflected as a regular-active verb (*éwáç, *éyáç, økéçhí), this is an intransitive verb meaning ‘to think’. There is also the form kécç ‘to think that’.

The variants reflect the merging by some speakers of ü ‘wear’ with the regular active verb ü ‘be; stay’, which does have a glottal stop in the first person inclusive and plural forms.

*wallákhaši ~ thayákkhaši ‘hate to do; not feel like doing’

10 When inflected as a regular-active verb (*éwáç, *éyáç, økéçhí), this is an intransitive verb meaning ‘to think’. There is also the form kécç ‘to think that’.

11 The variants reflect the merging by some speakers of ü ‘wear’ with the regular active verb ü ‘be; stay’, which does have a glottal stop in the first person inclusive and plural forms.

12 wachí is always preceded by echü, i.e., echü wachí ‘he feels like doing it’; A1s echü wachí ‘I feel like doing it’. In effect, this is a compound verb and as such, it belongs to the set of verbs that requires pi on their verbal complements (see chapter 11:4.2.1), as in nowápi echü wachí ‘I feel like singing’.

### Table 6.6. Nasal verbs (starred roots do not occur as surface forms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>A1s</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>1Dual</th>
<th>A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*échábarí¹⁰</td>
<td>‘think about s.t.’</td>
<td>échámi</td>
<td>échání</td>
<td>úkéchí</td>
<td>echí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*échábë</td>
<td>‘do’</td>
<td>échámë</td>
<td>échánë</td>
<td>echúku</td>
<td>echù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iwüga ~ jyýga</td>
<td>‘ask s.o.’</td>
<td>ímüga</td>
<td>ínüga</td>
<td>úkwüga ~ úkwüga</td>
<td>iwüga ~ jyýga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thawûkkaši ~ thayûkkaši</td>
<td>‘hate to do; not feel like doing’</td>
<td>thamûkkaši</td>
<td>thánûkkaši</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>thawûkkaši ~ thayûkkaši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tokhaši</td>
<td>‘do what?’</td>
<td>tokhamë</td>
<td>tokhánë</td>
<td>tokhaši</td>
<td>tokhaši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ü</td>
<td>‘use; wear’</td>
<td>më</td>
<td>në</td>
<td>úkû ~ ü?û ~ ükøû¹¹</td>
<td>ü</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*wachábarí</td>
<td>‘feel like doing’¹²</td>
<td>wachámi</td>
<td>wachánë</td>
<td>wa?uchí</td>
<td>wachí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wáká</td>
<td>cont auxillary</td>
<td>máka</td>
<td>náka</td>
<td>úwáká</td>
<td>wáká</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wûká</td>
<td>‘be lying down’</td>
<td>mûká</td>
<td>nûká</td>
<td>úwûka</td>
<td>wûká</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yâká</td>
<td>‘be sitting’</td>
<td>mûká</td>
<td>nûká</td>
<td>úyâká</td>
<td>yâká</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Boas and Deloria’s ‘irregular verbs’ include verbs in *ki* which vary in their inflection between *wé/yé* and *wakí/yakí* (1941:89). In the present work these are not treated as irregular *verbs* but as regularly derived verbs with irregular inflection.

---

13 Boas and Deloria’s ‘irregular verbs’ include verbs in *ki* which vary in their inflection between *wé/yé* and *wakí/yakí* (1941:89). In the present work these are not treated as irregular *verbs* but as regularly derived verbs with irregular inflection.
(26b) mnj-kta kápʰa
   A₁s.go-POT A₁s.say
   ‘I said I would go’

(27a) žeyÅ ‘say that/this’ (reference to something said; also, direct quote)

   žepʰá   ‘I say that’
   žeʰúkeya ‘you and I say that’
   žehá   ‘you say that’
   žeyá   ‘he/she says that’

   že³keyapi ‘we say that’
   žehápi  ‘you say that’
   žeyápi  ‘they say that’

(27b) thakʰónaku žé Ø-žeyá, “Kʰona! . . .”
   his.friend that A₃s-say.that friend
   ‘his friend said this, “Friend! . . .”’ (app1: Big Snake.6)

6. Stative verbs

The subject pronominal affixes for stative verbs are identical to the active verb
object pronominal affixes (see table 6.1). Inflection of stative verbs is completely
regular; there are no y-stem or nasal stative verbs. Personal pronominal affixes are
given in table 6.7 and a stative verb paradigm is given in (28). Note that, although
yazá in the example is y-initial, it is not a y-stem verb; as with all stative verbs, the
paradigm is regular.

Table 6.7. Stative pronominal affixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Minimal</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st singular</td>
<td>ma-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st dual</td>
<td>ụ(k)-</td>
<td>ụ(k) . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>ni . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø . . . pi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.1 Irregular verb *Itâwa* ‘be one’s’

Alienable possession is generally marked by means of the stative verb *Itâwa*.

(29)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>mi</em>&lt;sup&gt;thâwa&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>‘be mine’</th>
<th><em>mi</em>&lt;sup&gt;thâwapi&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>‘be ours’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ni</em>&lt;sup&gt;thâwa&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>‘be yours’</td>
<td><em>ni</em>&lt;sup&gt;thâwapi&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>‘be yours (pl)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>t</em>&lt;sup&gt;hâwa&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>‘be his/hers’</td>
<td><em>t</em>&lt;sup&gt;hâwapi&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>‘be theirs’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presence of an *i* in the root is indicated by the *i* of the *P*<sub>1s</sub>, *1du*, and *P*<sub>2</sub> forms. The initial *I* of the root is represented here by a capital letter because the *i* of the citation form atypically does not occur with the third person forms. The *P*<sub>1s</sub> and *P*<sub>2</sub> forms are analyzed here as contractions of the root with the stative affixes *ma/nii*, whereby the vowels of the affixes are dropped. This analysis is consistent with the behavior of the patient pronominals in the inflection of *i*-initial stative verbs such as *ištîma* ‘sleep’ (*mi*ištîma, *ni*ištîma), of the independent pronoun *iyê* (*miyiê, *niyiê*), and of verbs derived with the reflexive morpheme *i*i (*mi*c’i, *ni*c’i). However, this analysis is problematic with regard to kin terms, some of which occur with a first person singular prefix *mi*- that is not accounted for by contraction. For example, *mi*c*h[ikši* cannot be a contraction of *ma-* and some morpheme *i*, as there is no source for *i*. Thus, the etymology of the prefix *mi-* in kin terms is not obvious. An alternative to the contraction analysis is to posit a unique set of possessive prefixes *mi*- and *ni*- for first person singular and second person, respectively.
6.2 *Itáwa* “to be for”

*Itáwa* also has the specialized meaning ‘to be for’, as in the following examples.

(30a) né wówapi né Dean Ø-θáwa
    DET letter DET Dean F3-be.one’s

    ‘this letter is for Dean’

(30b) tákuškìna-káã-pi ně wìchïca-pi-na Ø-tháwa-pi
    child-make-PSV [dolls] DET (indef) ST-PL-girl F3-be.one’s-PL

    ‘dolls are for girls’

Compare the previous example to the following, in which *Itáwa* has its standard meaning. The difference lies in the indefinite or definite marking of the subject. (See chapter 10 for a discussion of definiteness.)

(31) tákuškìna káã-pi nená wìchïca-pi-na Ø-tháwa-pi
    child-make-PSV [dolls] DET-PL(def) ST-PL-girl F3-be.one’s-PL

    ‘these dolls are (belong to) the girls’

6.3 Generic verbs étã, žéca, néchã

The stative verb étã ‘be that kind’ and its derivatives žéchã and néchã are generic verbs that expresses proper inclusion; that is, they specify the grammatical subject as being included within in a type. The subject nominal is definite and the predicate nominal is indefinite (not followed by a determiner). The stem étã is rare, as is néchã; žéchã is by far the most common form.

(32) onówā žé wachékiyapi onówāpi žéchã
    song that prayer song be.that.kind

    ‘that song is a prayer song’ [lit. ‘that song is a sung prayer’] (NR T1.5)

(33) ìyâle néchã amátapa néch-en akán . . . akbì
    mountain this.kind ledge this.way on F3-A3-take.back.there

    ‘he [an eagle] took him back up to this ledge on a mountain’ (NR:T2.22)

The predicate nominal is indefinite, whether or not the grammatical subject is
expressed as an overt nominal.

(34a) Rob wóhena žé-∅-cʰa
     Rob cook       ST-P3-be.that.kind
     ‘Rob is a cook’

(34b) wóhena žé-∅-cʰa
     cook      ST-P3-be.that.kind
     ‘he is a cook’

As is the case for all stative verbs, these verbs inflect regularly; however,
despite first syllable stress in the citation form, stress moves to the second syllable
in first and second person forms. Pronominals are infixed, pointing to a historical
derivation of é ‘be’ + cʰa ‘such’, with the demonstrative articles prefixed and
contracted.

(35) Žé-má-cʰa ‘I am that kind’       Že-ú-cʰa-pi ‘we are that kind’
    Že-ní-cʰa ‘you are that kind’     Že-ní-cʰa-pi ‘you are that kind’
    Žé-∅-cʰa ‘he/she/it is that kind’ Žé-∅-cʰa-pi ‘they are that kind’

The root verb é ‘be’ is copular and, therefore, so are its derivatives. Despite the
presence of two overt nominals in the clause, the underlying structure of žé-cʰa in
the following examples cannot be *žé-∅-∅-cʰa.

(36a) [NP Žé  ] [NP Šúka zí  ] žé-∅-cʰa
     that.one dog       brown       ST-P3-be.that.kind
     ‘that is a brown dog’

(36b) [NP né wjkʰóške ně Žáká-ku chʰén] [NP šiÍh’ã̂] žé-∅-cʰa
     this young.woman this older.sis-3POSS thus    monster       ST-P3-be.that.kind
     ‘the older sister of the young woman was a monster’ (SB.6)

7. Impersonal verbs

Impersonal verbs have no syntactic arguments (reflected throughout this work by
the absence of a zero pronominal in the gloss). Weather terms, landscape features,
and natural phenomena (such as sounds or degrees of daylight) comprise the majority of impersonal verbs. Included in this class are inanimate nouns functioning as predicates, as awótapí in (37c), and intransitive verbs restricted to inanimate subjects, as yéɡa in (37d). Virtually any inanimate noun may function as an impersonal verb by zero derivation. The nominal root wá ‘snow’ differs from other nouns in this class in that it often requires compounding with another verb (*wá ‘it is snowing’, cf. (37e-f)).

(37a) maɡážu ‘it is raining’ (Ø + ‘rain’)
(37b) ŋóškíški ‘it is rough, sandy terrain’ (Ø + ŋóški ‘be rough, sandy terrain’)
(37c) né awótapí ‘this is a table’ (DET Ø-‘table’)
(37d) o’yí yéɡA ‘the beads glitter’ (o’yí ‘beads’, yéɡA ‘glitter’)
(37e) wáhihã ‘it is snowing’ (hëhä ‘to fall, precipitate, as rain or snow’)
(37f) wašmá ‘the snow is deep’ (šmá ‘be deep’)

8. Number agreement

As stated above, there are no plural subject pronominal affixes, although there is a dual affix. Number agreement on verbs differs for animate and inanimate participants: all and only verbs with animate plural subjects carry the enclitic pí, whereas verbs with inanimate plural subjects may show agreement by means of reduplication but more often are unmarked, relying either on determiners or context for plural meaning.
8.1 Animate participants

8.1.1 Animate subjects

For animate subjects, number agreement is obligatorily marked on the verb by the enclitic *pi*. Because other forms of number marking are optional elsewhere in the clause, the presence or absence of the plural enclitic on the verb is the only consistent indication of number for animate subjects. Determiners are not required to agree in number with nouns they modify (see chapter 10) and only nouns with human referents may be pluralized by *pi* (see chapter 4: 4). In (38)-(40), postverbal *pi* is the only consistent plural marker.

(38) Formally marked (human) plural subject, non-plural determiner:

```
wächstå-*pi  žé   Ø-háska-*pi
man-PL DET P3-be.tall-PL
'those men are tall'
```

(39) Unmarked (non-human) plural subject, non-plural determiner:

```
ziktána 14 Žé   chā  ēn   Ø-ŋů-*pi
bird DET tree in A3-stay-PL
'there are birds in the tree'
```

(40) Unmarked plural subject, plural determiner, subject agreement on verb:

```
šúka žéná mi-Ø-tháwa-*pi
dog DET.PL P1s-A3-be.one's-PL
'those dogs are mine; those dogs belong to me'
```

8.1.2 Animate objects

Animate object affixes are given in table 6.8.

---

14 i.e., *zitkána*. Note metathesis of *tk*: data from a Canadian speaker (although not all Canadian speakers metathesize *tk* sequences).
Recall that active-transitive verbs may only have animate grammatical subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Minimal</th>
<th>Augmented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; singular</td>
<td>ma-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; dual</td>
<td>ψ(k)-</td>
<td>ψ(k) . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>ni . . . pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>wicʰa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For third person plural animate objects, both human and non-human, the plural object agreement marker wicʰa (∼ wicʰa) is affixed to the verb. It is inherently plural and does not take the animate plural enclitic pi. As with all pronominal affixes, wicʰa is present on the verb whether or not its lexical antecedent is present in the clause. We will assume that the examples in (41a)-(41c) refer to a single event. Even without the information in (41a) we know from the form in (41c) that a single person (no pi on the verb) shot more than one animate being (wicʰa on the verb).<sup>15</sup>

(41a) kʰošká tʰáñca núm wicʰa-Ø-o
young.man deer two p3p-λ3-shoot.and.kill
‘the/a man shot two deer’

(41b) kʰošká wicʰá-Ø-o
young.man p3p-λ3-shoot.and.kill
‘the/a man shot them’

(41c) wicʰá-Ø-o
p3p-λ3-shoot.and.kill
‘he shot them’

Similarly in (42d), again assuming a single event for all examples in (42), we

<sup>15</sup> Recall that active-transitive verbs may only have animate grammatical subjects.
know from the form of the verb that more than one person shot more than one animate being. In (42a)-(42d) both plural markers are present on the verb, one referencing the grammatical subject and one referencing the grammatical object.

(42a)  kʰošká-pi tháñca núm wícʰá-ϕ-o-pi
       young.man-PL deer two P3p-A3-shoot.and.kill-PL
       ‘the young men shot two deer’

(42b)  kʰošká-pi wícʰá-o-pi
       young.man-PL deer two P3p-A3-shoot.and.kill-PL
       ‘the young men shot them (animate)’

(42c)  tháñca núm wícʰá-ϕ-o-pi
       deer two P3p-A3-shoot.and.kill-PL
       ‘they shot two deer’

(42d)  wícʰá-ϕ-o-pi
       P3p-A3-shoot.and.kill-PL
       ‘they shot them (animate)’

In the previous examples, wícʰá references the direct object but wícʰa- may also reference indirect objects. In (43) wícʰá references the recipients of the action, rather than the entity acted upon, and “dative” ki (in the contraction wa + ki > we; see chapter 7) references the entity acted upon.

(43)  nakʰón wóyuta wícʰ-a-wé-caɡá
       Indian food P3p-A1s.DAT-make
       ‘I made some Indian food for them’

In informal speech, wícʰa may be omitted. In (44)-(45), the speaker in each case first gave a response without wícʰa (44a) and (45a) but when asked about it, amended the response to include wícʰa (44b) and (45b).

(44a)  wícʰásta žé [ϕ]-nąć-yýa-pi
       man that [P3p]-1du-hold-PL
       ‘we arrested the men’
No alternative was given for (46); \textit{wic\textsc{h}}\textsc{á}yu\textsc{a} would be predicted in this sentence.

\begin{align*}
\text{(45a)} & \quad \text{tuwéna } \text{ksú-}\{\emptyset\}\{-\emptyset\}\text{-ya-pi-}\text{šį} \\
& \quad \text{nobody } \text{ST-}\{\text{P3p}\}\{-\text{A3}\}\text{-hurt-}\text{PL-NEG} \\
& \quad \text{‘no one was hurt’}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{(45b)} & \quad \text{tuwéna } \text{ksú-}\text{wic\textsc{h}}\text{a-ya-pi-}\text{šį} \\
& \quad \text{nobody } \text{ST-}\text{P3p-}\text{A3-}\text{-hurt-}\text{PL-NEG} \\
& \quad \text{‘no one was hurt’}
\end{align*}

8.1.3 Ambiguity in animate plural forms

Ambiguities arise in transitive verbs with plural arguments in part because of the various grammatical functions of the pronominal affixes and in part because the enclitic \textit{pi} may occur only once on a verb, even if two of the arguments are plural.

Examples are:

\begin{align*}
\text{(47a)} & \quad \emptyset\text{-}\text{kuwa-pi} & \quad \text{‘we chased him’} \\
& \quad \emptyset\text{-}\text{kuwa-pi} & \quad \text{‘he chased us’} \\
& \quad \emptyset\text{-}\text{kuwa-pi} & \quad \text{‘they chased us’} \quad \text{[elicited as plural: ‘John couldn’t catch the horses’]}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{(47b)} & \quad \emptyset\text{-}\text{yá-kuwa-pi} & \quad \text{‘you (sg) chased us’} \\
& \quad \emptyset\text{-}\text{yá-kuwa-pi} & \quad \text{‘you (pl) chased us’} \quad \text{[elicited as plural: ‘John couldn’t catch the horses’]}
\end{align*}

Compare the ambiguous expression \textit{u-}\text{kuwa-pi} in (45a) with the expression \textit{wic\textsc{h}}\textsc{á-}\text{kuwa-pi} ‘we chased them’ in which ambiguity does not occur because the two arguments are morphologically distinct.
8.2 Inanimate participants

8.2.1 Inanimate subjects

There are two formal strategies for indicating plurality of an inanimate subject, i.e.,

- by plural determiner (demonstratives and quantifiers) within the NP, or
- by verb reduplication. Either strategy, or both, or neither may occur in a clause; where neither strategy is employed, plurality must be determined by context. For example, (48) may be interpreted as referring to one or several knives. Note that, typical of inanimate subjects, neither the subject noun nor the verb carries number agreement for a plural subject.

(48) Plurality determined by context: neither formal strategy employed:

mina mi-∅-thāwa
knife P1s-A3-be.one's
'the knife is mine' / 'the knives are mine'

Compare (48) to (49), which has a non-human animate subject, a determiner, and plural -pi. In (50), which has a human animate subject, both the noun and the verb carry -pi, and a quantifying determiner is also present.

(49) šūka apá mithāwa-pi
dog some.of P1s-A3-be.one's-PL
'some of the dogs are mine'

(50) wjchā-pi apá ∅-iyāya-pi
man-PL some.of A3-depart-PL
'some of the men left'

Other examples of inanimate plural constructions included the following:
(51) Demonstrative only:

\[ t^h\text{aspā Ženā wa-Ø-chîka} \]
apple those A1s-P3-want
'I want those apples'

(52) Quantifier only:

\[ iyğ nôwa tüktékte yakâ \]
rock all.these here.and.there sit
'all of the rocks are lying here and there'

(53) Reduplication only:

\[ o'î šašâ \]
bead(s) be.red-REDUP
'the beads are red'

(54) Reduplication plus quantifier (unmarked demonstrative: see chapter 10):

\[ iyéc^{hî}kayëna nè owâ Ø-šašâ \]
car this all P3-be.red-REDUP
'all the cars are red'

(55) Reduplication plus demonstrative:

\[ châmñaska Ženâ Ø-hâskaska \]
board (wood-flat) those P3-be.long-REDUP
'the boards are long'

(56) Plural demonstrative plus reduplication:

\[ wañpê Ženâ zizî Ø-áya \]
leaves those yellow-REDUP P3-become
'the leaves are turning yellow'

8.2.2 Inanimate objects

Inanimate objects are identified solely by syntactic position; there is no number
agreement marker for inanimate objects. The distinction between a singular or
plural inanimate object, if indicated at all, is achieved by means of determiners (see
chapter 10).
This clause is not quite as ambiguous as it appears from the multiple possible glosses. For the meaning, ‘he took the apple’, the stress on éyaku would be reduced or eliminated. More precisely transcribed, the clause is $thaspá éyaku$ or $thaspá eyaku$, i.e., ‘he took the apple’ (as opposed to, say, the banana).

This is as for Lakota and Dakota (cf. Rood and Taylor 1996:465; Boas and Deloria 1941:77).
and all other pronominals are prefixed, does not occur. The descriptions below are summarized and exemplified in table 6.9. (Instrumental and locative prefixes are discussed in the following sections; inflection of ki forms is discussed in chapter 7.)

8.3.1 Pattern 1: prefixed

All pronominals are prefixed with:

• free monosyllabic roots when not further derived;
• verbs with the instrumental prefixes ka- and pa- when not further derived;
• verbs with the instrumental prefixes ya- and yu- are y-stem verbs; ū(k)- immediately precedes the y of the stem.

8.3.2 Pattern 2: infixed

All pronominals are infixed with:

• verbs with the instrumental prefixes mo- and na-, when not further derived;
• verbs with the dependent causative auxiliaries -ya, -kiya, and -khiya are, in effect, compounds; all pronominals (except those representing objects of the lower verb) are prefixed to the causative auxiliary and are therefore effectively infixed;
• verbs with two locative prefixes, even when the prefixes are lexicalized and separated by (historically) epenthetic y;

8.3.3 Pattern 3: mixed

ū(k)- is prefixed and all other pronominals are infixed with:

• the great majority of verbs beginning with ə or o, when not further derived (an exception is op hēt天下 ‘to buy’, which is diachronically analyzable as a
compound in \(-t^h_\text{u} \text{ ‘to do’}\):

- verbs with a single locative prefix, even when the locative prefix has been lexicalized.

Table 6.9 Pronominal affixation patterns

**Pattern 1: All Pronominals Prefixed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE 1S</th>
<th>1DUAL</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monosyllabic Roots:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>kté</td>
<td>wa-kté</td>
<td>ū-kté</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC(a)</td>
<td>kʰáta</td>
<td>ma-kʰáta</td>
<td>ū-kʰáta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Prefixes ka-, pa-:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka-</td>
<td>ka-kṣá</td>
<td>wa-káksa</td>
<td>ū-káksa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa-</td>
<td>pa-kṣá</td>
<td>wa-páksa</td>
<td>ū-páksa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-stem:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya-</td>
<td>ya-ḥtákA</td>
<td>mnaḥtákA</td>
<td>ū-yāḥtaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu-</td>
<td>yu-húkšu</td>
<td>mnuhúkšu</td>
<td>ū-yūhukšu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pattern 2: All Pronominals Infixed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>1S</th>
<th>1PLURAL</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mo-</td>
<td>mo-či</td>
<td>mo-wá-či</td>
<td>mo-ú-či</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>na-</td>
<td>na-štákA</td>
<td>na-wá-štaka</td>
<td>na-ú-štaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS (AUX):</td>
<td>-yA</td>
<td>špáyA</td>
<td>špá-wá-ya</td>
<td>špá-ú-ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-kiyA</td>
<td>tasákkíyA</td>
<td>tasák-wá-kiyA</td>
<td>tasák-ú-kiyA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-khiyA</td>
<td>úspékhiyA</td>
<td>úspé-wá-khiyA</td>
<td>úspé-ú-khiyA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Locatives:</td>
<td>a-o-</td>
<td>a-ò-štákA</td>
<td>a-ò-wá-štákA</td>
<td>a-ò-ú-štákA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ë-yo-</td>
<td>ëyó-týa</td>
<td>ëyó-wá-týa</td>
<td>ëyó-ú-týa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pattern 3: Mixed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>1S</th>
<th>1PLURAL</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>é-</td>
<td>éthi</td>
<td>é-wá-thi</td>
<td>úk-éthi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>í- (non-LOC)</td>
<td>štíma</td>
<td>í-má-štíma</td>
<td>úk-ístíma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o- (non-LOC)</td>
<td>okíni</td>
<td>o-wá-kíni</td>
<td>úk-ókíni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Locative:</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>apógä</td>
<td>a-wá-pógä</td>
<td>úk-ápógä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>í-</td>
<td>ípú</td>
<td>í-wá-pú</td>
<td>úk-ípú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>ok’Á</td>
<td>o-wá-k’A</td>
<td>úk-ók’A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While there is a tendency for vowel-initial stems to exhibit pattern 3 (mixed) affixation, presumably to avoid glottal insertion in first person dual (and therefore also plural) forms, exceptions occur in which verbs with a single locative exhibit
pattern 2 behavior, as the examples in (61) illustrate.

\[(61) \quad \text{okh}^{h} \text{op}^{h} \text{A} \quad \text{o-wa-k}^{h} \text{op}^{h} \text{a} \quad \text{o}^{\text{u}} \text{-k}^{h} \text{op}^{h} \text{a} \quad \text{‘be fearful’}
\]
\[
\text{ahop}^{h} \text{a} \quad \text{ah}^{\text{u}} \text{-wa-p}^{h} \text{a} \quad \text{ah}^{\text{u}} \text{-p}^{h} \text{a} \quad \text{‘obey’}
\]

In multisyllabic roots pronominal affix positioning is unpredictable; some follow pattern 1, as in the examples in (62), while others are divisible with some following pattern 2, as in the examples in (63), and others following pattern 3, as in the examples (64).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>1s</th>
<th>1pl</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>hâskA</td>
<td>mahâskA</td>
<td>uthâskapi</td>
<td>‘be tall’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nowâ</td>
<td>wanówâ</td>
<td>ùnówâpi</td>
<td>‘sing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>mâni</td>
<td>mawâni</td>
<td>umânipi</td>
<td>‘walk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nâži</td>
<td>nawâži</td>
<td>ùnâži</td>
<td>‘stand’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>op$h^{h}u$</td>
<td>op$h^{h}wa$h^{h}u$</td>
<td>op$h^{h}t$pi</td>
<td>‘buy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p$h^{h}$nâ</td>
<td>p$h^{h}$wâ</td>
<td>p$h^{h}$nâpi</td>
<td>‘thank’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wâchâi</td>
<td>wawâchâi</td>
<td>wa$h^{h}c$hâpi</td>
<td>‘dance’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pronominal affix placement for the root /ùši/ ‘pity’ differs for the active form ùšina (pattern 2) and the stative form ùšikA (pattern 3). (^ marks affix insertion point.)

\[(65) \quad \text{ùsi}^{\text{a}} \text{na} \quad \text{‘to pity, have mercy on, have compassion for; to care deeply for, as s.o. loved’}
\]
\[
\text{ùsi}^{\text{wana}} \quad \text{I pitied him’}
\]
\[
\text{ùsi}^{\text{u}} \text{nâpi} \quad \text{‘we pitied him’}
\]
\[
\text{ùsimâna (wo) ‘pity me!’ (wo IMPER (male speaker); ò IMPER (female speaker))}
\]
\[
\text{ùsiw}^{\text{h}} \text{ùnâpi} \quad \text{‘we pitied them’}
\]

\[(66) \quad \text{ù}^{\text{a}} \text{ùšikA} \quad \text{‘to be poor, pitiful’}
\]
\[
\text{ùmašika} \quad \text{‘I am poor, pitiful’}
\]
\[
\text{ùkùšikapi} \quad \text{‘we are poor, pitiful’}
\]
8.4 Multiple inflection of subject pronominals

Multiple inflection of first and second person singular and second person plural occurs in certain y-stem verbs. It consists of a regular active pronominal affix plus the y-stem pronominals at each occurrence of a stem-y within the word. The set comprises iyáyA ‘to set out from here’ and its derivatives, and verbs in kici.

Examples are:

(67) iyáyA ‘to set out going (from home)’

imnánna  ‘I set out going’  ukiyaya   ‘we set out going’
inána   ‘you set out going’  inánapi   ‘you-all set out going’
iyáya   ‘he/she set out going’  iyáyapi   ‘they set out going’

(68) ahíyayA  ‘to sing a song’

awáhimnánna  ‘I sang a song’  ukáhiyaya   ‘we sang a song’
ayáhinana   ‘you sang a song’  ayáhinanapi   ‘you (pl) sang a song’
ahíyaya   ‘he/she sang a song’  ahíyayapi   ‘they sang a song’

(69) okíciyakA  ‘to tell s.o. s.t.’ (see chapter 7 for a description of inflection of verbs in Ki).

owécimnaka   ‘I told him/her’  ukókíciyakapi   ‘we told him/her’
oyécinaka   ‘you told him/her’  oyécinakapi   ‘you told him/her’
okíciyaka   ‘he/she told him/her’  okíciyakape   ‘they told him/her’

Double inflection also occurs in y-stem verbs that have both second person agent and either a singular or plural first person object.

(70a) yúzA ‘arrest’

ma-yá-nuzj-kta  he
P1s-A2-A2.arrest-POT Q
‘are you going to arrest me?’ (c6.29)
The more common word for ‘run’ in Assiniboine is aktákA; some speakers reject iyâkA altogether, identifying it as a Sioux word, while others suggest that aktáka is ‘run (in general)’ while iyâka is ‘run, as a race’. Nominalized forms exist for both verbs: aktákes’a and iyâkes’a ‘a runner, one who runs’.

Although the verb iyâkA ‘to run’ has double inflection in Lakota (wa’imnâke ‘I run’), it is a regular y-stem verb in Assiniboine: imnâka ‘I run’, ükîyâkapî ‘we run’.18

8.5 Order of subject and object pronominal affixes

When two pronominal affixes are present on a transitive verb the object pronominal precedes the subject pronominal. This is the opposite of the order of full nominals in a subject/object relationship. An exception to this rule is the dual/first person affix ü(k), which precedes all affixes except the plural animate object affix wëc±a-.

Examples are given in (71). (71c) illustrates the unique pronominal affix cʰi for a first person singular subject with a second person singular object.

(71a) ma-yá-k’u
    P1s-A2-give
    ‘you gave it to me’

(71b) wëc±á-wa-k’u
    P3P-A1s-give
    ‘I gave it to them’

(71c) cʰi-c’ú
    I/you-give
    ‘I gave it to you’

---

18 The more common word for ‘run’ in Assiniboine is aktákA; some speakers reject iyâkA altogether, identifying it as a Sioux word, while others suggest that aktáka is ‘run (in general)’ while iyâka is ‘run, as a race’. Nominalized forms exist for both verbs: aktákes’a and iyâkes’a ‘a runner, one who runs’.
Boas and Deloria note that in Sioux, the instrumentals may, less commonly, precede the locative prefixes, thereby altering the meaning of the derived form. They provide examples such as naáb.laya ‘to smooth the top of a pile with the foot’, and ṣanáb.laya ‘to smooth something with the foot over something else’ (1941:52) explaining that “the first prefix modifies the whole content of the following complex” (1941:39). I have found no examples of instrumental prefixes preceding locative prefixes in the Assiniboine data, although it seems that such forms should be possible.

(71d) ʊ-ní-c’u-pi [- ʊník’upi, where k’ does not palatalize]
1du-P2-give-PL
‘we give it to you’

(71e) opʰé-wičʰa-wa-tʰű
ST-P3P-ALS-buy
‘I bought them (animate)’

(71f) iyé-ʊ-ni-ya-pi
ST-1du-P2-find-PL
‘we found you’

When the animate plural object wičʰa is, in the course of normal affixation, followed by the first person dual or plural subject ų(k) (e.g., ēyaku > ṣʊ-y-yaku > ṣ-

wičʰa ṣ(uyaku). it is often contracted to wičʰy(ʊk). Contracted and non-contracted forms are in free variation; the examples in (72a)-(72b) were given by a single speaker (at CTK).

(72a) púza ųé -wičʰ-ʊ-yaku-pi (not contracted)

(72b) púza ųé -wičʰ-ʊ-yaku-pi (contracted)

cats DET ST-P3P-1.PLS-take-PL
‘we took the cats’

9. Prefixes

There are two highly productive sets of verbal prefixes, grammatically classified as locatives (5.1) and instrumentals (5.2). Locatives are positioned before instrumental prefixes and may be used in combination with each other in a single verb form.¹⁹

¹⁹ Boas and Deloria note that in Sioux, the instrumentals may, less commonly, precede the locative prefixes, thereby altering the meaning of the derived form. They provide examples such as nadáb. laya ‘to smooth the top of a pile with the foot’, and ṣanáb. laya ‘to smooth something with the foot over something else’ (1941:52) explaining that “the first prefix modifies the whole content of the following complex” (1941:39). I have found no examples of instrumental prefixes preceding locative prefixes in the Assiniboine data, although it seems that such forms should be possible.
Instrumental prefixes are positioned immediately before the root and only one instrumental prefix may occur in a single verb form. Locative prefixes also may function as nominalizers whereas instrumental prefixes typically do not.

### 9.1 Locative prefixes

The term *locative* is traditionally applied to a set of three prefixes, *a*-, *i*-, and *o*-, given in table 6.10. The locatives increase the valence of the verb root, adding an oblique argument.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>a</em>-</td>
<td>‘at, on’</td>
<td>ac'hâga</td>
<td>‘to be ice on, be frozen on’ (c'hâga ‘be icy’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>apâpsû</td>
<td>‘pour a liquid on’ (papsû ‘pour out’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>aínó</td>
<td>‘growl at’ (ínó ‘growl’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>i</em>-</td>
<td>‘by means of, with’; ‘against’, ‘in ref. to’</td>
<td>ğstústÁ</td>
<td>‘be bored with, tired of’ (stustÁ ‘be tired’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ġjû</td>
<td>‘wear around the shoulders’ (û ‘wear’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jyéğá</td>
<td>‘glow from, as from a fire’ (yéğá ‘glitter’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>o</em>-</td>
<td>‘in, within’</td>
<td>ochâga</td>
<td>‘be frozen inside a container’ (c'hâga ‘be icy’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ok'Á</td>
<td>‘dig for, dig into’ (k'Á ‘dig’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Locative prefixes may co-occur on a single verb stem. Many verbs with *iyó*- or *iýa*- are derived by two locatives with an epenthetic *y*, as in (74a), others are formed with an inserted glottal stop, as in (74b). (74c) is an example of a form derived by three locatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iyóhi</td>
<td>‘reach a point, be enough’ (i + o + hi ‘arrive there’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iyákipʰe</td>
<td>‘await someone’s coming’ (i + a + k DAT + apʰé ‘wait’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Boas and Deloria (1941:42) note that the *i of ichága ‘grow’ is inseparable and of obscure meaning.

The locative prefixes *a- and *o-, when they co-occur in that order, may coalesce as ó-. Examples are:

(74b) aʾókatā ‘nail s.t. to a surface’ (a + o + katā ‘pound’)

aʾonatʰákA ‘lock s.o. in/out’ (a + o + natʰákA ‘shut, lock’)

(74c) oʾiyasakA ‘be dried up in’ (o + i + a + sákA ‘be dry’)

The locative prefixes, although highly productive, are not simply mechanical. For example, *a- and *o- can be affixed productively to chága ‘be icy’, as seen in table 6.10, but *i+chága does not occur because there is another word ćhága ‘to grow’.20 Conversely, although the generalized meanings of the locatives often are transparent, they can also create idiosyncratic meanings, as in these examples:

(75) ópaksA ‘break an object by pressing it into an orifice’, e.g., break a key in a lock (pa- by pressure, -ksA ‘sever’)

óšnā ‘have paint daubed on one’

óštā ‘to cap, put a cap on

ówəca (adv.) ‘all over’

The locative prefixes, although highly productive, are not simply mechanical.

20 Boas and Deloria (1941:42) note that the *i of ichága ‘grow’ is inseparable and of obscure meaning.
9.2 Instrumental prefixes

There are seven productive prefixes, traditionally labeled instrumental, that specialize or specify the means by which an action occurs. They may be added to verb roots in any of the three verb classes. They are also occasionally added to adverbs (see chapter 5: 3.1.2). Only one instrumental prefix may be attached to a verb stem. The instrumental prefix determines the insertion point for pronominal affixes, as indicated in table 6.11. The instrumental prefixes ya- and yu- create y-stem verbs, in which subject pronominals are fused with the stem (see section 5.2, below), but object pronominals precede the fused forms. The po- variant of mo- is the less common and is only attested among a few CTK speakers. Some linguists analyze na- as two separate morphemes, e.g., Van Valin (1977:19). Van Valin’s argument is semantic, although it has syntactic implications: when na- means ‘by internal force’, it expresses an indefinite instrument and may not take a semantic role of “Actor” as its subject (1977:38-39).

[21] It will be noted that the prefixes ka-, mo-, na-, and yu- each have more than one meaning and that these meanings in each case are to varying degrees independent of each other. It could be argued that they are separate, homophonic morphemes rather than single morphemes with several meanings. However, this observation contributes nothing to an understanding of their grammatical behavior since the semantic differences do not alter the morpheme order associated with these prefixes, nor do they alter the phonological behavior of the constituent segments in various environments. Therefore, they are treated here as single morphemes.
The example in (a) suggests that ka- can also mark perfective aspect, although these examples are from a single FB speaker of the older generation, James Earthboy, and no other such examples have been found. Compare (a) with perfective aspect in the translation to (b), which lacks it:

(a) iyá-pi wa-ka-şpe-khiya-c
go-pí A1s-already.learn-CAUS-DECL
‘I (already) taught him to walk’

(b) iyá-pi şpé-wa-khiya-c
go-pí learn-ALS-CAUS-DECL
‘I’m teaching him to walk’

An additional instrumental prefix, pu- ‘by generalized pressure’, is not productive and only occurs in a few frozen forms, e.g., puspÁ ‘to glue, stick onto’.

Assiniboine speakers reject forms such as *puhómni ‘to turn by pressure’, offering pahómni or yuhómni instead (see examples at (80)).

ka- may have causative meaning other than ‘by force of wind’, as in kastústa

---

22 The example in (a) suggests that ka- can also mark perfective aspect, although these examples are from a single FB speaker of the older generation, James Earthboy, and no other such examples have been found. Compare (a) with perfective aspect in the translation to (b), which lacks it:
The re are a few excep tions, e.g., ksah ‘be broken’, in which the bound root -ksA is the first member of a compound (hA ‘be; stand (inanimate)’.

(81) wókma-pi wa-ká-úspe-c
write-COMP A1s-CAUS-learn-DECL
‘I taught him to write’

An instrumental prefix is obligatory on a bound verb root. Primarily on semantic grounds, it is rarely the case that every prefix can be used with a particular verb root, but a complete paradigm exists for the bound root /-ksA/ ‘sever’, which is given in (82), with each form followed by the first person singular form to demonstrate pronominal position. The examples in (78-82) collectively give an indication of the range of meanings that may be achieved through these prefixes.

(Note that (79) chéyA is a free morpheme.)

(78) -ksA ‘sever’

kaksÁ ‘to cut a string, cord, thong with an instrument; to chop, striking a single blow’; wakáksa ‘I chop’

maksÁ ‘to cut with a knife or sharp blade, refers to cutting hair, grass, paper, wood; cut or slice off with a sawing motion’ mawáksa ‘I slice’

moksÁ ‘to break off by shooting or by using a weapon; to break by colliding with or accidentally hitting; wind to break’; mowáksa ‘I shot it off’

naksÁ ‘to break or break off with the foot’ nawáksa ‘I broke it by kicking it’

paksÁ ‘to break with the hands, or by sitting upon or putting one’s weight upon; to break off by prying, as with a crowbar’

23 There are a few exceptions, e.g., ksahÁ ‘be broken’, in which the bound root -ksA is the first member of a compound (hÁ ‘be; stand (inanimate)’.
\textit{wapáksa} ‘I broke it’

\textbf{yaksÁ} ‘to bite off, break off with the teeth, chew off’ \textit{mnaksá} ‘I bit it off’

\textbf{yuksÁ} ‘to cut off, as with scissors or a saw; to break, cut off, as a single twig’ (cf. \textit{yuksáksA} ‘to break several things, as breaking twigs to make kindling’) \textit{mnuká} ‘I cut it off’

\textbf{(79) chéyA} ‘cry’

\textbf{kacchéyA} ‘cause to cry by striking with an instrument’

\textbf{nachchéyA} ‘cause to cry by kicking or stepping on’

\textbf{yachchéyA} ‘cause to cry by telling s.t. sad’

\textbf{(80) -homni} ‘turning around, going around, spinning’

\textbf{kahómni} ‘to knock or spin around’ (cf. \textit{cáhomni} ‘a crank’) \textit{mohómni} ‘to turn around by hitting; wind to turn s.t. around’

\textbf{nahómni} ‘to turn with the feet, as pedaling a bicycle; to run (turn by internal force), as an engine’

Example: \textit{iyéc\textsuperscript{h}jikamáni źé tókh\textsuperscript{h}en nahómni he car that how run Q} ‘how does the car run?’

\textbf{pahómni} ‘to turn around by pushing (refers only to inanimate objects)’

\textbf{yahómni} ‘to change s.o.’s mind by talking to them; to convert’

\textbf{yuhómni} ‘to turn with the hand; to make a turn, as when driving a car; to turn on or off, as a light’

\textbf{(81) -hokšu ~ hukšu} ‘come apart, wreck,’

\textbf{kahókšu} ‘wind to blow down, wind to take apart’

\textbf{kahúkšu} ‘break apart with an instrument’

\textbf{mohókšu} ‘wind or storm to take apart; to shoot apart’
nahókšu 'to kick down, kick apart' (also nahúkšu)

pahókšu 'to push down, as with the hands or with a machine; to demolish; to break or cause to collapse by sitting or lying on'

yahókšu 'to break up a plan by talking'

yuhókšu 'to tear down, tear apart, dismantle by hand'

(82) -pʰopA 'burst'

kapʰoP 'to burst by striking a blow; to explode, as a cartridge' e.g., ištá wakapʰoP 'I put his eye out by striking it' (ištá 'eye')

mapʰoP 'to puncture or burst with a knife'

mopʰoP 'to burst or puncture with an instrument; to burst or put out by shooting; to burst by overinflating, as a tire; to burst by accidentally colliding with'

napʰoP 'to cause to burst by stepping on; to explode from some inner force, as a baking potato or a can of soda, or a sack when contents are too heavy'

papʰoP 'to burst by squishing with the fingers or by sitting on abruptly; to burst by poking with an instrument; to poke out, as an eye' (ištá papʰoP 'poke an eye out'); to puncture by poking with a sharp instrument, as pricking a balloon with a needle'

yapʰoP 'to puncture, pop, or burst with the mouth'

yupʰoP 'to burst by pinching, with the hand'

A word of caution: because the use of instrumental prefixes involves intuition to some degree, even impeccable speakers of Assiniboine do not always agree on the nuance imparted by a particular prefix. For example, a FB speaker gives pahúšte 'to make lame by tripping' (pa- 'by pushing or poking', hušte 'be lame'), but a CTK speaker found this very amusing, saying that it suggests that the rider was too heavy for the horse (and note that, for this speaker, the word implies a lame horse).
This speaker supplied *nahúšteya* ‘to make lame by tripping’ (*na-* ‘by foot’, *hušte* ‘be lame’, *-ya CAUS*). Both speakers are unimpeachable first language speakers of Assiniboine, yet they employ morphemes differently to construct the complex notion of causing lameness in this specific manner.24

### 9.2.1 Instrumental prefix *yu*- and adverbs

The instrumental prefix *yu*-, functioning as a causative, may be prefixed to an adverb that is compounded with a verb. While this is reported to be fairly common in Lakota (Rood and Taylor 1996), only two examples are found in the Assiniboine corpus.

(83a) *yu-máhen* ʸú
\[\text{CAUS-in AUX}\]
‘to pull or tuck under (specifically, under the arm), as to put out of sight’

(83b) *yu-wákam* ㄚ-더라-kná-pi
\[\text{CAUS-upwards ST-P3-A3-take-PL}\]
‘they took it out, pulling upwards’ (app1: Big Snake.29)

### 9.2.2 Instrumental prefixes compared to those in Lakota

The set of instrumental prefixes closely parallels that found in Sioux, both in meaning and in form, with the difference that the Assiniboine instrumental prefixes *mo-* (/~po-/) and *ma-* occur in Sioux as *wo-* and *wa-* respectively. (Note that the Assiniboine indefinite prefix *wa-* is also *wa-* in Sioux.) Certain nuances in the use of

---

24 A similar example is cited in Deloria (1936:13): “Gašná ‘from šna, to miss’. Yušná, to drop by accident; yašná, to say the wrong thing; našná, to miss one’s footing, pašná, to miss, as in trying to thread a needle. *I should think wošná (or mošná, in Assiniboine) would be the form for To miss aim in shooting, but my informant insisted that gašná was the word*” (emphasis added).

For an extensive discussion of the semantics of instrumental prefixes in Lakota, which largely describes the Assiniboine case as well, see Van Valin (1977:34-42).
the prefixes have been variously recorded in the literature for Sioux that have not been verified for Assiniboine but which offer potential insight for future study of Assiniboine. For comparative purposes, appendix 4 gives the glosses for each prefix as recorded by Boas and Deloria (1941), Deloria (1936), Rood and Taylor (1996), and Riggs (1992 [1890]).

9.3 Other prefixes

9.3.1 wa- ‘things, indefinite objects’

Prefixed to transitive verbs, wa fills the patient role and thus detransitivizes the verb. Examples are given in (84). (Recall that wa- may contract with a vowel-initial stem, as in (86b), below; see also chapter 2:11.2 for other examples.)

(84)  
\[ \begin{align*} 
& c^\text{ho}^\text{h}^\text{y}^\text{p}^\text{A} \text{ ‘roast’} \quad \rightarrow \quad wac^\text{ho}^\text{h}^\text{y}^\text{p}^\text{A} \text{ ‘roast things’} \\
& \text{k\text{a}g\text{\=e}g\text{e} ‘sew’} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{wak\text{a}g\text{\=e}g\text{e} ‘sew things’} \\
& \text{m\text{a}n\text{\=u} ‘steal’} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{wam\text{a}n\text{\=u} ‘steal things’} \\
& \text{p\text{h\text{a}t\text{A} ‘butcher’} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{wap\text{h\text{a}t\text{A} ‘butcher things’} \\
& \text{\text{\text{\=s\text{p\text{a}y\text{A ‘cook’}}} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{wa\text{\=s\text{p\text{a}y\text{A ‘cook things’}}

While this is a straightforward derivational process, the semantic results can be idiosyncratic, as for the examples in (85).

(85)  
\[ \begin{align*} 
& \text{t\text{h\text{\=e\text{l\text{\=i}n\text{a ‘value’}}} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{wath\text{h\text{\=e\text{l\text{\=i}n\text{a ‘be stingy’}} \\
& \text{kn\text{i ‘come back here’} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{wa\text{k\text{n\text{i ‘return home bringing game, meat’} \\
& \text{ec\text{h\text{\=u ‘do’} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{wa\text{\=e\text{c\text{h\text{\=u ‘wrong someone, cast evil on someone’; \\
& \text{ ‘work; do many things, make preparations’} \\
\end{align*} 
\]

In rare instances, wa- occurs twice on a single root, as in (86).
According to Taylor (1976:288), the term _vertitive_ was coined by Terrence Kaufman but first used in print in the sense used here by Hollow (1965).

9.3.2 Vertitive $ki$ 25 ‘back, as to an original state or place’

Vertitive $ki$ shares the phonological and morphological properties of $ki$ (see chapter 7) but differs semantically and syntactically. Its phonological shape meets the description of $ki$, it fuses with the $y$ of $y$-stem verbs as $kn$, it is subject to velar palatalization, and, as with some $ki$ forms, $A1s$ and $A2$ pronominals may be either $wé/yé$ or $waki/yaki$. It is also affixed immediately before the verb stem, as are the $ki$ morphemes. However, it is adverbial, not pronominal, and does not alter the valence of the base verb. Examples include:

(87)  
\begin{align*}
\text{éyaku ‘take’} & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{eknaku ‘take back’} \quad (A1s \ \text{éweknaku}) \\
?\ & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{kiechá ‘ask for something back’} \quad (A1s \ \text{wéchá}) \\
\text{ní ‘live, be alive’} & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{kiní ‘revive, come back to life’} \quad (A1s \ \text{wakíni}) \\
\text{yÁ ‘go’} & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{knÁ ‘go back’} \quad (A1s \ \text{wakná})
\end{align*}

Like $suus$ $ki$, vertitive $ki$ also fuses with words beginning with $i \sim í$, $hi$- or $hí$- as $kni$-. Examples are:

(88)  
\begin{align*}
\text{vertitive $ki$ followed by $i \sim í$, $hi$- or $hí$-} \\
\text{ki + í + nuwá} & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{kninúwá ‘to swim back, as to where one started’} \\
\text{ki + hinápʰa} & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{kninápʰa ‘to appear again, return’} \\
\text{ki + í} & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{kní ‘to arrive back here’ (í ‘arrive there’)}
\end{align*}

The example in (89) illustrates velar palatalization of vertitive $ki$.

25 According to Taylor (1976:288), the term _vertitive_ was coined by Terrence Kaufman but first used in print in the sense used here by Hollow (1965).
(89) kní ‘arrive back here’ + kú ‘be coming back here’ > kničú ‘start out to come back here’ (A1s waknícu)

Because of the homophony between vertitive ki and dative ki, ambiguities may occur. For example, the form mas’ákipha, derived from mas’ápha ‘to telephone; to call on the telephone’, means either ‘to call s.o. on the phone’ (dative) or ‘to call s.o. back’ (vertitive). Forms other than A1s and A2 are thus ambiguous out of context.

(90a) mas’á-wa-ki-pha
    ST- A1s-DAT-telephone
    ‘I phoned /him/her’

(90b) mas’á-we-pha
    ST- A1s. VERT-telephone
    ‘I phoned him/her back’

9.3.3 kʰi ‘two, in two, in half, through the middle’

Referred to by Boas and Deloria as an “obsolete stem” (1941:79) or “obsolete verb” (1941:138), kʰi is not productive in the same way that the locative and instrumental prefixes are; it does not belong to either of those grammatical affix classes, nor (obviously, at least) to the set of kí morphemes described in chapter 7. It can co-occur with locative and instrumental prefixes. The core notion of kʰi is ‘two’, either in contact or in opposition to each other. The initial velar undergoes palatalization.

(91) échiphha ‘to meet together, as two ends of anything’
    kʰiphaza ‘fold’
    kʰiyúña ‘copulate [refers to animals]’
    kʰiza ‘fight’
kʰiʔiyâkena  ‘a race’ (îyâkA ‘run’)

kʰiʔöstaka  ‘hold two vertically upright, as when holding one’s arms up, or
           as a curlew (bird) holding its wings upright’

okʰinaži  ‘to defy, go against s.o.’

yukʰípʰaža  ‘to fold or bend in such a way that the two ends meet’

9.3.4 íchi ‘together’

This rare prefix is clearly related, both semantically and phonetically, to the
postposition kícʰí and the reciprocal affix kícʰí. It may be added to a stative verb, as
in (92), or to an active verb, as in (93).

(92) Nakʰón-nowâ-pi umá wašín-nowâ-pi źé íchi-tʰokʰâ
     Nakoda-sing- NOM other English-sing-NOM that together-be.different
     ‘Nakoda songs are different from English songs’

(93) pʰaḡúṭa źé íchi-wjcha-wa-kaška
     duck that together-3p-A1s-tie
     ‘I tied the ducks together’

10. Suffixes

Several suffixes, when affixed to verbs, do not change the grammatical class of the
base. These are described below. The much larger set of suffixes that change the
grammatical class of a stem from verb to adverb are discussed in chapter 5.

10.1 chuna  ‘to keep doing’ (frequentive)

(94) tʰokšúchuna  ‘he hauled it over and over’

pamnáskachuna  ‘he kept flattening it out’

wáhihâchuna  ‘it keeps snowing’

aʔútþeechuna  ‘they keep shooting’
10.2 -ř intensifying (INTNS)

Intensifying -ř adds emphasis to the form it modifies.\(^{26}\) It may attach to stative verbs, and is obligatory on the adverb nína ‘very’ in negative expressions. (It also attaches to indefinite pronouns as a specific marker; see chapter 3:3.3.1.2.) In (95a) a heteromorphemic cluster h-ř occurs in which both segments are articulated but the continuative particle tends to be articulated as a separate word (signaled by stress) in order to make both segments audible. (95b) contains a redundant, right dislocated grammatical subject, a device commonly employed to create specificity (see chapter 11:8).

(95a) ánina-ř hä
  be.qiet-INTNS CONT-DECL
  ‘it’s really quiet’

(95b) etğha né hokšina né 0-cúsina-na-ř, né hokšina né
  QUANT this boy this p3-be.small-DIM-INTNS this boy this
  ‘this particular boy was the smallest of them’ (NR T3.3)

Augmentative -ř is obligatorily suffixed to nína in negative clauses:

(96a) nína-ř osní-šį
  very-INTNS cold-NEG
  ‘it’s not very cold, it’s not all that cold’

(96b) iná nená nína-ř wa-0-yawa-bi-šį
  mother these very-INTNS ST-A3-go.to.school-PL-NEG
  ‘our mother’s didn’t go to school much, didn’t have much education’
  (LgCir1.302)

\(^{26}\) Intensive -ř appears to be cognate with Lakota řci or řca.
(96c) miyé-š niña-ň echáken wa-mn-áwa-šj
myself-INTNS very-INTNS always ST-A1s-go.to.school-NEG
‘me, I hardly ever went to school’ (LgCir1.14)

(96d) niná-ň wa-ṡ-yápʰi-pi-šj
very-INTNS ST-P3-speak.well-PL-NEG
‘they don’t speak very well’ (LgCir1.194)

10.3 -ḥtiɣ intensifying (INTNS)

(97a) wayáwa thška-ḥtiɣ
school big-INTNS
‘university’ (LgCir3.14)

(97b) thó-ḥtiɣ
blue/green-INTNS
‘royal blue’

10.4 -ka, -keca attenuating, ‘be kind of, rather, sort of’

Both of these suffixes, like adverbial -ka, often add a locative a- to their stative verb hosts. From the available data, -ka induces ablaut to e and the k of -ka palatalizes.

The data are insufficient to determine whether either of these facts are true of -keca as well.

(98) šįtʰţ ‘be fat’ a-šįtʰţ-keca ‘be kind of fat, chubby’
šá ‘be red’ šá-keca ‘be kind of red’

(99) háska ‘be long tall’ a-háske-ca ‘be kind of long, tall’
thška ‘be big’ a-thške-ca ‘be kind of big’
šųka + thó ‘dog’ + ‘blue’ šųktʰó-keca ‘wolf’ (“blue-ish canine”)

In most instances, there appears to be no difference in meaning between attenuating -ka and attenuating -keca. One minimal pair has been found in which a difference in meaning results from the addition of -ka or -keca.
(100) wëtkó ‘be crazy’ a-wëtko-ka ‘be kind of crazy’
a-wëtko-keca ‘be retarded’

10.5 -pas ‘of that kind, like that kind’

Examples (101a)-(101c) are taken from folk tales. In (101a) the suffix adds an emphasis on monster-like qualities. In contrast, when simply pointing out that the woman was a monster, the speaker made the statement in (101b).

(101a) ø-šiř’å-pas
P3-be.a.monster-like
‘she was monster-like, had monster-like abilities’ (SB.122)

(101b) šiř’å ø-žêch’a-c
monster P3-be.that.kind-SPC
‘she was one of those monsters’ (SB.6)

(101c) žêch’atu ø-ch’ika-pas
that.way A3-want-like.that
‘(they were doing it) that way, in the manner he wanted’ (NR T5.27)

10.6 Exhortative -s

Exhortative forms expressing the notion ‘let’s do x’ are formed by suffixing s to the first person dual form, as in (102). The resulting form serves for both dual and plural reference.

(102a) wóʔtas ‘let’s eat’ (wóta ‘eat (intransitive)’)

(102b) wćh’ite-škâškâ-khiya-pi ak’hite ektá ŭ-yá-s
people.face-move.CAUS.PSV-look.at.NOM) movies to 1du-go-EXHORT
‘let’s go to the movies’

(102c) masʔá-ũ-ki-pʰa-s waná ø-kní hun
ST- 1du-DAT-EXHORT now A3-arrive.home wonder.if
‘let’s call and see if she’s home’

Also, with singular:
(103) ĵtʰó i-mn-óţãk-s
   I.think. ST-A1s-sit.down-EXHORT
   ‘I think I’ll sit down’

Also as an indirect imperative:

(104a) nén ú-s okiciyaka   ‘tell him to come here’
(104b) okiciyaka nén ú-s ehá   ‘tell him I said to come here’
(104c) okiciyaka žén ū-s ehá   ‘tell him I said to stay there’

10.7 Adversative -š

Verbs with the suffix -š reflect a speaker's uncertainty of the truth of the statement.

Often, these forms occur with otʰiʔka –otʰiʔikka (but possibly not with otʰáʔika, although this is said to be a variant of the former). This suffix may also attach to adverbs, as in example (105e), but in that example, it is the uncertainty of another that is referenced, rather than the speaker's uncertainty.

(105a) śúka žé wïcʰá žé wïcʰá-yańţãk-s otʰiʔikka
dog that man that P3P-bite-UNCERTAIN I.think
   ‘I think the dog bit the man (but I’m not sure)’

(105b) maγâţu-kta-š otʰiʔikka
   rain-POT-UNCERTAIN I.think
   ‘I think it might rain’

(105c) wanúŋ ŧá-š otʰiʔikka
   maybe P3.be.red-UNCERTAIN I.think
   ‘I think it was red’

(105d) chícuna tokʰíyo ŧ-iyánmeýaa-pi-kã-š okná žéch’en ŧ-aktá-kha-ka
   his.o.bro that.direction A3-hunt-PL-DUR-UNCERTAIN in then A3-run-CONT-DUR
   ‘so he was running and running towards where he thought his older brothers were hunting’ (NR T3.23)

(105e) ſtânihã oʔňaźi ektá yí-kta kéch’hâ nakáhã-š yí-kte-ši
   yesterday town to A3.go-POT A3-think but now-UNCERTAIN A3.go-POT-NEG
   ‘yesterday he thought he would go to town, but now he doesn’t think so’
10.8 Suffixes with no definite meaning

A number of verbs end in particles that appear to have no definite meaning but which, by their presence on a verb root, alter the meaning of the root (cf. Boas and Deloria 1941:28). These suffixes are not productive. For example:

(106)  kanú ‘to fan’ < kanúzA ‘be windy, breezy’

Boas and Deloria cite the cognate stems (kalú ‘to fan’ < kalúza ‘to flow as a stream or current of air’) as an example of what they describe as “verbs of the type CVCV that are misinterpreted as CVC verbs” (Boas and Deloria 1941:28). The examples in (107) provide evidence that stems with these “suffixes of indefinite meaning” are often lexicalized and reanalyzed as true CVC stems.27 In the cognate form kanú with -ZA suffixed, the reanalyzed stem /kanuz/ retains the C of the suffix, which then undergoes the phonological changes expected of a CVC root, i.e., devoicing of the final fricative in a compound.

(107)  /kanu/+ -ZA reanalyzed as /kanuz/

(107a) kanús-nuz-A ‘be breezy’ (reduplicated)

(107b) kanús-iyáyA  ‘gust of wind to come up’ (iyáya AUX ‘initiate movement’)

Suffixes in this category are given in table 6.12. In the column labeled ‘reanalyzed as CVC’, the first C of the suffix is bolded in its reanalyzed position as the final C of a CVC stem.

27 In fact, one of Boas and Deloria’s examples, t’o ‘press’ [+ -za] < t’ósyela ‘with the sound of a sudden impact of two hard, unelastic bodies’ exhibits the same process of reanalysis in Lakota. It may be that by “misinterpreted” Boas and Deloria in fact mean “reanalyzed,” a term that was probably not used in this context in their day.
The reanalysis of ska + pa as skap neutralizes the distinction between ska ‘to adhere’ and skap ‘to slap’ in some forms. Compare ayáskamyá ‘to paste on’ and skamyá ‘with a slap’.

An additional suffix, -na (which triggers e-ablaut), also has indefinite meaning, but does not appear to be reanalyzed, probably because the initial n is not a permissible coda in underlying forms. In the following examples, the na form is given with the verb stem in parentheses. The first person form is given for active verbs in the derived forms in those cases where the pronominal insertion point is not predictable.

(108a) imnéza -> imnézena ‘transparent’ (mnézA ‘clear, esp. of mind’)

mnézena ‘be clear, as a liquid or the sky’

(108b) kačína ‘fray in the wind’ (kačí ‘wind or rain to wear out’)

(108c) kanána ‘to scatter with the hand or a container, as seed’ (kaná ‘pour’)

(108d) phéna ‘be sharp, as a knife’ (phé ‘be sharp’)

Table 6.12 Verb suffixes of no definite meaning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Root + Suffix</th>
<th>Reanalyzed as CVC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-gã -gA</td>
<td>pó ‘swell’</td>
<td>pó-gã ‘blow’</td>
<td>poñ-pógã ‘cool by blowing on’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>opó-gã ‘inflate’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-kA</td>
<td>(yu)kmi ‘to pull up, as weeds’</td>
<td>yu-kmî-cA ‘to pull on, as hair’</td>
<td>yu-kmîn yûzA ‘to grab by the hair’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-pA</td>
<td>-ska ‘to adhere in a clump’</td>
<td>ayâska-pA ‘stick to, adhere to a surface’</td>
<td>ayâskam-yA ‘to stick on, paste on’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tA</td>
<td>pó ‘swell’</td>
<td>ókapo-tA ‘float’</td>
<td>ókapoñ ū ‘be floating around’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-zA</td>
<td>-kmu ‘be twisted, bunched up’</td>
<td>íkmu-zA ‘close the mouth, have a closed mouth’</td>
<td>íkmus yâkÁ ‘sit with the mouth closed’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28 The reanalysis of ska + pa as skap neutralizes the distinction between ska ‘to adhere’ and skap ‘to slap’ in some forms. Compare ayáskamyá ‘to paste on’ and skamyá ‘with a slap’.
kapʰéna ‘to sharpen a knife’

pʰestóna ‘be pointed, come to a sharp point’, (-sto ‘long and slender’)

(108e) ktėna ‘be victorious over’ (kté ‘kill’)

(108f) kʰoškáʔic’ina ‘to think of oneself as still a young man (said of a man),

(kʰošká ‘young man’, ʔic’i REFLECTED)

(108g) ožúna ‘be filled with, as a container; be covered in, coated in’ (ožû ‘be full’)

(108h) sákena ‘dried up’ (sákA ‘be dry’)

(108i) wašténa ‘like to do’ (wašté ‘be good’)

11. Reduplication

11.1 Morphology of reduplication

Verb reduplication is a productive morphological process in which the final full syllable of a verb root is copied and suffixed to the root.29 The majority of roots in Assiniboine are monosyllabic and so it is frequently the entire root that is copied. However, since some roots are disyllabic, the process in Assiniboine is classified overall as partial reduplication. It is important to note that it is specifically the root, and not any derived stem, that serves as the base and further, that the copied material is suffixed directly to the root. No other morphemes may intervene between the base and the reduplicant. This straightforward, invariant process is often obscured in surface forms by phonological processes (see chapter 2). Examples (109)-(113) illustrate several of these effects. Reduplicated forms derived from A-words do not ablaut.

---

29 See Patterson 1990: 89-99 for an extended analysis of Lakota reduplication, which follows the same pattern.
(109) Triconsonantal simplification

/-ňnok/ ‘have a hole’ ofňnó-ňnoka ‘be full of holes’

/--mnce/ ‘shatter’ kamné-mneca ‘smash with an instrument’

/škopa/ ‘bend’ ško-škópa ‘be crooked, warped’

(110) Coda nasalization

/wjít/ ‘crawl’ wín-wjíta ‘creep, as a child does’

/hot/ ‘clean’ pahón-hota ‘clean a pipestem’

(111) Fricative devoicing

/põg/ ‘blow’ poľ-põgã ‘blow on to cool’

/wiž/ ‘bend’ wįš-wįža ‘be flexible’

(112) Degemination

/pʰop/ ‘burst’ napʰó-pʰopa ‘burst from internal force’

/kʰok/ ‘clacking’ kakʰó-kʰoka ‘knock’

/tit/ ‘with pressure’ patí-tita ‘push around’

(113) Coronal dissimilation

/sic/ ‘be bad’ sik-síca ‘be bad’

/tʰec/ ‘be new’ tʰek-tʰéca ‘be new’

/žič/ ‘sniffle’ žik-žica ‘sniffling’

11.2 Semantic effects of reduplication

Verb reduplication serves to indicate inanimate plurality, augmentation and diminution, and iterativity. When the grammatical subject is animate, reduplication never indicates plurality; animate plurality is always marked on the verb by the enclitic pi. Therefore, when reduplication occurs with an animate subject, some
effect other than plurality is intended. Examples are:

(114) Pluralization (subject is inanimate):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{chû źê håska-ska} \\
\text{wood DET be.tall-REDUP} \\
\text{‘the trees are tall’}
\end{align*}
\]

(115) Augmentation (subject is animate):

\[
\begin{align*}
wêchâšta źê håska-ska-pi \\
\text{man DET P3p-be.tall-REDUP-PL} \\
\text{‘the men are very tall’}
\end{align*}
\]

(116) Diminution (subject is animate):

\[
\begin{align*}
mâni & \quad \text{‘walk’} \rightarrow \quad mânini \quad \text{‘take small steps, as a baby does’} \\
aktáka & \quad \text{‘run’} \rightarrow \quad aktáktak-yà \quad \text{‘be jogging along’} \\
apápsù & \quad \text{‘pour’} \rightarrow \quad apápsûpsû \quad \text{‘sprinkle’}
\end{align*}
\]

(117) Iterativity (subject is animate):

\[
\begin{align*}
/-\text{ksA}/ & \quad \text{‘sever’} \\
kaksÁ & \quad \text{‘sever with a blow using an instrument’} \\
\rightarrow & \quad \text{kaksá-ksa ‘to chop, as chopping wood’}
\end{align*}
\]

A reduplicated form may have more than one meaning, and may have any or all of the listed semantic functions, depending on context, as demonstrated by the uses of håska ‘be tall’ in examples (114) and (115) above.

In some instances, a reduplicated verb that primarily refers to a repetitive action implies that multiple inanimate objects are acted upon and is interpreted as such. For example, yuksÁ, ‘to cut off, as with scissors or a saw; to break, cut off, as a single twig’, when reduplicated, is understood to mean that several items have been broken: yuksåksa ‘to break several things, as breaking twigs to make
kindling. Similarly, *kaksâ* ‘to sever by striking a single blow with an instrument’, when reduplicated in the phrase *çhâ kaksâksa*, means ‘to chop wood’ (*çhâ* ‘wood; tree’). Literally, the verb refers to a repetitive action, but the meaning may refer as well to action on several logs rather than multiple blows on a single log. The referent of the object is understood as plural only by implication.

12. Specialized semantic categories

Many verb roots contain semantic information about manner or texture. Major semantic categories include the verbs of position and verbs of motion, especially verbs of coming and going. Verbs of position are discussed in 12.2 below; verbs of motion are discussed in chapter 8. Other, less systematic verbs of this type are too extensive to list, but are exemplified here by the verbs of texture and, further, how the choice of verb for filling a container is influenced by the texture of the substance.

12.1 Verbs of texture

A great deal of nuance regarding the texture of an object is encoded in verb roots. Roots that indicate texture often combine with instrumental prefixes to create very specific verbs that indicate both the nature of the substance acted upon and the manner of the action upon it. Recall Boas and Deloria’s argument that verb roots that take instrumental prefixes are underlyingly stative and become active by the addition of the instrumental prefix (see 9.2 above). By this reasoning, the glosses of many of the roots listed below are more precisely, ‘an object of x texture to be in y condition’. Sound symbolism (see chapter 2:7) is also employed to create subtle
distinctions, for example, sno ‘soft like butter’ and šno ‘soft and watery’. A non-exhaustive list of texture roots is given in 12.1.1-5, with examples.

12.1.1 Brittle

(118) /-ńuk/ 'crack or crush a brittle object'

kañūka 'to crack with a blow, as a nut or egg'
moñūňuka 'dent or crumple a brittle object'
pañūka 'crush a brittle object by putting one’s weight on it'

(119) /-mneč/ 'shatter a brittle object'

kamnéca 'break a brittle object by striking'
namnéča 'shatter of its own accord, as a hot cup put in cold water'

(120) /-tku/-ňa) 'crack, break a brittle object'

katkúŋa 'break, crack, or chip a brittle object such as glass'
natkú 'brittle object to burst spontaneously'

12.1.2 Soft

(121) /ánina/ 'soft sound'

hóʔanina 'have a soft voice'

(122) /o+INSTR+ňipA/ 'cave in a soft, crumbly surface'

ókaɲipA 'cave in a soft surface with a blow'
ocnaiAAPA 'cave in or press down a soft surface with the foot, as walking on snow'
ópañipA 'cave in a soft object or surface with (pressure of) the hands or an instrument'

(123) /kʰa/ 'tender'

wakʰánna 'be soft, tender, as meat'
wakʰayA 'cook to a soft texture'

(124) /(-)pʰa/ 'soft and fluffy'

kapʰa 'pound to a soft, fluffy texture, as dried meat'
kapʰâɕpʰaža 'to fluff up, as a pillow'
wakâpʰači 'pemmican'
yupʰápʰə ‘soften by pulling or rubbing’

(125) /pʰaž/ ‘be soft, as down or a pillow’

pʰašpʰážəna ‘be soft and little’
pʰážəna ‘be soft, as a down pillow’
oʔákən-yaʔə-həskə-pʰážəna ‘sofa’

(126) /snosno/ ‘soft, as grease or lard’

iyúsnosno ‘mix with lard’
snosnəna ‘be soft, as butter or ice cream; ref. s.t. from lard or grease’

(127) /šnošno/ ‘soft and watery, slushy’

češnōšno ‘have diarrhea’
šnošnəna ‘watery, soupy mud’

(128) /stak/ ‘soft and spongy or springy; mud-like’

stastá³⁰ ‘be soft, spongy, as wet ground’
stastákena ‘be soft, springy; springs’

(129) /šniž/ ‘soft and withered’

kašnížə ‘air or heat to render soft and withered’
šnižə ‘be withered, shriveled, dried up’

(130) /wi/ ‘soft and mushy’

pʰawiwina ‘the fontanelle’ (pʰá ‘head’, wi-REDUP ‘mushy’, -nə NOM)
sewí ‘be sour, clabbered, as old milk’
wiwi ‘swamp; quicksand’

12.1.3 Fine particles

(131) /-mnu/ ‘crumbled fine; granular’

kamnú ‘to pulverize’
mnúna ‘be fine, as dirt, flour, sugar’

³⁰ stak- reduplicated, with loss of k through triconsonantal simplification. See Phonology.
yumnú ‘to plow’

(132) /smun/ ‘be fine, smooth’

pasmúna ‘rub smooth’
smúna ‘be fine, smooth, as a rash on the skin’
wasú-smusmuna ‘small hail stones’ (wasú ‘hail’)

12.1.4 Hard; firm

(133) /suta/ ‘hard, solid, as s.t. packed, tough, strong, tight’
asápi sutá ‘cheese’ (asápi ‘milk’)
chásúta ‘a hardwood tree, such as elm or oak’ (chá ‘tree, wood’)
sutáya ‘firmly, solidly’ (sutáya chá ‘be frozen solid’)
tbahá sutá ‘be strong, muscled’ (tba ‘body’)

(134) /sak/ ‘hard, dry and stiff’
ağúyapisàka ‘cracker’ (ağúyapi ‘bread’)
iyásakA ‘be dried and hardened onto, as s.t. burned in a pot’
sákA ‘be hard, stiff, dry’
tbahásaka ‘rawhide’ (tba ‘ruminant’, há ‘skin, hide’)

12.1.5 Smooth

(135) /-kÇA/ ‘smooth down; smooth by unraveling’
kakcá ‘uncoil, unwind’
pakcá ‘comb hair; smooth hair with the hand’

(136) /-mna+yA/ ‘smooth out’ (‘flat’ + CAUS)
kamnáyA ‘smooth with an instrument, as sandpaper’
pamnáyA ‘iron (smooth by pressing); smooth out with the hand’
yamnáyA ‘smooth out with the teeth, as a wrinkled piece of rawhide’

(137) /smi/ ‘surface to be made smooth, bare, polished’
pasmíyA ‘wipe a surface clean’
smisím ‘be clean, smooth, as a surface; be bare, as a bone of meat’

(138) /-sto/ ‘smooth by straightening’
kastó ‘to stroke a pet’
nastó ‘straighten with the foot, smooth with the foot’

(139) /šnut/ ‘smooth and slick’

kašnútA ‘be a smooth, slick surface’
pašnútA ‘rub smooth’
šúšnutA ‘be slick, slippery, as ice, polished floor, or fabric such as silk’

12.1.6 Verbs of filling

Verbs for filling encode the texture or consistency of the substance:

(140) kaštá ‘pour a liquid’ (also wíkni okáštâ ‘to pump gas’) (CTK)
papsú ‘pour a liquid’ (FB)

(141) kána ‘pour a granular substance, such as sugar, flour, or beans’
kaná yeyá ‘dump a granular substance out of a container’

(142) oknákA ‘place solids, such as wood or clothes, into a container’

12.2 Positional verbs

Positional verbs denote the location of people, animals, and objects, essentially answering the question, “Where is X?” A distinction is made between animate and inanimate referents and within these two categories finer distinctions may be made according to physical disposition of the referent. There are four basic positional verbs:

Table 6.13. Positional verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>śů</td>
<td>‘stay’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yákÁ</td>
<td>‘sit, be sitting’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nážį</td>
<td>‘stand, be standing (animate)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hÅ</td>
<td>‘stand, be standing (inanimate)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The function of these verbs as positionals is an extension of their literal
meanings. This semantic distinction is based on the observation that the verb *wyká* ‘lie’ does not function as a positional verb, and that notions of sitting or standing with reference to position are used according to typical physical attitude rather than specific knowledge of whether the referent is actually sitting or standing or, even though not provided for in the positional system, lying down. In actual examples, buffaloes were said to be “standing” in a field, when in fact some were lying down, and a cat was said to be “sitting” when in fact in one instance it was lying down and in another it was standing. The distinction between positional and literal usage is not always clear, but when the distinction is clear, it is significant in that free translations of positionals into English are forms of the verb ‘be’, rather than ‘stay’, ‘sit’, or ‘stand’. Compare the following examples:

(143a) *wæčʰášta žé žén ø-náži*

  man  DET  there  A3-stand

  ‘the man is over there (standing)’

(143b) *wæčʰášta žé žén ø-yâká*

  man  DET  there  A3-sit

  ‘the man is over there (sitting, or neutral)’

(143c) *wæčʰášta žé thî-máhen ø-ʔû*

  man  DET  house-inside  A3-stay

  ‘the man is in the house (neutral)’

12.2.1 Animate Reference

All of the positional verbs except *hâ* ‘stand (inanimate)’ may refer to animate beings. *û* is the unmarked positional, used when physical attitude is unimportant (see examples in (144a-d). The verbs *náži* ‘stand’ (examples (145a-c)) and *yâká* ‘sit’ (examples 146a-c) are used when physical disposition is of interest or, when
speaking of an animal, reflects its logical position.

(144) गु ‘stay’

(144a) व्यागः जें ठमाहें घ-गु
woman DET house-in A3-stay
‘the woman is in the house’

(144b) ताकुश्चिना जेन ओवायावा जेचः घ-घु-पि
child those school there A3-stay-PL
‘the children are at school’

(144c) नेचः चावों ह घ-घु
here woods A1s-stay
‘I’m over here by the trees’

(144d) शुकात्मा का यामनी शुक्त्हि जेन घ-घु-पि
horse three barn there A3-stay-PL
‘three horses are in the barn’

(145) नाजः ‘stand’

(145a) शुकात्मा का जें कान घ-नाजः
horse DET yonder A3-stand
‘the horse is (standing) yonder’

(145b) मि-ठोक म घ-नाजः
P1s-in.front.of A3-stand
‘he’s (standing) in front of me’

(146) यकः ‘sit’

(146a) कक्हि घ-यकः
yonder A3-sit
‘he/she’s (sitting) over there’

(146b) पुजः आवापी ओनाठि घ-यकः
cat table under A3-sit
‘the cat is (sitting) under the table’

(146c) व्यागः आवापी कक्न घ-यकः
woman table beside A3-sit
‘the woman is sitting at the table’
12.2.2 Inanimate Reference

All of the positional verbs except náži ‘stand (animate)’ may reference inanimate objects. Positional reference for inanimate objects is more complex than for animate beings because the dimensions and distribution of the objects are also frequently indicated, either by the positional verb or by modifying the positional verb with an adverb. A distinction between mass nouns and count nouns is also made. The unmarked positional verb for inanimate objects is yâkÁ ‘sit’ for count nouns and ṭû for mass nouns.

Objects that are taller than they are wide are referenced by ḥâ, whereas objects that are wider than they are tall are referenced by yâkÁ. This is illustrated in (143), where the choice of positional verb also clarifies the meaning of an otherwise ambiguous noun.

(143a) châ žê kâkʰi ḥ-hâ
wood DET yonder A3-stand
‘the tree is over there’

(143b) châ žê kâkʰi ḥ-yâká
wood DET yonder A3-sit
‘the log is over there’

Other examples of positional verbs are given in (143) and (144). A potable liquid, such as juice, milk, or water, is assumed to be in a tall container and is therefore said to be ‘standing’ (145a). Liquids one would eat, such as soup or sauces, are assumed to be in a bowl and are therefore said to be ‘sitting’ (146b).

There is no verb that suggests that a very thin, flat item is ‘lying’ somewhere; in this

---

31 Throughout this section, recall that inanimate plurals do not take the animate plural marker -pt.
instance, *yākā* ‘sit’ is also used (cf. 152f).

(144) hā ‘stand (inanimate)’

(144a) miní žé avótapi akán Ø-hā
    water DET table on A3-stand
    ‘the water (in a glass) is on the table’

(144b) nén o-wóte tʰípi wąží-Ø-hā he
    here LOC-eat house one-DEF A3-stand Q
    ‘is there a café here?’

(144c) tʰípi pahá akán Ø-hā
    house hill on A3-stand
    ‘the house is on a hill’

(145) yākā ‘sit’ (alone and with modifiers)

(145a) iyókapta žén á avótapi akán Ø-yāká
    plate DET-PL table on A3-sit
    ‘the dishes are on the table’

(145b) wahápi avótapi akán Ø-yāká
    soup table on A3-sit
    ‘the soup is on the table’

(145c) omáfiğe žén iyá nówa tuktékte Ø-yāká
    field DET all here and there A3-sit
    ‘the rocks are (scattered around) here and there in the field’

(145d) úkšukšuna avótapi žen iyúha akánaya Ø-yāká
    beans table DET all loose/spilled out A3-sit
    ‘the beans are loose/spilled out on the table’

(145e) tʰaspá žená avótapi akán Ø-yāká
    apples DET table on A3-sit
    ‘the apples are (loose) on the table’

(145f) waʔóyapi žé avótapi akán Ø-yāká
    paper DET table on A3-sit
    ‘the paper is on the table’

In the previous examples, note that the size of the object is also a factor in determining which verb is used. Beans (146d) are small and perceived as a mass
noun (although it is possible to refer to a single bean, ūkšuna) and would not logically be sitting loose without a container so the marked condition is expressed by a modifier (akánaya ‘loose, spilled out’, implies an agent), but apples (146e), which are larger and individuated, may logically sit on a table without being in a container and the unmarked verb yâkÁ is used.³²

When the dimensions of an object are uncertain, either verb may be used, but will reflect the speaker’s intuition. For example, one speaker easily supplied the sentences in (144a) regarding a glass of water (hā) and (145a) regarding plates (yâká) but hesitated where cups were concerned (146), first giving hā, then changing her mind and giving yâká. Either form is acceptable, but the choice of verb supplies information about the perceived dimensions of a specific item that generically may take various dimensions.

(146) ūcuna iyókapte-owóphíye žēn ū-hā /ū-yâká
cup plate-cabinet there A3-stand/A3-sit
‘the cups are in the cupboard’

For objects that are in a non-typical location, a more explanatory verb of placing is preferred to neutral verbs of location. In (147a) raw fish on a table is non-typical so they are described as having been placed there (éknqkapî), but in (147b) cooked fish on a table is expected, so may (neutrally) be on the table (yâkÁ), although éknqkapî ‘put, placed’ may also be used. Cherries in a bowl (147c) and water that is not in a container (147d) are also more likely to be located by verbs of

³² Note that ‘scattered about’ in the case of rocks is expressed by tuktékte ‘here and there’, which does not imply an agent since they would not logically be in a container, hence, not ‘spilled out’.
placing rather than verbs of position.

(147a) hoğá žená awótapi akán ø-éknaka-pi (*yąkà)
fish DET.pl table on P3-put-PSV
‘the (raw) fish are on the table’

(147b) hoğá špá-wá-ya awótapi akán ø-yąkà/ø-éknaka-pi
fish ST-A1s.cook table on A3-sit /P3-put-PSV
‘the fish [that] I cooked is on the table’ (implies that it is on a plate)

(147c) ch̪ap̪á žená oškókpa én ø-oknaka-pi (*yąkà)
cherries DET.pl bowl in P3-put.in-PSV
‘the cherries are in a bowl’

(147d) miní awótapi én ø-apápsy-pi
water table on P3-spill-PSV
‘there’s water on the table (not in a container)’ [lit. ‘water was spilled . . .’]

Large, flat objects present a special situation. If the object is topographic,
frequently no positional verb is used, and an adverb functions as predicate.

(148a) ptéga žé ø-kákhiya
slough DET A3-yonder
‘the slough is over there’

(148b) očháku žé ø-kákhiya
road DET A3-yonder
‘the road is over there’

(148c) šiyó-nidē oyáte thamákhoče ø-tókhiya
he Pheasant Rump people POSS.reserve A3-what.direction Q
‘where is Pheasant Rump reserve?’

If the large, flat object is something that can be manipulated, such as a hide,
tablecloth, or blanket, the unmarked positional verb ‘sit’ implies that the object is
folded up (149a) and a more specific verb is required to indicate that it is spread out
(149b).

(149a) šiná žé o’įštime akán ø-yąkà
blanket DET bed on A3-sit
‘the blanket is on the bed (folded up)’
(149b) šíná žé o’įštme akán ø-ayúmnaya-pi
blanket DET bed on P3-spread.out-PSV
‘the blanket is on the bed (spread out)’

However, there is a preference for stating how something got there, as in examples
(147a)-(147c) above, and in the following:

(150) okánapi:
äğúyapi mnúna žé wahiyoknąka žén o-kána-pi
flour that jar there LOC-pour-PSV
‘the flour is in the jar (lit: poured into)’

The verbs yâkÁ or hÁ were rejected for the example in (150), although ū was judged acceptable.

12.3 Existential verb yukʰá

Neutral reference to existence without commitment to location or position is
expressed by yukʰá ‘for there to exist; to have such that exists; for there to be such’.

yukʰá has third person reference only and is not inflected for number. It may have
animate or inanimate reference.

(151a) tákuškìna at-kúku yukʰá
child father-3POSS there.exists
‘the child has a father’

(151b) mi-chúkši yukʰá
1s.POSS-daughter there.exists
‘I have a daughter’ (only one)

(151c) nakʰón-nowə-pi apá wócʰažeyata yukʰá
Nakoda-song-NOM some.of words there.exist
‘some Nakota songs have words’

(151d) chápʰá yukʰá-kta he
cherries there.are-POT Q
‘are there going to be any cherries (e.g., this year)?’
(151e) \( \text{i'ıcuna yuk}^{h} \text{ã he} \)
\( \text{cup be Q} \)
‘are there any cups?’

When a quantifier or partitive is used to express existence, \( \text{yuk}^{h} \text{ã} \) is not used.

(152a) \( \text{m-içh}^{h} \text{ûk}^{h} \text{sî} \ \emptyset-\text{nûpa-pi} \) (*\( \text{m-içh}^{h} \text{ûk}^{h} \text{sî nûpa yuk}^{h} \text{ã} \))
\(1\text{POSS-daughter P3-be.two-PL} \)
‘I have two daughters’

(152b) \( \text{çh}^{h} \text{æšmûy}^{h} \text{apî tóna hâ he} \) (*\( \text{çh}^{h} \text{æšmûy}^{h} \text{apî tóna yuk}^{h} \text{ã he} \))
\( \text{sugar how.much stand Q} \)
‘how much sugar is left?’
Chapter 7

The KÌ Morphemes

1. Introduction

A family of morphemes are treated here as members of a set because they have related meanings, share phonological characteristics, and have similar phonetic shapes that are likely due to a common historical source. Their shared phonetic shape consists of at least one velar stop (or one of its historic variants) followed by /i/, and moreover, that the velar stop is subject to velar palatalization. For convenience they are referred to collectively in the following discussion as the KÌ morphemes, or simply KÌ.

The following sections describe the more consistent aspects of the phonology and usage of the KÌ morphemes and discuss some of the less predictable phenomena.

The KÌ morphemes are listed in (1) with approximate glosses; the section under which each will be described is given in parentheses.

(1)  

ki  suus    ‘one’s own’   (3.1)  
ki  dative ‘to another’   (3.2)  
kici  benefactive ‘for another’   (3.3)  
jc’i  reflexive ‘oneself’   (3.4)  
kic’i  reciprocal ‘each other’   (3.5)  

The disyllabic members of KÌ are monomorphemic; no other material may be inserted between their syllables.
Suus is alternately referred to in the literature as reflexive possessive. The term suus is borrowed from Latin, where it is a third person possessive pronoun that refers reflexively to the grammatical subject, distinct from the third person genitive form eius (for example, ‘he killed his (own) father [suus]’, versus ‘he killed his (someone else’s) father’ [eius]). In Siouan languages, the morpheme labeled suus differs from the Latin in that it is not a lexical pronoun, nor is it restricted to third person, as, for instance, in the first person form o-wá-ki-ne ‘I looked for my own’ (from oné ‘to look for’). Nonetheless, Siouan suus forms serve a function that is semantically similar to the Latin pronoun, and the compact term suus is viewed here not only as appropriate, but as preferable on purely practical grounds to the rather unwieldy term reflexive possessive.

2. Structural properties of the KI morphemes

Before describing the KI morphemes individually, some generalizations may be made. Syntactically, as analyzed here, all but the suus form alter the valence of their host verb.\(^1\) Morphologically, the KI morphemes occur immediately after the pronominal affixes and before the verb root [. . . pro + KI + Root . . .]. (See chapter 5, example (1) for the full verb schema.) In all but the reflexive forms, the subject pronominal affixes are the active (agent) set. Phonologically, the subject pronominals interact with KI in various ways, producing a variety of surface realizations, which are listed in table 7.1. In fact, these variations are not strictly phonological because the form type (suus, dative, etc.) also affects which patterns

\(^1\) See Legendre and Rood (1992) for an analysis in which reciprocal verbs are transitive.
a verb derived by kí will follow.

3. Description of the kí morphemes

3.1 Suus

The suus morpheme kí indicates that the object of the verb is possessed by the subject, commonly translated ‘to X one’s own’.

When suus kí is followed by an instrumental prefix (see chapter 6:9.2), it is reduced to k (i.e., it loses i). The A1s and A2 pronominals are then prefixed in a straightforward manner (e.g., wa-knuúžaža ‘I wash my own’, ya-knuúžaža ‘you wash your own’). The k interacts with the various instrumental prefixes as follows:

- When the following instrumental prefix is ya- or yu- (both of which form y-stems), $k + y$ is replaced by kn:

(2) yañépa ‘drink up’  
knañépa ‘drink up one’s own’
yužáža ‘wash’  
knužáža ‘wash one’s own’

- When the following instrumental prefix is ka-, the resulting velar geminate $k+k$ dissimilates as kn. The more general rule of degemination is not applied in this case because the suus morpheme would then be lost entirely.

(3) kažúžu ‘pay off debt’  
knažúžu ‘pay off one’s own debt’

- When the following instrumental prefix is pa, kí is simply reduced to k:

(4) papéhā ‘roll up’  
kpapéhā ‘roll up one’s own’

Elsewhere, suus kí is reduced to i (i.e., loses k) after the A1s and A2 pronominals, after which the sequences wa + i and ya + i coalesce as wé and yé,

2 Notice that the instrumental prefixes na-, ma- and mo- ~ po are excluded from these interactions because they systematically precede the pronominal affixes.
respectively. Recall that primary stress is assigned to a vowel resulting from coalescence if it occurs in either the first or second syllable of a word (see chapter 2:11.1.2).

(5) sü ‘braid’
   + ki kisü ‘braid one’s own’
   + A1s wèsü ‘I braid my own’

Lexically assigned stress takes precedence over assignment of stress to a vowel resulting from coalescence. Thus, suus verbs with initial é take stress on é, not wé.

(6) éyaku ‘take’
   + vertitive ki éknaku ‘take back’
   + suus ki é-ki-knaku ‘take one’s own back’
   + A1s é-we-knaku ‘I take my own back’

The nasal verb echú ‘do’ does not have a pronominal insertion point, so suus ki is prefixed and e is deleted: echú > kicñú ‘put on or wear clothes’ (A1s wéchú).

Finally, the suus forms of the verb wâyakA ‘to see’ are irregular in the A1s and A2 forms: wâwéknaka ‘I saw mine’ (*wâwáknaka) and wâyéknaka ‘you saw

---

3 Lakota scholars may look for an Assiniboine parallel to the phenomenon in which Lakota icú ‘take’ receives an extra k after suus ki, i.e., i-ki-k-cu ‘he took his own’. However, Assiniboine has éyaku ‘take’ rather than icú, so the comparison is vacuous.
Table 7.1. Subject pronominal affixes with \( \text{ki} \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affix form</th>
<th>A1s</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>dual</th>
<th>P1s</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>A3 (citation form)</th>
<th>P3 (citation form)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{ki} ) morpheme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suus</td>
<td>( \text{wé} )</td>
<td>( \text{yé} )</td>
<td>( \text{y} )-ki</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \text{ki} )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{wa-k} )</td>
<td>( \text{ya-k} )</td>
<td>( \text{ya-kn} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{k} )</td>
<td>( \text{kn} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dative</td>
<td>( \text{wé} )</td>
<td>( \text{yé} )</td>
<td>( \text{y} )-ki</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \text{ki} )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{wa-ki} )</td>
<td>( \text{ya-ki} )</td>
<td>( \text{y} )-ki</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{k} )</td>
<td>( \text{kn} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benefactive</td>
<td>( \text{wéci} )</td>
<td>( \text{yéci} )</td>
<td>( \text{y} )-kici</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \text{kici} )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reciprocal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \text{yéch} )...( \text{pi} )</td>
<td>( \text{y} )-kic( \text{h} )...( \text{pi} )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \text{kich} )...( \text{pi} )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflexive</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \text{ų} )-je( \text{c} )'i</td>
<td>( \text{ų} )-je( \text{k} )</td>
<td>( \text{m} )-je( \text{c} )'i</td>
<td>( \text{n} )-je( \text{c} )'i</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{ų} )-je( \text{k} )</td>
<td>( \text{m} )-je( \text{k} )-p</td>
<td>( \text{m} )-je( \text{k} )</td>
<td>( \text{n} )-je( \text{k} )</td>
<td>( \text{je} )'i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plurals are regular, formed by the addition of the animate plural enclitic \( \text{pi} \). \( \text{pi} \) is shown as optional in reciprocal dual because only some speakers distinguish between dual and >2.

\( \text{wé/ye} \) are contractions of \( \text{wa/ya} \) and \( \text{ki} \); sequences ending in \( \text{k} \) precede the instrumental prefix \( \text{pa} \); \( \text{kn} \) sequences replace the \( \text{y} \) of a \( \text{y} \)-stem verb.
yours’ (*\textit{waqyáknaka}). The third person is as expected, i.e., \textit{waqknáka} ‘he saw his own’. (The same phenomenon is found in Lakota. See Boas and Deloria 1941:92.)

### 3.2 Dative

Derivation of verbs by dative \textit{ki} is straightforward: \textit{ki} affixes transparently to verb stems, including y-stem verbs and those with other instrumental prefixes.

(7) \begin{align*}
\text{\textit{ij}^\wedge c\text{ú}} & \quad \text{‘smoke’} & \quad \text{\textit{ij}^\wedge ki-c\text{ú}} & \quad \text{‘smoke for s.o.’} \\
\text{n\text{á}} & \quad \text{‘ask for’} & \quad \text{\textit{ki-n\text{á}}} & \quad \text{‘ask s.o. for s.t.’} \\
\text{kt\text{é}} & \quad \text{‘kill’} & \quad \text{\textit{ki-kt\text{é}}} & \quad \text{‘kill for someone’} \\
\text{ma^\wedge n\text{ü}} & \quad \text{‘steal’} & \quad \text{\textit{ma^\wedge ki-n\text{ü}}} & \quad \text{‘steal from s.o.’} \\
\text{paz\text{o}} & \quad \text{‘show s.t.’} & \quad \text{\textit{ki-p\text{á}-zo}} & \quad \text{‘show s.t. to s.o’} \\
\text{wíyut\text{h}a} & \quad \text{‘talk in sign language’} & \quad \text{\textit{wi-ki-yut\text{h}a}} & \quad \text{‘talk to s.o. in sign lang.’} \\
\text{yuk\text{h}a} (\text{y-stem}) & \quad \text{‘give room’} & \quad \text{\textit{ki-yúk\text{h}a}} & \quad \text{‘make room for s.o.’} \\
\end{align*}

The A1s and A2 forms with dative \textit{ki} are sometimes straightforward: \textit{ki} loses neither \textit{k} nor \textit{i}, and the pronominal affixes immediately precede \textit{ki} with no phonological changes.

(8) \begin{align*}
\text{\textit{wa}-k\text{í}n\text{a}} & \quad \text{‘I ask him/her for it’} \\
\text{\textit{wa}-k\text{í}kt\text{é}} & \quad \text{‘I kill mine (for him)’} \\
\text{\textit{wa}-kip\text{á}zo} & \quad \text{‘I show it to him’} \\
\text{\textit{wa}-kiyuk\text{h}a} & \quad \text{‘I make room for him (e.g., by moving over on a bench)’} \\
\text{\textit{wi}-\textit{wa}-kiyuk\text{h}a} & \quad \text{‘I speak to him in sign language’} \\
\end{align*}

With some verbs in this class, however, dative \textit{ki} is reduced to \textit{i}, as described above for suus forms, and with the same result: the A1s and A2 forms
become wé/yé.⁴

(9) ỉkícu  ‘smoke for s.o.’  ỉwécu  ‘I smoke for him’
kikté  ‘kill for s.o.’  wékte  ‘I killed it for him’

It may be observed in certain of the previous examples that the k of dative ki is not palatalized following i (wekiyutha in (7), ỉkícu in (9)). This is because palatalization of the k of dative ki is morphologically conditioned (see chapter 2:13.6). In the examples in (10), k is not palatalized following the i of a verb stem but is palatalized following the i of the inflectional pronominal affix ch'i ‘I/you’.

(10) wi-kí-yutha  ‘speak to s.o. in sign language’
    wi-ch'i-ci-yutha  ‘I speak to you in sign language’

The pronominal pairs (waki/yaki, wé/yé) always occur as sets; there are no verbs that take A1s wé and A2 yaki or vice versa. Which set a dative verb takes has generally been considered unpredictable, but it seems that the choice tends to divide along semantic lines.⁵ Dative verbs in which the object is indirect, with a meaning ‘to someone’ or ‘for someone’, tend to be inflected with the waki/yaki pair, whereas those verbs with direct objects or those with ki lexicalized in the stem and resembling a middle voice (see section 6 below) tend to be inflected with the wé/yé pair. With this distinction in mind, it becomes intuitively clear why kipá

⁴ wékte (in (9)) co-exists with wakíkte (in (8)). Speakers disagree on whether there is a difference in meaning between the two forms; all speakers agree that it is one’s own that is killed in each case, but that the more important concept is that the referent of the object is killed for someone. In other words, it carries a suus connotation, has dative form, and has benefactive meaning.

⁵ See Van Valin (1977) for an extended discussion of the semantics of the Kí morphemes and their influence on syntax.
Iconically, the phonologically longer form *waki* tends to refer to the more distanced, i.e., indirect, object, while the shorter form *wé* refers to the more tightly bound, i.e., direct, object. This is in line with Joan Bybee’s (1985:16) suggestion regarding “relevance,” which she defines as “a semantic criterion that makes predictions concerning the degree of fusion of formal elements” (emphasis in the original).

3.3 Benefactive

The benefactive morpheme *kíci* is lexically marked for first syllable stress.

Derivation of verbs by benefactive *kíci* is phonologically straightforward: *kíci* affixes transparently to verb stems, including *y*-stem verbs and those with other instrumental prefixes. Syntactically, the benefactive increases the valance of the host verb by one participant: intransitive verbs (both active and stative) become transitive; transitive verbs become ditransitive.

(11)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb (y-stem)</th>
<th>‘admire’</th>
<th>ikícíyuškí</th>
<th>‘admire for someone’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iyúškí</td>
<td>‘admire’</td>
<td>ikícíyuškí</td>
<td>‘admire for someone’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iyê^ska</td>
<td>‘interpret’</td>
<td>iyékiciska</td>
<td>‘translate for someone’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nowÅ</td>
<td>‘sing’</td>
<td>kícínowÅ</td>
<td>‘sing for someone’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ši^kná</td>
<td>‘be angry’</td>
<td>šikícíkná</td>
<td>‘take up for s.o. in anger’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wachê^yÅ</td>
<td>‘pray’</td>
<td>wachêkícíyÅ</td>
<td>‘pray for someone’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Benefactive verbs derived from *y*-stem verbs carry double inflection: *kíci* becomes *wéci/yéci* and the *y*-stem also inflects with *mn/n* (12). Otherwise, *A1s* and *A2* forms are uniformly *wéci/yéci* (13).

(12)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y-stem verb with <em>kíci</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ū-wéci-mn-uškí</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

6 Iconically, the phonologically longer form *waki* tends to refer to the more distanced, i.e., indirect, object, while the shorter form *wé* refers to the more tightly bound, i.e., direct, object. This is in line with Joan Bybee’s (1985:16) suggestion regarding “relevance,” which she defines as “a semantic criterion that makes predictions concerning the degree of fusion of formal elements” (emphasis in the original).
ë-yéci-n-uškį ‘you admire it for him’
ë-kíci-yuškį ‘he admires it for him’

(13) Non-y-stem verbs with kíci (A1s forms only)
iyé-wecí-ska ‘I interpret for him’
wéci-nowà ‘I sing for him’
ši-wéci-kna ‘I take up for him in anger’
waché-weci-ya ‘I pray for him’

The portmanteau pronominal chí causes the benefactive morpheme to lose its first syllable: the k deletes after a vowel and the resulting i-i sequence contracts:

(14) wañpé chí-cí-cağa (*chí-cí-ci-cağa)
tea I/you.BEN-make
‘I made tea for you’

3.3.1 Benefactive and káã ‘make’
The verb káã ‘make’ uniquely allows two forms for benefactive: full (15a) and idiosyncratically contracted (15b). No semantic difference could be determined, although there may, in fact, be a distinction that is finer than English allows, such as ‘I made it to give to you’ vs. ‘I made it on your behalf’. The primary stress of kícağa results from the fact that it is the second syllable of kíci that is deleted.

(15a) kícağa ‘make for s.o.’
wécağa ‘I made it for him’

(15b) kícağa ‘make for s.o.’
wécağa ‘I made it for him’

On separate occasions, the same speaker (from CTK) spontaneously uttered different forms for the expression, ‘she made tea for me’, although when asked
about them, became uncertain of which form would be “correct.” It would seem that either form is acceptable and that the two forms are in free variation.

(16a) wañipé míci-cağa  
    tea  1s.BEN-make  
    ‘she made tea for me; she made me tea’

(16b) wañipé mí-Ø-cağa  
    tea   P1s-A2-kí-make  
    ‘she made tea for me’

3.3.2 Benefactive and verbs of motion

Whereas kí morphemes normally occur immediately before a verb root, within the semantically coherent class of motion verbs (see chapter 8), benefactive kící systematically precedes the derivational morpheme a- and the final vowel of kící deletes by rule: kní ‘come back here’ > akní ‘bring back here’ > kícakní ‘bring back here for someone’.

(17a) míci + akní:  
    míc-akní  
    for.me-A3-bring.back.here (arrive bringing)  
    ‘he/she brought it back here to me’

(17b) wíc’há-úkíc-akni-pi  
    P3p-1du.BEN-bring-PL  
    ‘we brought it here for them’

(17c) míci + akú:  
    míc-Ø-aku  
    1s.BEN-A3-bring (in progress)  
    ‘he/she is bringing it for me’
3.4 Reflexive

Reflexive \( jc'li \) attaches to transitive verbs to create reflexive verbs (in which the subject and object of the verb refer to the same person), hence reducing the valence of the verb by one argument. Two noun phrases are ungrammatical in a reflexive clause.

(18) 

\( \text{Bob} \, jc'i\text{kte} \) 'Bob killed himself'  
\( \text{Bob Mary} \, jc'i\text{kte} \)

\( \text{Bob} \, sp\,jc'i\text{ya} \) 'Bob burned himself'  
\( \text{Bob Mary} \, sp\,jc'i\text{ya} \)

Further, the subject pronominals in reflexive constructions are the patient set; \( jc'li \) not only detransitivizes its host but also converts it from active to stative. Because reflexive verbs are stative, the \( P3P \) pronominal \( \text{wjc'h}a \) does not occur in reflexive forms, since it only occurs in active transitive verbs.

(19) 

\( \text{jc'\text{a}i-kte-pi} \) 'they kill themselves'  
\( \text{wjc'h}a-jc'i-kte \)

\( \text{sp\,jc'i-ya-pi} \) 'they burned themselves'  
\( \text{sp\,wjc'h}a-jc'i-ya \)

The combination of \( P1s \) and \( P2 \) pronominals \( ma/ni \) contract with \( jc'li \) as \( mjc'/njc'li \).

(20a) 

\( m\,jc'\text{i-kte} \) 'I kill myself'  
\( n\,jc'\text{i-kte} \) 'you kill yourself'  
\( u\,kjc'\text{i-kte-pi} \) 'we kill ourselves'

(20b) 

\( sp\,m\,jc'\text{i-ya} \) 'I burned myself'  
\( sp\,n\,jc'\text{i-ya} \) 'you burned yourself'  
\( sp\,u\,kjc'\text{i-ya-pi} \) 'we burned ourselves'
When \(jc'i\) is followed by a \(y\)-stem verb, it loses its final \(i\) and becomes \(jk\), where the \(k\) reflects its historical (non-palatalized) source.

(21) -žaža ‘wash’
+ yu → yužaža ‘wash’
+ \(jc'i\) → \(ič'nú-žaža\) ‘wash oneself’
miknúžaža ‘I wash myself’
niknúžaža ‘you wash yourself’
jknúžaža ‘he washes himself/she washes herself’

Contraction to \(jk\) also occurs before instrumental prefix \(pa\):.

(22a) k'ëga ‘scratch’
+ pa- pak’ëga ‘scratch by rubbing against s.t.’
+ \(jc'i\) ĵkpák’ëga ‘scratch oneself by rubbing against s.t.’

(22b) ĵkpák’ëga ‘scratch oneself by rubbing against s.t.’
mikpák’ëga ‘I scratched myself . . .’
nikpák’ëga ‘you scratched yourself . . .’
jkpák’ëga ‘he scratched himself . . ./she scratched herself . . .’

Suus \(ki\) can co-occur with other \(ki\) morphemes. When this occurs, suus is always the second of the two \(ki\) morphemes.

---

7 The instrumental prefix \(yu\) can either mean ‘by hand’ or ‘with a pushing motion’, or it can be a general causative. \(yužaža\) might or might not reflect the fact that washing was historically done by hand, but its contemporary use is general. For example, \(juváyužaža\) (LOC-INDEF-INSTR-wash) means both ‘washboard’ and ‘washing machine’.

8 There is a puzzling noun \(a-јc'i-pa-psý-psý\) ‘spray cologne’. The \(jc'i\) morpheme does not contract to \(jk\) before the \(pa\) instrumental prefix, so it is not a deverbal noun in the normal sense, yet it is clearly based on the verb \(apápsý\) ‘pour’.
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(23) reflexive-suus: jc'i-kn-inaži ‘defend oneself’ (inaži ‘stop’; kninaži ‘stand one’s ground’)

dative-suus: j-kí-kn-ukçá ‘mull over in one’s mind’ (iyúkcá ‘think’) wá-kí-kn-åka ‘see one’s relatives’ (wàyåka ‘see’)

reciprocal-suus: kíc'hí-kn-za-pi ‘wedding’ (yúza ‘hold’)⁹

3.5 Reciprocal

Reciprocal constructions are formed by the addition of the morpheme kíc'hí ‘each other’ and also reduce the valence of the verb by one argument. Evidence for the intransitivity of reciprocal verbs is illustrated 3.5.1. Since the subject is necessarily non-singular, it follows that only dual and plural forms accept kíc'hí. The reciprocal morpheme loses k in A2 forms, subsequently undergoing vowel coalescence: ya + (k)c'hí --> yéchí. Unlike suus kí, however, kíc'hí does not lose its final i when followed by an instrumental prefix or a y-stem verb.

(24) kté ‘kill; knock unconscious’

µ-kíc'hí-kte-pi ‘we kill each other; we knock each other out’
yéchí-kte-pi ‘you kill each other; you knock each other out’

kíc'hí-kte-pi ‘they kill each other; they knock each other out’

⁹ This is the term used at CTK. Variants in other parts of Saskatchewan include nápé kíc'hí-knuzapi (nápé ‘hand’) attested at Mosquito reserve near North Battleford, SK, and wák'há kíc'hí-knuzapi (wák'há ‘sacred, holy’) attested in the Moose Mountain area, including the Ocean Man and Pheasant Rump reserves.
pažípa ‘to poke’ (instrumental prefix pa)

ů-kíchí-pa-žípa-pi ‘we poke each other’
yčhi-pa-žípa-pi ‘you poke each other’
kíchí-pa-žípa-pi ‘they poke each other’

(26) ya’iškata ‘tease’ (y-stem)

ů-kíchí-ya’įškata-(pi) ‘we tease each other’
yčhi-ya’įškata-pi ‘you tease each other’
kíchí-ya’įškata-pi ‘they tease each other’

3.5.1 Noun phrases as evidence of intransitivity in reciprocal verbs

The intransitivity of reciprocal verbs is best illustrated with lexical subjects. In (27) a simple NP subject is cross-referenced by the null pronominal. There may only be one subject, and that subject must be plural.

(27) [wįyâ-pi] 0 -kíchí-ya’įškata-pi
    woman-PL A3-tease-PL
    ‘(the) women are teasing each other’

* wįyâ wąži 0 -kíchí-ya’įškata-pi

In (28), which superficially looks like it might have a separate subject and object, the null pronominal cross-references a conjoined, complex subject hokšína wčh’ćana, which comprises a single constituent. The complex subject can be right-displaced but individual elements of the subject cannot. (Conjoined NPs do not require a conjunction; see chapter 11:6.1.) Right displaced arguments require a determiner, which is added in (28c)-(28d) as required by the grammar (see chapter 11:8).

(28a) [hokšína wčh’ćana] 0 -kíchí-ya’įškata-pi
Compare the examples in (29) to the transitive form of the verb ‘tease’, in which the ‘boy girl’ sequence represents separate syntactic arguments. (Although determiners are not obligatory, the speaker in this instance strongly preferred to use them.)

(29a) hokšina že wičhčicana že ø-ø-yaŋškata
boy the girl the p3-a3-tease
‘the boy is teasing the girl’

(29b) wičhčicana že yaŋškata hokšina že (right-displaced subject)
girl the tease boy the
‘the boy is teasing the girl’

3.5.2 Non-third person reciprocal constructions

Noun phrases in first and second person reciprocal constructions present an interesting problem because there are no independent pronouns that can fill the second slot in a complex subject. (Recall that the independent pronouns function either as adjuncts or predicates.) In a statement like ‘Mary and I are teasing each other,’ the independent pronoun is ungrammatical: *Mary miju (or miš) u-kichhi-yaŋškata-pi. The solution in this case is to use the postposition kichhi ‘with one (and only one) other person’ in the second slot. When used with a reciprocal verb, the postpositional phrase forms part of the group that is referred to by the non-
singular pronominal affix $\mu$.\textsuperscript{10} (The plural enclitic is marked as optional because speakers who do not use the dual will use the plural enclitic even where only two people are referenced.)

(30) [Mary kic$^h_i$] $\mu$-kic$^h_i$-ya$^\gamma^i$škata(-pi)
Mary with.one.other A1 du-RECIP-tease(-PL)
‘Mary and I are teasing each other’

The second person employs the same solution; here the plural enclitic is obligatory:

(31) [Mary kic$^h_i$] ye$^h_i$-ya$^\gamma^i$škata-pi
Mary with.one.other A2.RECIP-tease-PL
‘you (sg) and Mary are teasing each other’

Where more than two are included in a non-specific first person subject of a reciprocal construction (i.e., without a lexical noun phrase), a quantifier may be used:

(32) iyúhana $\mu$-kic$^h_i$-ya$^\gamma^i$škata-pi $\mu$k$^h_a$
nall (collective) A1 du-each.other-tease-PL though
‘we were all just teasing each other’ (Lg C1.051)

3.5.3 Phonological obfuscation of KI morphemes

As the phonological descriptions have shown, the complex interactions of KI and subject pronominals are more regular than immediately apparent. While there is no synchronic explanation for the varying loss of $k$ or $i$ in certain forms in KI, those losses are systematic within their restricted domains and, once identified, the

\textsuperscript{10} With a non-reciprocal verbs, kic$^h_i$ postpositional phrase can occur as an adjunct with a singular pronominal affix, as illustrated in the following example:

Mary kic$^h_i$ wa-ú-kta
Mary with A1 s-come-POT
‘I will come with Mary’
subsequent morphophonological effects are fairly straightforward. The
unpredictable variation between *wē/yē* and *waki/yaki* pronominals is restricted to
the dative, and even that has been shown to have moderate predictability due to
semantic regularities that appear to account for most of the data.

Nonetheless, recognizing members of the *ki* family can be complicated by
several phonetic and phonological dynamics such as the following. Some members
of *ki* have homophones or near homophones outside the set, including vertitive *ki*
‘return, go back’, the causative auxiliaries *-kiày* and *-kiya* (which are clearly
related to *ki* but which are syntactically different); and the archaic root *ki*- ‘two, in
two; through the middle’ (described at chapter 6:9.3.3). The verb *wā*^cʰi* ‘dance’ is
interesting because dative *ki* is inserted immediately before the second syllable and
coincidentally creates a string identical to the reciprocal *ki*^cʰi*.

(33a) ī-wá-ki-cʰi
    LOC-ST-DAT-dance
    ‘dance over or on account of’

(33b) ī-wá-ya-ki-cʰi
    LOC-ST-A2-DAT-dance
    ‘you danced over or on account of him/her/it’

Finally, as described earlier, the portmanteau pronominal *cʰi* ‘I/you’, when
followed by dative *ki*, will trigger velar palatalization to create a string *cʰi-ci* ‘I do it
to you’. Depending on where it occurs in the word, this string may surface as *cʰic*i,
which is phonologically identical to the contraction of I/you and the benefactive
forms: *cʰi + kíc* > *cʰic*i ‘I do it for you’. Compare the following:
(34) okiyakA ‘tell someone’ [cf. oyákA ‘tell’]

\[ o-\text{c bí-ci-yaka} \]
\[ \text{ST-I/you-DAT-tell} \]
\[ ‘I told you’ \]

(35) kícicağa ‘make for someone’ [cf. káğa ‘make’]

\[ \text{c bíci-cağa} \]
\[ \text{I/you.BEN-make} \]
\[ ‘I made it for you’ \]

3.5.4 Faux ki

There is a small set of verb stems beginning with \( i^-\) or \( hi^-\) or \( h^\_\) that fuse with some unidentifiable \( ki\) as \( kn\), but the pronominal affixes are inserted as for the underived verb stem instead of being prefixed to \( ki\). This unidentifiable \( ki\) is semantically suggestive of the suus, but with a little imagination could be viewed as some diachronic extension of vertitive \( ki\), which exhibits the same morphological behavior (see chapter 6:9.3.2). Even though these verbs appear to be synchronically derived, the inflectional deviation from the patterns that typify \( ki\) rules out their inclusion among verbs derived by \( ki\). Examples are:

(36) \[ ki + \text{iná^žį} \rightarrow \text{kniná^žį} \]
\[ \text{‘to stand one’s ground’ (inážį ‘stop’) \text{kniná-wa-žį} \]
\[ ‘I stood my ground’ (*wa-knínážį) \]

\[ ki + \text{hiyó^®i} \rightarrow \text{kniyó^®i} \]
\[ ‘to go after one’s own’ (hiyó ‘go for’) \text{kniyó-wa-®i} \]
\[ ‘I went after my own’ (*wa-kníyo®i) \]

\[ ki + \text{hįpá^ya} \rightarrow \text{kniįpá^ya} \]
\[ ‘one’s own to fall; oneself to fall’ \text{ kniįpá-wa-ya} \]
\[ ‘I fell’ (*wa-kníįpaya) \]

UZ-TRANSLATIONS.NET
4. The semantics of kí

The semantics of the reciprocal and reflexive are essentially the same as in English and need no further discussion.

4.1 Suus

Suus forms specifically mark the object of the verb as belonging to the subject of the verb. In (37a) John has a dog with him, but the dog is not necessarily his. In (37b) the dog that John has, whether it is with him or not, is his own.

(37a) John šúka yuhá ‘John has a dog’ (not necessarily his)

(37b) John šúka knuhá ‘John has (owns) a dog’

Grammatical objects referenced by a suus form are alienably possessed.

Relatives, body parts, and other inalienably possessed items are not referenced by suus forms:\textsuperscript{11}

(38) mi-chíc-qi iyúšna-pl...žéná wíchá-mn-uhá (*wíchá-wa-knuha) Poss-child-PL seven-PL those them-1s-have
‘I have seven children... those are the ones I have’ (LgC1.106)
[Between the two clauses, the speaker elaborates on her children.]

4.2 Dative and benefactive

\textsuperscript{11} A possible exception occurs in a folktale of a woman who intends to kill her younger brother, the narrator says:

\begin{verbatim}
thákha  žéŋe waná  suká-ku  ki-kí-té-kta  chën OTHápa
their.older.sister it.is  now younger.brother-poss 3.ki-kill-POT thus 3-follow
‘it was their older sister, intending to kill her younger brother, she followed his trail’ (NR:T3.39)
\end{verbatim}

The entire sentence needs to be considered because it is possible that the kí is dative, referring back to the subjects of akhítapi and thákha, with a meaning ‘she intended to kill him “on them”’ rather than ‘she intended to kill her own’. In view of examples like (38), I analyze the example cited here as an example of dative kí because, although both translations are syntactically possible, the pattern of not using suus for kinship terms rules out the suus interpretation.
Because there is so much overlap in meaning between dative and benefactive, it is impractical to attempt to describe them separately, or even less, exhaustively. Although the terms “dative” and “benefactive” distinguish two morphologically distinct forms they are not reliable terms for distinguishing meanings. Here we will survey some of the clear and not so clear semantic ranges of the two morphological categories.

Rood and Taylor describe the dative in Lakota as follows:

The dative has one form but, from an English speaker’s point of view, two meanings: the form can mean that the action was done to an object possessed by someone else (‘I took his’, ‘he ate mine’) or that it was done to or for someone else by accident or without his knowledge or permission. This second meaning is sometimes expressed by ‘on’ in colloquial English (‘He ate it up on me’; or ‘His wife emptied the bank account on him.’) Boas and Deloria (1941[:86]) and Carter (1974) refer to this as the ‘first dative.’ [1996:471]

While this is generally true of Assiniboine, the “permission” aspect is reported by Assiniboine speakers to be less salient, or by some speakers, even non-existent. For example, the expression in (39) has dative meaning, according to Rood and Taylor’s definition, but it is morphologically benefactive, and “permission” (or lack of it) is not implied by the statement.

(39) hąpa o-wéci-ha
    shoe ST-A1s.BEN-put.on
    ‘I put on s.o. else’s shoes’

    In most cases, however, the benefactive unambiguously reflects the performing of an activity for another, either on their behalf or in their place:

(40) ná^ži ‘stand’    nakíciži ‘stand up for s.o., stand in s.o.’s place’
    o^né ‘look for’    okícine ‘look for s.t. that belongs to s.o. else’
(41) wañpé ã-kíci-caãa-pi
   tea    1du.BEN-make-PL
   'she made tea for us'

(42) a-míci-pʰa  ṭh
    ST-1S.BEN-hit JOKE
   'smack him for me!' (said jokingly)

Some morphological distinctions may be associated with idiosyncratic
differences in meaning, as in (43). Part of the reason for the different meanings lies
in the semantic opacity of the root kᵗúʔa, which is contemporarily glossed only as
'be drunk' but which prior to the introduction of alcohol referred in general to
mental confusion, as seen in related terms such as kᵗuʃyá ñ ‘be insane; be
retarded; be senile’.

(43) a-kiktúža  ‘forget’  a-wé-ktúža  ‘I forget’
    a-ícikktúža  ‘forgive’  a-wéci-ktúža  ‘I forgive’

5. Animacy

KI morphemes always imply animate participants. Reviewing the arguments
referenced by the KI morphemes in terms of animacy we find the following:

• the grammatical subjects of suus forms are animate (as for all transitive
  verbs);

• reflexive and reciprocal forms (derived from transitive verbs and specifying
  the object as part of the subject) have only one argument and that
  argument is animate in each case;

• dative and benefactive add an object that has an animacy restriction on it:
  for the benefactive it is a beneficiary, and for dative it is a goal or a
  malefactive object.
The animacy restriction is illustrated below, using dative ki examples in which the distinction is particularly transparent. In (44a)-(44b), the referents are animate and ki is present; in (45a)-(45b), the referents are inanimate and ki is absent.

(44a) Mary e-má-ki-yapi
Mary ST-P1s-DAT-be.called
‘my name is Mary; I’m called Mary’

(44b) pʰaŋʰuta mnoká-pi tʰahútho e-wjch-a-ki-yapi
duck male-PL neck-green ST-P3P-DAT-be.called
‘the male ducks are called “green-necks”’ (Lg.C1:404)

(45a) cʰayúshnə ʔ-eyápi ʔ-žečʰa
sled P3-be.called P3-be.that.kind
‘that thing called a “sled”’ (Lg.C1:346)

(45b) né tókʰen ʔ-eyápi a-kíchʰi-pʰa-iyea škáta-pi-na žé
this how P3-be.called ST-RECIP-strike-AUX play-PL-NOM that
‘for example, the game called “tag”’ (Lg.C1:348)

Furthermore, if the referent is inanimate but represents an animate being, ki will be present. In (46) the speaker is referring to one of a male-female pair of duck figurines.\(^{12}\)

(46) mnóka žé tʰahú-tho e-ʔ-cí-yapi
male that neck-green ST-P3-DAT-be.called
‘the male is called a “green neck”’ (LgC1:407)

\(^{12}\) It could be argued that the mental process involved here abstracts from the figurine to a statement about live ducks, but the effect on the grammar is the same and only further reinforces the ki = animate analysis. Tom Shawl, Assiniboine language instructor at Fort Belknap College (p.c.), notes that fluent speakers do not perceive this as a rigid distinction and, in fact, exceptions occur. My analysis is based on consistencies in spontaneous dialogue at CTK. Perhaps the phenomenon is regional.
6. Lexicalized ki

There is another set of verbs, traditionally classified as dative, but differing from the more typically dative verbs described above. In these verbs, ki is lexicalized as part of the verb stem; that is, ki ceases to have its usual semantics but still has its morphological behavior. For instance, kiksúyA ‘remember’ is not derived from ki + ksuyÁ ‘hurt, harm’. This is illustrated by the homophonic forms in (47) where the form in (47a) has lexicalized ki and the form in (47b) has suus ki. The A1s form for both verbs is hokšíweksuya.

(47a) hokšíkiksúya
      hokší + /ki-ksuyA/
      child-remember
      ‘to think of one’s child, be lonesome for one’s child’

(47b) hokšíkiksúya
      hokší + /ki/ + /ksuyA/
      child-suus-cause.to.hurt
      ‘be in labor, as in childbirth’

Other verb roots with lexicalized ki include those in (48), given with their A1s, A2, and A1p forms. Most verbs of this type are intransitive verbs that can be understood reflexively; in other words, they approximate a middle voice.

(48) kicbó ‘invite’ wécbó, yécbó, ŋkicbópi
    kicbúni ‘quit an activity’ wécbüni, yécbuni, ŋkicbünipi
    kiknůka ‘dive’ wéknůka, yéknůka, ŋkiknůkapi
    kiktá ‘get up from a reclining position’ wékta, yékta, ŋkiktapi
    kisní ‘recover from illness’ wésni, yésní, ŋkísni

7. A paradigm of ki morphemes: the verb oyákA + ki
The verb *ojàkA* ‘tell; talk about; announce; relate’ is an active-transitive y-stem verb that is attested with each of the *k*₁ morphemes. The meanings of some of the forms are idiosyncratic but the morphological formation of each form is as described above.

(49)  
- o^yákA  ‘tell; talk about; announce; relate’
- o^kn-ákA  ‘tell one’s own; tell s.t. about oneself’
- suus
- o^kí-yakA  ‘tell s.t. to s.o.’
- dative
- o^kici-yakA  ‘tell s.o. about s.t.’
- benefactive
- o^kícʰi-yakA  ‘tell each other’
- reciprocal (of the dative)
- o^ṭknakA  ‘tell oneself’
- reflexive
Chapter 8
Motion Verbs

1. Introduction

Motion verbs are those verbs that refer to physical movement through space. I identify two subcategories for Assiniboine: verbs that form a closed semantic system of coming and going, and motion verbs that are outside the closed system. The closed system is here referred to notionally as COME-GO to encompass all of the system’s component verbs.\(^2\)

Verbs outside the system are context independent and tend to describe manner or to be motion auxiliaries (see chapter 11.4.3.2); for example:

(1) Manner of locomotion:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aktákA</td>
<td>‘run’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asnóhÅ</td>
<td>‘creep on the belly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiyÅ</td>
<td>‘fly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k búwÅ</td>
<td>‘chase’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>máni</td>
<td>‘walk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nap hÅ ~ nap hÅ</td>
<td>‘escape, run away’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op hÅ</td>
<td>‘follow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pasí</td>
<td>‘drive’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Motion auxiliaries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hiyéyÅ</td>
<td>‘send sailing, as a frisbee’ (A1s hiyéwaya)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^1\) An earlier version of this chapter was presented at the Siouan-Caddoan Conference in Spearfish, N. Dak., June 1, 2002.

\(^2\) Wilkins and Hill (1995) argue convincingly that “come” and “go” are not universal notions, claiming that they entail unexamined assumptions in the literature on verbs of motion. Nonetheless, they use capitalized COME and GO as “one means for bringing items into comparison” (1995:253), and I shall do the same.
2. The COME-GO system

There are twelve verbs of coming and going. Diachronic processes of derivation and compounding peculiar to a small set of roots produces all the verbs in the system.

The focus of this section will be on what Fillmore (1997:79) refers to as “'bounded motion', motion that can be characterized as having a starting point and an ending point,” which encompasses intervening states he characterizes as “Path” (a term taken in turn from David C. Bennett (1975), as Fillmore acknowledges).

The structure of the Assiniboine system of verbs that refer to bounded motion is presented first as an idealized model to provide a clear picture of its organization according to the morphological and semantic relationships that hold among the components. This is followed by discussion of several examples from conversations and narratives to illustrate how the model applies to usage.

Assiniboine “come/go” does not exactly match English “come/go,” nor do the terms “here” and “there” used in reference to motion verbs adequately convey the concepts involved. For reasons that accumulate throughout this chapter, it is virtually impossible to provide concise English glosses for the Assiniboine COME-GO verbs. It is nonetheless expedient to use the terms “come,” “go,” “here,” and “there” wherever a COME-GO verb is glossed, but always with the understanding that more complex notions are entailed.

Bounded motion verbs in Assiniboine are lexicalized derivations of four
roots, two that pertain to the Path, which I will refer to as “progress” verbs, and two that refer to arrival at a destination, or simply, “arrival” verbs. These roots are listed in table 8.1.

Table 8.1. Verbal roots of the COME-GO system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morpheme</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yA</td>
<td>movement away from deictic center (GO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>movement toward the deictic center (COME)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>arrival “there,” i.e., at a point removed from the deictic center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hi</td>
<td>arrival “here,” i.e., at the deictic center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Together with one additional morpheme, vertitive ki ‘return; back’, these

---

3 Whether hi is historically derived from i or is a separate root is uncertain. See Taylor (1976) for a discussion. Both verbs encode the same semantic feature for stage of completion, namely arrival, so that it is possible to note non-theoretically that the vowels of the roots constitute a consistent index for the semantic feature motion toward the deictic center, where a marks movement away from the deictic center, u marks movement toward the deictic center, and i represents a terminal:

```
  a -> Deictic center i  i
  <- u
```

A similarly useful observation is that all verbs with the vertitive morpheme ki mark movement toward the base, and verbs lacking that morpheme mark movement away from the base.

4 In the motion verb system found in Osage, Carolyn Quintero (2004) analyzes the morpheme that carries the notion ‘return’ as suus: “The vertitive forms, indicating return, are made up of the suus prefix kik plus verb root. . . . Since suus kik means ‘subject’s own’, the original meaning of vertitive verbs would have been ‘go to subject’s own [place/home]’, extended to mean also ‘go back [to any location]’” (2004:179). Elsewhere she terms a morpheme ki as “inceptive”: “Inceptive ki adds the sense of ‘back; in return; in turn’, as in ‘pay back; repay’” (2004:209). Her analysis in each case rests on differing morphophonological effects for the two morphemes. Rood and Taylor (1996) reference an “inceptive” ki as in, e.g., kisnî ‘recover, return to health’, independent of vertitive ki, which Rood (p.c.) believes to occur only in the verbs of coming and going. Taylor explains this particular use of the term “vertitive” as follows:
four roots yield the underlying twelve-verb system.

The root $y\bar{A}$, glossed lexemically as ‘go’, while not inherently deictic (see section 3 below), behaves deictically within the system, where it is invariably associated with the root $i$; the root $\bar{u}$ ‘come’ is similarly linked to the root $\bar{h}i$. This gives the following sets:

\begin{align*}
(3) \quad y\bar{A} &\rightarrow i \quad \text{‘go’} \rightarrow \text{‘arrive “there”’} \\
\bar{u} &\rightarrow \bar{h}i \quad \text{‘come’} \rightarrow \text{‘arrive “here”’}
\end{align*}

$y\bar{A}$ and $\bar{u}$ are directional opposites but they are not the direct inverse of each other. Assiniboine formally encodes the notion ‘return’ by vertitive $ki$, (surfacing variously as $k$ and $kn$ in lexicalized forms\(^5\)) so that the direct inverse of

\begin{quote}
“a prefix to the motion verbs that is found in most (or all) of the [Siouan] languages, [and] has the underlying shape $k$. Stems derived by this prefix relate the motion to one’s home or to an earlier location. I shall call stems of this kind *vertitive*, using the term introduced by Hollow in his unpublished Mandan dictionary (Robert Hollow 1965)” [1979:288].
\end{quote}

In Assiniboine there is no morphological difference between suus $ki$ and the $ki$ that means ‘go back’, which Quintero labels “inceptive” and I label “vertitive.” Thus, both Quintero and Taylor label full stems as “vertitive,” whereas on morphological and semantic grounds I label both the morpheme itself and forms derived from it as “vertitive.” I analyze this single morpheme as deriving both motion verbs of return travel and verbs such as ‘pay back’ and ‘give back’, providing a unified analysis and avoiding the semantic extension of the suus morpheme that Quintero proposes. In fact, evidence such as that in (8e), where arrival at a site on the way home but not at home, supports an interpretation of ‘back’ rather than suus, since the intermediate location is not the speaker’s own home. Nonetheless, the Osage data are suggestive, and cross-linguistic comparison of synchronic and diachronic forms may eventually prove the Assiniboine motion verbs of return travel to derive from suus $ki$ rather than from what is here termed vertitive $ki$.

\(^5\) The historical derivations have not been fully determined so neither they nor the phonology that produced the contemporary forms will be addressed here. There is no question, however, that the $k \sim kn$ of the verbs of returning are reflexes of $ki$. 
‘go’ is not ‘come’ but ‘come back’ and the direct inverse of ‘come’ is not ‘go’ but ‘go back’. This gives two sets of complementary pairs, shown in table 8.2, in which an outbound set is paired with its appropriate (directionally inverse) return set.

**Table 8.2. Progress and arrival verbs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>Arrival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. yÁ –&gt; í go –&gt; arrive “there”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kú –&gt; kní come back “here” –&gt; arrive back “here”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ú –&gt; hí come –&gt; arrive “here”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knÁ –&gt; kʰí go back “there” –&gt; arrive back “there”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remaining four verbs to be described are those referred to in this discussion as the “departure” verbs, to identify their place in the idealized model, although this label is too restrictive, as discussed in 2.2, below.

The departure verbs are lexicalized compounds that combine the pairs of progress and arrival verbs shown in table 8.2, above, to produce the following:

(4) Departure verbs:

iyáyÁ ‘leave “here” to go “there”’ (í + yÁ, reduplicated)

kníkú ‘leave “there” to come back “here”’ (kní + kú, with palatalization)

híyú ‘leave “there” to come “here”’ (hí + ú, with epenthetic y)

kʰiknÁ ‘leave “here” to go back “there”’ (kʰí + knÁ)

We have now introduced all twelve verbs in the system. A complete list is given in table 8.3 with paradigms and approximate glosses.
Table 8.3. The come-go verbs

Inflection of all verbs in the system is regular; iyáyA and yÁ are y-stem verbs; both yÁ of iyáyA are inflected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation form</th>
<th>Notion</th>
<th>A1s</th>
<th>1 du</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iyáyA</td>
<td>leave here to go there</td>
<td>imnámna</td>
<td>úkíyaya</td>
<td>inána</td>
<td>iyáya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yÁ</td>
<td>going there</td>
<td>mná</td>
<td>úkíya</td>
<td>ná</td>
<td>yá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>í</td>
<td>arrive there</td>
<td>wa?í</td>
<td>úkí</td>
<td>ya?í</td>
<td>í</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knicú</td>
<td>leave there to come back here</td>
<td>waknicú</td>
<td>úknicú</td>
<td>yaknicú</td>
<td>knicú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kú</td>
<td>coming back here</td>
<td>wakú</td>
<td>úkú</td>
<td>yakú</td>
<td>kú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kní</td>
<td>arrive back here</td>
<td>wakní</td>
<td>úkní</td>
<td>yakní</td>
<td>kní</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation form</th>
<th>Notion</th>
<th>A1s</th>
<th>1 du</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hiyú⁶</td>
<td>leave there to come here</td>
<td>wahíyu</td>
<td>úhíyu</td>
<td>yahíyu</td>
<td>hiyú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ú</td>
<td>coming here</td>
<td>wa?ú</td>
<td>úkú</td>
<td>ya?ú</td>
<td>ú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hí</td>
<td>arrive here</td>
<td>wahí</td>
<td>úhí</td>
<td>yahí</td>
<td>hí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʰíknÁ</td>
<td>leave here to go back there</td>
<td>wakʰíknA</td>
<td>úkʰíknA</td>
<td>yakʰíknA</td>
<td>kʰíknÁ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knÁ</td>
<td>going back there</td>
<td>waknÁ</td>
<td>úknÁ</td>
<td>yaknÁ</td>
<td>knÁ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʰí</td>
<td>arrive back there</td>
<td>wakʰí</td>
<td>úkʰí</td>
<td>yakʰí</td>
<td>kʰí</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before continuing, several concepts that are crucial to an understanding of the system need to be defined:

- **Traveler** - The traveler is the moving entity, the grammatical subject of the clause.

- **Base** - The base is the location to which the traveler belongs, i.e., is

⁶ Although the y of híyu is epenthetic, for at least one White Bear speaker, this is a y-stem verb, presumably by analogy: himná, hinú, híyu
habitually associated with. A base may be relatively permanent, such as the traveler’s place of residence or place of employment, or it may be of short duration, such as a meeting place or social gathering. The traveler’s base may be at the deictic center or it may be a point away from the deictic center. A traveler’s base is known to discourse participants by common knowledge, declaration, or inference.

- **Deictic center (DC)** - The term deictic center, as used here, is the reference point of perspective from which the motion verbs are interpreted. It is either where the speaker (not necessarily the traveler) is at coding time, i.e., when the sentence is uttered, or it is the location of the main character in a narrative. The deictic center shifts frequently during discourse.

- **Stage of completion** has three possibilities: depart, progress, arrive. These three stages may be viewed as constituting a discrete set, which I will refer to as a *triad*. The twelve verbs of the *come-go* system fall semantically into four unique triads, as seen in the horizontal rows of table 8.4, below.

The notions *base* and *deictic center* cross-cut each other:

- The triads *hiyú, ú, hí* and *knicú, kú, kní* describe motion of a traveler toward the deictic center. The triads *iyáyA, yÁ, í* and *kʰiknÁ, knÁ, kʰí* describe motion of a traveler away from the deictic center.

- The triads *knicú, kú, kní* and *kʰiknÁ, knÁ, kʰí* describe motion of a traveler toward his/her base. The triads *hiyú, ú, hí* and *iyáyA, yÁ, í* describe motion of a traveler away from his/her base.
These relationships are summarized in table 8.4.

**Table 8.4. Semantic features of Assiniboine motion verbs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of Completion</th>
<th>Depart</th>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>Arrive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- motion toward DC</td>
<td>iyáyÁ</td>
<td>yÁ</td>
<td>í</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ motion toward base</td>
<td>k±iknÁ</td>
<td>knÁ</td>
<td>kí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- motion toward base</td>
<td>híyú</td>
<td>ú</td>
<td>hí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ motion toward base</td>
<td>knícú</td>
<td>kú</td>
<td>kní</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One additional term needs to be defined, namely, *apogee*. “Motion toward the base,” as used above does not always mean that the movement is literally in the direction of the traveler’s base, as on a map. Rather, it depends on whether the traveler conceives him/herself as moving toward the base. After the point in a journey at which the traveler conceives him/herself to start moving back toward the base — I will call that point the *apogee* — verbs from the “return” sets will be used to describe the traveler’s movement. Using English examples, in the statement, “He went to the store, then went to the post office, and then came home,” “post office” is the apogee; in the statement, “He went to the store, and on the way home he went to the post office,” “store” is the apogee. The location of each point in the journey does not change, rather, the traveler’s conception of his/her movement relative to the base (“home,” in the English examples) changes.

It is important to note that the apogee is not necessarily the point in the journey that is objectively most distant from the base. This is illustrated in fig. 8.1, in which a point on the return journey is more distant from the base than the
Concrete examples for figs. 8.1 and 8.2 could be the following. Let A = the traveler’s home (base), B = a coffee shop, C = the workplace, and D = a restaurant. Travelers in both figures leave home (A), stop to buy coffee (B), and then go to work (C). After work, each stops at a restaurant (D) for a take-out dinner on the way home. For the traveler in 8.1, the coffee shop lies between his home and his workplace and the restaurant lies further from his home than his workplace. For the traveler in 8.2, the coffee shop lies further from his home than his workplace, and the restaurant lies between his workplace and his home. Point C is the apogee for both travelers, so each traveler would shift from outbound to return verbs at point C in describing their respective round-trips.

Fig. 8.1 Illustration of a journey in which a point (D) on the return portion of a journey is more distant from the base (A) than the apogee (C)
Fig. 8.2 Illustration of a journey in which a point (B) on the outbound portion of a journey is more distant from the base (A) than the apogee (C)

Note that each segment of the journey (A → B, B → C, C → D, D → A) conceptually encompasses a full triad, regardless of whether arrival in each case is at the base, the apogee, or some intermediate point. Each triad (or portion of it) is repeated for each leg of the journey. Thus, if the traveler’s base is located at the deictic center, A → B will be described by members of the triad iyáyá, yá, í, and B → C will also be described by iyáyá, yá, í; arrival at both B and C will use í. Travel beyond the apogee, C → D and D → A, will both be described with verbs from the triad knícú, kú, kní; arrival at both D and A will use kní. If the traveler’s base is not located at the deictic center, A → B and B → C will be described by members of the triad híyú, ú, hí, while C → D and D → A will be described by members of the triad kʰíkñá, kñá, kʰí.

These facts are seen in the following excerpts from a narrative that describes an actual round-trip. Only the relevant sentences are given, in the order
they occur in the narrative. The narrator was at her home at CTK at coding time, making CTK both base and DC, so the triads iyáyA, yÁ, i and knicú, kú, kní are used. Travel originated at the narrator’s home, proceeded to Indian Head and Pilot Butte and then to Regina, which is the apogee in this narrative, and returned to Carry The Kettle by way of White City. This narrative is illustrated in fig. 8.3.

(5a) Indian Head ektá ụk-í-pí
    Indian Head to 1du-arrive.there-PL
    ‘we went to Indian Head’

(5b) żetáhâ Pilot Butte ecíyapi ožînâži żéchí ụk-í-pí
    from.there Pilot Butte be.called town over.there 1du-arrive.there-PL
    ‘from there we went over to the town called Pilot Butte’

(5c) żetáhâ huhúţiupina ektá ụk-í-pí
    from there Regina [pile of bones] to 1du-arrive.there-PL
    ‘from there we went to Regina’

(5d) żetáhâ ụ-kú-pí
    from.there 1du-come.here-PL
    ‘from there we were coming back’

(5e) hịk akbê White City ecíyapi żén ụ-knî-pí
    and again White City be.called there 1du-arrive.here-PL
    ‘and we arrived [stopped] again at [the town] called White City’

(5f) hịk ụ-knî-pí
    and 1du-arrive.here-PL
    ‘and we came home’

---

8α and ə are in free variation as the first vowel in żetáhâ. This suggests the possibility of anticipatory nasal assimilation across h but data are insufficient to state this as a general phonetic phenomenon.
Fig. 8.3 Diagram of narrative in example (5), with arrival verbs used in reference to each location

Sentences (5a-5c) describe the outbound portion of the trip. Arrival at each point is indicated by í ‘arrive there’ or, more precisely, ‘arrive at a point following movement away from the DC/base’. At sentence (5d) the narrator shifts to return forms and, as predicted, they are of the kú triad. Sentence (5f) references arrival back at the base with kní ‘arrive back here’, also as predicted. Note especially that arrival at White City in sentence (5e) — a point on the return trajectory — is also referenced with the arrival verb kní, although clearly the event is not arrival back at the base. Yet, the use of kní is predictable in the given circumstances because it is the appropriate verb for arrival at a point in the course of movement toward the base-at-DC. The verb í, with the shorthand gloss ‘arrive there’, cannot be used in (5e),
even though White City is in one sense “there” rather than “here,” because í indicates movement *away from* the base (when the base is also the DC). The narrator uses the appropriate arrival verb kní in (5e) but underscores the fact that the intermediate arrival event is at a point removed from the base by the demonstrative adverb žén ‘there’, which, in the shorthand glossing, creates the apparently contradictory “arrive back here there,” but which is more accurately “arrive there on the way back to the base.”

The discussion thus far has focused on round-trip travel, but outbound travel does not inherently imply return travel. For example, the statement in (6) does not imply a return to Pilot Butte, which, in reference to the journey in (5), is an intermediate site between the speaker’s base and the apogee.

(6) akéwâži ežë?i štén Pilot Butte ecîyapi ūk-îyaya-pi eleven reach when Pilot Butte be.called 1du-depart-PL
‘we left Pilot Butte at 11:00’

In contrast, the return verbs always imply a previous outbound journey, even if the outbound portion is not referenced. In fact, the connection between outbound and return travel can be quite abstract. Consider the two statements in (7) and (8). Both statements imply multiple round-trips, with travel having occurred at various indefinite times in the past. The distinction encoded in the Assiniboine verbs, a distinction that cannot be expressed concisely in English, is that the traveler in (7) is perceived as belonging to the same base as the speaker, so that she is seen as coming back to a place to which she belongs, while the traveler in (8) is perceived as belonging elsewhere, each time moving toward the
deictic center from a foreign base. (It should be noted that “back” is ambiguous in English; although it is used in the shorthand gloss of the return verbs in (7) and (8), both sentences could plausibly be translated as “she comes back every summer,” because “back” in English can be used for any return to a place previously visited, regardless of whether the place visited is one’s perceived place of belonging. Therefore, it must be kept in mind that “back” in return-verb glosses is understood to refer to a \textit{return to base}.

\begin{align}
(7) & \quad \text{mnokétu iyúha} \, \emptyset - \text{hí} \\
& \quad \text{summer every A3-arrive.here} \\
& \quad \text{‘she comes [to DC from a foreign base] every summer’}
\end{align}

\begin{align}
(8) & \quad \text{mnokétu iyúha} \, \emptyset - \text{kní} \\
& \quad \text{summer every A3-arrive.back.here} \\
& \quad \text{‘she comes [returns to base at DC] every summer’}
\end{align}

Now that the fundamental relationships of the motion verbs have been described, we may explore how these relationships convey meaning in various types of discourse.

\textbf{2.1 \textit{COME-GO verbs in conversation}}

In conversation, interlocutors may or may not share a base. In (11), both speakers are at speaker 2’s home at coding time, which identifies speaker 2’s home as the deictic center, but speaker 1 lives elsewhere, i.e., has a different base. Both speakers refer to speaker 1’s travel with the \textit{hiyú, ú, hí} triad because the conversation concerns speaker 1’s movement toward the DC but away from her base. Stage of completion depends on which aspect of the travel a speaker chooses to foreground. In (9b), speaker 2 emphasizes arrival, while in (9c), speaker 1
emphasizes progress toward the deictic center, even though both statements reference the same event.$^9$

9a) Speaker 1: né nákáhâ wa-hí
    here now A1s-arrive.here
    ‘I just got here’ (LgC1.112)

9b) Speaker 2: tókên ya-hí
    how A2-arrive.here
    ‘how did you get here?’ (LgC1.281)

9c) Speaker 1: žé kichí wa-ú
    that.one with A1s-come.here
    ‘I came with her’ (LgC1.284)

2.2 Short-term bases

A traveler’s base can shift in the short term when s/he stays at a location away from his/her base for a bounded period of time, such as when visiting, attending a meeting, or being at work. For example, when attending a meeting, the meeting site becomes the base for all participants, even though all participants have come from other, more permanent bases (assuming that the meeting is not held in the home of one of the participants). This is reflected in the statement in (10). The occasion was a meeting at the Seniors’ Lodge at Carry The Kettle. A man who had arrived left again. When someone asked where he was, another person replied:

10) akhê 0-kú 0-káya
    again A3-come.back.here A3-say (indirect quote)
    ‘he said he’s coming back’

The Seniors’ Lodge is the deictic center because that is where the speaker was at

$^9$It may be noted, however, that although speaker 2 could use either the progress or arrival verb in (9b), speaker 1 can only use the progress verb in (9c). The arrival verb would be ambiguous, meaning either “I came with her” or “I (coincidentally) arrived at the same time as she.”
coding time. The fact that the Lodge has become the base, both in the mind of the
man and of the speaker, is evident in the verb kú ‘return to base-at-DC’. But after
the meeting concluded, the participants all perceived a shift of base back to their
respective homes, as evidenced by the comment in (11), made by one of the
participants.

(11) waná wa-k[h]íkna-kta tuk[h]á
    now A1s-depart.to.there-POT but
    ‘I have to leave (to go back there) now’

In this instance, the Lodge is still the deictic center but the speaker no longer
perceives the Lodge as his base, having mentally shifted back to a perception of his
home as his base.

The discourse relationship of one base to another is diagramed in fig. 8.4.
The use of one verb in a given circle creates the expectation that, as long as the base remains constant, any outbound and return travel may be described by any other verb from the same set encompassed by the circle associated with the base with which it intersects. To use the previous examples, the participants in the meeting consider any verb in the circle intersecting Base B (away from the DC) as appropriate for describing their initial arrival and ultimate departure from the Lodge, but for the duration of the meeting, they consider verbs from the circle intersecting Base A (at the DC) as appropriate for movement away from or toward the Lodge, as in the example of the man who used kú to say he would be back. Thus, the expectation would be that when the man did return to the meeting, his re-arrival would be described by kní, not hí, since his base has shifted to the verbs associated with Base A.

2.3 **COME-GO verbs in narrative**

In a third person narrative the deictic center is the location of the central character, which is also that character’s base. A base shift occurs for a secondary character who arrives at the deictic center from outside the scene, as in the story of Ïktómi and Fox (app.2), and a deictic center shift occurs when the central character changes, as in the story of the Big Snake (app.1).

In the story of Ïktómi and Fox, Ïktómi, the trickster, is the central character, so Ïktómi’s location is the deictic center. Fox’s arrival in sentence 4 is described with the verb hí, indicating movement toward the deictic center but away from his base. However, Fox’s subsequent movement toward the deictic center is described
by *kní* (sentences 11, 12, 15, 19), and his movement away from the deictic center, predictably, is described by *yÁ* (sentences 14, 16). This indicates that Fox’s base has shifted to the deictic center. Later in the story, a group of animals gather at the site and the story describes their activities. Although no arrival verb is used, the site is shown to have become these animals’ base because their departure is described by *iyáyA*, indicating movement away from the base-at-DC.

The narrative “Big Snake” offers an example of a shift of deictic center. There are two scenes of action, Carry The Kettle Reserve and a lake that used to be just beyond the boundary of Carry The Kettle Reserve.\[^{10}\] The story consists of two episodes, each with a different deictic center, one at CTK and one at the lake. In the first episode, two men from CTK (the base) are swimming in the lake (away from the base) when they are startled by a horned serpent, flee to the shore (sentence 12), and run to a village on the reserve (sentence 14). Movement in each of these sentences is described by *kní* ‘motion toward base-at-DC’, marking CTK as the deictic center and also identifying CTK as the men’s base. The second episode involves the demise of the serpent at the lake, and the deictic center shifts to the lake. All come-go verbs from sentence 21 to the end of the story refer to movement of village residents to and from the lake and have the semantic features [+motion toward DC] and [-motion toward base]. By changing the verbs, the narrator shifts the deictic center from the village to the lake.

---

\[^{10}\]The lake is no longer there, but the narrator attests its former existence by saying that she had seen it herself (sentence 3).
2.4 Metonymy of ‘progress’ and ‘arrive’

Both ‘progress’ and ‘arrive’ can be used to encompass or imply the other notions of the triad. In (12a-12b) the speaker is at home (base is at DC) and the combination of context and the “arrival there” verb implies both the outbound and return triads:

(12a) ḫtániha oŋinažj ektá wa-í
     yesterday town to A1s-arrive.there
     ‘I went to town yesterday’

(12b) oŋóp̥het̥u ektá waná wa-í
     store to already A1s-arrive.there
     ‘I already went to the store’

In (13) the use of yÁ entails the entire outbound triad (yji is an ablauted form of yÁ):

(13) oŋinažj ektá Ø-yji-kta
     town to A3-go-POT
     ‘he’s going to go to town’

In (12a-12b), arrival is emphasized rather than progress because the result of travel, the referent’s being (or having been) at a place, is of greater relevance than the process of getting there. In (13), progress is emphasized rather than arrival.

Interestingly, when a specific departure time is referenced, the progress verb is still used, rather than the departure verb. This may be due to restrictions on the use of verbs of departure, discussed in the next section.

(14) ḥapcúwaka eháí šten Ø-yji-kta
     nine reach when A3-go-POT
     ‘he’s leaving/going at 9:00’

2.5 Markedness of the departure verbs

The departure verbs have rather narrow domains of usage that may be
characterized as punctual in some instances or perfect in others.

2.5.1 Punctual

When they refer specifically to departure, as in (15), the departure verbs are aspectually punctual.

(15) “Waná hiyú-ú-pi nō” ø-eyá
     now a3-start.out.from.there be-pl decl a3-say
     “They’re starting out now,” he said’ (App.1: Big Snake)

Compare (15) to (14), above, which is also punctual, but which uses a progress verb. The difference is in which part of a trip is emphasized. In (14) the progress is emphasized; in (15) the act of departure is emphasized, underscored by waná ‘now’.

2.5.2 Perfect

Frequently the interpretation of departure verbs is aspectually perfect, essentially, ‘to have left’. This is seen also in (16). (In fact, both Rigs and Buechel gloss the cognate forms for Dakota and Lakota as ‘to have gone’ and neither specifically suggests the notion of departure for these compound verb forms.)

(16) ináne żehátahá ichageó-wa-mni chi-ksúye
     a2-leave.here since st-a1’s-be.lonely i/you-remember
     ‘ever since you left, I was lonely for you’ (NR:T7.104)

In contrast, the notion represented in English as departure is represented in Assiniboine as progress (knÁ, not kʰi̇knÁ), suggesting that “John”’s purpose in (17) is not so much departure as it is to move toward home.

---

11 This is an oversimplified explanation of the aspect of these two examples. The issues involved are complex and suggest an interesting area for further exploration.
(17) John kná-pi Ø-chįka
    John return.there-COMP A3-want
    ‘John wants to leave’

There are two readings for the following example, partly due to the various connotations of *waná* as ‘now’, ‘ready’, or ‘already’, and partly due to the two uses of departure verbs, either to abstractly reference an act of departure or as perfect aspect.

(18) waná Ø-knicų-pi
    now A3-depart.for.here-PL
    ‘they’re ready to come, ready to set out for here’ or
    ‘they already left to come here; they already left for here’

    The second reading is not the same as saying, ‘they’re on their way’; for that reading a progress verb is used:

(19) waná Ø-kų-pi
    now A3-come.back.here-PL
    ‘they’re on their way here now; they’re already on their way here’

2.6 Short distance and departure verbs

In instances in which travel involves an exceedingly short distance, a departure verb is often used, as if the act of departure is sufficient movement to attain the goal of the travel. Strictly speaking, these still reflect departure and should be glossed as “depart,” but any variation of “depart” in a free translation would be inappropriate in English. In example (20), the speaker is addressing a group of individuals who are standing a short distance from him.
There is a colloquial imperative kúwa ‘come here!’ is kúwa. It is used by both men and women, and as far as I know, to one or to many. I cannot analyze the term but can state with reasonable certainty that it is not a member of the COME-GO system, and is not etymologically related to kú ‘return to base-at-DC’.

Frequently, a clause containing an arrival verb is immediately followed by a clause containing a departure verb. When this occurs, the arrival and departure verbs are of the same triad, as in (21) and (22). Such combinations describe movement toward a goal and then, as a separate act, movement into or out of a structure, as one might say in English, “he went to the house and walked in.” In (21) the traveler walks some distance to a lodge (i) and then enters it (iyáyA). Use of the iyáyA, yÁ, ũ triad indicates that the lodge in question is not the traveler’s home.

(21)  

ektá ũ-i hík thín ũ-iyáya
there A3-go and into.the.lodge A3-leave.here
‘he went (arrived) over there and went into the lodge’ (NR: T7.83)

In (22), the traveler’s arrival back at his mother’s lodge is described by the triad kʰíknÁ, knÁ,kʰĩ, from which it may be assumed that he left from there at some earlier time and also that he does not reside with his mother. Travel to his mother’s lodge entails considerable — as it were, “non-short” — travel (kʰĩ), but entering the lodge is a short distance (kʰíknÁ):

(22)  

húku thipi ektá ũ-kʰĩ híkna thín kʰíkná-ka
his.mother lodge at A3-arrive.back.their and into A3-leave.for.their-PART
‘he went back to his mother’s lodge and went in’ (NR: T7.132)

Most often, the short distance that departure verbs may reference suggest a distance of no more than a step or two, but consider the example in (23).

---

12 There is a colloquial imperative kúwa ‘come here!’ is kúwa. It is used by both men and women, and as far as I know, to one or to many. I cannot analyze the term but can state with reasonable certainty that it is not a member of the COME-GO system, and is not etymologically related to kú ‘return to base-at-DC’.
The distance across a road is typically a relatively short distance, but unlike the previous examples, the distance involved in this case is great enough that the progress verb iyá might also be appropriate. This suggests some elasticity to the notion “short,” and also supports the claim that these verbs are semantically, as well as morphologically, departure verbs.

### 2.7 Special uses of iyá

The verb iyá (but none of the other departure verbs) is used idiomatically in the phrase tókhi iyá (he) ‘where is it?’. The grammatical subject of this phrase may be animate or, exceptionally, inanimate. (Recall that active verbs only have animate subjects.) The fact that inanimate subjects are allowed is evidence of the non-literal meaning of iyá in this phrase. One might say that the phrase is, in effect, a compound stative verb meaning ‘to be where’, by which reasoning the acceptability of inanimate subjects is more understandable. When animate, two readings are possible; when inanimate, only one reading is possible.

(24) ni-chica-pi tókhí iyá-pi he
  r2-child-pl where.to a3-leave.here-pl q
  ‘where are your children? where have your children gone?’

(25) i'cuna tókhí iyá he
  cup where.to a3-leave.here q
  ‘where are the cups?’

The idiom also permits derivation by dative kí (chapter 7), with malefactive meaning.
(26) tókʰi i-ní-ci-ya ya he, hokšina žé
where.to ST-3-DAT-leave.here Q boy that
‘where is your boy (husband)? where has your boy gone on you?’ (SB.22)

A very few examples have been found of a short form of iyáyA, namely iyÁ,
which appears to reference progress away from the DC's base but toward some
unknown or indefinite destination, unlike iyáyA, which implies a goal. In (27)-(28),
the point of departure is known, but the destination is not. The status of this form
in relation to the COME-GO system will require further research.

(27a) iyá wo . . . nitʰá-kʰona o-ki-ne-ya wo
go IMPER . . . your-friend ST-SUUS-look.for-go IMPER
‘go! . . . go look for your friend!’ (NR:T2.11, 15)

(27b) žécʰen iyáa-ka
so.then A3-go-DUR
‘so then he was going, he was on his way (for a long time)’ (NR:T7.17)

(28) thakán iyá škáta ũk-ň-é-ki-ya-pi
outside go play 1DU-ST-A3-DAT-tell-PL
‘they told us to go play outside’ (LgC1.153)

3. Non-point-to-point travel (unanchored travel)

Unanchored travel, movement that is anchored neither at a source nor at a goal,
falls outside the COME-GO system. That is to say, unanchored travel is not deictic.

Such travel is most commonly described by yÁ ‘go’, although ũ ‘come’ may also be
used. Generic use of ũ is far less common than generic use of yÁ but the fact that
ũ may be used generically at all may justify the claim that it is not inherently
deictic. Within the COME-GO system, these are the verbs of “outbound progress” but
when used to reference unanchored travel, they do not imply other members of
their respective triads, as they do when they occur within the system.
(29) echâken ø-yá
always A3-go
's/he’s always on the go, always going places’

(30) máni-yá ~ máni-ú
walk-go ~ walk-come
‘to go on foot’

(31) (Iktômi) tókhiye-chaš miní-thâka wâží kâkná ø-ú kaŋéca
Iktômi somewhere-indefinite lake one beside A3-come then
‘(Iktômi) was going around somewhere and then came to a lake’ (NR:T5.8)

(32) amôkiya okná ũk-ú-pi hɪk wanâkaš hékta
car in 1du-come-PL and long.ago back.then

šukathâka châŋiyusnohâ okná ũk-ú-pi
horse sleigh in 1du-come-PL

‘we go around in a car but back then we went around in a horse-drawn sleigh’ (LgC1.68)

4. The BRING-TAKE system

Verbs of bringing and taking are derived from the verbs in the COME-GO system by
prefixation of a morpheme a that increases the valence of the verb by one, that is,
converts the intransitive come-go verbs to transitive verbs. The departure verbs of
return acquire the a before each member of the compound, with an epenthetic y
between the medial vowels. The outbound departure verbs acquire the prefix only
once, at the beginning of the compound, but in the case of a-iyáyA, the initial
vowels coalesce, producing éyayA. The outbound form for progress away from
base-at-DC (áyA) has lexical stress on the stem-initial a. A complete list of the
BRING-TAKE verbs is given in table 8.5, with partial paradigms and approximate
glosses.
Table 8.5 The **bring-take** verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Citation form</th>
<th>Notion</th>
<th>A₁s</th>
<th>1 du</th>
<th>A₂</th>
<th>A₃</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>éyayA</td>
<td>leave here to take there</td>
<td>émnamnna</td>
<td>ūkéyaya</td>
<td>énana</td>
<td>éyaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>áyA</td>
<td>taking there</td>
<td>ámna</td>
<td>ūkáya</td>
<td>ána</td>
<td>áya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aʔí</td>
<td>arrive there taking</td>
<td>awáʔi</td>
<td>ūkáʔi</td>
<td>ayáʔi</td>
<td>aʔí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aknìyacu</td>
<td>leave there to bring back here</td>
<td>waknìyacu</td>
<td>ūknìyacu</td>
<td>yaknìyacu</td>
<td>aknìyacu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akú</td>
<td>bringing back here</td>
<td>awáku</td>
<td>ūkáku</td>
<td>ayáku</td>
<td>akú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aknì</td>
<td>arrive back here bringing</td>
<td>awáknì</td>
<td>ūkáni</td>
<td>ayákni a kní</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. Citation form</th>
<th>Notion</th>
<th>A₁s</th>
<th>1 du</th>
<th>A₂</th>
<th>A₃</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ahìyú</td>
<td>leave there to bring here</td>
<td>awáhiyu</td>
<td>ūkáhiyu</td>
<td>ayáhiyu</td>
<td>ahìyú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aʔù</td>
<td>bringing here</td>
<td>awáʔu</td>
<td>ūkáʔu</td>
<td>ayáʔu</td>
<td>aʔù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahí</td>
<td>arrive here bringing</td>
<td>awáhi</td>
<td>ūkáhi</td>
<td>ayáhi</td>
<td>ahí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akhíkyanA</td>
<td>leave here to take back there</td>
<td>awákhiyakna</td>
<td>ūkákhiyakna</td>
<td>ayákhiyakna</td>
<td>akhìyakna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aknÁ</td>
<td>taking back there</td>
<td>awákna</td>
<td>ūkákná</td>
<td>ayákna</td>
<td>akná</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akhí</td>
<td>arrive back there taking</td>
<td>awákhi</td>
<td>ūkákhi</td>
<td>ayákhi</td>
<td>akhí</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The **bring-take** verbs thus derived exhibit the same semantic features as those of the **come-go** verbs shown in table 8.4. They occur in the same triads and hold the same relationship to each other within the triads, as do the triads with respect to each other. Examples include:

(33a) Cypress Hills ektá ūk-á-i-pi (cf. aʔí ‘arrive there, taking’) Cypress Hills to 1du-ST-take-PL ‘they took us to Cypress Hills’ (LgC1.213)
(33b) ʊk-á-nya-pi-kta (cf. əyA ‘taking there’)
   1du-śt-p2-take-pl-pot
   ‘we’ll take you (sg.) there’
   ‘we’ll take you (pl) there’

(34a) ṭhīta a-ø-ø-khí
   home st-p3-a3-arrive.back.there.taking
   ‘he took it home (over there)’

(34b) ṭhīta a-ø-ø-kní
   home st-a3-p3-arrive.back.here.bringing
   ‘he brought it home’

The example in (35) implies that the grandmother lives where the speaker lives and that the speaker is at home at the time of utterance (motion toward base-at-DC):

(35) mikhúši micḥíkš a-ø-ø-kú
Grandma my.son st-p3-a3-bring.back
‘Grandma brought my son home’

This example implies that the grandmother does not live where the speaker lives (motion toward DC, base not at DC):

(36) mikhúši micḥíkš a-ø-ø-ú
grandmother my.son st-p3-a3-bring
‘Grandma brought my son home’

The following example has two interpretations: (a) the speaker and the grandmother live at the same place and the speaker is not at home at the time of utterance and (b) the grandmother does not live at the same place as the speaker, in which case the location of the speaker at the time of utterance is irrelevant.

(37) mikhúši micḥíkš a-ø-ø-kná
Grandma my.son st-p3-a3-bring
‘Grandma took my son home’
Chapter 9

Enclitics and Postverbal Particles

1. Introduction

A system of postverbal particles, given in table 9.1, conveys notions of number, aspect, temporality, and modality. The system can be divided into two sets on grammatical as well as semantic grounds; one that can be classified as enclitics and another as modality particles. The enclitics differ from the modality particles in morphological boundaries, stress patterning, and vowel devoicing behavior.

The enclitics are underlyingly stressless; they never receive primary stress but frequently receive secondary stress by rhythmic stress patterning (RSP; see chapter 2:12.4). Thus, they form an accentual unit with their hosts and are bound to the host by an enclitic boundary (see chapter 2:12.1). With the exception of ktA, as described in 2.1.5 below, they modify only the verb to which they are attached. Furthermore, all of the enclitics are monosyllabic and, with one exception, vowel final. The vowel of an enclitic may be devoiced when it is in phrase final position.

Unlike the enclitics, which have shared phonological behavior, modality particles seem to be a collection of forms that have emerged by various means over time, sometimes retaining traces of their origins in other grammatical classes, and therefore exhibit less unified phonological behavior. They are analyzed here as forming a single class for several reasons. They are always ordered after any enclitics, they are preceded by an external word boundary and modify an entire
Table 9.1. Order of postverbal elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect (enclitics)</th>
<th>Modality (particles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hÃ :kA pi na ktA s’A šį</td>
<td>cé?e châ he c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ken</td>
<td>chéyakA káya châ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chowâna</td>
<td>m (hín)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epcâ</td>
<td>no hú(na)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʰó</td>
<td>okʰá huxtâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʰoš</td>
<td>po tukʰá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kos</td>
<td>(sten) ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>othʰʔïka</td>
<td>ũkʰá ?h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>štéfĩ</td>
<td>wo ?chên</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stéya*</td>
<td>ũkʰaš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Also: chúna, kâcha, kinjca, and wâchî – position in template uncertain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*steya has an adverbial form stefî and is itself somewhat adverbial, e.g. ḫpîga stéya ‘to ferment’, literally, ‘as if boiling’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
clause, and, whereas the final vowels of enclitics have been found to devoice before a modality particle, they never devoice before another enclitic.\(^1\) Further, when a modality particle bears stress, it is always primary stress, presumably assigned by the DAR (see chapter 2:12.2), although this assumption is problematic.

Multisyllabic modality particles bear primary stress as expected by the DAR; however, monosyllabic modality particles sometimes bear primary stress and at other times are unstressed. If the DAR applied uniformly to all modality particles, monosyllabic particles would be expected to be stressed in every occurrence, yet they are not.

Finally, while the enclitics undergo vowel devoicing in phrase final position, monosyllabic modality particles do not, providing further evidence that enclitics form a phonological unit with the host verb but modality particles, like other monosyllabic phonological words, do not. For this reason, enclitics are generally represented throughout this work, (as in all of the materials of the Fort Belknap language materials produced through the Hoteja project described in chapter 1), as a unit with the host verb, for example, *mánípiteši* ‘they will not walk’, not *mání πi kte šį*. Syllabic modality particles are represented as independent words; for example, *yušná wo* ‘drop it! (male speaking)’. Exceptions to this orthographic practice are made in the case of non-syllabic modality particles, which are written

\(^1\) An example is the following, in which the habitual enclitic is devoiced before the declarative modality particle.

```
ako ́ wa-ú-s\(^a\) stén
follow A1S-CONT-HAB DECL
‘I used to follow him around’ (LgC1.178)
```
as a unit with the preceding verb (and any enclitics); for example, *yušnápišım*
‘don’t drop it (PL)’, not *yušnápišî m. The particle *po*, a contraction of the enclitic *pi* and the modality particle *wo*, behaves like a modality particle (often taking primary stress), and is therefore written as an independent word.

It is very likely that there are more members of the postverbal system than the ones that are identified here. This is in part because some may simply not occur in the corpus, but also because some may have ceased to be used in contemporary speech, and a degree of nuance, particularly in the realm of modality, has been lost in the language in the course of its decline.

The members of the postverbal system exhibit positional faithfulness. I have assigned numbered positions according to present analysis based on available data, but these assignments must be regarded as provisional. Elements listed in the same column may not co-occur on a single verb. Enclitics occupy positions 1 - 7, and modality particles occupy positions 8-11. The modality particle *cé®e* has arbitrarily been assigned a separate position among the modality particles because, while it meets the criteria of a modality particle and is known to precede particles in positions 10 and 11, it is not clear whether it can co-occur with particles in position 9. The enclitic *pi* exhibits positional variation; it is shown in the template in its most common position, but on rare occasions it may precede the enclitics in positions 1 and 2, as exemplified at (4a-b) below. The positions of five other modality particles, *káčha, kinîça, ųkʰaš ~ ųkʰáš*, and *wáčhi*, have not yet been determined since in all attested occurrences they are the sole particle in the clause.
These are discussed at the conclusion of this chapter.

Postverbal enclitics and particles are optional; verbs may carry none or several of each type. While they need not be from contiguous positions in the template, they do not deviate from the given order. The enclitics sten and hín are listed in parentheses because they are used only by a small group of speakers at Carry The Kettle and do not seem to be recognized outside of CTK.

As noted in the descriptions below, some postverbal elements interact phonologically with contiguous elements by triggering ablaut, undergoing ablaut, or both. Many of the examples below contain more than one enclitic and comprise much of the evidence used to determine particle positions in the template.

2. Descriptions

The postverbal elements are described below in the order they occur in the template. The abbreviation for each is given in parentheses. Note that these abbreviations are not necessarily unique. Terms may be assigned to more than one element in the grammar if they share that semantic property; for example, the notion “continuative” is conveyed by an enclitic (há) and at least two auxiliary verbs (ú and yâkâ), and the notion “habitual” is conveyed by both an enclitic (s’A) and a modality particle (cé’e).

2.1 Enclitics

2.1.1 há Continuative/progressive (CONT)

há describes a continuous, uninterrupted action or condition with no implied time limitation. há derives from the positional verb hâ ‘be standing’, following an
historically common pattern in languages whereby progressives develop from locational forms. Active verbs modified by hÂ suggest an action currently in progress and may be glossed in English with progressive forms, i.e., ‘be X-ing’, as in (1a)-(1b). Stative verbs modified with hÂ describe a temporary or alterable condition, as in (1c)-(1d). In (1d) only one of the modifiers in the expression ‘a big, mean dog’, namely ‘mean’, carries the continuative marker, suggesting that meanness can be altered but inherent size cannot.

(1a)  en  Ø-kni-hā
     here A3-arrive.back.here-CONT
     ‘he was coming back here’

(1b)  wá-hihêya-hā
     snow-fall-CONT
     ‘it’s snowing’

(1c)  ītkú-ya-hā
     be.lit-CAUS-CONT
     ‘he left the light on’

(1d)  šüka žé  Ø-tʰâka  Ø-hinîka-hā  Ø-žêcha
     dog that A3-be.big A3-be.mean-CONT A3-be.that.kind
     ‘it’s a big, mean dog’

2.1.2 :kA Durative (DUR)

Describes action over an extended, indefinite period of time and may indicate both repetitive actions and continuous actions with implied boundedness. The colon (:) preceding the phonological form indicates that :kA induces vowel length on an immediately preceding vowel. (The vowel of pi, when it precedes :kA, is an exception, as discussed in 2.3 below.)
(2a) nahάʔí núm ɬ-yąkåa-ka-pi
still two A3-sit-DUR-PL
‘there were still two (beings) sitting there (for a long time)’ (NR T4.60)

(2b) “hά,” ɬ-eyáa-ka
yes A3-say-DUR
‘“yes,” he kept saying’ (NR T7.140)

(2c) né onówà né ɬ-ahiyaya-ke-s’a
this song this A3-sing-DUR-HAB
‘he always used to sing these songs’ (NR T1.3)

(2e) éčembedded ɬ-yá-pi-hąâ-ka
so A3-go-PL-CONT-DUR
‘sor they kept going; they traveled for a long time without stopping’ (NR T6.47)

2.1.3 pi Plural (PL)

As a verbal enclitic, pi indicates animate plurality. pi is obligatory on verbs with plural animate subjects or first or second person plural objects. With the exception of respect speech (see chapter 4:3), occurrences of the enclitic pi always indicate plural animate arguments, but all plural animate arguments are not marked by pi. Third person plural animate objects are indicated by the pronominal wičʰá, without pi, and the dual inclusive is indicated by the first person dual pronominal ɬi(k), also without pi.

pi occurs elsewhere in the grammar as a plural marker for human-referencing nouns (chapter 2:4), a nominalizer of transitive verbs (chapter 2:3.2), with third person stems in passive-like constructions (chapter 11:4.1), and on respect forms of verbs (chapter 4:3). It is arguable whether some of these occurrences of pi should be considered separate, homophonous morphemes or simply specialized uses of the plural enclitic, but they are all clearly related to (or
perhaps derived from) plural *pi*.

*Pi* has an allomorph, *m*, that occurs when *i* is dropped before a word beginning with a sonorant and, as predicted by the rule of coda nasalization, *p* becomes *m*. Deloria observes, “In conversation, the bi [pi] is often replaced by the shorter ‘m’; Wic‘áša háskaška *m* žéć’a wic‘ábahibi c’e [‘The tall men drove them off’], is about the way it sounds to the ear” (1936:6).² (The full form of the relevant word in Deloria’s example is *háskaškapí*.) The allomorph is homophonous with the imperative enclitic *m* but due to templatic order, ambiguity does not occur. An example in which both *m*’s occur may be seen in (30), below.

*Pi* behaves differently from other enclitics in several respects. First, it is the only enclitic in the system that is grammatically selected by its host, i.e., for number agreement. Second, it exhibits some positional variation, specifically in relation to the enclitics *ha* and *:kA*. For example, in (3a) *pi* precedes *ha* and *:kA* but in (3b) *pi* follows *:kA*. The examples in (3) are atypical but illustrate that these alternative orders are possible, although there is no immediately obvious explanation for them.

(3a) éch cré *pi*-hás-ka
   so A3-go-PL-CONT-DUR
   ‘so they kept going along’ (NR T6.47)

² Deloria gives the Sioux word *wic’hás‘a* ‘man’ in this example rather than *wic’hášta* (*-wic’hášta*), which has a *t*. One might suppose that she has inadvertently written the Sioux form except that there is one other occurrence of *wic’hás‘a* ‘man’ (1936:31). Nowhere else is ‘man’ attested in Assiniboine as *wic’hás‘a*, and so her consultant may have been exceptional in his use of this form – or she may, in fact, have erred twice.
Third, when pi precedes :kA its vowel does not lengthen, but the vowel immediately preceding pi lengthens, suggesting that :kA is added first, triggering vowel length, and pi is added afterwards. This is found at both CTK and FB.

Finally, pi differs from other enclitics in its interaction with the male imperative enclitic wo (position 10) where the two enclitics contract as po and assume the positional requirements of wo even when enclitics of intervening positions are present. In (5) po follows šį, in a position appropriate for wo but not for pi, which precedes šį in the template.

2.1.4 na Diminutive [DIM]; na triggers e-ablaut.

As an enclitic, na indicates diminution but also may indicate affection. Deloria (1936:14) states that na may also indicate ridicule but I have found no examples with this meaning. Ridicule is generally indicated by the modality particle kʰo, described below. Examples of na include:
(6a) síce-na  
be.bad-DIM  
‘be naughty, be sort of bad’

(6b) škópe-na  
be.curved-DIM  
‘be slightly crooked, be kind of crooked’

(6c) tâyâ-na  
be.well-DIM  
‘to be well, said in reference to a child or something small’

(6d) ū-na  
use-DIM  
‘to use, as something small; to wear, as a baby wearing booties’

(6e) wa-ŋō-šte-na  
st-loc?-good/pretty -DIM  
‘be cute, as a baby or something small’

(6f) kʰoná-pi-na  
friend-pl-DIM  
‘[my] little friends’ (said to someone small, like a child)

na occurs with bound roots in forms such as cúšina, ‘be small’, ptécena ‘be short’, cuk’ána ‘be little’, hokšína ‘boy’, and wičʰ[can]a, all with diminutive meaning.

In words such as these, the plural enclitic pi precedes na in plural forms, e.g., ū-cúši-pi-na ‘we are small’, and hokší-pi-na ‘boys’. Based on this evidence, I conclude that the na in these forms is the enclitic rather than the formative suffix na described in chapter 6:10.8.

na occurs elsewhere in the grammar as a nominalizer (chapter 3:3.1.3) and as a suffix on some kin terms to mark parallel relationship, e.g., inána ‘mother’s sister’ and aténa ‘father’s brother’ (see chapter 4).
2.1.5 ktA Potential (POT); ktA triggers ḳ-ablaut.

ktA indicates that an event could, but has not, occurred, effectively creating a temporal distinction between “future” and “non-future.” It does not assert the likelihood of the event occurring and it is not used in imperatives. While semantically modal and modifying an entire clause, as modality particles do, ktA otherwise meets the grammatical criteria of an enclitic. When used in reference to a future time, its interpretation is “future.”

(7a) né Ḥktómi owóknaka ṭháwa ṣé akʰé o-mn-áka-kta
this Ḥktómi story his that again ST-A1S-tell-POT
‘I will tell this Ḥktómi story again’ (app.2: Ḥktómi and Fox.1)

(7b) hináka, mítʰákoš, wachʰé-wa-kiyį̃-kta-c
wait my.grandchild ST-A1S-pray-POT-DECL
‘wait, Grandchild, I will pray’ (app.1: Big Snake.18)

(7c) tópa cʰá šten hiyó-ni-0/-hi-pi-kta-c
four day when retrieve-P2-A3-arrive.here-POT-DECL
‘they will come for you in four days’ (app.1: Big Snake.21)

When used in reference to a time in the past, its interpretation is past conditional, as illustrated in the contrasting pair:

(8a) ḡayákhca 0-nowá-kta
tomorrow A3-sing-POT
‘s/he will sing tomorrow’

(8b) ŋtanihą 0-nowá-kta
yesterday A3-sing-POT
‘s/he would have sung yesterday’

ktA combines with the counterfactual tukʰá to create irrealis meaning, referring to events that did not, or are unlikely to, occur.
The order of s‘A and šë are reversed in Lakota, where the order is šni-s‘a. Note also that s‘a does not ablaut in Lakota, possibly due to homonym avoidance with the Lakota enclitic s‘e ‘as if’ (Shaw 1980:130), which does not occur in Assiniboine.

\[(9a)\] ŋtánihą 0-nową-kta tukhá
yesterday A3-sing-POT COUNTERFACT
‘s/he should have sung yesterday (but didn’t)’

\[(9b)\] 0-nową-kta tukhá
A3-sing-POT COUNTERFACT
‘s/he should/ought to sing’

\[(9c)\] hůku 0-hí ʊkš wa-špá-ʊ-ya-pi-kta tukhá
his.mother A3-arrive.here if INDEF-cook-A1s -CAUS-PL-POT COUNTERFACT
‘if his/her mother had come, we would have cooked’

\[2.1.6\] s‘A Habitual (HAB); s‘A triggers e-ablaut.

s‘A indicates a predictably consistent, habitual occurrence.\(^3\) Examples are:

\[(10a)\] 0-żeyé-s’a
A3-say.that-HAB
‘s/he always says that’

\[(10b)\] tôhání 0-pasí-s’e-šį
never A3-drive-HAB-NEG
‘s/he never drives’

\[(10c)\] żę 0-wį-kté-s’a
that.one F3-woman-kill-HAB
‘that (man) is a wife-beater’

When referring to events in the past, s‘A is often more appropriately glossed as ‘used to’.

\[(11)\] kahómni wacbípi én 0-nową-pi-s’a tukhá
round dance at A3-sing-PL-HAB COUNTERFACT
‘they used to sing at round dances (but they don’t anymore)’

\[2.1.7\] šį, ken Negation (NEG)

Both of these enclitics trigger e-ablaut. The k of ken undergoes velar palatalization

\(^3\) The order of s‘A and šį are reversed in Lakota, where the order is šni-s‘a. Note also that s‘a does not ablaut in Lakota, possibly due to homonym avoidance with the Lakota enclitic s‘e ‘as if’ (Shaw 1980:130), which does not occur in Assiniboine.
when environmental conditions are met (see chapter 2:13.6). There is insufficient
evidence for placing *ken* precisely. The example in (13) show that it falls somewhere
between *pi* and *okʰá*. Since it is also unstressed, it is analyzed as an enclitic, so I
have provisionally placed it in position 7 based on its shared semantics with *šį*. *šį*
is far more commonly used for negation than *ken*, although they appear to be

**SYNONYMOUS**

### (12)

*šį*

1. **wó-ų-ta-pi-šį**
   
   *ST-1.du-eat-PL-NEG*
   
   ‘we didn’t eat, we haven’t eaten’

2. **Ø-eyé-šį**

   *A3-say-NEG*
   
   ‘s/he did not say’

3. **Košká-šį ecíyapi**

   *young.man-NEG be.called*
   
   ‘his name was Not A Young Man’ (app.1: Big Snake.8)

4. **že’eha chą nená žéchetu-šį óthųįka-c**

   *back.then wood these that.way-NEG I.think-DECL*
   
   ‘all this brush wasn’t here back then, I think’ (app.1: Big Snake.23)

5. **pʰá žé žęqiš šnayá-šį**

   *head that that.spc visible-not*
   
   ‘its head was not visible’ (app.1: Big Snake.31)

### (13)

*ken* (*-cen*)

1. **táku wóta o-Ø-kíni-pi-ken**

   *thing eat ST-A3-get-PL-NEG*
   
   ‘they didn’t get anything to eat’ (NR: T4.53)

2. **táku sicáya ūk-éya-pi-ken**

   *thing bad 1du-say-PL-NEG*
   
   ‘we weren’t saying anything bad’ (LgC1.51)
ëtúö tá ku snok-wá-ye-cen okhá

instead thing ST-ALS-know-NEG I.mean
'I don’t know anything I was supposed to know’
speaker’s translation: ‘I didn’t learn a thing!’ (LgC1.162)

Examples (13b)-(13d) were uttered by the same speaker. A moment later, her sister made the statement in (14), echoing (13b) almost verbatim, but using šį in place of ken.

(14) tá ku sicáya ũk-éya-pi-šį ũkʰá
thing bad 1du-say-PL-NEG though
‘we weren’t saying anything bad, though’ (LgC1.52)

While this confirms that šį and ken are synonyms, ken is marked and tends to be used regularly only by a few speakers, though not exclusively even by those few. The speakers of (13a) and of (13b)-(13d) both use šį elsewhere. I could not identify a basis for choosing one form over the other. All Assiniboine speakers recognize both forms.

2.2 Modality particles

2.2.1 cé?e ~ ce ~ cé(?) Habitual (HAB)

Implies a regular, predictable occurrence. It seems that e of the reduced form is

---

4 ëtúö tá ku ... NEG (also tá ku ţį ... NEG) is a construction meaning that something did not turn out as expected, that is, it is not contrary to fact, but contrary to expectation. In this instance, the speaker was talking about her experience in boarding school, claiming that she didn’t learn anything, even though that was the stated purpose in sending her there. Another speaker’s immediate response to the statement in (13d) was, Miš ëtūḥi! ‘Me, neither!’.

5 The speaker is referring to her boarding school experience.
sometimes stressed and sometimes unstressed, although I am not certain of this.

Also, the reduced form is sometimes, but not always, followed by a glottal stop, so it is unclear whether the glottal stop is part of the reduced form or the separate, declarative glottal stop.

From available evidence, céʔe could be placed in position 9 (thereby eliminating position 8) but its status is ambiguous. It expresses the same aspectual notion as the enclitic s'A but it has primary stress, a characteristic of modality particles. Also, while it can be placed ahead of positions 10 and 11, as seen in (15d), there are insufficient data to determine if it may co-occur with the particles in position 9. I have provisionally assigned it a separate position, as the initial slot in the modality particle portion of the template.

(15a) i-wáʔ-a hâta wa-kíhi̱â céʔe
ST-1s-talk whenever 1s-be.afraid HAB
‘when I talk, I’m always afraid’ (LgC3.ms)

(15b) ò-gópa céʔ (also attested as ǧópa céʔe by the same speaker)
A3-snore HAB
’s/he always snores’

(15c) chá-káksa-ksa ñ-Ø-kbi̱ya-pî céʔe
wood-chop-REDUP 1du-A3-CAUS-PL HAB
‘they always made us chop wood’ (LgC1.395)

(15d) ṯáyâ-ken wayáʔi̱ʃj céʔe okhá ‘
good-NEG A3.speak.well-NEG always I.mean DECL
‘she never speaks quite right, y’know?’ (LgC1.208)

2.2.2 chá ‘probably, it must be the case’

Expresses likelihood of a realized event, one that is expected but unconfirmed.
(16a) $\emptyset$-stustá-pi $^{ch_a}$
$A3$-be.tired-$PL$ probably
‘they must be tired’

(16b) waná Regina ektá $\emptyset$-kní $^{ch_a}$
now Regina there $A3$-return.home probably
‘s/he must be back home in Regina [by] now’

(16c) nehátu-ũ $\phantom{\emptyset}$ waná špá $^{ch_a}$
this.way-$AUG$ now cook probably
‘it should be done (cooking) by now’

(16d) Agégena įš $\phantom{\emptyset}$ akní iyáya $^{ch_a}$
Agégena also take set.out probably
‘they must have taken Agégena with them, too’ (NR T3.12)

When $^{ch_a}$ occurs in the same clause with $wanúh$ ‘maybe’, the probability is weakened and refers to an unrealized event that is thought likely to occur. Even though $^{ch_a}$ combined with $wanúh$ expresses a potential event rather than a realized one, it does not collocate with $ktA$.

(17a) $wanúh$ mağážu $^{ch_a}$
maybe rain probably
‘it might rain’ (NLL)

(17b) $wanúh$ wa-kté $^{ch_a}$
maybe $A1$-s-kill probably
‘maybe I will kill it’ (NLL)

When the probable event referenced is in the present, $wanúh$ is optional.

Parentheses in example (17a)-(17b) indicate that the expressions are attested with and without $wanúh$.

(18a) (wanúň) žén yáká $^{ch_a}$
maybe there $A3$-sit probably
‘s/he might be there’

(18b) (wanúň) o-máni $\emptyset$-ũ $^{ch_a}$
maybe LOC-walk $A3$-CONT probably
‘s/he might be walking around’
(18c)  \( \emptyset \)-skáta chá
   \( A3 \)-play probably
   's/he might be playing'

2.2.3 chéyaka  Deontic modality, obligation, 'should, ought to'

(19a)  mné-šj  chéyaka
   \( A1s \)-go-NEG should
   'I shouldn’t go'

(19b)  waná mná  chéyaka
   now \( A1s \)-go should
   'I should go now'

(19c)  wíc’hásta žé pakápi  chéyaka
   man that be.respected should
   'that man should be respected’

(19d)  žé-?=š  o-mn-áka  chéyaka he
   that-SPC ST-A1s-tell/recount should Q
   'should I tell that one (i.e., that story)?' (NR: T4.2)

2.2.4 chówâna  'I wonder; I think so'

This is used when the speaker thinks an event is likely to be so (compare to hyn;
also to othürjka).

(20a)  waná  \( \emptyset \)-kní chówâna
   now \( A3 \)-come.back.home I.wonder
   'I wonder if she’s home (I’m pretty sure she is)'

(20b)  šįka žé  wíc’há žé wíc’há-\( \emptyset \)-yaŋtaka  chówâna
   dog that man that \( P3p-A3 \)-bite I.wonder
   'I wonder if the dog bit the men (I’m pretty sure it did)’

2.2.5 epcá  'I think, it seems, apparently'

epcá expresses the speaker’s opinion based on observation.

(21a)  táku  \( \emptyset \)-snokyé-šį  epcá
   thing \( A3 \)-know-NEG I.think
   'I don’t think he knows anything'
The common word for 'bad' is síca; šića as used here is an example of sound symbolism, in which š is more intense than s.

\[ (21b) \] šūkatʰəka né nína ə-wašté epcá
  horse this very f3-be.good I.think
  'I think it is a very nice horse'

2.2.6 \( kʰó \) Intensifier\(^\text{INTNS} \)

Expresses strong emotion of the speaker, indicating emphasis, amazement,
ridicule, irony, joking, teasing, surprise. It is homophonous with the adverb \( kʰó \)
‘too, also, even’ as in example (22f) and it is frequently difficult to determine which
is intended. This may be an example of what Scott DeLancey (1997:33) has labeled
mirativity, “the grammatical encoding of unexpected information.”

\[ (22a) \] ŭk-á-ya-pʰə-pí \( kʰó \)
  (p)1du-st-A2-hit-PL \( kʰo \)
  'hey! you (sg or pl) hit us!

\[ (22b) \] é-ma-Ø-yaku-šij \( kʰó \)
  st-p1s-A3-take-NEG \( kʰo \)
  'he didn’t pick me up (as I was expecting!)

\[ (22c) \] óta-šij \( kʰó \)
  be.much-NEG \( kʰo \)
  'it’s not very much, it’s not even much’

\[ (22d) \] tʰokáhe ecʰámų-kta \( kʰó \) tʰaʔiʃij
  first 1st.do-pot \( kʰo \) be.invisible (as from the mind)
  'I can’t think what I should do first; I hardly know where to begin'

\[ (22e) \] síca \( kʰó^6 \)
  be.bad \( kʰó \)
  ‘awful! ugly! yuk!’ (can refer to weather, someone’s outfit, a girl reacting to a
  boy she doesn’t find appealing, etc.)

\[ (22f) \] tôhâni \( kʰo \) Ø-hí-šij
  never \( kʰo \) A3-arrive.here-NEG
  ‘she never comes! she never even comes! (e.g., to visit)’

\[ 6 \] The common word for ‘bad’ is síca; šića as used here is an example of sound symbolism, in which š is more intense than s.
2.2.7 **kʰoš** ‘anyway, nonetheless’

This might simply be the particle *kʰó* with adversative -š, although it is unusual for a suffix to be affixed to a modality particle. The meaning of the form is ‘anyway, despite’; it has the same distribution as *kʰó*.

(23a) tókʰen ecʰánú kʰóš  
    how A2.do kʰóš  
    ‘do it any way you can; do it somehow; just do it!’

(23b) žéčʰetu kʰóš mná-kta  
    be.thus anyway A1s-POT  
    ‘I’m going anyway (no matter what)’

(23c) tókʰetů-šį kʰóš mná-kta  
    be.the.matter-NEG anyway A1s.go-POT  
    ‘I’m going anyway’

(23d) mn-uhé šį kʰóš tókʰetů-šį  
    1s.have-NEG anyway be.the.matter-NEG  
    ‘I’m better off without it’ (lit: ‘it doesn’t matter if I have it anyway’)

2.2.8 **kos** ‘as if’, pretending

(24) naň’ų-šį kos ńká  
    hear-NEG as.if A2.CONT  
    ‘you’re pretending not to hear’

2.2.9 **otʰíʔka ~ otʰíjika ~ otʰáʔika** ‘I think, it seems to me’

*otʰíʔka* is by far the most common form, attested at FB, CTK, Ocean Man, and White Bear; *otʰáʔika* is attested only at FB as a rare variant. All variants reflect a speaker’s reasonable certainty based on past experience.

(25a) ómna-pi ya-chįke-šį otʰíʔka  
    smell-NOM A2.want-NEG I.think  
    ‘I didn’t think you’d like the smell; I thought you wouldn’t like the smell’
(25b) wanąkaštʰẽhĩiya wa-ų-yawa-pi othʰʔika long.ago hard.REDUP st-1du-go.to.school-PL it.seems ‘it seems going to school was very difficult for us long ago’ (LgC1.95)

(25c) “Žé mahén duwé-hi ø-wýkãš othʰʔika-c,” ø-eyá-pi that in someone-SPC A3-be.lying it.seems A3-say-PL ‘there must be someone (in particular) lying in there,” they said’ (NR T7.57)

2.2.10 šteři ~ stëfi ‘as if, like’; triggers e-ablaut

šteři ~ stëfi expresses a speaker’s belief based on observation.

(26a) ø-įpúʰakj-kte šteři žén kákʰiya ø-įcʰyaka A3-kiss-POT as.if there that.direction A3-throw.oneself ‘she threw herself in that direction, as if to kiss her’ (NR: T7.164)

(26b) ø-šì̱ʰ-ú-pi niyé šteři p3-be.fat-PL you like ‘they are fat, like you’

(26c) napé řpuńpú šteři Űk-ų-pi hand be.chapped like 1du-stay/be-PL ‘our hands were always chapped like that’ (LgC1.42)

2.2.11 stëya ‘to seem, appear to be’; triggers e-ablaut

stëya expresses conjecture based on observation or knowledge of circumstances.

Deloria (1936:19) finds this to be the equivalent of Dakota s’e. stëya usually occurs in position 7, as in (27a)-(27b), but is attested in one instance before pi (27c), where it functions as predicate.

(27a) ómna-pi ya-chįke-šį stëya smell-NOM A2-like-NEG CONJECTURE ‘I didn’t think you liked [lit. wanted] the smell’

(27b) wįg-pi žeňa ø-ʰmá-pi stëya woman-PL those p3-be.sleepy-PL CONJECTURE ‘some of those women look sleepy’
West (2003:38) reports a male interrogative particle *hwo*, but this particle does not occur in my corpus. In narratives, dialogue in the first person spoken by a male character is always appropriate to a male speaker, even when the narrator is a female. Male command particles and kinship terms are unfailingly consistent with male speakers and when a male character asks a question in these texts, the interrogative enclitic used is *he*. Example (a) was recorded in the mid-1980s. Example (b) is from Lowie (1909:267) (transliterated to my orthography with glides inserted where they would appear today). In both examples the character speaking is male, and in both cases the question is marked by *he*. The narrators of the texts from which the examples are taken happen to be male, although as noted, speech is appropriate to the character, not the narrator.

(a) “wí žé tókh⁶ecaka *he* ɬ-wých⁴-ŋ-wuŋ.”
   tent that what.kind Q st-3p3-p3-ask
   “what kind of tent is it?” they asked him’ (NR T7.58)

(b) “K³oná tókh[i]ja *he* e[y]á húštá
   comrade where Q A3-say it.is.said
   “Where is my comrade?” he said, it is said’ (Lowie 1909:267)

For at least the past century, *he* has been the only interrogative particle in Assiniboine. Although I have heard (male) partial speakers use *huо*, I am inclined to think that occurrences of *huо* in contemporary speech are either recently borrowed from Sioux or, should documents earlier than Lowie show that Assiniboine once had *huо* (~ *huwo*), reintroduced. It should be noted that West’s data in this case are from an Ocean Man speaker so it may be that *huо* is in regular use there, but if that is the case, I cannot say whether its use there is conservative or innovative.
2.2.13 káya ~ káa ~ káyapi Hearsay, ‘they say’

This undoubtedly derives from the verb used for indirect quotation, which has a complete paradigm (see chapter 6:5.4). When used as an evidential it has the approximate meaning, ‘they say’, regardless of whether it is third person singular (full or reduced form) or plural. The reduced form káa results from glide deletion with a resulting long vowel aa. It is often difficult to tell if a speaker has said káya or káa. The antecedent of káyapi is indefinite, as seen in (29b), where éyapi ‘they said’ has a definite antecedent, in contrast to the evidential káyapi.

(29a) Íktómi notít’a-áya echáken Ø-ǔ káyapi
Íktómí starve-p3-aux always A3-be they.say
‘Íktómi was always going around starving, they say’

(29b) “chícá-ų-yů-pi-kte no,” eyá-pi káyapi
child-1du-caus-pl pot decl-m A3.say-pl they.say
“we will consider her our child,” they said, they say’

(29c) yuskáska Ø-yuhá-kū káya [or káa]
clenched.in.a.lump A3-hold.come.back they.say
‘he returned clutching a lump of it, they say’ (NR T4.13)

2.2.14 m Gender neutral imperative, spoken to one or many

No overt pronominal prefix occurs on the host verb with the imperative. As noted in 2.1.3 above, imperative m is distinct from the phonologically reduced form of the plural enclitic pi that surfaces as m, as evidenced by the fact that it may co-occur with pi (30a). In this instance, pi is not required for plural meaning, since m may be used as a plural imperative, but both pi and imperative m are required when the negative enclitic ŕi intervenes.
(30a) Plural addressees, with negation:

“Ø-yuʃnā-pi-ʃj-m,” Ø-eys-ũ
3-drop-PL-NEG-IMPER A3-say
“Don’t drop it!” he said’ (NR T3.33)

(30b) Singular addressee:

“miš etāhā o-mić-yapta-m” Ø-eys-ũ
me some ST-BEN-leave.food-IMPER A3-say-CONT
“Leave some for me!” he kept saying’ (NR T5.51)

In the following example, m occurs twice, in both cases as a reduced form of pi, but in the first instance it is the nominalizing pi (a simple phonological reduction: pi > p > m), and in the second instance it is the imperative.

(31) “táku azīn-ic’i-ya-m ū∫pē-wjchaka-khiya-m,” Ø-eys-ũ
thing ST-REFL-smudge-NOM ST-P3p-teach-IMPER A3-say
‘teach them to how to smudge themselves, he said’
(táku azīn’ic’iapi ‘the act of smudging’)

2.2.15 okhá ~ yokhá ‘though; I mean’

It is unclear whether these are variants of a single enclitic or two separate enclitics.

As spoken, the initial vowel is usually neutral or indistinct. Used in casual speech as a tag, the sense is ‘I mean’ (probably derived from k'há ‘to mean’) or ‘though’ (probably derived from counterfactual tuk'há). It is used by both men and women.

(32a) was said by a man, (32b) was said by a woman.

(32a) nak’ónji’a wo ʔk-ékiya-pi okhá
Nakoda.language IMPER 1du-tell-PL I.mean
‘I mean, say it in Nakoda, as we would say it’ (LgC3.ms)

(32b) nakū jš eyáya-keca okhá, tukhá žēch’en eštá echū-pi-kta okhá
some too speak-sort.of I.mean but thus at.least do-PL-POT I.mean
‘some of them speak a little bit, though, but, I mean, they should at least be able to do that’ (LgC1.202)
Example (33) uses $tuk^h\dot{a}$ with essentially the same meaning as $ok^h\dot{a} ~ \gamma k^h\dot{a}$, suggesting that $ok^h\dot{a} ~ \gamma k^h\dot{a}$ are derived from $tuk^h\dot{a}$.

(33) né ápa wak\^h\dot{a} iyák\^h\dot{am} maštá-kta káyapi tuk\^h\dot{a} this day holy beyond clear.up-POT they.say though 'they say it's supposed to clear up after Sunday, though' (LgC1.28)

2.2.16 po Plural male imperative

$po$ is said by a male when addressing more than one individual, regardless of the sex of the addressees. $po$ is a contraction of $pi$ and $wo$, from columns 3 and 10, respectively.

(34a) n-j\^tó-kmukmus wach\^i po
your-eyes-closed dance PL-IMPER
'dance with your eyes closed!' (NR T5.24)

(34b) iyúhana ú po
all come PL-IMPER
'all of you come here!' (NR T5.21)

When $pi$ and $wo$ are not contiguous, contraction does not occur. This can cause confusion among speakers who do not regularly use the language, as seen in (35).

The speaker was referring to his experience in boarding school, where students were forbidden to use their native language.

(35) tó\h\^ani nak\^h\dot{ot}\^i?\^a po... i\^\h\dot{a}-po-\h\^i... i\^\h\dot{a}-pi-\h\^i po \$-e-má-kiya-pi never speak.Nakoda po... speak-$po$-NEG... speak-PL po A3-ST-1s.pat-tell-PL 'never speak Nakoda, they told me' (LgC3.ms)

Like $pi$, $po$ is used in respect speech when addressing more than one person with whom the speaker is in a respect relationship.

2.2.17 wo Male imperative ([IMPER-m])

$wo$ sometimes carries primary stress, but the mechanism by which it acquires
primary stress is uncertain, as discussed in chapter 2:12.4.1. There is no female imperative enclitic. Female speakers occasionally use the male form in very restricted social contexts, usually within the family, as when giving their children an order (echũ wol 'do it, or else!'), or when joking. It does not have the same connotations when used by men. (Interestingly, I have not heard women use the male plural imperative contraction po.)

(36a) “Háu, micʰjʊʃ, yá wol!” e-∅-∅-cí-ya
    yes my.son go IMPER-m ST-P3-A3-DAT-say
    “Yes, my son, go!” he told him (male speaking)’ (NR T2.14)

(36b) takú-h mnúta cʰéyaken mí-caغا wó, iná!
something-SPC A1s.eat could P1s-make IMPER-M mother
    ‘Mother, make something for me to eat! (male speaking)’ (NR T2.7)

(36c) stusténa ma-k’ú wo
    salt P1s-give IMPER-m
    ‘pass me the salt (male speaking)’

2.2.18 hĩn ‘isn’t it so?; right?’

This is a sentence tag that assumes the hearer agrees with the statement, effectively, ‘isn’t that so?’ or ‘right?’ It has a slightly lengthened vowel and falling pitch. As example (37b) illustrates, hĩn is always sentence final, even following a right displaced subordinate clause (see chapter 11:8). This expression has only been found in use among a few CTK speakers, and appears to be restricted to casual conversation.

(37a) Žécʰen né, “Ni-túwe he?” e-∅-∅-cí-ye sten, hĩn
    so this.one P2-who Q ST-P3-A3-DAT-say DECL right?
    ‘so this one [indicating another woman in the room] says to him, “Who are you?,” right? (LgC1.253)
I recorded a single example of ḥūštā used conversationally to mean 'I heard (that)'; the example was given in isolation by an Ocean Man speaker:

chāphā wąží aknî-pi ḥūštā
beaver one 3-bring.back.here-PL QUOT
'I heard they brought a beaver home'

2.2.19 ḥūštā Quotative: ‘it is said; so they tell it’.

ḥūštā is an evidential used in narratives. It indicates that the speaker has no firsthand knowledge of the event. It is used primarily in narratives, especially those recounting events in the distant past, in a time before living memory. It seems to overlap in meaning with kāya and speakers use both evidentials interchangeably in narratives.

2.2.20 tukʰá Deontic modality (obligation or duty); counterfactual

This particle is homophonous with the conjunction tukʰá ‘but’. When used to express deontic modality, it must co-occur with the potential enclitic kta (39d).

8 I recorded a single example of ḥūštā used conversationally to mean ‘I heard (that)’; the example was given in isolation by an Ocean Man speaker:
(39b)  kahómni wacʰípi én nowá-pi-s’a tukʰá
    round dance at A3-sing-PL-HAB COUNTERFACT
     ‘they used to sing at round dances (but they don’t anymore)’

(39c)  takú-ń eyá-pi wa-chįka tukʰá
       thing-SPC say-COMP A1s want COUNTERFACTUAL
     ‘I wanted to say something (but I didn’t)’

(39d)  waná mń-kta tukʰá
       now A1s.go-POT OBLIG
     ‘I ought to/should go now’

The combination of s’A and tukʰá can also simply attenuate the habitual
quality of s’A, producing ‘usually’ rather than ‘always’. Example (40a) without

  tukʰá has strictly habitual meaning, whereas (40b) with tukʰá has habitual

meaning that allows for exceptions.

(40a)  āpa núpa hát’a 0-hí-s’a
       day two when A3-come-HAB
     ‘she always comes on Tuesday’

(40b)  āpa núpa hát’a 0-hí-s’a tukʰá
       day two when A3-come-HAB tukʰá
     ‘she usually comes on Tuesday’

Compare (40b) to (39a) where s’A and tukʰá co-occur but where the meaning is
counterfactual. The difference is determined from context and non-linguistic cues
such as tone of voice.

2.2.21 Declarative markers

Declarative markers take several forms, no (male speakers only), sten (by a small
number of female speakers at CTK), and the gender neutral markers: glottal stop
[ʔ], and c. The latter three forms are in free variation. The glottal stop [ʔ] is clearly
different from the joking enclitic [ʔʰ] (glottal stop with strong release) in that [ʔ]
cannot co-occur with other declarative markers, whereas \[^{9}\text{h}\] can (see 2.2.21.5 below). Nor is the declarative glottal stop simply a phonetic reflex; it may not follow the enclitics no, wo, or po, but may follow other words or enclitics ending in o. Declarative markers are optional; when they are absent, an unstressed vowel in sentence final position becomes voiceless (see 2:14.1).

Deloria (1936:23) reports a female declarative particle ne, which has the same syntactic distribution as the male declarative particle no, but the existence of this particle is questionable because there is no evidence of it today at either CTK or FB, nor have I found it in published texts.

The declarative particles are currently assigned variously to positions 10 and 11, but it is possible that they occur in a single position and position 11 should be split into two separate positions. These particles are particularly difficult to elicit in combination with other postverbal elements and the data on which the (provisional) determinations were made are drawn largely from chance utterances in spontaneous speech recorded in narratives and the language circles.

**2.2.21.1 c ~ c\text{he} Gender neutral declarative marker (DECL).**

\(c\) is a reduction of the obsolete form \(c\text{he}^9\) and consequently is frequently articulated with mild aspiration, approximately \(c^\text{nh}\). The reduced form \(c\) is also falling into disuse and tends to occur only with strong assertions or, especially for members of the older generation, with verbs spoken in isolation. In its reduced form, it is

\(^9\) Significantly, declarative \(c\text{he}\) is unstressed and is not to be confused with the stressed form \(c\text{hé} \) ‘penis’, although the declarative particle may acquire stress as a result of RSP (see 2:12.4.2).
homophonous with the specific-marking suffix c.

The late James Earthboy (FB), who himself commonly used c as a declarative marker, identifies chE as an obsolete female declarative marker and, in fact, all occurrences of chE in Lowie (1909:266 and 269) are in statements made by a female speaker, yet Deloria (1936) records many examples of chE, by both male and female speakers. This seems to confirm Earthboy’s observation and suggests that the restriction of chE to female speakers was lost between 1909 and 1936, with obsolescence occurring more recently. This progression is illustrated in the following examples.

(41a) [“Jeń x nixin’-kta-tce” edjia-huñcta.] (Lowie 1909:266-7, as written) “žê ni-gúñinañ’-kta chE,“ e-∅-∅-ci-ya húštâ that P2-burn-POT DECL ST-P3-A3-DAT-say it.is.said “It will burn you,” she said. (Lowie’s translation: “You will get burnt,” she said.)

(41b) [žeyé šten om.nága cE] (Deloria 1936:20, as written; male speaker) žeyé šten o-mn-aka chE A3-say.that when ST-A1s.report DECL ‘when he said that, I reported it’

(41c) néci ∅-kni-c over.here A3-come.back.here-DECL ‘he came back here, returned home’ (contemporary female CTK speaker)

(41d) hó wákñam ye-chí-ci-ya-c voice above ST-I/you-DAT-send-DECL ‘I send my voice up to you’ (said in prayers) (Earthboy, contemporary male FB speaker)

2.2.21.2 no Male declarative marker (DECL-m); triggers e-ablaut.

no is used to indicate strong assertion. It is almost always omitted on emotionally neutral declarative statements, neutralizing the distinction between male and
female utterances. It may carry primary stress, as in (42c), but this is variable and the principle governing stress assignment on monosyllabic modality particles is as yet not understood.

(42a) wa-ú-kte no A1s-come-POT DECL-m ‘I’m going to come’ (male speaking)

(42b) “waná no, micʰj̓kši” now DECL-m my.son “now, my son!” (i.e., we’re ready, it’s time!) (male speaking) (SB.103)

(42c) snok-wá-ye-šë nó ST-A1s-know-NEG DECL-m ‘I don’t know!’ (male speaking)

2.2.21.3 sten Female declarative marker (DECL-f)

This is used only by female members of a single extended family (and at least one close friend) at CTK but recognized by all CTK speakers. For some speakers, sten induces e ablaut, as in (37a) above, and for others it does not, as in (43b). (37a) and (43b) were uttered by different speakers, but the two speakers are sisters.

(43a) ə-na-li’ʔ okʰá, ə-ey-ʔ-kte žé ə-wayá-pʰi-ʃj céʔe sten A3-hear I.mean A3-say-POT that A3-speak.well-NEG always DECL-f ‘he understands alright, but when he tries to speak he can’t do it’ (LgC1.203)

(43b) “iná pie plate tʰáwa žé hiyó-wa-hi-c” e-má-ʔ-ki-ya sten mother pie plate her that ST-A1s-come.after-DECL ST-P1s-DAT-say DECL-f “I’ve come to get my mother’s plate,” she told me’ (LgC1.235)

2.2.21.4 Glottal stop (?) Gender neutral declarative marker (DECL).

Phonetically, ? is often weaker than a full glottal stop, especially following an unstressed vowel. The weak glottal gesture following unstressed high vowels is [a]; following unstressed low vowels it is simply aspiration, either [h], [ah], [i], or [ai].
Although Deloria states that “[t]he glottal stop is not employed to indicate a statement of fact” (1936:22), there is an abundance of examples dating from at least the 1980s to the present, from all reserves in the United States and Canada, including examples such as the following. It may be that the weaker realizations of the declarative glottal stop described here were not perceived as such by Deloria.

(44a) aṅū? ‘it’s scorched, burned on the surface’

(44b) nén a-stústa-ken mākā?
       here LOC-be.tired-rather A1s.sit DECL
       ‘I’m sitting here kind of tired’

(44c) [kʰošká-b agé-wáží tʰí-bi ø]
       kʰošká-pi aké-wáží tʰí-pi ø
       young.man-PL eleven A3-live-PL DECL
       ‘there lived eleven young men’ (NR T3.1)

(44d) [a-ŋíc’i-chíidaa-ga hí]
       a-íc’i-chíitaa-ka hí
       LOC-REFL-look-DUR DECL
       ‘she kept looking at herself’ (NR T3.16)

2.2.21.5 ø’h Joking marker (JOKE)

This is a glottal stop with strong, audible release. Added to a sentence, it appears to render a statement counterfactual and indicate that the speaker is teasing or joking. More research is needed to confirm the existence of this morpheme since speakers are not conscious of using it, yet a statement without the strong glottal stop is interpreted as non-ironic. All of the examples below, when uttered without ø’h, were interpreted as declarative statements. To gain a sense of the conversational context in which these examples were recorded, it may be of interest to note that (47a) below, ‘as if she had any money!’, was said in response to (45b).
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9h often collocates with eyá ‘say’ or ehá ‘I say’; it may be that eyá/ehá . . . 9h is a joking construction.

(45a) ma-wá-nû-kta epcá 9h
ST-A1s-steal-POT 1.think-JOKE
‘I’m thinking of stealing it (said as a joke while admiring something belonging to another)’ (LgC1.400)

(45b) “mázkásâ hažé mí-c’u-∅ ” ehá 9h money purse 1s-give-IMPER A2.say JOKE
“Give me your change purse!” you said (speaker is teasing)’ (LgC1.315)

(45c) “paǧí ma-û-nû-pi-s’a” ehá kʰo no 9h potato ST-1du-steal-PL-HAB A2.say EMPH decl-m JOKE
“you said we always stole [your] potatoes!”
(female speaker using no as a joke) (LgC1.398)

2.3 Enclitics of uncertain position

The two particles described in this section do not receive primary stress and are therefore classified as enclitics, but there are insufficient data to establish their position in relation to the other enclitics.

2.3.1 ch’una–ch’una Repetitive (REP); triggers e-ablaut

Probably derived from ec’hû ‘do’, ch’una–ch’una describes repeated action in which each repetition has greater temporal length than the rapid iterativity implied by reduplication. For instance, compare the examples below to the reduplicated forms kaksáksa ‘to chop’ or ap’háp’hà ‘to knock, rap, as at a door’. Only third person forms are attested. When pluralized, pi is inserted between ch’u- and -na (46d), suggesting that this is a diachronically derived form. The combination of verb + ch’una is often repeated, as in (46a)-(46b), but the repetition is not required for repetitive meaning, as seen in (46c)-(46e). It receives secondary stress in some
instances, as in (46c), and possibly in (46a), although the vowel is rhetorically lengthened by the speaker in these instances so it is difficult to tell if stress is present also.

(46a) ḷecʰen ʔ-patɨ-iyêye-chʰuna, ʔ-patɨ-iyêye-chʰuna
so A3-spread.out-AUX-REP A3-spread.out-AUX-REP
‘so he kept spreading it out and spreading it out’ (NR T4.26)

(46b) ʔ-tokšú-chʰuna, ʔtokšú-chʰuna
A3-haul-REP
‘he kept hauling it and hauling it’

(46c) ʔ-pamnáska-chʰuna
A3-flatten-REP
‘he kept flattening it out’

(46d) a-ʔ-ʔute-chʰu-pi-na
LOC-A3-shoot-ST-PL-REP
‘they kept shooting’

(46e) wá-hihã-chʰuna
snow-fall-REP
‘it keeps snowing (day after day); it snows and snows’

2.3.2 kacʰa ‘as if’; ‘bad’; triggers e ablaut; k palatalizes\(^\text{10}\)

Implies something is unlikely, not true, or not correct; carries a connotation of ridicule or joking. (The example in (47a) was said in response to (45b) above.)

(47a) mázaskà yuhé cacʰa
money A3.have as.if
‘as if she had any money!’ (LgC1.317)

\(^{10}\) As the example in (47a) shows, ablaut precedes palatalization: yuhÁ + kácha
→ yuhé + kácha → yuhé-cacʰa
This might be followed by the joking morpheme *<i>9</i>*<i>h</i>, but it is not clear on the tape, where several people are speaking at once.

11 The term *wašícu* designates white people, but has no reference to color. The origin and meaning of the term are issues of debate – even of some controversy, when folk etymologies are taken into account. A plausible explanation is found in Buechel (1970:551). The entry for *wašícu* indicates that the word refers to “any person or thing that is *wakh* [having sacred or incomprehensible powers]” and that “the white man seemed to be *wakh* so they [the Lakota] called this new comer among Indians, coming from across the ocean *mni-wašícu*” (*mni* ‘water’). In Assiniboine, the term generally refers only to Anglo-whites; there is no specific term for ‘French’. When combined with *<i>l</i>*<i>h</i> ‘speak’ as *waší<e>l</e>*<i>h</i>*a it means ‘English language’.

2.4 Modality particles of uncertain position

The three particles described in this section bear primary stress and are classified as modality particles, although they have not been found with other enclitics or particles so their position in the template cannot be established. Boas and Deloria (1941:75) classify two of them, *kíñcá* and *wáč<e>i</e>* as dependent verbs. However, in their examples, *kíñcá* is inflected whereas in Assiniboine the preceding verb is inflected. Their examples, for *wáč<e>i</e>*<i>h</i>, as well as those in the present corpus, are exclusively third person so it is not possible to determine where inflection would occur. It may be that these two particles may eventually be found to be dependent verbs.

2.4.1 *kíñcá* ‘just about, almost’

There are no attested examples in which *kíñcá* co-occurs with any other enclitic.

---

1 This might be followed by the joking morpheme *<i>9</i>*<i>h</i>, but it is not clear on the tape, where several people are speaking at once.

12 The term *wašícu* designates white people, but has no reference to color. The origin and meaning of the term are issues of debate – even of some controversy, when folk etymologies are taken into account. A plausible explanation is found in Buechel (1970:551). The entry for *wašícu* indicates that the word refers to “any person or thing that is *wakh* [having sacred or incomprehensible powers]” and that “the white man seemed to be *wakh* so they [the Lakota] called this new comer among Indians, coming from across the ocean *mni-wašícu*” (*mni* ‘water’). In Assiniboine, the term generally refers only to Anglo-whites; there is no specific term for ‘French’. When combined with *<i>l</i>*<i>h</i> ‘speak’ as *waší<e>l</e>*<i>h</i>*a it means ‘English language’.
In (48c) *kin’ca* functions as an adverb.

(48a) Ø-tasâka *kin’ca*  
Λ3-freeze almost  
‘he almost froze (to death)’

(48b) ma-hi’lipaya *kin’ca*  
P1s-slip.and.fall almost  
‘I almost slipped and fell’

(48c) wikcémna yámni *kin’ca* mitúkaši Ø-t’á žé  
ten  three  almost grandfather Λ3-die that  
‘it has been almost thirty years since my grandfather died’ (LgC3.ms)  
(lit. ‘my grandfather died almost thirty years ago’)

2.4.2 *ükʰaš ~ økʰaš* **Optative: ‘I wish; if only’** (also a conjunction)

Known to follow *pi*, there is no further evidence regarding template position; it is included in *pi* by analogy to semantically similar evidentials with which it cannot co-occur. Inherently unrealized, it does not induce overt potential marking on the host verb.

(49a) maõáÝu *ükʰaš*  
rain  if.only  
‘if only/I wish it would rain!’

(49b) kanúza né kic’húni *ükʰaš*  
wind  this  quit  if.only  
‘if only/I wish the wind would stop blowing!’

(49c) nãkâhã Regina ektá mná *ükʰaš*  
now  Regina to  Λ1s.go  if.only  
‘I wish I could go to Regina today’

2.4.3 *wácʰi* **Prospective, intentive** (triggers e-ablaut)

Despite referencing a potential event, *wácʰi* does not co-occur with the potential marker *kTA*, probably due to semantic incompatibility.
Several of the modality particles reflect the speaker’s relative certainty of an event, although there is not enough evidence to propose a hierarchy of certainty. *hún* ‘I wonder’ appears to reflect the least certainty, while declarative particles indicate certainty. In between, the particles *chw*, *chowána*, and *otʰiʔika* may all be glossed ‘I think’; it may be that they vary in degree of certainty, but it might, instead, reflect the basis on which one asserts something, for example, observation or hearsay.

Further research is needed to determine the criteria for use of these particles. From observation, *otʰiʔika* is the most commonly used of the three.
1. Introduction

Assiniboine determiners include demonstratives, quantifiers, partitives, and the cardinal and ordinal numbers. There are no determiners specific to definite, indefinite, or possessive marking. The demonstratives may function as definite articles; the number ‘one’ and the particle $c^h\alpha$ serve as indefinite articles. Several strategies exist for marking possessed nominals.

2. Definite and indefinite marking

Assiniboine has neither a definite nor an indefinite article. Sentences with no determiners, like the following, are very common.

(1a) $t^h$aspə awótapi akán $\emptyset$-yaká
apple table on A3.sit
‘the apple is on the table’

(1b) hokşína $t^h$ápa a-$\emptyset$-$\emptyset$-p$h$á
boy ball ST-P3-A3-hit
‘the boy hit the ball’

In addition to the definite readings given for the examples in (1), indefinite or mixed definite/indefinite readings are also possible. For example, (1b) also means ‘a boy hit a ball’, ‘a boy hit the ball’, or ‘the boy hit a ball’. Technically, generic readings are also possible, since inanimate nouns are not marked for plurality; thus, ‘a boy hit balls’ or ‘the boy hit balls’, although for those meanings ‘balls’ would probably be modified by a partitive. The appropriate interpretation is usually
easily determined from context but when more clarity is desired for the speaker’s purpose, a demonstrative (see §3 below), usually źé ‘that’ but also nê ‘this, serves as a definite article and the number ‘one’ (for singular reference) or the particle chα ‘such’ (for singular or plural reference) may serve as indefinite articles. These ersatz articles may be glossed in English either as demonstratives or as articles, but it is usually more appropriate to gloss them as articles, since the literal translation is highly marked, as shown in (2). English does not have a plural reference indefinite article so chα is omitted in free translation, as in (3).

(2) [hokšína źé ] [tʰápa wâží] a-∅-∅-phá
boy that ball one ST-P3-A3-hit
‘the boy hit a ball’
?p‘that boy hit one ball’

(3) [wanákaš onówâ chα ] [wacʰékiyapi onówâ chα ] mitʰúkaši
long.ago song that.kind prayer song such 1.Poss-grandfather
wanákaš ahíyaye-s’a
long.ago A3.sing- HAB

‘long ago, my grandfather used to sing old songs, prayer songs’ (NR T1.1)

chα is used as an indefinite article when an indefinite token of a specific type is referenced, as in the previous example, where chα modifies a plural noun, and in the following examples, where it modifies singular nouns.¹

¹ Rood and Taylor (1996:456) describe nouns modified by chα as emphatic, “translated into English as ‘It was a/the NOUN who/which VERB’. This analysis is possible in Assiniboine for the examples in (4)-(5), i.e., ‘it was an Indian who helped me’ and ‘it was a white man who helped me’, respectively, but is less felicitous for the example in (3): ?‘long ago it was old songs, it was prayer songs that my grandfather sang’.
Of the demonstratives, Žē is the preferred, and therefore unmarked, choice for use as a definite article, but the availability of two different demonstratives as articles allows a distinction between proximal and distal reference:

(6) wíyá žē Ø-hâska
woman that A3-be.tall
‘the woman (over there) is tall’ or ‘that woman is tall’

(7) wíyá né Ø-hâska
woman this A3-be.tall
‘the woman (close by) is tall’ or ‘this woman is tall’

Apparently, the demonstrative, kâ ‘yonder’, is not used as a definite article; I have not been able to elicit it as such, nor have I found it in any texts.

3. Demonstratives

Assiniboine demonstratives function in various ways. Their use as determiners is considered here; the other uses, as pronouns and relative and complement clause markers, are discussed in chapter 11.

There are six demonstratives (table 10.1) that express three degrees of distance with respect to the speaker and morphologically distinguish singular from plural.
Table 10.1. Demonstrative articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>né</td>
<td>‘this’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>źé</td>
<td>‘that’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kā</td>
<td>‘that yonder’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nená</td>
<td>‘these’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>źená</td>
<td>‘those’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaná</td>
<td>‘those yonder’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plural demonstratives may only modify plural nominals, but the morphologically singular demonstratives may modify both singular nominals, as in the examples in (6)-(7) above, and plural nominals, as in the following examples.

The nouns modified by morphologically singular né in (8) and źé in (9) are overtly marked as plural by means of number agreement on the verb. When such disjuncture occurs in number agreement between demonstratives and the nouns they modify, the more likely interpretation is ‘the’ rather than ‘this or ‘that’.

(8) ō‘ok’ā-pi né etāhā ū-hī-pi-šī
singer-PL this some A3-arrive here-PL-NEG
‘some of the singers haven’t arrived’

(9) ķhācỳ-pi źé wicāna-pi-šī
leader-PL that agree-PL-NEG
‘the leaders did not agree to it’ (NR T7.76)

When plural demonstratives modify animate beings, the verb has the plural enclitic pī with subject NPs (10) and wıcʰa with object NPs (11)-(12); when they modify inanimate things, the verb is unmarked for number (13).

(10) źenā tāku-pi he
those be what-PL Q
‘what are those (animate)’
The particle ~ is often translated as ‘also’ but one consultant reports instead that it “just makes it stronger,” that is, in this example, ~ has essentially the same indefinite meaning as but is slightly more specific. She gives the sequence ~ < ~ < ~ ~, all meaning ‘some, some of’, but progressively more emphatic, approximately, ‘some of them’ < ‘some of those’ < ‘some of them’ (with emphasis). I believe that the appropriate gloss for in phrases like these is ‘specific’.

Nak ~ api ~ wayap ~  ~  Nakoda language speak.well even some ~

‘some of them don’t even speak Nakoda very well’ (LgC1.206)

This explanation of ~ also works well for situations where ~ occurs but there is no element in the discourse that would serve as antecedent to ‘also’, as in the following example, a grace said before meals. In this example, the demonstrative ~ is a complementizer, augmented by ~. A translation of ‘this, also’ makes no sense in this context.

~ ~  ~ ~  ~  ‘thank you for what I am about to eat’

The compound ~ is described by a consultant as “narrowing down ~ to refer to what the conversation is about.” The context for the following example is a conversation about things taught at boarding school; the speaker makes the following comment, in which ~ refers to the current topic of conversation.

~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ‘I don’t know any of that stuff!’ (LgCl.157)

This sentence could also mean ‘so he called coyotes, moles, and badgers’, but in the context of the story from which this example is taken, it is clear that one of each is called.
In fact, I have referred elsewhere (Cumberland 2005) to the use of two demonstratives to modify a single noun phrase as instances of a “specific definite,” borrowing a term from Givon (1984).

(13) nená táku he
tók±en né tʰaŋáke né naháŋí níña ni-yáža he
these be.what  "what are these (inanimate)?"
how this knee this still very r2-be.painful "does your knee still hurt?" (NR T.6.20)

Choice of definite or indefinite marking is determined from discourse context. First reference to a nominal element in discourse is indefinite and typically has no determiner, while non-first reference will typically be marked as definite, since the referent has been uniquely identified. Second reference is often not only definite, but demonstrative. Since the singular demonstratives have several possible interpretations, a more specifically demonstrative meaning is achieved by using two identical singular demonstratives, one preceding and one following the nominal expression. In (14), both the speaker and addressee were previously aware that the addressee had an injured knee. The use of two demonstratives gives the question the approximate force of the English colloquial question, 'does that knee of yours still hurt?'.

In (15) ‘young woman’ is a second reference in the narrative and is bracketed by né . . . né, but the older sister is referenced here for the first time and so no article is required in the noun phrase that references her.
The use of two identical determiners to modify a single noun phrase is also a re-focusing device that is used once a character (or characters) has been introduced but unrelated information intervenes between references. Between the first references to a young man and a young woman in (16a) and the second reference in (16b), the narrator gives some explanatory information about the custom of “favored child.” In the second reference, one of the nouns carries the double determiner marking. There are no instances in the corpus of double determiners occurring on two successive noun phrases, so the choice of which noun phrase receives the double marking appears to derive from semantic conditions.

(16a) \[ \text{wįk}^\text{hōs}^\text{ke} \quad \text{k}^\text{hośk}^\text{á} \quad \text{t}^\text{he-∅-∅-ñína} \]
    young.woman young.man ST-R3-A3-treasure
    ‘a young woman loved a young man’ (NR T7.1)

(16b) \[ \text{ëknųhха} \quad [\text{k}^\text{hośk}^\text{á} \quad \text{ʒē}] \quad [\text{nē} \quad \text{wįk}^\text{hōs}^\text{ke} \quad \text{nē}] \quad \text{wąyąk-∅-i} \]
    all.at.once young.man that this young.woman this see-A3-arrive.there
    ‘all at once, the young man went to see this young woman’ (NR T7.3)

In another example, a narrator introduces characters in a story, eleven brothers, with predictably indefinite reference (17a) and follows with additional information about individual members of the group. When she next references the brothers collectively four sentences later (17b), the reference is bracketed by determiners.

---

\(^5\) \text{chēn} is a subordinating conjunction, in this case creating a structure similar to a participle phrase. A more precise translation of this sentence is approximately, ‘this young woman, having an older sister, that sister was one of those monster-creatures’.
The use of dual demonstratives is not required in these circumstances, and exceptions are easily found, but it seems that when dual determiners do occur, it is usually when unrelated information intervenes between references.

4. Quantifiers

Quantifiers give a relative or indefinite indication of quantity. The quantifiers are listed in table 10.2. As indicated in the table, most of these forms may refer to both count nouns (e.g., trees, people, apples) and mass nouns (e.g., sugar, water, sand).

4.1 anúk ‘both’

Most of the quantifiers and partitives may also function as pronouns and in the case of anúk, only a pronominial example is available, given in (18).
The distributive/collective distinction of iyúha/iyúhana is parallel to the same distinction made in Lakota by iyúha/oyás'ë. A ceremonial phrase, mit'hâk'ůye owâs'ë ‘all my relatives’, is reported in Assiniboine, but those who use it say that it is borrowed from Sioux (cf. Lak. mit'hâk'ůye oyâs’ë). Unlike Lakota, Assiniboine has no separate term for ‘all of an undifferentiated mass’; iyúha is used for both count and mass nouns (cf. Lakota āataa ‘all of an undifferentiated mass’).

4.2 cónana ‘a few; a little bit’

cónana may modify both count and mass nouns.

(19) tʰaspâ cónana éyaku
apple a.few 3-take
‘he took a few apples’

(20) wañipé cónana mnuhá
tea little.bit 1s.have
‘I only have a little tea; I don’t have much tea’

4.3 iyúha and iyúhana ‘all’

Both of these universal quantifiers mean ‘all’, but iyúha is distributive (21a, 22a), while iyúhana is collective (21b, 22b). The distributive/collective contrast is indicated in parentheses.

(21a) wïyâ-pi iyúha 0-hí-pi
woman-PL all 3-arrive.here-PL
‘all of the women came (one at a time or a few at a time)’

(21b) wïyâ-pi iyúhana 0-hí-pi
woman-PL all 3-arrive.here-PL
‘all of the women came (all at once, in a group)’

(22a) tʰaspâ iyúha éyaku
apple all 3-take
‘s/he took all the apples (one at a time or a few at a time)

6 The distributive/collective distinction of iyúha/iyúhana is parallel to the same distinction made in Lakota by iyúha/oyás’ë. A ceremonial phrase, mit'hâk'ůye owâs'ë ‘all my relatives’, is reported in Assiniboine, but those who use it say that it is borrowed from Sioux (cf. Lak. mit'hâk'ůye oyâs’ë). Unlike Lakota, Assiniboine has no separate term for ‘all of an undifferentiated mass’; iyúha is used for both count and mass nouns (cf. Lakota āataa ‘all of an undifferentiated mass’).
The distinction between *iyúha* and *iyúhana* is also seen in the textual examples in (23) and (24). In (23) *iyúhana*, used in this instance as a pronoun, co-occurs with the rare collective verb *aŋi* ‘arrive there, collectively’; in (24) a variety of berries is referenced and, as predicted, the distributive form *iyúha* is found.

(23) *iyúhana* én aŋi
all there come (coll.)
‘they all went there (all together)’ (NR T5.16)

(24) táku waskúyeca okhïnk[a] iyúha châwâm ìcâ-gâ-ha
thing sweet all.kinds all Canada grow-?
‘all kinds of berries grow in Canada’ (NR T4.75)

Because *iyúha* is distributive, it can also mean ‘every’, as in (25). By comparison, the notion ‘all summer’ is created by the adverbial suffix *-eyasâ* ‘all, throughout’, as in (26).

(25) mnokétu iyúha Ø-hi
summer all A3-arrive.here
‘s/he comes every summer’

(26) mnok-eyasâ Ø-ũ-kta
summer-all A3-stay-POT
‘s/he will stay all summer’

*iyúhana* may form a contraction with *né* as *nîyuhana*, as in (27), in which the speaker is referring collectively to all the women in the community.

(27) wîyâ nîyuhana wón-Ø-i-pi chën
woman all.these(coll.) food-ST-A3-take-PL thus
‘all the women would take food [implies for a feast]’ (LgC1.99)
4.4 nówa, kʰówa ‘all’

nówa is a contraction of né and the pronoun owá ‘all’.

(28) táku tháwa nówa é-Ø-knáka chēn
thing his all st-A3-put thus
‘so he put all his things on it’ (NR T4.4)

(29) kʰošká-pi nówa šuk⁷ákányak-tʰiwoḵša wínówa-pi-s’a
young.man-PL all ride.around.camp sing.love.songs-PL-HAB
‘all the young men used to ride around camp singing love songs’ (NR T1.25)

kʰówa ‘all of them’ is also derived from owá, probably a contraction of owá and kʰó ‘even; also’. The initial velar is aspirated so kʰ cannot be a due to a contraction of owá and the demonstrative ka.

(30) Mitʰákožapina kʰówa wachʰí-wičʰa-wa-kʰiyy-kta-c
1poss-grandchild-PL all dance-P3p-1s-CAUS-POT-DECL
‘I will make all my grandchildren dance’ (NR T5.112)

kʰówa can also mean ‘also’ and refers to plural entities.

(31) wičʰápha kʰówa éyak⁷ huštá
scalp also A3-take it.is.said
‘he also took (many) scalps, it is said’ (NR T7.50)

4.5 nupʰín ‘both’

From the available evidence, this word appears to be synonymous with anúk.

(32) istó nupʰín Ø-paksá
arm both A3-break
‘he broke both his arms’

There is a pronoun umáň ‘neither’, derived from umá ‘other’, but there are no examples in which this word is used as a quantifier.

ǔmáň tákuni ùk-ókihi-šį
neither nothing 1du.get-NEG
‘neither of us got anything’
4.6 ótA ‘many, a lot; much’

This quantifier modifies both animate (33) and inanimate (34) nouns. It also functions as a stative verb meaning ‘be many, be a lot, be much’, which lacks first or second person singular forms for semantic reasons. An example of ótA as a stative verb is given in (35).

(33) šüka óta wëc±á-mnuha
dog many P3p-A1s.have
‘I have many dogs; I have a lot of dogs’

(34) ápa hotbũna wïtka óta ∅-tʰû
chicken egg many A3-lay
‘the chicken laid many eggs; the chicken laid a lot of eggs’

(35) óte-ši kʰó
be.much-NEG even
‘it’s not very much; there aren’t very many’

(36) šükathãka nína-ň ∅-óta kákʰi ∅-ʔ-pi-ši
horse very-ń P3-be.many over.there A3-be-PL-NEG
‘there aren’t very many horses over there’

5. Partitives

Partitives (table 10.3) describe a part of a whole. There are affirmative and negative partitives. The negative partitives are formed by adding a suffix -ni ~ -na to the corresponding affirmative partitive. Like the quantifiers, partitives are not differentiated for count or mass nouns, other than for semantic reasons: tuwéni ~ tuwéna refers to humans only; wžiːi and wžiːniː refer from the number ‘one’ and have singular (hence “count”) meaning. Partitives are positioned after the noun and any stative verbal modifiers, when present.
### Table 10.3. Partitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partitive</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>apá</em></td>
<td>‘some, some of’ (count or mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>chekán</em></td>
<td>‘half’ (count or mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>etähâ ~ etähâ</em></td>
<td>‘some, some of’ (count or mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>tâku</em></td>
<td>‘any’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>tôna</em></td>
<td>‘some; several; how many; how much’ (count or mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>tâkuna ~ tâkuni</em></td>
<td>‘none’ (animate-non-human, inanimate)(count or mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>tuwéna ~ tuwéni</em></td>
<td>‘none (human animate)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>wažînî</em></td>
<td>‘any’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>wažîni</em></td>
<td>‘not one, not any’ (count)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Partitives are often omitted when a definite/indefinite distinction is irrelevant. With mass nouns, omission of the partitive tends to give an indefinite reading, while use of the partitive tends to have more specific meaning, although both readings are possible in either case, as seen in (36a)-(36b). (Recall that the question enclitic is optional.)

(36a)  
\[
\text{thaspâ ya-}chîka (he) \\
\text{apple \ A2-want (q)} \\
\text{‘do you want some apples?’} \\
\text{‘do you want some of the apples?’}
\]

(36b)  
\[
\text{thaspâ etâha ya-}chîka (he) \\
\text{apple \ some \ A2-want (q)} \\
\text{‘do you want some apples?’} \\
\text{‘do you want some of the apples?’}
\]

(37a)  
\[
\text{waľîpê mnuhâ} \\
\text{tea \ A1s.have} \\
\text{‘I have some tea’} \\
\text{?‘I have some of the tea’}
\]

(37b)  
\[
\text{waľîpê etâha mnuhâ} \\
\text{tea \ some \ A1s-have} \\
\text{‘I have some tea’} \\
\text{?‘I have some of the tea’}
\]
5.1 apá ‘some, some of’

As shown in the examples, apá may be used with count nouns (38)-(39) or mass nouns (40). It appears to be synonymous with etáha, but within the corpus, it occurs more frequently with count nouns.8

(38)  thípi  apá  thó
    house some be.blue/green
    ‘some of the houses are blue’

(39)  wichášta apá  iyáya
    man some V3.depart.from.here
    ‘some of the men have left’

(40)  aɡúyapistâna apá  wa-kâna
    flour some V1s-empty.by.turning.over
    ‘I spilled some flour’

5.2 chokán ‘half’

chokán is related to the adverb meaning ‘middle’. It may modify both mass and count nouns.

(41a)  chokán hiyáya ma-k’ú
    middle pour V3-give
    ‘give me half (as of a cup of tea)’

(41b)  šúka žé  chokán  ş-sápa-pi
    dog that half V3-be.black
    ‘half of the dogs are black’ (as of a pack of dogs)

8 The Nakoda Language Lessons (Parks, Ditmar, and Morgan 1999, Unit 10:8-9) describe apá as restricted to count nouns and etáha as restricted to mass nouns. My data suggest that this is a tendency rather than a rigid rule. In fact, etáha is freely used with both types of nouns and only apá has a tendency to be restricted, in particular, to count nouns. One CTK speaker perceives apá as indicating a larger portion than etáha, giving apá when ‘most’ is elicited, as in the following example:

    kit’hézi žé  apá  hâskâ-ska-pi
    kids that most be.tall-REDUP-PL
    ‘most of the children are tall’
This might be evidence of anticipatory nasal assimilation but no strong evidence has been found to suggest that this is a regular process. Also, the feature [nasal] has not been found to cross the glide h. See chapter 2:10 for a discussion of nasal assimilation.
5.5 tákuni ~ tákuna ‘none’ (inanimate reference)

tákuna occurs only in the CTK data, but it might also occur elsewhere in Canada;
it is not used at FB. tákuni ~ tákuna must co-occur with a negative verb.

(47a) thaspá žé tákuna them-Ø-yá-pi-šį
close door that none ST-A3-eat.up.PL-NEG
‘they didn’t eat any of the apples; they ate none of the apples’

(47b) thípi žé tákuna thāke-šį
house that none be.big-NEG
‘none of the houses are big’

(48a) umá-ni-ţi tákuni ūk-ókini-pi-šį
both-neg-aug nothing 1du-PL-NEG
‘neither of us got anything; neither of us got anything’

(48b) tákuni mnuhe-šį
nothing A1s.have-NEG
‘I don’t have anything; I have nothing’

tákuni ~ tákuni is also used for reference to non-human animate beings.

(49) šūka žé tákuna wapb-a-pi-šį
dog that none bark-redup-PL-NEG
‘none of the dogs are barking’
Another means for indicating ‘none’ is to use etāha ‘some’ with a negative verb. If etāha is intensified and used with a negative verb, the meaning is ‘not a single one’, as shown in the following example.

(50) Edāha né, etāha-ñ kninápa-pi-ši.  
    some this some-INTNS come.back.out-PL-NEG  
    ‘not a single one of these came back out’ (Seven Horses.11)

5.6 tāku ‘any’ (negative reference)

The indefinite pronoun tāku may also occur as a quantifier. When it has the meaning ‘any’, it must occur with a negative verb. Like tákuni, it is restricted to inanimate reference but it is unclear whether there are circumstances under which tāku is preferable to tákuni ~ tákuna or if these forms are simply in free variation.

(51) Rob thaspā tāku opb̪-∅-∅-thu-kte-ši  
    Rob apple what ST-P3-A3-buy-POT-NEG  
    Rob won’t buy any apples’

(52) tákuškina tāku wich-ā-mnuhē-ši  
    child any P3p-A1s.have-NEG  
    ‘I don’t have any children’

(53) waʔáhɔpʰapi tāku snok-∅-ya-pi-ši  
    respect any ST-A3-know-PL-NEG  
    ‘they don’t have (lit. ‘know’) any respect’ (LgC1.200)

The notion ‘none’ is also conveyed by the verbs níca and waníca ‘to lack’ and the pronoun tákuniši ‘none’. No partitive is used with the nominal arguments of these verbs. There are very few examples of these verbs in the corpus. It is not clear what determines whether níca or waníca is used. From the examples, it seems clear that it is not a difference between transitive and intransitive, despite what appears to be the detransitivizing indefinite prefix wa- in the form waníca.
(54) mázaska ma-niča
money 1s-lack
‘I have no money’

(55) wícʰášta žé  čhećá 0-wanjča
man that leg 3-lack
‘that man has no legs’

(56) tákunišį khó snok-ya-šį
nothing even st-1s-know
‘I don’t know anything!’ (LgC1.156)

5.7 tuwénį ~ tuwéna ‘no, not any (human reference)’

These modify singular or plural human reference nouns, with plural reference
marked on the verb. tuwénį ~ tuwéna must co-occur with a negative verb. The
variant tuwéna is attested at CTK but not at FB.

(57) Nakʰóta tuwéna nén 0-ų-šį  (singular reference)
Indian no-one here 3-stay-NEG
‘no Indian lives here’

(58) Nakʰóta tuwéna nén 0-ų-pi-šį  (plural reference)
Indian no-one here 3-stay-pl-NEG
‘no Indians live here’

5.8 wźžiį ‘any; a single one’

Although derived from wźži ‘one’, wźžiį somewhat surprisingly occurs with a
plural-marked verb in (59), where it modifies a human-reference noun. In (59),
wźžiį modifies a human-reference object NP and the verb carries the third person
animate plural object pronoun wicʰa (in this example seen as its non-nasalized
variant wicʰa). It is not possible to judge from this example, the only one in the
corpus with human reference, whether the lack of plural marking on the human-
referencing noun is a requirement of wźžiį or due to the fact that such plural
marking is optional. In (60) wâžînî functions as an indefinite article.

(59) wîcʰâšta hâskâ wâžînî wì-wich-a-naka he
  man    be.tall one-aug st-f3p-a3.see    Q
  ‘did you see any tall men?’

(60) o’ŋaŋi  ěn owôte tʰîpi wâžînî hâ he
town  in  café  one  stand  Q
  ‘is there a café in this town?’

5.9 wâžînî ‘no, not one’

This is derived from stem wâžînî (wâžî ‘one’ and a negative suffix -nì), followed by augmentative ŋi. wâžînî is not attested without -ńi. It must co-occur with a verb marked with negative ŋî. In contrast to wâžînî, where a plural verb occurs with a human-reference argument, wâžînî occurs here with a singular verb.

(61) wîŋa  wâžînîŋi iŋ-ce-šî
  woman  none  a3-speak-NEG
  ‘not a single woman spoke’

6. Numbers

6.1 Cardinal numbers

The cardinal numbers often function as quantifiers. The numbers are given in table 10.4. The numbers 1-10 are identical to those in Sioux with the exception of iyúšna ‘seven’. I have heard Sioux šakówį ‘seven’ used by some Assiniboine speakers at White Bear and Fort Peck but it does not seem to occur at FB or CTK.

Cardinal numbers follow the noun and may either precede or follow any stative verbal modifiers present in the noun phrase.
Table 10.4 Cardinal numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cardinal number</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wâží</td>
<td>'one'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nûpa</td>
<td>'two'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yâmni</td>
<td>'three'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tôpa</td>
<td>'four'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>záptâ</td>
<td>'five'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šákpe</td>
<td>'six'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iyûšna</td>
<td>'seven'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šaknôqâ</td>
<td>'eight'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nápçuwâka</td>
<td>'nine'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wîkcémna</td>
<td>'ten'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akéwâží</td>
<td>'eleven'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wîkcémna nûpa</td>
<td>'twenty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wîkcémna nûm sâm wâží</td>
<td>'twenty-one' or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wîkcémna nûm aké wâží</td>
<td>'twenty-one'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opâwiğâ</td>
<td>'one hundred'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opâwiğâ sâm wâží</td>
<td>'one hundred one'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opâwiğê sâm akéwâži</td>
<td>'one hundred eleven'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opâwiğê sâm wîkcémna nûpa</td>
<td>'one hundred twenty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opâwiğê sâm wîkcémna nûm sâm wâží</td>
<td>'one hundred twenty-one' or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opâwiğê sâm wîkcémna nûm aké wâží</td>
<td>'one hundred twenty-one'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koktópawîğê</td>
<td>'thousand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wówayatâhâka</td>
<td>'million'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The “teens” are formed by prefixing aké-, i.e., akéwâží ‘eleven’, akénûpa ‘twelve’, etc. The decades are formed by the word wîkcémna ‘ten’ followed by the appropriate cardinal number, e.g., wîkcémna nûpa ‘twenty’, wîkcémna yâmni ‘thirty’, etc. Numbers between decades are formed either by adding sâm ‘more, beyond’ to the decade term, followed by a cardinal number, e.g., wîkcémna nûm sâm wâží ‘twenty-one’, or by adding aké to the decade term, followed by a cardinal number, e.g., wîkcémna nûm aké wâží ‘twenty-one’. These two methods appear to be in free variation. The numbers ‘two’ and ‘four’ are shortened to nûm and tôm,
respectively, when followed by another element in a numeric compound, and may sometimes be shortened when they occur phrase finally.

Numbers beyond 100 are formed by the word opáwïğe followed by sám and the unit or decade numbers, as in the examples listed in table 10.4 and glossed below.

(62) opáwïğe sám wâží
hundred beyond one
‘one hundred one’

(63) opáwïğe šâm akéwâži
hundred beyond eleven
‘one hundred eleven’

(64) opáwïğe šâm wîkcémna
hundred beyond ten
‘one hundred ten’

(65) opáwïğe sám wîkcémna núm sâm yâmni
hundred beyond ten two beyond three
‘one hundred twenty-three’

When cardinal numbers are used as determiners, they are indefinite unless followed by a demonstrative.

(66) šûkat±äka iyúšna wâwîc±a-∅-yaka (indefinite)
horse seven ST-p3p-a3-see
‘he saw seven horses’ (Seven Horses: ms)

(67) šûkat±äka iyúšna žé miní žên ∅-iyáyaa-ka (definite)
horse seven DET lake there A3.go-DUR
‘the seven horses kept going into the lake’ (Seven Horses: ms)

Cardinal numbers can also be used as predicates, as in (68), where the number is inflected for animate plurality.

(68) mi-chîca-pi ∅-iyúšna-pi
1 poss-child-pl f3-be.seven-pl
‘I have seven children’ (lit. ‘my children are seven’) (LgC1.103)
6.2 Ordinal numbers

Other than the word for ‘first’, which has the unique lexical term $t^h\text{okáhe}$, the ordinal numbers are formed by adding a prefix $\dot{i}$- to the cardinal numbers: $\dot{i}n\acute{\text{u}}pa$ ‘second’, $\dot{i}y\acute{\text{a}}\text{mni}$ ‘third’, $\dot{i}t\acute{\text{o}}\text{pa}$ ‘fourth’, . . . $\dot{i}\text{?ákew¿ži}$ ‘the eleventh’, and so forth to nineteen. I have not found ordinals higher than nineteen. Nominal forms of the ordinal numbers are derived by a similarly productive process. A prefix $\dot{i}c\acute{\text{e}}$- is added to the cardinal numbers: $\dot{i}c\acute{\text{e}}\nu\acute{\text{y}}pa$ ‘the second one’, $\dot{i}c\acute{\text{e}}\text{yamni}$ ‘the third one’, etc.

In the following example, both types of ordinals are used.

(69) $\dot{i}c\acute{\text{e}}\text{yamni}$ žên žéhán $\emptyset$-j\text{ístima} h\text{ų\text{št}á}; něn h\text{h}âh\text{épi} $\dot{i}t\acute{\text{o}}\text{pa}$ žên . . . third.one there then A3-sleep it.is.said; this night fourth then 'he slept through the third one, it is said; so on the fourth night . . .'

(NT 7.91)

7. Summary comparison of quantifiers and partitives

There is one pair of corresponding affirmative and negative partitives, $w\acute{\text{ażíni}}$ ‘any (one)/$w\acute{\text{ażíni}}\acute{\text{l}}$ ( . . . šį) ‘not a one’. Otherwise, the quantifiers and partitives correspond equally to the negative partitives. A human/non-human distinction is made among the negative partitives such that $\text{tuwêni}$ ( . . . šį) ‘none’ refers to humans and $\text{tákuní}$ ( . . . šį) has both non-human animate and inanimate reference. $\text{tákú}$ ( . . . šį) has inanimate reference but there are at present no data indicating whether it may refer to non-human animate beings as well. The question of number agreement for human-reference arguments modified by $w\acute{\text{ażíni}}$ and $w\acute{\text{ażíni}}\acute{\text{l}}$ requires further research.

8. Order of demonstratives relative to quantifiers and partitives

A quantifier or partitive may co-occur with a demonstrative in a noun phrase, but
the order in which they occur affects the meaning. The order *noun+quantifier (or number)+demonstrative* specifies the size of the group, as illustrated in (70a) and (71a). The order *noun+demonstrative+quantifier (or number)* designates a portion of a larger group or whole, as illustrated in (71b) and (72b).

(70a) šųkatąka iyūšna žé
      horse    seven    that
      ‘the seven horses’

(70b) šųkatąka žé iyūšna
      horse    that    seven
      ‘seven of the horses’

(71a) wówapi iyūha žé mnawá
      book    all    that  A1s.read
      ‘I read all of the books’

(71b) wówapi žé iyūha mnawá
      book    that    all  A1s.read
      ‘I read all of the book, the whole book’

When used without a demonstrative, partitives may have either definite or indefinite meaning.

(72) tʰaspä etähä
      apple    some
      ‘some apples; some of the apples’

When used with a demonstrative, only a definite reading is possible; the demonstrative precedes the partitive.

(73) tʰaspä žé etähä
      apple    that    some
      ‘some of the apples’
      (**‘some apples’**)

Also, when a noun is modified by a quantifier or partitive without a demonstrative, the noun phrase may have generic meaning:
(74) Nakhôta iyúha Ø-wachî-pi
Indian all A3-dance- PL
‘all Indians dance’ also ‘all of the Indians danced’

(75) Nakhôta etâha Ø-wachî-pi
Indian some A3-dance- PL
‘some Indians dance’ also ‘some of the Indians danced’
1. Introduction

The basic constituent order in Assiniboine is SOV (subject-object-verb). As discussed in chapter 10, there is neither a definite nor an indefinite article; it is not uncommon for NPs to lack a determiner, with definiteness or indefiniteness determined from context. Other major syntactic features discussed here include negative and interrogative clauses, noun phrases, verb constructions, postpositions, coordination, subordinate clauses (complement, adverbial, and relative), right dislocation of various constituents, ellipsis, and comparative constructions.

Like all the languages in the Sioux-Assiniboine-Stoney dialect continuum, Assiniboine is a head-marking language, as illustrated in (1). For example, in a clause, which is headed by a verb, subject or object number is marked on the verb rather than on the noun phrase.

(1a) šúka wapʰápʰa-pi
dog bark-REDUP-PL
‘the dogs are barking’

(1b) John šúka wó-wichʰa-Ø-k’u
John dog ST-P3P-Ø-feed
John fed the dogs
Possessive prefixes, when they occur, are affixed to the possessed noun and indicate inalienable possession, as in (2).\(^1\)

\[(2)\] mit\(^b\)a-nápsi\(^ô\)fína\(^ô\)j
1Plls-poss-ring
‘my ring’ (NR T1.24)

There is some disagreement about the configurationality of Dakotan languages. For example, Williamson (1984) argues that Lakota has flat structure while West (2003) argues that Assiniboine has asymmetrical clause structure. The view taken in this study is that Assiniboine is configurational, i.e., the language can be analyzed as having VPs in surface structure, with asymmetry between grammatical subjects and objects. This will be discussed in more detail presently.

By some criteria, Assiniboine might be viewed as what is termed a “pronominal argument” language, that is, a language in which syntactic arguments of the verb are exclusively pronominal, with lexical NPs analyzed (in some versions of the theory) as adjuncts to the clause. Although Assiniboine has not been specifically identified as a pronominal argument language, the closely related Lakota has been (Mark Baker 1996:18). One reason for proposing such an analysis for Assiniboine is that, as in Lakota, NPs are optional elements in a clause and when they are present, they co-occur with (rather than replace) the pronominal affixes on the verb. In the example in (3a), both the object NP ‘three horses’ and the third person plural animate object pronominal affix wič\(^h\)a ‘them’ are present in the clause and agree with each other for case and number. But (3b) ophé-wič\(^h\)a-wa-thû

\(^{1}\) The example in (2) is an example of the type of inalienable possession in which an item is closely associated with an individual (see 3:5.1)
'I bought them’ (without the lexical NP) is also a well-formed clause.

(3a) šúkaθhaka_yámní ophé-wjcha-wa-thú
horse three ST-P3P-A1s-buy
‘I bought three horses’

(3b) ophé-wjcha-wa-thú
three ST-P3P-A1s-buy
‘I bought them’

West (2003) addresses this question in detail for Assiniboin and concludes that the person affixes are agreement markers rather than syntactic arguments, while Rood (p.c.) is inclined toward a pronominal argument analysis for Lakota, and, by extension, for Assiniboin. The arguments for either position are complex and will not be reviewed because they are not essential to a basic description of Assiniboin syntax.

Returning to the question of configurationality, West argues that Assiniboin has asymmetrical clause structure. To support her claim, she subjects data to an array of syntactic tests including coordination, word order restrictions, and binding conditions. An example from West is given in (4); her orthography is given in italics.²

(4)  
Hokšína [tʰa -kóna -gu apá ] hïkná [ceyí] kta
Hokšína [tʰa -kʰóna -ku apʰá] hïkna [cʰéyí] kta
boy POSS-friend -3POSS hit CONJ cry POT
‘they boy will hit his friend and then will cry’
‘the boy will hit his friend and then he (the friend) will cry’ (West 2003:34)

She explains,

² Although West marks the second reading in (4) as ungrammatical, it is, in fact, acceptable (see the examples in [110a-110c] below). The crucial point for her argument is that the first reading is acceptable.
The subject is structurally higher than the object, because it is the object of the first verb that is included in the conjunction structure, excluding it from being understood as the subject of the second clause. The subject of the first clause is not included in the conjunction, so it must be structurally higher than the object. [West 2003:34]

Examples like that in (4) are offered as further evidence of a VP in that postverbal enclitics may have scope over multiple conjuncts. The potentiality enclitic ktÁ in (4) occurs only once in the sentence but has scope over both ‘hit’ and ‘cry’. West (2003:39) argues, “If there were no VP, and the structure were flat . . ., the enclitic would not be expected to have scope over all the conjuncts.” I will not attempt to evaluate West’s arguments but I will assume Assiniboine to be configurational, although whether it is or not has little impact on the analysis in the remainder of this chapter.

2. Simple Sentences

2.1 Canonical word order

The basic structure of a simple declarative sentence with a transitive verb is subject-object-verb (SOV):

(5) John Mary ï-ï-aphá
   John Mary p3-A3-hit
   ‘John hit Mary’
   * ‘Mary hit John’

Note, however, that Assiniboine allows right dislocation of a grammatical subject or object, creating NP-final clauses (see section 8, below).

For ditransitive verbs, the order of direct and indirect objects does not seem to be rigid. However, the order in (6a), in which the direct object precedes the
The argument structure of k'ú 'give' is a matter of some debate. It is semantically ditransitive but apparently has the argument structure of a transitive verb; that is, it appears to be only bivalent. It appears to allow only one agent pronominal and one patient pronominal, and when used with k'ú, the animate plural object pronominal wëc±a may only correspond to the recipient (indirect object) rather than the thing(s) given (direct object). The following sentence is considered ungrammatical because it has two patient pronominals:

\[ *pûza-pi-na\text{-}wëc±a-ma\text{-}k'\text{ú} \quad \text{cat-PL-DIM P3p-P1s-A3-give} \]

\[ ('s/he gave me the kittens') \]

The accepted expression does not have wëc±a:

\[ pûzapina ma\text{-}k'\text{ú} \quad \text{kittens P1s-A3-give} \]

\[ ('s/he gave me the kittens') \]

However, Regina Pustet (p.c.) offers a Lakota example in which two patient pronominals are attested on k'ú, a reference to a woman’s being given to a man’s family in marriage:

\[ wëc±a\text{-}ma\text{-}k'\text{ú} \quad \text{P3p-P1s-A3-give} \]

\[ ('they gave me to them') \]

I was not able to elicit a similar example in Assiniboine. An extended discussion of this problem may be found in the archives of the Siouan List at http://listserv.linguistlist.org/archives/siouan.html
Similarly for ditransitive verbs, the order of animate nouns does not allow movement within the clause but an inanimate noun may be moved. Thus (9c) is ungrammatical for the meaning ‘John gave Mary the/an apple’ because the indirect object precedes the subject.

Variations in the order of full NPs does not affect the order of pronominal affixes (10). Recall that the order of pronominal affixes is fixed (see chapter 6:8.8.6).

The maximum structure of the simple sentence is given in (11). Four of the
positions (pre-sentential adjuncts, pre-verbal adverbial phrases, enclitics, and modality particles) may be multiply filled.

(11)  (Pre-S(s)) (AP) (Subj. NP) (Obj. NP) (Obj. NP) (PP) (AP(s)) V (ENCL(s)) (PART(s))

“Pre-S” represents a variety of pre-sentential adjuncts, such as interjections, vocatives, sentence launchers, and discourse markers, that do not form a coherent grammatical class but often precede the clause. Discourse markers are typically adverbs or conjunctions that associate a sentence with preceding elements in the discourse, and interjections express emotion. The following is an example of multiple pre-sentential adjuncts.

(12) žéčʰen A! hahépi žén Ŷ-įštima-šį hųštá né.
so ah! night there ʰ3-sleep-NEG it.is.said this.one
‘ah! so that night he did not sleep’ (NR T7.85)

It is unclear if a non-subordinate clause can end in a conjunction. There are two types of clauses that appear to end in conjunctions. First, clauses often end with cʰén ‘thus, therefore, because’. Sometimes cʰén functions as a subordinating conjunction, as in (13).

(13) ňéčʰa cʰén waŋókma pi kʰó o-wa-kihi-šį
be.that because write even ST-A1s-be.able-NEG
‘that’s the reason that I can’t even write’ (LgC1.15)

Sometimes cʰén occurs at the end of a simple sentence, functioning as a sentence-final discourse marker, tying a statement to earlier information in the discourse, as in (14), which is a complete sentence. Here, cʰén relates the statement to the immediately preceding sentence in the text, which says ‘he knocked him down’.

The example in (14) is a series of simple sentences. The first sentence ends in the quotative káya. The second sentence, as spoken, is followed by an audible pause
before the third sentence is uttered, indicating that the two statements are
separate sentences, and therefore, chén cannot be a conjunction in this instance.

(14) Kaptáya-∅-jŋpéya káya. Kat’á kʰó jŋpéya chén.
strike-P3p-A3-fall they.say P3-A3-knock.dead even fall thus
∅-Ksní-c’eha.
3.REFL-recover-past

‘He (Jktómi) knocked him down, they say. He even knocked him dead. He
(Fox) recovered.’ (app.2: Jktómi and Fox.22)

At other times chén seems to be adverbial and in still other instances, it seems to
be a modality particle, indicating that an action is taken with a particular purpose
in mind, as in (15); if a simple sequencing of actions were intended, the narrator
would be more likely to have used Žečchencoder ‘then.’

(15) ∅-kní chén hušté-∅-kůza kʰó chén
A3-return.here thus be.lame-A3-pretend also thus
‘so he came back; so he also pretended to be lame’ (app.2.11)

The second occurrence of chén is adverbial. (chén is discussed further in 7.2 below.)

The second type of sentence that appears to end in a conjunction is
probably a compound sentence in which an interjection follows the conjunction.

Several sentences in the corpus are like the example in (16), which appears in the
Nakoda Reader as two separate sentences (the division is marked in the example
by a square bracket), but which I am now inclined to analyze as a compound
sentence interrupted by an interjection. There is a noticeable pause after the
conjunction hík, but this is expected because conjunctions cliticize to the first of
two conjuncts.
Although more study is needed, at this point it appears that any element that seems to be a sentence-final conjunction can either be analyzed as some other grammatical element or as sentence internal.

2.2 Negation

A finite or non-finite clause is negated by adding one of the negative enclitics, šį or ken, to the verb (see chapter 9 for additional discussion of these enclitics). The word order is the same as for a simple declarative statement. Examples are:

(17) John tʰaspą ŋ-yúte-šį
    John apple A3-eat-NEG
    ‘John didn’t eat (an/the) apple’

(18) tąku sicáya ŋk-éya-pi-ken
    thing bad 1du-say-PL-NEG
    ‘we weren’t saying anything bad’ (LgC1.51)

    Negative imperatives are formed by adding šį to a non-finite verb, as in (19).

    There are no examples of negative imperatives with ken so it is not clear whether ken may be used in imperatives.

(19) tʰaspą žé yúte-šį wo
    apple that eat-NEG IMPER-m
    ‘don’t eat the apple! (male speaking)’

2.3 Yes-no questions

Formally, yes/no questions are formed by adding the interrogative particle he to a
declarative sentence, although the interrogative particle is frequently omitted in informal speech (see chapter 9:2.2.12). No other syntactic or morphological changes occur.

(20) thasp̂ø-yúta
apple A3-eat Q
‘did he/she eat (an/the) apple?’

The intonation is the same as for declarative sentences, unlike English, in which this type of question typically has rising intonation at the end of the clause. In (20), the peak of the sentence is the first syllable of yúta. However, the interrogative particle may be stressed, in which case the sentence has two peaks, as in (21), where he is stressed for emphasis.4

(21) i-ní-túka
ST- p2-be.hungry Q
‘are you hungry? (NR T7.114)

2.4 Wh-questions (“t-questions”)

Assiniboine has a set of interrogative words that begin with the letter t—possibly a remnant of a historical indefinite morpheme—that Siouanists refer to as “t-words.” The t-words are used to construct what in English are referred to as wh-questions, similarly identified by their onsets. Unlike English wh-words, however, Assiniboine

4 This kind of emphatic stress occurs with imperative and declarative particles also:

hiyá, ecilaughter wó
no do-NEG IMPER-m
‘no, do not do it!’ (NR T7.77)

kboná o-wá-ki-ne-kte nó
friend ST-A1s-DAT-look.for DECL-m
‘I will go look for my friend!’ (NR T2.6)
t-words remain *in situ*, rather than being fronted.

(22)  John tuwé ľ-Ø-ųy̱gä  he
      John who ST-P3-Λ3.ask Q
  'Whom did John ask?'

In formal speech, *t*-words require that the verb be marked with the interrogative particle *he*, although *he* is often omitted in informal speech.

As indicated in table 11.1, three of the pronominal interrogative pronouns can also function as stative verbs. The fourth pronominal adverb should logically also do so, e.g., ?źë *tukté* *he* ‘which one is that?’, but I have no examples to support this hypothesis. Only the concept ‘when?’ is differentiated for realized and unrealized events, as *tôhâ* and *tohân*, respectively. In this, Assiniboine differs from Lakota, which systematically differentiates realized and unrealized forms for the notions ‘what?’, ‘when?’, and ‘where?’. Lakota has the realized/unrealized pairs *táku/takúl* ‘what?’, *tóhâ/tohâl* ‘when?’ and *tukté/tuktéł* ‘where?’, but as may be seen in table 11.1, Assiniboine *tukté* ‘which?’ is not semantically related to *tukténl* ‘where?’. Neither *tukténl* ‘where?’ nor *táku* ‘what?’ have distinct forms for realized and unrealized events (see examples (22) and (34) below).

The list of *t*-words in table 11.1 is not exhaustive but it includes the basic forms, many of which have a variety of derived forms that are not listed here. The list of corresponding non-interrogative forms is also not exhaustive, but is provided for several reasons. First, in the case of the interrogatives that function both as pronouns and verbs, the table shows that non-interrogative correspondences are the same whether the interrogative form is used in a particular instance as a
pronoun or a verb. Second, the correspondence between interrogative and non-interrogative forms is not always obvious from English glosses because the Assiniboine non-interrogative forms often make different distinctions than similar English forms. Finally, some forms are related by their morphology, and a comparison of the interrogative and non-interrogative forms provides some insight into appropriate use of the forms, although the correspondences are not rigid. That is, one need not reply to tókʰiʸa ‘where to? which way?’ with a form in -kʰiʸa, e.g., nécʰiʸa ‘over this way’; nécʰi ‘over here’ could also be used. I suspect that there is a subtle difference in meaning depending on which non-interrogative form is used, but further research is needed on this question.
Table 11.1 Interrogative words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t-word</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Pro.</th>
<th>Vb.</th>
<th>Adv.</th>
<th>Some corresponding non-interrogative forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>táku</td>
<td>what?</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>táku ‘thing, something’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>né, žé, ká, nená, kaná, žená</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(this, these, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tóna</td>
<td>how much, many?</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>tóna ‘some’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tukté</td>
<td>which?</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td></td>
<td>né?iš, ‘this one’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>žé?iš ‘that one’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuwé</td>
<td>who?</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>né ‘this one’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nená ‘these (ones)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>žé ‘that one’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>žená ‘those (ones)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tákuc±en</td>
<td>why?</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>chéén, ūs, žé?ūs ‘because’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tïsko</td>
<td>how big? what size?</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nïsko ‘this size’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ţïsko ‘that size’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tóhâ</td>
<td>when? (in the past)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hátâ ‘when, whenever’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>žéhâ ‘then (in the past)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tohän</td>
<td>when? (in the future)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ŕsten ‘when (in the future)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tób±en</td>
<td>how</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>chéén ‘that is why’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ūs ‘because of’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>žé?ūs ‘because of that’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tób±i</td>
<td>where? (stationary</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tuktám ‘somewhere’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or directional)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>néčhi ‘over here’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>žéčhi ‘over there’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kákbi ‘over yonder’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tób±iya</td>
<td>where, which way</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>néčhiya ‘this way’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(directional)?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>žéčhiya ‘that way’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kákbiya, ‘that way yonder’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tób±iyac±en ‘some direction’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuktén</td>
<td>where? (stationary)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nén ‘here’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>žén ‘there’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kán ‘yonder’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tukténa ‘(at) some place’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(23) táku ‘what?’

(23a) táku ɸ-yúta he
what A3-eat Q
‘what is he/she eating?’
‘what did he/she eat?’

(23b) táku yútį-kta he
what A3-eat-POT Q
‘what will s/he eat?’

(23c) žé táku he
that be.what Q
‘what is that?’

(24) tóna ‘how much? how many?’

(24a) tóna ya-chįka he
‘how.much/many A2-want Q
‘how much/many do you want?’

(24b) ni-tóna-pi he
P2-be.how.many-PL Q
‘how many are you? how many of you are there?’

(25) tukté ‘which?’
(often occurs as ūmá tukté or tukté ūmá ‘which of two’; ūmá ‘other’)

(25a) (ūmá) tukté ya-chįka he
(other) which A2-want Q
‘which one do you want?’

(25b) tukté wašté-wįchá-ya-na he
which ST-F3p-A2-like Q
‘which of them (animate) do you like?’

(26) tuwé ‘who?’

(26a) tuwé ɸ-hį-pi he
who A3-arrive.here-PL Q
‘who (pl) came?’

(26b) ni-hų ɸ-tuwé he
2.poss-mother A3-be.who Q
‘who is your mother?’
(27) tákucʰen ‘why?’

Q: tákucʰen né-šį he? A: mağážu cʰén
   why A2.go-POT-NEG Q rain-POT thus
   ‘Q: why didn’t you go?’ A: ‘because it’s raining/it rained’

No example is available for the adverb tįsko, but a derived verb tįskoka ‘be
how big’, is attested in Parks 1985-1999:12.229:

(28) žé tįsko-ka he
    that be.how.big Q
   ‘how big is it?’

(29) tóhą ‘when (in the past)?’

   tóhą ø-hí he
   when A3-arrive.here Q
   ‘when did he/she arrive?’

(30) tohän ‘when (in the future)?

   tohän ø-hí-pi-kta he
   when A3-arrive.herePL-POT Q
   ‘when will they arrive?’

(31) tókʰen ‘how?’

   tókʰen ya-hí he
   how A3-arrive.here Q
   ‘how did you get here?’

(32) tókʰi ‘where, where to?’

(32a) tókʰi ø-tʰí he
    where A3-live Q
   ‘where does he/she live?’

(32b) tókʰi ná he
    where A2.go Q
   ‘where are you going?’
(33) tókʰiya ‘where, in what direction?’

šiyó nité oyáte thamákʰócʰe tókʰiya he prairie.chicken lower.back people reserve where Q ‘where is Pheasant Rump Reserve (from here)?

(34) tuktén ‘where (stationary)?’

(34a) tuktén ya-tplib he where A2-live Q ‘where do you live?’

(34b) tuktén ya-ũ-kta he where A2-stay-POT Q ‘where will you stay?’

3. Noun Phrases

The NP consists minimally of a simple noun (35a) or noun substitute, such as a pronoun (35b) or quantifier (35c)-(35d).

(35a) wíchʰášta ø-mnihá
    man P3-be.strong ‘the man is strong’

(35b) źé ø-mnihá
    that.one P3-be.strong ‘he/she is strong’

(35c) zápta ø-yuhá
    five A3-have ‘he has five (inanimate)’

(35e) zápta wíchʰá-ø-yuhá
    five P3p-A3-have ‘he has five (animate)’

Other elements may be included in positions relative to the head noun as schematicized in (36).

(36) (det) noun (stative modifier(s)) (quantifier) (det) (quantifier)

The head noun of an NP determines the number (singular or plural) of the
entire NP. This is illustrated by the examples in (37), where the verb agrees in
number with the head noun ‘dog’ rather than with the possessor.

(37a) šųka mi-tʰáwa žé Ø-sápa
dog P1s-be.one’s that P3-be.black
‘my dog is black’

(37b) šųka mi-tʰáwa-pi žé Ø-sápa-pi
dog P1s-be.one’s-PL that P3-be.black-PL
‘my dogs are black’

The head noun may be modified by a stative verb.

(38) šųka zí
dog brown
‘(a/the) brown dog’

Stative verbs follow the noun and precede demonstrative articles within the
noun phrase.

(39) [šųka zí žé ]
dog brown that
‘the/that brown dog’

Note that if the demonstrative preceded the stative verb in (39), only the
demonstrative would modify ‘dog’, placing the stative verb in predicate position,
and the expression would be a clause.

(40) [šųka žé ] Ø-zí
[dog that] P3-be.brown
‘[the/that dog] is brown’

Partitives follow a stative verb modifier.

(41) [šųka zí nûm] wjchá-mn-uhá
[dog brown two ] P3p-A1s-have
‘I have [two brown dogs]’

Here again, if the order of the partitive and stative verb are reversed, the
stative verb is not within the NP and is in the (sentence-final) predicate position.
Compare the subject NP in (41) above to (42).

(42)  [šūka nūm] Ø-zí-pi
       dog   two   p3-be.brown-PL
       ‘two dogs are brown’

Multiple stative verb modifiers in an NP are rare in spontaneous speech. In fact, none occur in the narrative or language circle texts used for this study. All such examples of this type are elicited, and speakers have difficulty producing them, frequently giving conflicting responses. Consequently, I have not been able to find a pattern in the construction of NPs of this type, despite coming back to the question several times over a period of three years. In some examples, it appears that stative verb modifiers may simply be concatenated.

(43)  šūka sápa-pi tháka-pi wícá-
       dog   black-PL big-PL   p3p-a3-have
       ‘he has big, black dogs’

In other examples, determiners may occur, albeit inconsistently.

(44a) šūka ŋé tháka hinjka chá yuhá
       dog   DET big   mean   DET a3.have
       ‘he has a big, mean dog’

(44b) šūka zi tháka chá Ø-yuhá
       dog   brown big   DET a3.have
       ‘he has a big, brown dog’

(44c) šūka ŋé tháka hinjka ŋechá Ø-Ø-yañtáka
       dog   DET big   mean  be.that.kind p3-a3-bite
       ‘a big, mean dog bit him’

Phrases like those in (45) were rejected.

(45a) *šūka ŋé tháka chá zi chá
       dog   (def) big   (indef) brown (indef)
       ‘a big, brown dog’
Comparing the example in (43) to those in (45), I draw two conclusions. First, the head noun in an indefinite NP does not require a determiner, but when a determiner is present, as in (44a) and (44c), the determiner modifying the head noun must be definite, while the determiner that modifies the entire NP is indefinite. Second, a maximum of two determiners may occur in an NP, one definite and one indefinite.

There is one example in the corpus of a spontaneously uttered noun described by two stative verbs. In this instance, however, the stative verbs are not in an NP, but occur in sequence at the end of the sentence, where they provide, instead, an example of two verbs conjoined by juxtaposition (see 6.1, below).

Number agreement on the stative verb within the noun phrase is also inconsistent. In (43) above ['he has big, black dogs'], the stative verbs in the NP agree in number with the head noun but in (47) the stative verb modifier does not agree in number with the head noun, which can be seen to be plural because of the plural-marked matrix verb.

(46) sijinge, thäka
tail that be.spherical be.big
‘its tail was big [and] round, a big, round ball’ (app.1: Big Snake.32)

(47) šůka zí že iyūha Ø-šíca-pi
dog brown that all P3-be.bad (ugly)-PL
‘all brown dogs are ugly’
More consistent is the case of cardinal numbers functioning as partitives in NPs. These appear never to be marked for number.\(^5\)

(48a) šůka núm sápa-pi tháka-pi wichá-∅-yuhá
dog two black-PL big-PL f3p-a3-have
‘he has two big, black dogs’

(48b) šůka zápta ∅-ži-pi
dog five f3-be.brown-PL
‘five dogs are brown’

(48c) šůkatáŋa, iyúšnA, ∅-sap-sápa-pi žén wihi-∅-ū-pi
horse seven f3-be.black-REDUP-PL there graze-a3-CONT-PL
‘seven black horses were grazing there’ (Seven Horses.5)

3.1 Possessive modifier

When used in a noun phrase as a noun modifier, It’háwa must be followed by a demonstrative.

(49a) šůka m-it’háwa žé ∅-sápa
dog p1s-be.one’s that f3-be.black
‘my dog is black’

(49b) hokšína žé šůka ∅-tháwa žé kichí ∅-shkáta
boy that dog f3-be.one’s that together a3-play
‘the boy is playing with his dog’

3.2 Stative verbs as nominals

Stative verbs may be nominalized by the addition of a determiner and a shift in syntactic position to one of the argument positions. No other nominal element is present in NPs with nominalized stative verbs. sápA in (50a) and th’ákA in (51a) are verbs but in (50b) sápa žé is the object NP and (51b) th’ákA nè is the subject NP.

When used as an NP, this construction can be viewed as a headless relative clause,

\(^5\) The corollary to this fact is that cardinal numbers are only inflected when functioning as predicates.
meaning, ‘the one who/which is V’, as in (50b, 51b).

(50a) sápa ‘be black’:

šụka žé ø-sápa
dog DET F3-be.black
‘the/that dog is black’

(50b) sápa žé ‘the black one’

[sápa žé ] wašté-wa-na
[black DET] ST-A1s-like
‘I like [the black one]’

(51a) thāka ‘be big’

jyā né thāka
stone DET be.big
‘this stone is big’

(51b) thāka né ‘the big one’

[thāka né ] tkā
[big DET] be.heavy
‘[the/this big one] is heavy’

4. Verb constructions

Several constructions consist of a verb and at least one other element that bears a particular relationship to the verb to create a specialized meaning. These include passive-like constructions and three types of constructions of verbs with verbal complements.

4.1 Passive-like constructions

There is no distinct passive morpheme, but passive-like meaning is achieved by adding the plural enclitic pi to an active transitive verb with an indefinite agent. This has the effect of deriving a stative verb from an active verb; verbs in passive-
like constructions use the patient pronominals, agent pronominals are absent, and

*pi* is glossed as “passive” rather than “plural.”

(52a)  ma-ó-pi
       P1s-shoot-and-wound-PSV
       ‘I’ve been shot; I’m wounded’

(52b)  hoğā  žená  awótapi  akán  ø-éknaka-pi
       fish those table on  P3-put-PSV
       ‘the fish are (i.e., have been put) on the table’

(52c)  wicʰá žé  ø-paká-pi  cʰéyaka
       man that  P3-respect-PSV ought
       ‘that man should be respected’

There is a large degree of overlap between passive-like constructions and

third person plural subject forms, and for some expressions it is debatable whether

the appropriate interpretation is passive or plural. In some instances, a plural

reading is not possible, e.g., *tʰúpi* ‘be born’; in others, a passive reading is as

appropriate as a third person plural reading, e.g., *puspápi* ‘plastered, as a house’

or ‘they plastered it’; and in still others, a plural reading is possible but either

unlikely, e.g., *šíná ayázapi* ‘a beaded shawl’ (beading is typically done by a single

person) or semantically implausible, e.g., *snohëna kakšápi* ‘the snake is coiled’

(‘they coiled the snake’). Passive-like constructions tend to function like adjectives;

where the function of noun modification is generally accomplished with stative

verbs, a passivized active verb may also function as a modifier.

(53)  acʰápʰapi  ‘tacked, as in quilting’ (cʰapʰá ‘stab’)

       ayázapi  ‘beaded’ (ayáza ‘to bead’)

       ecʰúpi  ‘to be hexed, to have bad medicine put on one’ (ecʰú

       ‘do’)
ëk±ät±ø-pi 'be fastened, be tied to something with twine, rope, etc., as a dog tied to a pole or tree' (ëk±ät±ø 'put a handle on')

ekšápi 'be coiled, as a rope or snake' (kakšá 'to coil')
opúspapi 'be patched, sealed' (puspá 'to glue')

It may be noted that it is often difficult to distinguish between passive-like verbs and verbs nominalized with pi (see chapter 3:3.2.2). The difference is determined from the syntactic position of the expression.

\[(54a)\] pʰeží pʰaŋtə-pi
grass bind-PL/NOM/PSV
'they baled the hay/a bale of hay/the hay is baled'

\[(54b)\] pʰeží pʰaŋtə-pi kákʰi yâká
grass bind-NOM yonder sit
'the bales of hay are over there; the bale of hay is over there'

4.2 Compound verbs

“Compound verbs” as used here will refer to verbs with verbal complements. Compound verbs form a single constituent; a compound verb is negated by a single occurrence of the negative enclitic following the matrix verb; the complement verb is not negated.

\[(55a)\] máni-pi θ-chíke-ṣj
walk-pi A3-want-NEG
's/he doesn’t want to walk'

\[(55b)\] *máni-pi-ṣj c híka

\[(55c)\] *máni-pi-ṣj chíke-ṣj

Three types of complex verb constructions are considered: modality verbs and their verbal complements, auxiliary verbs and their verbal complements, and verbs whose complements are “adverbialized” verb stems. Three criteria are used to
distinguish among the three types of compounds: whether the complement is a full surface form or a root; whether the complement carries an additional morphological marker; and whether the matrix verb is semantically rich or empty, that is, whether the matrix verb contributes to the semantic meaning of the compound or simply modifies the semantic content of the complement verb. The distinction among these types, both semantically and morphologically, is not always sharply drawn, and some of the verbs could arguably be assigned to a class different from the ones to which I assign them here.

4.2.1 Modality verbs

Members of the class identified here as modality verbs are listed in table 11.2. The three verbs below the dashed line are marginally members of the class, for reasons discussed below.
Table 11.2 Modality verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality verb</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Complement marking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chìka</td>
<td>'want'</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecê</td>
<td>'do'</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecê wacê</td>
<td>'feel like doing'</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kapê</td>
<td>'hate to do'</td>
<td>pi (~ Ø)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snokyù</td>
<td>'know'</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thâawúkhašì</td>
<td>'hate to do'</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ðspé-</td>
<td>'learn'</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wahóya</td>
<td>'promise'</td>
<td>kTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waštëna</td>
<td>'like'</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wayáphì</td>
<td>'be skilled at saying'</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wayúphì</td>
<td>'be skilled at doing'</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kûza</td>
<td>'pretend'</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>okíhi</td>
<td>'be able'</td>
<td>Ø (~ pi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>škā</td>
<td>'try'</td>
<td>kTA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modality verbs share at least two of three characteristics. Semantically, they reflect notions of degree of certainty or probability, obligation, desire, permission, or ability. Morphologically, verbal complements of modality verbs acquire a complement marker pi (or kTA in the case of verbs that express semantically hypothetical events). Finally, the subject of the complement verb may refer to the same person(s) as the subject of the matrix verb. When the implied subject of the complement verb is identical to the subject of the matrix verb, the complement verb does not carry subject inflection. For example, in ëyaku-pi wa-chì[ke-šì] 'I don't
want to take it’ (56c), the transitive complement ęyaku does not have subject
inflection (*ęmnaku-pi). Similarly, the intransitive complement yÁ ‘go’ in yá-pi
wacʰi'ka ‘I want to go’ (56a) is not inflected. When they do not receive subject
inflection, it seems reasonable to call overtly marked verbal complements
“infinitives.”

Most speakers mark verbal complements of kapì ‘hate to, be reluctant to’, so
it is included in the modality verb class. The examples in (59) for kapì present an
interesting contrast. When pi is present, the complement is not inflected; but when
the verbal complement is not marked, the complement is inflected.

Three verbs are marginal members of the modality verb class. okíhí and
kúza typically do not mark their verbal complement with pi but otherwise meet the
stated criteria; only one example of okíhí has a verbal complement in pi, and verbal
complements of kúza appear never to be marked. šká and okíhí allow subject
inflection on the complement verb.

Examples of each of the modality verbs with verbal complements are given
in (56)-(70).

(56)  cʰjìkA ‘want’

(56a)  yá-pi wa-cʰjìka
go pi  A1s-want
‘I want to go’

(56b)  kʰiýu'ka-pi ya-c’hjìka
go.to.bed-pi  A2-want
‘do you want to go to bed?’
(56c)  ýaku-pi wa-chke-ši
take-pi  A1s-want.NEG
'I don't want to take it'

(57)  ec'ú  'do'

wayá-pi ecé'ena ø-ec'ú
read-pi only  A3-do
'all she does is read'

ec'ú wach' 'feel like doing' is itself a compound verb, only the second member of which is inflected.

(58)  ec'ú wach'  'feel like doing'

nowá-pi ec'ú wach'amüj
sing-pi  do  A1s-feel.like
'I feel like singing'

(59)  kapj 'hate to do'

(59a)  knúška-ška-pi  wa-kapj
move.around-REDUP-pi A1s-hate.to
'I hate to move around'

(59b)  i-knúškaskä  wa-kapj
P1s-move.around  A1s-hate.to
'I hate to move around'

(60)  snokyÁ 'know'

tök-ened ec'ú-pi snok-wá-ye-ši
how  do-pi  ST-A1s-know-NEG
'I don't know how to do it'

(61)  thawúkhaši  'hate to do'

(61a)  i-ø-knúškaskä-pi  ø-thawúkhaši
LOC-A3-move.around-pi A3-hate
's/he hates to move around'

(61b)  t'a-pi thamúkhaši
die-pi  A1s-hate
'I hate to die'
(62) ūspé- ‘learn’

(62a) iyá-pi ūspé-c (of iyá ‘go; depart from here’)
go-pi A3-learn-DECL
‘s/he learned to walk (on her/his own)’

(62b) máni-pi ūspé-wa-khiya-c
walk-pi ST-A1s-teach-CAUS-DECL
‘I’m training him (child, horse) to walk’

(63) wahóya ‘promise’ (verbal complement marked by kta)
žecũ-kta ū-wahóya
do.that-kta A3.promise
‘s/he promised to do that’

(64) wašténa ‘like to do’
wóta-pi wašté-wa-na
eat-pi ST-A1s-like.to
‘I like to eat’

(65) wayáphĩ ‘be skilled at, using the mouth (usually a reference to speaking)

(65a) i?á-pi wayáphĩ
speak-pi A3.be.skilled
‘s/he is a skilled speaker

(65b) i?á-pi wa-mn-áphĩ
speak-pi ST-A1s-be.skilled
‘I am a skilled speaker’

(66) wayúphĩ ‘be skilled at’ (also wayáphĩ ‘be verbally skilled’)
wá én pasí-pi wa-mn-úphĩ-štĩ
snow in drive-pi ST-1s-skilled.at.NEG
‘I don’t know how to drive in snow’
(lit. ‘I’m not good at driving in snow’)

(67) küza ‘pretend’ (triggers e-ablaut; verbal complement is unmarked)

(67a) chéye wa-küza
cry A1s-pretend
‘I’m pretending to cry’
(67b) hušté ø-kūza
be.lame pretend
‘he pretended to be lame’

(68) okíhi ‘be able’ (verbal complement is usually unmarked)

(68a) echāmu o-wá-kihi
A1s.do ST-A1s-be.able
‘I can do that’

(68b) tuwé-khoš echũ o-ø-kihi
someone-indef. do ST-3-be.able
‘anyone can do that’

(68c) John šúkat¹k čé yúza o-ø-kihi-šį
John horse that catch ST-A3-be.able-NEG
‘John can’t catch the horse’

A rare example of okíhi with a verbal complement marked with pi is the following:

(69) John wašpáya-pi o-ø-kihi-šį
John cook-pi ST-A3-be.able-NEG
‘John can’t cook’

(70) škā ‘try to do’ (verbal complement marked by ktA)

(70a) ø-kʰíž-kta ø-škā
P3-fight-kta A3-try
‘she tried to fight him’ (SB.18)

(70b) cʰi-číž-kta wa-škā
I-you-fight-kta A1s-try
‘I tried to fight with you’

(70c) ma-yá-kʰíž-kta ya-škā
P1s-A2-fight-kta A2-try
‘you tried to fight with me’

(70d) ø-ḵʰium iyótŋkį-kta kʰo ø-škā
P3-beside sit-ktA even A3-try
‘she even tried to sit right beside him’ (SB.29)
4.2.1.1 Quasi-modality verb knā 'find to be; to sense'

knā is semantically modal and requires a verbal complement. However, its verbal complement is finite and is often an impersonal verb, and the subject of the matrix verb always differs from the subject of the complement verb.

(71a) นักภัย นี้ เคนี้ นักเห็น
now this.be.cold 1du-find-PL
'these days we find it cold; it seems cold to us' (LgC1.36)

(71b) ย่า-นัก-เห็น เชน มี นักเห็น
A2-return. there-POT this.be.different A2-find Q
'will you find it hard to go back?'

(71c) จอห์น นักคุณ นักเห็น
John P3-be.called-PSV that P3-resemble 1incl-find-PL
'we thought (it seemed to us) he looked like that one called John' (LgC1.265)

4.2.1.2 Quasi-modality verb ší 'to order to do'; triggers e-ablaut

As with the other modality verbs, verbal complements of ší do not carry subject inflection but ší differs from the modality verbs, first, in that it forms a phonological unit with its verbal complement. Stress is assigned to ší and its complement as if the boundary between them were a morpheme boundary. A single primary accent is assigned to the entire compound by the DAR. Secondly, both active and patient inflection that correspond to the subject of ší are placed on ší. However, its verbal complements are full surface forms (i.e., CVC verbs receive stem-α), so it is more like the modality verbs than the auxiliaries, which are separated from their complements by a word boundary, or verbs with “adverbial” verbal complements that have verbal roots (CVC stems do not receive stem-α) as their complements.

ší induces ablaut to e on a preceding A-word and ablaut precedes affixation.
Recall that pronominal affixes do not induce ablaut, yet in each of the examples (72b-72d) the A-word complement of ši has undergone ablaut, induced by ši before the pronominal affix was added.

(72a) ye-ší
   go order
   ‘to order/tell to go’

(72b) omnícìya ektá ye-čhí-ší
   meeting to go-I/you-order
   ‘I’m ordering you to go the meeting’

(72c) žèc’h-a-c wází né ahìyaye-ma-∅-ší-pí
   that.kind-SPC one this sing P1s-A3-order-PL
   ‘it is one of that kind (of song) that they told me to sing’ (NR T1.26)

(72d) k’è wjìc’h-∅-ší
   dig P3p-A3-PL-3AG-order
   ‘he told them to dig’

4.2.2 Auxiliary verbs

There are a number of dependent auxiliary verbs that are semantically modal but that exhibit different morphological behavior from the modality verbs just described. In auxiliary verb constructions, the verbal complement occurs either in the root or citation form and is non-finite, i.e., there is no subject inflection on the verbal complement. The auxiliary verb is the head of the verb phrase and although it is the auxiliary verb that is inflected, the verbal complement is the semantic core of the construction while the auxiliary verb modifies the activity indicated by the complement. These differ from the dependent causative auxiliary verbs -k’hìyA and -yA in that they receive stress independently of their verbal complements, that is, they are separated from their verbal complements by a word boundary, whereas the
dependent auxiliaries are linked to their hosts by a morpheme boundary.

4.2.2.1 \(\chi\) ‘do continuously’

\(\chi\) can simply be continuative, as in (73) but often carries a connotation of ‘going around; meandering’, as in (74)

(73a) eyá\(\chi\) ‘he kept saying’ (eyá ‘say’)

(73b) t‘akáp’ata t‘iyópa žé yús– \(\phi\)-\(\gamma\)

outside.from door that hold- A3-CONT

‘she was holding the door from the outside’ (LgC1.118)

(74a) kawí̂ñwijñ \(\chi\) ‘keep gliding in circles’ (kawí̂ga ‘glide in circles, soar, as an eagle or hawk’)

(74b) nũni wa\(\chi\) ‘I’m lost; I’m going around lost’ (nũni ‘be lost’)

(74c) nũwá \(\chi\)-pi ‘they’re swimming around’ (nũwá ‘swim’)

4.2.2.2 \(k\)\(\text{h}i\)\(\text{y}a\) Causative (CAUS)

The causative \(k\)\(\text{h}i\)\(\text{y}a\) can mean either ‘make someone do something’ (75) or ‘let someone do something’ (76).

(75) \(\text{c.h.a-ka}kása\)-ksa \(\text{\(\nu\)-k\(\text{h}i\)ya-pi c\(\text{e}\)e}

wood-chop-REDUP 1du-CAUS-PL always

‘they always made us chop wood’ (LgC1.410)

(76) miní ektá a-\(\phi\)-\(\i\)-pi \(\text{žèc.hi jkñúžaža-\(\phi\)-\(\k\)hiya-pi}

water to ST-P3-A3-take-PL there wash.REFL-P3-A3-CAUS-PL

‘they took him over to the water and let him bathe’ (SB.79)

4.2.2.3 \(k\)\(\text{h}u\)\(\text{w}á\) ‘keep doing’

\(k\)\(\text{h}u\)\(\text{w}á\) has several meanings, including ‘chase’, ‘treat, handle, behave towards’, ‘fix’, and ‘busy oneself with something. When used as an auxiliary verb, it indicates frequent repetition of an action over time.
The speaker is referring to her teachers at the boarding school she attended at Brandon, Manitoba.

4.2.2.4 wúka ~ wáka Repetitive

Indicates repetition of an action in a more compressed time frame than that indicated by kʰuwá. Notice in (79b) and (79e) that wúka can co-occur with the continuative enclitic hã.

(79a) píga wáka
cry.out.noisily A3-REPETITIVE
‘she kept calling out noisily’ (NR T6.49)

(79b) ūuka-wáka-hã
thunder-clap-CONT
‘thunder, one clap after another’

(79c) owáta wúka
lightning REPETITIVE
‘lightning, one flash after another’

(79d) šužá wáka
clatter REPETITIVE
‘be clattering, as wagon wheels or a train’

(79e) kañná wúka-hã
rattle REPETITIVE-CONT
‘continuously rattling, as the rattling of a rattlesnake’s tail’

4.2.2.5 áyA

There are two auxiliary verbs with the phonetic shape áyA. One follows stative verbs and is inflected using patient pronominal affixes; its meaning is ‘to become’. The

____________________

6 The speaker is referring to her teachers at the boarding school she attended at Brandon, Manitoba.
other follows active transitive verbs and is inflected as a y-stem verb; its meaning is ‘to continue doing’. This distribution suggests that the verbs have different etymologies, although the active y-stem auxiliary may be related to the motion verb áyA ‘take along’, which is also a y-stem verb.

4.2.2.5.1 Stative áyA ‘become’

Stative áyA takes stative verbs as its verbal complements. Two methods of inflection are attested for verbal compounds with stative áyA. An older speaker inflects the verbal complement, as in (80a), while younger speakers inflect the auxiliary, as in (80b). This difference is neutralized in third person forms, as in (80c).

(80a) ma-stústa áya-c
     P1s-be.tired become-DECL
     ‘I’m getting tired’

(80b) stustá a-má-ya
     be.tired ST-P1s-become
     ‘I’m getting tired’

(80c) wýya žé š̟tʰú áya
     woman that be.fat become
     ‘that woman is getting fat’

Other examples of stative áyA are:

(81) cʰá-wáńpe owá tʰó áya
     tree-leaf all green become
     ‘the leaves are turning green’

(82) há-tʰéhá áya ?
     evening-far become DECL
     ‘it’s getting late at night’

(83) wíchá žé pʰahá-sa-sa áya ?
     man that hair be.off.white-REDUP become DECL
     ‘that man is getting gray-haired’
(84) mnihé a-má-ya
   be.strong ST-P1s-become
   ‘I’m getting strong’

4.2.2.5.2 Active áyA ‘continue doing’

Active áyA implies a regularly, continuously repeated action. Active áyA takes active verbs as its verbal complements. As for stative áyA, there is variation in mode of inflection. In (85a)-(85b) both the auxiliary verb and its verbal complement are inflected. In (86a)-(86b), only the auxiliary verb is inflected.

(85a) mnukmí ámna
   A1s-pull.plants A1s-CONT
   ‘I’m weeding; I’m pulling weeds (one by one)’

(85b) a-wá-pakmjkma ámna
   ST-A1s-roll.by.pushing A1s-CONT
   ‘I’m rolling it along’

(86a) pasísa ámna
   sew.by.hand A1s-CONT
   ‘I’m sewing along (by hand)’

(86b) i-cáška-ška ámna
   LOC-tie-REDUP A1s-CONT
   ‘I laced it up; I did macrame; I tied on lots of little ropes’

4.2.2.6 híkna ‘sudden and sharp’

Because this is an impersonal verb, inflection occurs on the verbal complement, as seen in (87a). Stress occurs only on the complement (noted also in Lakota by Boas and Deloria 1941:75). It may be that this is better analyzed as a modality particle.

(87a) i-wá-ńa-híkna ‘I burst out laughing’ (iňá ‘laugh’)

(87b) owán-híkna ‘be a flash of lightning’ (owáta ‘be lit up’)
(87c) $k^h\text{ók-}h\text{jkna}$ ‘be the sound of an object striking surface’ ($k^h\text{óka}$ ‘make a clattering or tapping sound’)

4.2.2.7 $\text{iýáyA}$ ‘gradual’

The relationship between the auxiliary $\text{iýáyA}$ and the homophonous verb of departure is very close, and the departure verb also enters into compounds that closely resemble those formed with the auxiliary, but these are, in fact, different verbs. The auxiliary is stative ($A^1 s \text{imáyaya}$, $A^2 \text{iníyaya}$) and the departure verb is an active $y$-stem verb ($A^1 s \text{innámna}$, $A^2 \text{inána}$).

(88a) $\text{jštíma}$ i-má-yaya

sleep $ST\ -\ P1s\text{-GRADUAL}$

‘I fell asleep’

(88b) $\text{íté-ša-yena}$ i-má-yaya

face-be.red-like $ST\ -\ P1s\text{-GRADUAL}$

‘I blushed’ also, ‘my face became red, as from working in the sun’

An example of the departure verb used in a compound similar to the auxiliary is the following.

(89) $\text{ozázâ}$ imnámna

weaving $A^1 s\text{-depart}$

‘I staggered’

The verb $\text{iyámé}\text{iyàya}$ ‘go hunting’ is a lexicalized form for which the meaning of the first member of the compound is unclear, nor does it occur as an independent word.

The full form inflects as a $y$-stem verb: $A^1 s \text{iyámé}\text{imnámna}$, $A^2 \text{iyámé}\text{inána}$.

4.2.2.8 $\text{yåká} \sim \text{yìká} \sim \text{hìká}$ ‘continuous’

These three forms appear to be variants of each other. Although the auxiliary verb $\text{yåká}$ is homophonous with the positional verb $\text{yåká}$ ‘sit’, and speakers will often
translate phrases with this auxiliary as “I’m sitting here doing X”, the example in
(90b) illustrates that it is, in fact, a different verb, since it co-occurs with ‘stand’.

Nonetheless, the notion of sitting is often compatible with situations described by
yâkÁ and its (presumed) variants.

(90a) waktu mâkáč
   expect P1s.CONT
   ‘I’m (sitting) waiting for him’

(90b) žén náži Ø-yâká
   there stand A3.CONT
   ‘he was standing there a long time’

(90c) wóknâk Ø-hïká
   recount-CONT
   ‘he sat telling stories’

(90d) nañimá-hïman– wó-Ø-kïchì-kñak– yïká-pi
   privately-REDUP– ST-A3-RCP-discuss–AUX-PL
   ‘they were (sitting) talking together privately’ (LgC1.195)

4.2.2.9 yeyÁ ‘propel’

This is the verb ‘throw’, used as an auxiliary verb. It often seems to be redundant
with the verb it modifies and probably serves to intensify the action referenced by
its verbal complement.

(91a) kaná ye^yá
   ‘dump out, throw out of a container’ (cf. kaná ‘pour a
   fine substance’; A1s kaná ye-wâ-ya)

(91b) katbökòam ye^yá
   ‘separate, drive apart, as one horse from a herd’

(91c) mokbâm ye^yá
   ‘to shoot and hit a target while it is in motion’ (mokbápá
   ‘shoot at or strike a flying object’

(91d) yuśnòk-ye^yá
   ‘to pull out quickly, to yank out’ (yuśnóka ‘extract’)
4.2.3 Adverbial verbal complements

This type of compound is structurally similar to auxiliary verb constructions. Verbal complements are non-finite and CVC stems often do not receive a stem-forming a. In these constructions, however, each verb in the compound describes a different action, which combine to describe a single event, unlike modality and auxiliary verbs, which modify the action referenced by their verbal complements. The head verb in an adverbial verb construction is fully inflected, but the complement is marked for patient arguments only. For example, in (92), the agent pronominal occurs only on the head verb, and the transitive verbal complement is marked only with the patient pronominal.

(92a) wâ-ní-yâk wa-hí
    ST-P2-see A1s-arrive.here
    ‘I came to see you (sg.)’

(92b) wa-ní-yâka-pi wa-hí
    ST-P2-see-PL A1s-arrive.here
    ‘I came to see you (pl.)’

In informal speech, the patient pronominal is occasionally placed on the intransitive head verb, i.e., wâyâk-nilí ‘he came to see you’.

    Usually, the first member of an adverbial verb compound does not acquire the stem-forming a, in which case the final consonant of the verbal complement undergoes the expected phonological changes for consonants in codas (see chapter 2.13).

7This occurs in Lakota, as well (Rood and Taylor 1996:461).
(93) $p^h\text{êta n}_a^h\text{o}_m^h-jt\text{êk\text{û}}$
fire pop-burn
’a crackling fire was burning’ (NR T7.93)

(94) $k\text{m\text{ûza}}$ ‘be squeezed shut’

jštó-kmu-kmus– wachí-po
eye-be.closed-REDUP–dance-PL.IMPER(m)
‘dance with your eyes closed!’ (NR T5.24)

When a verb retains its final $a$ as first member of an adverbial verb

compound, if the $a$ is changeable, it usually ablauts to $e$, although in the example in

(95d), the changeable-$a$ of $yu\text{h\text{á}}$ has not undergone ablaut.

(95a) wachí-pi žé akhíte-Ø-hí
dance-NOM that look.at-A3-arrive.here
‘he came to watch the dancing’

(95b) iyákip$hᵉ$- Ø-nážî
wait- A3-stand
‘he stood waiting’

(95c) tákù wašté niyu$h\text{hana n}_a^h\text{s\text{în-ye}\text{y\text{ê}}}$– ec$h\text{ûna h}u$h\text{t\text{á}}$
thing good all.these burst-propel-do it.is.said
‘all kinds of good things popped out, it is said’ (NR T6.81)

(95d) $Ø-Ø-yu$h\text{á}$ –$Ø$-knináp$hᵃ$ p3-A3-hold –A3-come.out
‘he came out holding her’ (NR T6.62)

5. Postpositional phrases

Postpositional phrases minimally contain a postposition and a noun, and may

contain other elements. Postpositional phrases follow their complements and
typically provide spatial information. The postposition is the final element in a

postpositional phrase.
(96) šíná žé o’ištìme akán ű-ŷaká
blanket DET bed on A3-sit
‘the blanket is on the bed (folded up)’

(97) o’jñaž ek tà wa-í
town to A1s-arrive.there
‘I went to town’

(98) wakpá žé kakná châ yuhâ
creek that beside tree be
‘there are trees along the creek’ (c6.21)

(99) iyáč’hí kamani žéná wá mahén ųaká
car those snow inside sit
‘those cars are buried in snow, are snowed under’

(100) t’hípi tháwa žé ocháku sám hâ
house be.one’s that road across stand
‘his house is across the street’

A distinction is made in human reference between ‘with one other’ (kîc’hí) and
‘with more than one other’ (óm).

(101) mi-k’hûši kîc’hí wa-ŋ’s’a
1s.POSS-grandmother with A1s-stay-HAB
‘I used to live with my grandmother’ (LgC1.180)

(102) mi-t’húkaši mi-k’hûši óm wa-ŋ’s’a
1s.POSS-grandfather 1s.POSS-grandmother with A1s-stay-HAB
‘I used to live with my grandfather and grandmother’ (LgC1.181)

A postposition and the noun it modifies may be contracted as a single term
by the phrase level rule of vowel syncope but still constitute a postpositional phrase.

(103a) [p’hahágasam]
phahá akásam
hill across
‘over the hill; on the other side of the hill’

(103b) [wakpágasam]
wakpá akásam
river across
‘across the river’
There is also an instrumental postposition ü ‘by means of, with’, which has a variant form üs.

(104a) iyūšpe né ü bhiyopa yušpá
key this with door open
‘this key opens the door’

(104b) táku ü hú knuk’ēga
something with leg suus-scratch
‘he scratched his leg on something, e.g., a nail’

(105a) ókša iyā üs akniyaskin-ya-pi
around stone with weight.down-caus-pl
‘they weighted it down all around with stones’ (NR T7.47)

(105b) šiná žé iyékiye-ři, a-Ø-Ø-kāpa-pi üs
shawl that a3-recognize-intns st-p3p-a3-cover-pl with
‘he recognized that shawl, they had covered her with it’ (NR T7.67)

6. Conjunction, coordination

Coordination, the linking of syntactically equivalent constituents, may be accomplished in two ways, by a coordinating conjunction or by simple juxtaposition.

6.1 Juxtaposition

Examples of coordination by juxtaposition include the following.

(106) Juxtaposed clauses:

(106a) nañmá-řman- wó-Ø-kic-hi-knak- yjká-pi, [Ø] ápinina wó-ű-ta-pi sten
privately-redup st-a3-rcp-discuss-aux-pl quietly st-1du-eat-pl decl-f
‘they were talking together privately [and] we ate in silence’ (LgC1.195)

(106b) žèčhen khaği žé kįjā-Ø-iyāya estena ř-kńi
so crow that fly-a3-depart soon a3-return here
‘so the crow flew off [and] soon returned’ (NR T4.23)

(106c) né akid̄ woknátbi choŋůpa špawáya choŋán thgįįši
this look at pie st-a1s-cook middle disappear
‘look at this! I baked a pie [and now] it’s half gone!’
6.2 Coordinating conjunctions

The coordinating conjunctions hík ~ híkna (in free variation) ‘and’, nakú ‘and more, in addition’, and eštá ‘or’ may conjoin noun phrases or verb phrases. The conjunction kʰó is only found to conjoin noun phrases, although it is possible that instances of verb phrases conjoined by kʰó may eventually be found since it is semantically plausible. The conjunctions káʔeca ‘and then’ and tukʰá ‘but’ appear only to conjoin verb phrases. A coordinating conjunction cliticizes to the conjunct that immediately precedes it; that is, an intonational pause follows the conjunction.

6.2.1 hík ~ híkna ‘and’

This is a simple coordinating conjunction. The two forms are in free variation; a White Bear speaker explains that the choice is governed by the rhythm of the sentence or phrase; from this one may conclude that the choice is intuitive. A CTK speaker rejects híkna and uses only hík.

Noun phrases conjoined by hík(na) are frequently followed by a particle íš, which in coordinate constructions is adverbial, meaning approximately ‘also’, and is felt by some speakers to be obligatory after the last noun in coordinate expressions. Although íš ‘also’ is common and idiomatic in Assiniboine noun coordination, it is
not idiomatic in English and so the word ‘also’ is not included in the glosses.

(108) kukús-wášį́ hįk wįkta
     ‘bacon and eggs’

wówapi hįk iwáʔókma įš
     ‘paper and pencil’

wįčʰá hįk wýa įš
     ‘a man and a woman’

atkúku hįk húku įš
     ‘his/her father and mother’

atkúku hįkna hįku kʰó
     ‘his/her father and mother’

Compare the examples above to the following equally acceptable constructions, in which hįk(na) is omitted:

(109) atkúku húku kʰó
     ‘his/her father and mother’

wówapi jwáʔokma įš
     ‘paper and pencil’

Clauses conjoined by hįk(na) generally do not include įš (110), but when įš is included, it precedes the final verb in the coordinated construction (111).

(110) coordinated verb phrases

(110a) John ø-iyótaka hįk tak-ø-éye-šį ø-yąká
       John A3 -sit and thing-A3-say-NEG A3-sit (CONT)
       ‘John sits and says nothing’

(110b) ø-wóta hįk ø-kʰíkná
       A3-eat and A3-depart.to.return.there
       ‘he ate and went home’

(110c) akták-ų-hí-pi hįkna ų-stústa-pi
       run-1du-arrive.here-PL and 1du-be.tired-PL
       ‘we came running and we are tired’

(110d) akták-ųhípi hįk wą-ų-ø-yąka-pi
       run-1du-arrive.here-PL and ST-1du-A3-see-PL
       ‘we came running and they saw us’

(110) wįčʰįcana žé i-ø-řá hįk hokšína žé ø-cʰéya
     girl that ST-A3-laugh and boy that A3-cry
     ‘the girl laughed and the boy cried’
(111a) John ā-gū-yāpi yūta hīk asāpi īš 0-yatkā
John bread A3.eat and milk also A3.drink
‘John ate bread and drank milk’

(111b) hâhépi-c‘ehâ nīna osnī hīk nahâh īš nīna osnī
night-past very be.cold and still also very cold
‘it was very cold last night, and it’s still very cold’ (NLL)

6.2.2 kʰó ‘also’

The adverb kʰó may function in place of a coordinating conjunction in coordinating expressions. kʰó always follows the final conjunct in a sequence.

(112a) at-kúku hũ-ku kʰó (but not *atkúku kʰó hũku)
father-3.poss mother-3.poss also
‘his/her father and mother; his/her parents’ (NR T2.11)

(112b) mi-tʰúkaši mi-tʰuwrna kʰó wa-ʔů-s’a
1.poss-grandfather 1.poss-aunt also 1s-stay-HAB
‘I lived with my grandfather and aunt’ (NR T1.2)

The example in (113) suggests that a determiner follows, rather than precedes, kʰó.

This is the only example I have found in which kʰó co-occurs with determiners.

(113) hũ-ku žê at-kúku kʰó žê
mother-3.poss that father-3.poss also that
‘his mother and father’ (NR T2.5)

6.2.3 nakú ‘also, and more, in addition’

nakú is a flexible word that may function as both a coordinating conjunction and an adverb; and, as seen in (116), it also functions as an adjective, apparently the only non-derived word in the language to do so (passive-like forms also function as adjectives, as discussed above [4.1]). When used as a conjunction, nakú implies a supplemental connection between the conjuncts and occurs between them.

Examples of each function are given in (114)-(116).
(114) As a coordinating conjunction:

(114a) \(\text{wjc}^\text{h} \text{á} \text{nakú wjy} \text{ā} \)
man and woman
‘a man and a woman’

(114b) \(\text{kukúš wajši wjkt} \text{a} \)
pig fat and egg
‘bacon and eggs’

(115) As an adverb:

\(\text{nakú k}^\text{h} \text{ap}^\text{h} \text{éya wajc}^\text{h} \text{ka} \)
more surpass A1s-want
‘I want more (in the sense of adding to what is already there, e.g., tea)’

(116) As an adjective:

\(\text{nakú wajpé wajc}^\text{h} \text{ka} \)
more tea A1s-want
‘I want more tea’

6.2.4 \(\text{ešt} \text{á} \) ‘or, either’

Typically, \(\text{ešt} \text{á} \) follows the last conjunct.

(117a) \(\text{wjy} \text{ā-pi k}^\text{hoš} \text{k} \text{á} \text{ešt} \text{á} \)
woman-PL young.man or
‘whether male or female’ (NR T7.44) (generic reading is from context)

(117b) \(\text{šuk}^\text{h} \text{ök} \text{e} \text{ca šukc}^\text{h} \text{uk} \text{’ana ešt} \text{á} \)
wolf coyote or
‘wolves or coyotes’ (NR T7.46)

Less commonly, \(\text{ešt} \text{á} \) may occur between conjuncts.

(118) \(\text{wjy} \text{ā ešt} \text{á wjc}^\text{h} \text{á hé} \)
woman or man Q
‘was it a woman or a man?’

6.2.5 \(\text{ká?eca} \) ‘and then’

\(\text{ká?eca} \) implies a temporal sequence to the events referenced by the conjoined
A sentence may begin with a *tukhá* to introduce a statement that contrasts with a previous statement or, as in the case of the example in (124), to contrast with information assumed to be known by the listener. In (124), the speaker contrasts the past, which she has been discussing, to the present day, without directly referencing the present day.

(124) *Tukhá žéhá wanąkaš hékta wįchóh’ake né tokhá chéén but at.that.time long.ago back.there customs this be.different thus*

*Nakhóta táku jis tokhá-m owá jis ché-wjchá-Ø-kiya-pi
Nakoda thing SPC different-PL all SPC ST-P3P-A3-pray-PL*

‘But way back then, since customs were different, Indians prayed to all those various ones [i.e., all of the spirits].’ (NR T1.16)
7. Subordinate clauses

7.1 Complement clauses

Complement clauses are nominal clauses that fill an argument position of a verb.

The most common marker of complement clauses is the demonstrative determiner žé ‘that’, but né ‘this’ may also be used. The complementizer follows the verb and all inflectional elements in the complement clause.

(125) [wa-níc’i-chaga-pi-šį žé ] wašté
       [INDEF-2.REFL-make-PL-NEG COMP] be.good
       ‘it’s good you didn’t make it happen; it’s good it wasn’t your fault’

(125) [mnokéyaså kanúza-kte né ] tayar-šį
       [all.summer be.windy- POT COMP] be.well-NEG
       ‘it’s not good [that it will be windy all summer]’
       (free translation: ‘unfortunately, it’s going to be windy all summer’)

Two readings are possible for statements with the verb chįkα ‘want’ because this verb also means ‘like (something or someone)’.

(127) [j-wá-cu né ] Ø-chįke-šį
       ‘he doesn’t want [me to smoke]’
       ‘he doesn’t like [that I smoke]’

When a complement clause is the object of a transitive verb, the complement clause may precede or follow the subject NP.

(128a) John [mnatkį-kte-šį žé ] snok-Ø-yá
       John [Ø-A1s-drink-POT-NEG COMP] ST-A3-know
       ‘John knows [that I’m not going to drink it]’

(128b) [mnatkį-kte-šį žé ] John snok-Ø-yá
       ‘John knows [that I’m not going to drink it]’
Non-finite complement clauses are not followed by a complementizer.

7.2 Adverbial clauses

Adverbial clauses are nominal clauses concluded by an adverb and modifying the full main clause. Adverbial clauses may precede or follow the main clause.

Examples are the following:

(131) [nápʰápi nɛʔus žéʔuza oʔʰiʔka] tókʰi ye-ma-Ø-ya-pi
[running.away very because.of I.think] away ST-P1s-A3-send-PL
‘[I think] they sent me away [because of all the running away]’ (LgC1.167)

(132) [tuktám ináne žéʔa] pʰaʔta ŋená ōʰičʰa-wa-ya
[somewhere a2.depart while] duck those be.cooked-P3p-A1s-CAUS
‘while you were gone I cooked those ducks’

(133) wíyá žé yúza, [wašté-Ø-ya-na héʃ]
woman that marry [ST-P3-A2-like if ]
‘[if you love that woman], marry her’

(134) [mnúta štén] ma-yáža-kta
[A1s.eat if ] P1s-be.sick-POT
‘[if I eat it], I’ll get sick’

(135) [žén wa-i štén] wó-ᵻ-tj-kta
[there A1s.arrive.there when] ST-1du-eat-POT
‘[when I get there], we (two) will eat’ (NLL)

(136) [tohán wa-chiʔa hάta] o-má-wa-ni
[when A1s.want whenever] LOC-ST-A1s-walk (= ‘travel’)
‘I travel [whenever I want]’
### 7.3 Relative clauses

Relative clauses are nominal clauses that modify a noun. Relative clauses are usually marked by ųé but may be marked by né or chén. They are internally headed, as in (137), in which the head noun ‘duck’ is internal to the relative clause, that is, preceded and followed by overt material clearly belonging to the relative clause.

(137) [Edith pʰaɡúta špã-∅-∅-yé ųé | yúta-pi wašté
Edith duck st-p3-a3-cook rel eat-psv good
‘[the duck Edith cooked] tastes good’ (Drummond 1976a:25)

Within the relative clause, the head may take any of the following syntactic roles.

(Heads are underlined.)

(138) Subject of an intransitive verb:

[wjchʰaʃta thimáni ʊ-hí ųé | mi-nékši ʊ-े
man visit a3-arrive.here rel 1.poss-uncle a3-be
‘[the man who came to visit] is my uncle’

(139) Subject of a transitive verb:

[wjchʰaʃta šúkatʰa opʰé-wjchʰa-∅-thʊ ųé | snok-wá-ya
man horse st-p3p-a3-buy rel st-p3-a1s-know
‘I know [the man who bought the horses]

(140) Object of a transitive verb:

[wiya ųé John ʊ-∅-yúze ųé | wañtē-ʊ-ʊ-naṣj
my.mother woman det John p3-a3-marry rel st-p3-a3-dislike
‘my mother doesn’t like the woman John married’ (Drummond 1976a:25)

(141) Object of a postpositional phrase:

[spp wicʰát’a wążí iyáphʰa | ʊ-ʊ-wúke né] ʊ-sní
human.corps one against p3-a3-lie rel p3-be.cold
‘this corpse that he lay beside was cold’ (NR T7.86)
7.4 Subordinating conjunction \(ch\text{én}\)

I have not yet found a general meaning or function for \(ch\text{én}\). As a subordinating conjunction, it is amazingly versatile, serving as the functional equivalents of four types of English subordinate clauses: participle-like clauses (verb form in -ing), adverbial clauses, small clauses (infinitival verb). and relative clauses. In Assiniboine, \(ch\text{én}\) clauses in Assiniboine always have finite verbs, but \(ch\text{én}\) itself is often not directly translatable and the most idiomatic English translation is as a non-finite clause. In other instances, \(ch\text{én}\) can be translated as ‘because’ or ‘therefore’. Sometimes it means ‘for a purpose’, and it also serves as a discourse marker that ties a statement to information occurring earlier in the discourse.

\(ch\text{én}\) clauses frequently follow the main clause, as in (142a) but they are mobile. (142b, 142c) are paraphrases of (142a), in which the \(ch\text{én}\) clause has been moved and ‘meat’ can be analyzed as being outside the clause (142b) or inside the clause (142c). In these examples, glossing \(ch\text{én}\) as ‘because’ would not accurately represent its meaning in the sentences because here \(ch\text{én}\) points to a sequence of events rather than a causative relationship between the clauses.\(^8\)

(142a) \(t\text{h}an\text{o} \emptyset-\emptyset-\text{yúta} [\emptyset-\emptyset-\text{yá} \text{\(ch\text{én}\)}]
meat P3-A3-eat cook-A3-CAUS therefore
‘[having cooked it], he ate the meat’

(142b) \(t\text{h}an\text{o} [\emptyset-\emptyset-\text{yá} \text{\(ch\text{én}\)}] \emptyset-\text{yúta}
meat cook-P3-A3-CAUS P3-A3-eat
‘[having cooked it], he ate the meat’

\(^8\) Note that \(chen\) is not stressed in (144a-144c) due to RSP (12.5).
In the following examples, both participle-like and ‘because’ translations are plausible.

(143) [wamnónjca žemáchba chén], mitbúkaši mittúwina wa-ʔú-s’a orphan P1s-be.that.kind thus grandfather aunt A1s-stay-HAB ‘[because I was an orphan], I lived with my grandfather and aunt’ ‘[being an orphan], I lived with my grandfather and aunt’ (NR T1.2)

(144) [nina tohákeca th-čhi-ţiina chén] wahi-čhi-ya-c. very long.time ST-I/you-care thus ST-I/you-attached-DECL ‘[because I have cared very much for you for a long time], I am very attached to you’ ‘[having cared for you for a long time] . . . ’ (NR T7.16)

(145) kboška né, [okichizapi óphba chén], wíchóń’a wašte o-ʔkíni hūštá young.man this fight join thus deed good ST-A3-get it.is.said ‘the young man, [having joined the fight], earned good deeds, it is said’ ‘. . . [because he joined the fight] . . . ’ (NR T7.49)

(146) tukhá jtúň [žečhen ec’hüpi ʔ-chi-ka chén] ec’hü. but instead this.way do-ʔí A3-want thus A3-do but nevertheless, [wanting to do this], he did it’ ‘. . . [because he wanted to do this] . . . ’ (NR T7.87)

(147) [pté wąži ʔ-pí chén] thánó owášteke ec’há ma-ʔ-ksá buffalo one shoot-PSV thus meat best be.such ST-A3.slice ‘[a buffalo having been shot], he cut the best parts of the meat’ (NR T7.52)

In (148), an infinitival translation is the more idiomatic in English:

(148) [mís ʔ-wa-phí-kta žé [o-čhi-ci-mnakj-kta chén]] wa-ú-c myself ST-1s-join-POT COMP ST-1s.AG/2.PA-DAT-tell-POT thus A1s-come-DECL ‘I came [[to tell you] that I, too, will join it]’ (NR T7.10)

The examples in (149) were elicited as non-restrictive relative clauses, but an adverbial reading is possible in each case as well.
8. Right dislocation of constituents

Old or non-essential information is often moved rightwards to the end of the sentence. Any major constituent other than verbs, which are already sentence-final in canonical word order, can undergo this form of movement, as illustrated in the following examples.

(150) Of a subject NP:

(150a) cúsinana-ŋ [né hokšína né]
small- AUG this boy this
‘this boy was the smallest’ (NR T3.4)

(150b) iyámeʔiya-pi, né kʰošká-pi né
A3-go.hunting-PL this young. man-PL this
‘these young men went hunting’ (NR T3.5)

(151) Of an object NP:

(151a) wâmnáka [miní žé]
ST-A1s.see lake that
‘I saw that lake’ (app.1: Big Snake.3)

(151b) ûs tʰap-kičʰ-u-pi hʉštá, [né wįkʰoške né]
using ball-with-cont-PL it.is.said, this woman this
‘they were playing ball, using this woman for the ball, it is said’ (NR T6.48)

(152) Of an adverbial phrase:

“Añéµmo-co nén u-ɣáŋji-kta-c, [ómakʰa tóm],” eyá káya
ridge-spc at here 1du-sit-POT-DECL A3.say they.say
‘we will sit here on this ridge for four years,” he said, they say’ (NR T4.48)
(153) Of a relative clause:

.wikcémna yámni kiníca, [mitʰúkaši ʘ-t’á ẑé]  
ten three almost grandfather A3-die that(REL)  
‘it has been almost thirty years since my grandfather died’ (LgC 3, ms.)

9. Ellipsis

One or more elements may be omitted from a clause when the omitted information can be recovered from previous discourse. When the original clause contains an auxiliary verb, the response may omit the verbal complement, as in the question and answer in (154a)-(154b), where ecʰámy ‘I do’ is omitted.

(154a) ecʰánu o-yá-kihi he  
A2.do st- A2-be.able Q  
‘can you do it?’

(154b) hiyá, o-wá-kihi-şí  
no st-1s-be.able-NEG  
‘no, I can’t (do it)’

Responses to existential questions may omit the noun phrase. The following elliptical response was given to the question, “Are there cranberries around here?” (asked in English).

(155) yukʰá, tukté-kten  
be where-REDUP  
‘there are, here and there’

In the following example, the elicited phrase concluded, “. . . but now he doesn’t think so,” that is, “now he doesn’t think he’ll go.” The speaker in this instance omitted ‘think’ in preference to ‘go’. There is no Assiniboine equivalent of English pro-verbal ‘so’.
(156) řtánihā o’ínazį ektá yį-kta ø-kɛçʰį tukʰá nąkáhą-š yį-kte-šį
yesterday town to go-POT A3.think but now-ADVERSE A3.go-POT-NEG
‘yesterday he thought he would go to town, but now he’s not going’

When the requested information is a noun phrase, the verb may be omitted in the response. In (157), the question was about what languages the respondent spoke at home. (Since they were speaking Assiniboine at the time, the response means in addition to Assiniboine.)

(157) miyé-š wašícu, mi-hįkna wašícu šahíya
me-AUG English 1.POSS-husband, English, Cree
‘Me, [I speak] English, my husband [speaks] English [and] Cree’ (LgC1.252)

10. Comparison

10.1 More than/less than

There are several means of indicating comparatives. One is to use a postpositional phrase with ‘beyond’ or ‘behind’, as in (158).

(158) Adverb

wįcʰā žę [wįyą žę iyąkʰam] ø-hąska
man that woman that beyond P3-be.tall
‘the man is taller than the woman’

Another is to use two contrasting clauses, as in (159).

(159) Opposing clauses

(159a) wįyą žę ø-hąska, wįcʰá žę ø-ptęcena
woman that P3p-be.tall man that P3-be.short
The woman is taller than the man.
(lit: ‘the woman is tall, the man is short’)

(159b) nąká-řį ápa nén osní, řtánihą žeháke-řį osní-šį
now-SPC day this 3.be.cold yesterday ended-SPC 3.be.cold-NEG
‘it’s colder today than yesterday’
(lit: this very day is cold; yesterday, (the day just) ended, was not cold’
A third method is an absolute comparative, in which the comparative meaning derives from context, as in (160).

(160) Absolute comparatives

(160a) cónana mnuhá
   a.little.bit  A1s.have
   'I have less/fewer (than x)'

(160b) miyé cónana mnuhá
   myself less    A1s.have
   'I have less/fewer (than x)' (as if complaining)

(160c) miyé óta mnuhá
   myself many    A1s.have
   'I have more (than person x)' (lit. 'I am the one who has many/a lot')

(160d) miyé kʰapʰéya mnuhá
   myself more    A1s.have
   'I have more (than person x)'

A fourth method is to use a stative, i.e., intransitive, verb as a ditransitive verb in which the thing being compared is in a sense the object of the thing being compared to.

(161) Stative verb used as transitive

wɕhāsta żé wiyā żé ³-tʰokápʰa
man  that  woman that 3-be.first-born
'the man is older than the woman'

An adverbial clause may be used in opposition to another clause for comparison, as in (162).

(162) [zitkána hokʰún makʰóchʰe én ³-ʔ-pi žé] [iyákʰam óta chʰé én ³-ʔ-pi]
   bird  below  ground  at  A3-be-PL that  beyond  many tree  at  A3-be-PL
   'there are more birds in the tree than on the ground'
10.2 Alike/different

(163)  

(163a) nená ús  kíc’híkma
these both 3.recip.resemble
‘these two are alike; these two are the same’

(163b) né  éc’hetuñ
this same.way+specific
‘this one is like that one; this one is the same as that one’

(163c) né  iš  žéch’eyá
this also (or spc) be.like.that
‘these are like those’  ‘this is like that’

(164) Different

(164a) nená ús  thok’há
these both be.different
‘these two are different (from each other)’

(164b) nak’hón-nowá-pi  umá wašin-nowá-pi  žé  ích’i-thok’há
Nakoda-song-NOM  other English-song-NOM  that  self-different
‘Indian songs are different from non-Indian songs’

11. Agency

As stated earlier, active verbs may only take animate subjects so the question arises of how inanimate agency is referenced. The following examples are not exhaustive, but are provided to illustrate how the grammar allows for inanimate agency.

Example (165) has an animate subject. (166) has an implied animate subject in a prepositional phrase, and (167) uses the instrumental prefix ka-, one meaning of which is ’by force of wind’.

(165) Logan th’iyópa 0-jušpá
Logan door  A3-open
‘Logan opened the door’
(166) iyúšpe né ū thiyópa ō-yu-špá
    key DET by.means.of door A3- INSTR(by hand)-open
    ‘this key opens the door’

(167) kanúza chén thiyópa ka-špá-yeya
    wind therefore door INSTR(by force of wind)-open-AUX.send
    ‘the wind opened the door; the door blew open’
Appendix 1

BIG SNAKE (Snohëna T’hëga)

Narrated by Bertha O’Watch, Carry The Kettle

(1) Néʔjš nakũ akʰé owóknâkec, žéʔiš makʰočeko nêtu
(1) This.SP.C and more another story that.SP.C reserve this.place

wicháph’aheń oyáte né, Chéغا K’ina oyáte. (2) Netám miní, “Skeleton Hill” people this Carry The Kettle people (2) from here lake,

miní tháka, wanákaš žén, miní thákas’a. (3) Wâmáka miní žé. lake.big long ago there lake big used to be (3) S-1 also see lake that

(4) Žén né, Ṽu, kichi-waʔu žé, thakónaku kichi žén nuwapí káya. (4) there this um my husband that his friend with there they swim they say

(5) Kákʰi théha ípi, miní chogám káya. (6) Tʰakʰónaku (5) over there far A3 arrive there-PL lake middle they say (6) his friend

žé žeyá “Khoná, miní én hokʰún étuwa wo. Né táku chá that A3 said friend water in down look imper-m this something such

ahítuwa yaká, žeyá káya. (7) Žèch’en hokʰún étuwa look this direction A3 sit that A3 say they say (7) then below A3 looked

---

1 An old name for Carry The Kettle Reserve that literally means ‘scalp hill’. The reserve was, indeed, called “Skeleton Hill” in English (Tales of the Red Fox, Sintaluta and District History Book 1985), a history of Sintaluta, SK.

“His [Joe Runn] father, Rattling Eagle, told Joe that when they first arrived here the reserve was called Skeleton Hill because of the many skeletons left from what they called the Black Death. These skeletons were where a Buffalo pound had been made, east of the land owned at one time by the late Maurice Osment and is now farmed by the Grey’s, as they were celebrating their success in the hunt. Peddlers brought flour, tea, etc. to trade to them, but also brought a disease that caused the many deaths. A medicine man was told by the spirit to boil skunks an drink the broth. It gave great relief and the black death eventually ended. [para.] The reserve was later called Hurricane Hill and then Carry The Kettle.” [1985:22]

2 The narrator meant to say “my husband’s dad” and his friend (friend of husband’s dad). When she corrects herself in (8) saying, “wait, I misspoke”, she is referring to this error.
ka'ecca, – (8) Hinäka, waknása – žén nè, my husband's dad žé,

then – (8) wait A1s-misspoke - there this my husband's dad that
atkúku žé, thákhonaku žé kichí, Khoškášj ecíyapi,
his.father that his.friend that together Not-A-Young-Man he.is.called

(9) thákhonaku žé, ká'ecca. (10) Táku žé, eyáaaš, "Hà, khoná,
(9) his friend that then (10) thing that weell, yes friend

hé k'ó yuksá." jís hokhún étuwâ (11) Awíchakhin-yačâ
horns also there.are he.too below A3-look (11) LOC-P3p-A3-look-CONT

mnimáhen (12) žeeechen eyáaaš naphá míni iwákakak -yejciya²
water.in (12) sooo, theeen A3-flee lake upwards.from- A3-REFL-throw

miní žé iwákam ye'jciya míni öhuthe ektá naphápi knípi
lake that LOC-over ST-A3.RFL-jump lake shore to A3-flee-PL A3-arrive.here-PL

hýk hayápí ká iyákhiŋpayapi chén naphápi. (13) Híjík, né nakáha
and clothes yonder A3-grab-PL thus A3-flee-PL (13) aand this now⁴

owáchekiyâ kiknûka, wáchekiya žën, žén wichót’hi kýâpi.
church dive (i.e. Mormon) church there, there village they.say

(14) žécbi knípi. (15) Híjík, žé owá zécha
(14) over.there A3-arrive.back.here-PL (15) and that all (everything) that.kind

oyákapi káya wíchásta núc, wíchásta wákápí ñañáá
ST-A3-tell-PL they.say man um-SPC, man holy Mountain Man

ecíyâpi. (16) žé okiciyakapi. (17) žéechen wáchekiya. (18) "Hinâka,
my grandchild, ST-A1s-prayPOT-DECL A3-say they.say (19) that.one ST-A3-pray

mithákoš, wáchéwakiyktac” eyá kýâya. (19) žé wáchekiya.
my grandchild, ST-A1s-prayPOT-DECL A3-say they.say (19) that.one ST-A3-pray

(20) “A! mithákožana yusgýewíhcâ-ya-ye no,” eyá. (21) Tópa
(20) Ah! my.grandchildren frighten-P3p-A2-CAUS DECL A3-say (21) four
chá štén hiyónihípíktac” eyá. (22) žéechen iyú:ha
days when retrieve-P2-A3-arrive.there-DECL A3-say (22) then everyone

³The narratror translated this as ‘jumping’; perhaps a reduplication of wákâtu.

⁴né nákâha ‘these days; nowadays’
waktá-ûpi. (23) Žéºehá chá nená žéchetušiš
watchful-they.were (23) back.then trees("brush") these be.that.way-NEG-AUG

ótí³î³kac. (24) ³knúhanâĩ žé ewí³hakiya. (25) “Waná
1.think-DECL (24) all.at.once that.one ST-P3p-A3-tell (25) now

hiyú - úpi nó” eyá káya. (26) Žéchêniyúha ektá
depart.from.there-they.are DECL A3-say they.say (26) Then everyone there

etúwpái amáãpiya cúsinâ hã iwâkam, né miní íwâkam cê³e.
st-A3-look cloud be.small-INTNS stay above this lake above always

(27) Žéchë(n) žén háta íknúhâna, owânwan-híkna. (28) Eyãš ká
(27) then there when suddenly lightning-bolts (28) then there

owânwan-híkne žéchëni, hok³unp³hakiya iyúha chëni wakïya
lightning.bolts.repeatedly thus coming.down all thus Thunder being

žé, miní žé t³asyá a³¬úthá. (29) Hík yuwâkam-aknápi káya.
that lake that with.a.bang shoot (29) and pull.up-they.take.it they.say

(30) Snohëna t³hâka žéchâa. (31) P³há žé žê³is šnayáši.
(30) snake be.big that.kind (31) head that that.SPC P3-be.visible-NEG

(32) Sîtë žé pšók³t³hâka káyapi (33) P³h³c³iyá háta
tail that sphere be.big they.say (33) P3-moved.it [his tail] when

ak³ë owân-híkna háta ak³ë owâži, žé wákám³hakiya
again lighting when again it.was.still that upwards

ak³hiyaknápi. (34) Žé³is žehâka žé owóknâka.
P3-A3-take.back.there-PL (34) that.SPC be.the.end that story

Free translation:

(1) This is another story about this reserve, the Skeleton Hill people, or Carry The
Kettle people. (2) Long ago there used to be a big lake down here [narrator indicates
an area some distance behind her house]. (3) I've seen that lake. (4) There, uh, my
husband['s father] and his friend were swimming, they say. (5) They had gotten way
out into the middle of the lake, they say. (6) His friend said, “Friend, look in the
water, there’s something there,” he said, they say. (7) So then he looked down. (8) Wait, I misspoke – it was my husband’s father who was swimming with his friend; his name was Not A Young Man. (9) It was his friend who looked in the water, and then. . . (10) So then that thing, well! “Yes, Friend, it has horns, too.” (11) It was looking at them, in the water. (12) Then, well! How he ran! He scrambled over the lake! He hurled himself through the water and they fled back to the lake’s shore and they grabbed up their clothes and ran away. (13) And, where the Mormon church is nowadays, there was a village there back then, they say. (14) They went back there. (15) And, they told everything, they say, to a man, uh, he was a holy man, called Mountain Man. (16) They told him about it. (17) Then he prayed. (18) “Wait, Grandson, I will pray,” he said, they say. (19) That one prayed. (20) “Ah! You frightened my grandchildren!” he said. (21) “Four days from now they will come to get you.” (22) Then everyone was waiting expectantly. (23) Back then all this brush wasn’t here, I think [indicating the trees behind the house]. (24) All at once he told them. (25) “They are coming now!” he said, they say. (26) Then they all looked to where there was a small cloud hovering over the lake, constantly. (27) So there where it was, there were lightning bolts. (28) Then there were many bolts of lightning like that, all because of the Thunder being smacking the lake with a loud cracking sound, he shot it [the snake]. (29) And they pulled it out, they say. (30) It was a big snake. (31) Its head wasn’t visible. (32) Its tail was a big round ball, they say. (33) When it moved its tail again, there was another bolt of lightning and it was still; they lifted it up taking it back. (34) That’s the end of this story.
The narrator’s telling of the same story in English:

This is shorter than her Assiniboine language version. It is included here because it makes an interesting comparison and is interesting in its own right. This is a verbatim transcription; commas indicate pauses. Note that the narrator, 87 years old at the time this story was recorded, did not learn English until she was in her 20s. Based on the narrator’s age and the fact that her husband was 17 years older than she, and assuming that her husband’s father was a teenager at the time, the event probably occurred in the late 1870s, shortly after this group of Assiniboine people were moved to the present location of Carry The Kettle Reserve, about sixty miles east of Regina.

“This story is about a big snake, a monster, I guess, something like that. Here, north of here, there’s a big lake that time, long ago. I’ve seen that lake, too. My husband’s dad and another boy — man — that’s his friend, they went to swim in that water there, and that other one said, “Look down, look in the water, there’s something, looking at us,” I guess he said. So he look in that water and he see that something looking at them. So they took off, they, jumping . . . They must be that scared, he, jumping over the water coming towards the shore. And he grab all his clothing and they run. And they come back where the Mormon church is. There’s a village, I guess. They went there, and that old man, and they told that old man what they see, and all that, and the old man is a holy medicine man. And he said, he told them, “You scared my, scared my grandkid, my grandch–, my grandkids, I guess he said, mitágožabina ['grandchildren'], I guess he said, and they gonna come and get him, get that snake, in four days they gonna come and get him. So they’re all expecting, watching, and the fourth day, they said they look, I guess. They come already and there’s a little cloud above the lake there. All at once lightning, thunder, and they come down, I guess, I don’t know. Anyway. They caught that big snake

---

5For the record, the narrator indicates an area beyond the cemetery to the north of O’Watch road at CTK.
and they take him up. They didn't see the head, but they see the tail, a big, round tail, like a ball, and they took him up. That's all.”
Secondary stress is not phonemic, but is marked in the text where it can be discerned because of its intrinsic interest. The interaction of primary and secondary stress patterns has not been worked out, but it is a word- and clause level phenomenon that can add or displace primary stress. See, for example, sentence (7), in which the postposition ēn has lost its primary stress and (15), in which ḥāta becomes ḥātā to maintain an iambic pattern across two conjoined clauses.

1Secondary stress is not phonemic, but is marked in the text where it can be discerned because of its intrinsic interest. The interaction of primary and secondary stress patterns has not been worked out, but it is a word- and clause level phenomenon that can add or displace primary stress. See, for example, sentence (7), in which the postposition ēn has lost its primary stress and (15), in which ḥāta becomes ḥātā to maintain an iambic pattern across two conjoined clauses.

2tuwé nówa ‘everyone’

3eyápi: the narrator confirms this form but I cannot account for it. One would expect ēyaku ‘take’. I find no other instances in which eyá means ‘take’; pi marks plural, so eyápi elsewhere means ‘they said’ (although that does not make sense here), but the narrator insists that it means ‘he took it’ in this case.
wo," eyá káya. (10) Žéchen ektá šúkašána žé
IMPER A3-say they.say (10) LAUNCH there fox DET

wakpá žéchi áktaka hïk, žéchi themyá ? (11) Kní
river over.there A3-run and over.there P3-A3-eat DECL (11) A3-return.here

chén huşté-kùza k hô chén. (12) Kní hïk,
thus be.lame-A3-pretend also thus (12) A3-return.here and

"Michín, hoğá-šašána makhipi nó," eyá káya.
older.brother fish-red(REDUP)-NOM P3-A3-grab-PL DECL-m A3-say they.say

(13) Žé akhê wâži k’û(wa). (14) Akhê ektá yá hïk
(13) that.one again one P3p-A3 give-(?) (14) again there A3-go and

themyá. (15) Kní hátá žeyáakac.
P3-A3-consume (15) A3-return.here whenever that-A3-say-DUR-SPC

(16) ëtópa žén akná yá hïk akhê, Ġl táyañ
(16) fourth there P3-A3-take A3-go and again INTERJ well-AUG

žéchi a’işipiyáya náži chén. (17) Thiňáha žé yúta.
over.there be.out.of.sight A3-stand thus (17) omasum DET P3-A3-eat

(18) ëktómi iťkóm néchi knîyotáka. (19) Žé šúkašána žé
(18) ëktómi back.again over.here A3-REFL-sit (19) DET fox DET

kníika. (20) Waná akhê, "Michín," eyá, ["né hoğá
A3-return.here-DUR (20) now again older.brother A3-say DET fish

makhipi."]* (21) Kaptáya-jhpéya káya.
(22) Kat’á
P3-A3-grab-PL (21) P3p-A3-strike-fall they.say (22) P3-A3-strike.dead

k hô jhpéya chén. (23) Kisńćeňá.
even A3-fall for.a.reason (23) A3-recover-IN.THE.PAST

(24) ëtúkha káya ? (25) Phiyéši ok’úši
(24) P3-be.hungry they.say DECL (25) P3-be.proper-NEG LOC-A3-give-NEG

k hô iyé; tóhac’ina ip’yec’iya hïk, iwûka ?
even 3.EMPH much ST-3.REFL-sate and A3-lie.down DECL

*This phrase was added later by the narrator, after listening to the recording.
(26) "Miŋúš, tʰanó né awámičiyàka⁵ pó. (26) 1.POSS-buttock meat DET LOC-ST-1.BEN-look PL.IMPER-m (respect form)

(27) Tuwéna tʰemíčišc,″ eyá (28) Eyá hïk (27) someone-NEG ST-BEN-consume-NEG-DECL A3-say (28) A3-say and

echén įwúka. (29) Waná jštúmažehá šúkašána né then A3-lie.down (29) now P3-sleep-IN.THE.PAST feet DET

tâyá táku wanúyapi iyúha wįcʰákicʰo chén. (30) Pispízana well things small.animal-PL all P3p-A3-invite thus (30) mouse

žéŋiš. (31) Žé táku pté žé hí žé’e iyúha that.also (31) that.one something buffalo DET fur that.be all

yašná uzé opůţiši. (32) Žečʰũyka chén. INSTR-P3-A3-be.bald buttocks P3-A3-stuff (32) that-A3-do-DUR thus

(33) Tû́gàa žečʰen tʰanó žé iyúha tʰemápi. (34) Žéčyn (33) w-ell thus meat DET they.all P3-A3-consume-PL (34) that-do

hïk iyúha iyánmičiya iyáyapi. (35) Jktómi kiktá and they.all in.all.directions A3-depart.from.here-PL (35) Jktómi A3-get.up

hïk tʰanó kiknáken akʰíta káya. (36) Iyúha tʰemápi. and meat A3-SUUS-put A3-look they.say (36) they.all P3p-A3-consume-PL

(37) E! žé šjkná! (38) "Miŋúš, sicapi (37) INTERJ that.one A3-be.angry (38) 1.POSS-buttocks P3-be.bad-PL (respect form)

nó. (39) Né tʰanó awámičiyàka wó eʰá iyúha (39) DET meat LOC-ST-1.BEN-see IMPER-m A1S.say all

themíčišpic,″⁶ eyá. (40) Žén pté hí žéčʰĩ uzé ST-1.BEN-consume-PL A3-say (40) there buffalo fur over.there buttocks

⁵ a- LOC + wąyáka ‘see’ -> ‘look at; watch’; mici ‘for me’

⁶ tʰemíšyá + mici
In this telling, the narrator ended the story at this point but I had heard (and seen, with accompanying gestures are amusing to the audience) her tell more in an earlier telling. So, at my request, she added sentences (42)-(46), which are appended here. This creates a slightly artificial flow at the conjunction as well as some redundancy, but the last part is, in effect, the punch line and, in my judgement, an important part of the text.

Narrator translates this as ‘meanwhile’ but I have not confirmed this with other speakers.
here!” he said, they say.9 (10) So the fox ran over there to the creek and ate it up there.10 (11) As he came back, he craftily pretended to be lame.11 (12) He came back and said, “Older Brother, the salmon snatched it away from me,” he said. (13) (İktómi) gave him another piece.12 (14) Again, he got up and went and ate it up. (15) When he came back, he said the same thing as before. (16) The fourth time, therefore, he took it and again, oh! so over there, (İktómi) went and stood out of sight. (17) (Fox) ate the omasum. (18) İktómi [came] back again over here and sat down. (19) That fox was coming back. (20) Now he said this [same thing], “Older Brother,” he said, “the fish grabbed it away from me.” (21) (İktómi) knocked him down, they say. (22) He even knocked him dead. (23) (Fox) recovered from it.

(24) (İktómi) was hungry, they say. (25) He was not good (i.e., behaved in a manner contrary to proper behavior); he didn’t even share; all by himself, he ate until he was full and he lay down. (26) “My Buttocks, watch over this meat for

9The order seems to be inverted here. İktómi is telling Fox to wash the meat and bring it back and eat it, but Fox eats it at the river and then claims that the salmon have snatched it away from him, to explain why he has not brought it back (and, of course, to trick İktómi into giving him another piece).

10žéçlí ‘over there’ refers to a place that is out of sight.

11chén links verb phrases and carries a resultative connotation, approximately ‘therefore’, ‘thus’, or ‘for a purpose’. It does not always directly link one verb phrase with another but often relates the action of the verb it follows to an action in an adjacent clause. It follows the verb and any enclitics. In (11) the first occurrence means ‘as he came back’ or ‘coming back, . . . ’; the second occurrence means ‘he pretended to be lame for a purpose, with something in mind’. Compare this with (12) in which the conjunction hík ‘and’ is used to simply convey a sequence of actions.

12Antecedents of the demonstrative pronouns are understood through shifting between né ‘this one’ and žé ‘that one’, or, as in this case, ‘that one’ is used to shift the focus from the one who was speaking to the one who is about to speak. Lacking such a device in English, the antecedent is given in parentheses.
me. (27) No one is to eat it up on me,” he said. (28) He said it and then he lay down. (29) Now he was sleeping, so the fox called for all the small animals. (30) [He called for] the mouse, too. (31) That one pulled fur from the buffalo hide with his mouth and stuffed it all into (Jktómi’s) rump. (32) So he kept doing that. (33) Oh! so then they all ate up the meat. (34) They did that and they all headed out in different directions. (35) Jktómi got up and kept looking around for where he had put his meat. (36) They had all eaten it up. (37) Oh! he was angry! (38) “My Buttocks, you are bad! (39) I told you to watch over this meat for me; they all ate it up on me,” he said. (40) They had stuffed his rump with buffalo fur so that he couldn’t fart. (41) That is all.13 (42) So then he really beat his own rump. (43) He said, “I told you to watch over it for me. (44) You didn’t do it, and they all ate it up on me,” he said, and he really beat his own rump, they say. (45) He didn’t know that they had stuffed it full of buffalo fur meanwhile [while he was sleeping], (46) That is all.

13In this version, the narrator ended the story at this point but I had heard her tell the story once before and realized that she had left out the conclusion, in which Jktómi beats his rump. Rather than ask her to tell the entire story again, I asked her just to tell that part, which I have appended. In requesting the conclusion of the story, I asked about her use of respect speech when Jktómi addresses his rump, which unfortunately appears to have impaired her spontaneity; upon reflection, she decided that respect speech should have been used and carefully did not use respect speech in the addendum. However, when telling this story again more than a year later, she used respect speech throughout. It appears that her intuition is to classify the relationship between Jktómi and his rump as being an avoidance relationship. The lack of respect speech in (39) and (43) may be due do the fact that these are indirect speech.
Appendix 3

Ella Deloria’s *The Red Fox* (Boas and Deloria 1941:182-83), edited to reflect the grammar presented in this study

There is a paucity of reliable published Assiniboine texts and, of those, Deloria’s *The Red Fox* is possibly the best known because of its inclusion in Boas and Deloria’s widely read *Dakota Grammar* (1941). It is also the only phonemically transcribed Assiniboine text in print. (See Chapter 1 for a complete list of published Assiniboine texts.) Here, I re-cast Deloria’s transcription according to the principles outlined in the present grammar of Assiniboine.

In the re-written version, changes from the original are underlined. Deloria’s punctuation and glosses have been retained but capital letters have been added at the beginning of sentences and sentence numbers have been added. Deloria’s original text, including her diacritics, is shown in italics. Underlined units in the transliterated text mark changes from the original and are footnoted.

Format:  

First line: Transliterated text  
Second line: Original text (Deloria)  
Third line: Translation (Deloria)

The two most frequent changes are the elimination of Deloria’s word initial glottal stops and rewriting voiced stops as voiceless. A careful reading of the rewritten text reveals that not all simple stops that appear in my version of the text are marked as having been changed; that is, Deloria records some simple stops as voiced and some as voiceless. All voiced stops are rewritten as voiceless because in contemporary speech they are voiced by rule between vowels. It does seem that in the speech of the older generation, stops were not always voiced intervocally,
but this is simply evidence that stops are underlyingly voiceless, as is the fact that in running speech, if a simple stop is preceded by a pause it will be voiceless. Since pauses are unpredictable, it is not possible to judge where voicing may have occurred in the narrative as Deloria heard it. If, in fact, Deloria was able to faithfully reproduce stop voicing as she heard it, we may assume phrase breaks where she records voiceless simple stops. This seems unlikely, though, because this would imply strange phrasing in some instances and there are several word-internal voiceless stops in her text, for instance, in (13), where she writes $wøká$ rather than the expected $wøgá$.

The general lenition of stops in Assiniboine (prominently between vowels and intermittently in clusters) is one of the striking auditory features of the language for anyone familiar with other Siouan dialects, and there has always been a strong tendency to write these stops as voiced in Assiniboine. But because the voiced segments are phonetic variants of underlying voiceless segments, they surface inconsistently. The representation of stops is a perennial challenge for researchers as well as for Assiniboines, and is one of the primary reasons why no consensus has been reached on a single, perspicuous orthography (Cumberland 2004).
The Red Fox

(1)  _ët±ó  kán  thiwic±ota thip.1 (2)  thiwic±ota  tuk±há  wážina  ħyká2  chá  wíth±áká
(1)  'iit±ó  kán  t'iwic±ota  t'íp. (2)  t'iwic±ota  tuk±á  wážina  ħyká  c'a
wíth±áká

Well yonder families lived. They were but only one ... it being tent large
now many families so

_ othi,  huštá. (3)  Chuwítiku yum wijkhóškátapí huštá (4)  Žéchá  šúkašana4
'otí  huštá. (3)  c'uwítiku num wík'óskebi huštá. (4)  žéc'a  šúga-šana
he lived it is His daughters two were young it is said That way fox red
said girls

håyákh'ena hiyáya huštá. (5)  Žé tuwé5 yúza šten chuwítiku nup'hín k'úkta
hayák'ena hiyáya huštá. (5)  žé tuwá yúza šten c'uwítiku nup'ín k'úkta
early passed it is said. That whoever caught it when his daughters both give will

káya.6 huštá (6)  Žéch'en håyákh'ena k'hóšká [']7 iyúhana kiktápi k'huwápi .
geyá. huštá (6)  žéč'en håyák'ena k'ošká k'iyúhana kiktábi k'uhwábi
he said it is said. Thus early morning youth the all arose [and] they chased it
that

huštá (7)  K'huwápi k'eš tuwéni yúzeši. (8)  Žéch'i  iňáke  ektá wákákanu
huštá. (7)  k'iwábi k'eš tuwéni yúzeši. (8)  žéc'i  iňáge  ektá wágágana
it is said. they chased it but never nobody caught it. There end of camp at
old woman

---

1Deloria precedes all vowel-initial words with a glottal stop, all of which I have omitted.

2hůká (hugá in Deloria's transcription) is not translated, but I assume it means 'chief', here and in (15). The young women in the story are the chief's daughters.

3I have never found an e in this word and my consultants do not recognize it. (I have also changed b to p.)

4Deloria glosses šúkašana (her šúga-šana) as 'fox red'. In fact, the literal meaning is 'dog-red', and the compound simply means 'fox'.

5tuwá is not attested in Assiniboine. The accepted form for both the pronoun 'who' and the verb 'to be who' is tuwé, unlike Lakota, where a distinction is made between the pronoun (tuwá) and the verb (tuwé).

6Here, Deloria writes geýá although in (17) she writes gáya (káya). káya is the accepted form for this quotative. To my knowledge, the Lakota quotative keýá is not attested in Assiniboine.

7The definite article kí does not occur in Assiniboine.
Deloria records the \(k\) of \(\text{t}h\text{ak}^h\text{óžapk}\) as unaspirated. This is probably a typographical error.

The universally attested word for ‘meat’ is \(\text{t}h\text{anó}\). The acoustic distinction between \(u\) and \(o\) is very fine but the underlying vowel is demonstrably \(u\).

With one exception (sentence 6), Deloria writes this as \(\text{žéčh}^e\text{d}\). This word is derived from \(\text{žéčh}^e\text{tu}\), where I assume a derivation in which the \(u\) is dropped and the \(t\) undergoes coda nasalization to become \(\text{žéčh}^e\text{n}\). There was at one time a widespread phonetic tendency to post-occlude \(n\) (see chapter 2:3.2.1). Since Deloria alternately records \(\text{žéčh}^e\text{d}\) as \(\text{žéčh}^e\text{n}\) in (6), it may be that she was responding to occasional post-occlusion. All examples of \(\text{žéčh}^e\text{d}\) in her text are rewritten phonemically as \(\text{žéčh}^e\text{n}\). My reasons for changing Deloria’s \(c\text{e}d\) in (15) to \(\text{h}^e\text{n}\) are the same as those discussed for \(\text{žéčh}^e\text{n}\).
Deloria writes this as m.n here and in (16) and (27), using the same convention used in Boas and Deloria (1941) to indicate the slight vocalic separation between the cognate b.l cluster but this kind of separation in mn clusters does not occur in contemporary speech.

Although Deloria scrupulously adds glottal stops before words with initial vowels, she omits them before word-internal syllables that begin with a vowel. This is a convention employed in Boas and Deloria (1941). Glottal insertion is a phonetic phenomenon and could be omitted entirely from written Assiniboine but for reasons explained in chapter 2:11.1, I separate word-internal adjacent vowels by a glottal stop but do not write them before vowel-initial words, effectively inverting Boas and Deloria’s practice.

This word is not attested with a final q, nor is there anything in the environment from which the vowel could assimilate nasalization; nasalization does not assimilate across a stop. Note also that this is another instance in which Deloria records a word-internal voiceless stop.

Deloria writes the final c as aspirated and this is probably phonetically accurate. The declarative particle c is a reduction of an obsolete enclitic che or chî that is recorded occasionally in the dialect survey data (Parks and DeMallie: n.d.). Although the final vowel has been lost, for some speakers the aspiration remains. This is the only aspirated segment that occasionally appears in coda position, because it is in transition.
Deloria writes a nd glos ses this as t wo wo rds, eac h w ith p rim ary stre ss. It is more likely a noun-incorporated verb meaning 'be broken-hearted; be sad in an angry way'. I hav e he ard it w ith se con dary st ress, c±âtéšìca, as well as with prima ry stress o nly. Note that in the text Deloria never w rites j, the voiced c oun terpa rt of c even though it is subject to the voicing rule. In her Notes on the Assini boine (1936) s he shows that she has considered t hat the affri cate might be voi ced, of ten writing j and cros sing i t out and writing c. This ambivalence is in evidence through out that w ork, with m any cross-outs in both directions. It should be kept in mind th at the Notes were produ ced after a very brief v isit of o nly a few wee ks and  witho ut the bene fit of audio re cor ding equi pment and despite such obvious u ncerta inties, it is an im pressive ac com plishm ent.

Deloria writes the Lakota word c±ï but the Assiniboine word is c±ïka. Deloria writes the full word in (23) as c±ïgeðë 'he did not want her', so there is no question that she was aware of the Assiniboine form of the word. The c±ï in (24) may reflect the near inaudibility of voiceless final syllables occasioned by devoicing of the final vowel with anticipatory assimilation combined with Deloria's reflex arising from her native Sioux language.
## Appendix 4

### Instrumental Prefixes - Comparative Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assiniboine (Deloria 1936; Parks; Cumberland)</th>
<th>Dakota (Riggs 1890)</th>
<th>Lakota (B&amp;D 1941; Buechel 1983; R&amp;T 1996)</th>
<th>Gloss comparisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ka-</td>
<td>ka-</td>
<td>ka-</td>
<td>Asb: ‘by striking with an instrument; implies a sharp blow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Riggs: “by striking, as with the hand, or with an ax (sic), club or other instrument; or by the action of the wind or water” (1890:245)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Buechel: “by striking, as with the hand, or with an ax, club or other instrument; or by the action of the wind or water” (1983:269)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B&amp;D: “implies rapidity of action may be translated very often as ‘by striking’, sometimes also as action ‘by the wind, current or other natural forces’,” (1941:46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R&amp;T: “by means of a blow’ . . . also used in verbs that refer to action of wind or other more or less spontaneous actions” (1996:463)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na-</td>
<td>na-</td>
<td>na-</td>
<td>Asb: ‘by action of the foot’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Riggs: “commonly indicates that the action is done with th foot; but it is also used to express the effects of frost, heat, etc.” (1890:319)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Buechel: “with the foot; but less commonly it is also used to express the effects of frost, heat etc., as well as to suggest rapid motions e.g. of machines or spontaneous motions” (1983:341)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B&amp;D: “with the foot or leg” (1941:45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R&amp;T: ‘by foot action’(1996:463)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Asb: 'of itself; from inside'

Riggs: [see previous]

Buechel: [see previous]

B&D “by inner force’... corresponding to our impersonal verbs” (p.46)

R&T: “action accomplished by heat. It is also used when the action occurs by spontaneous inner force” (1996:463)

Asb: ‘by pushing’

Riggs: ‘by pushing or drawing, rubbing or pressing with the hands or arms’ (1890:402); also ‘by striking . . or punching’ as in pathúja ‘to break in two by striking; to break in two by pushing or punching’ (1890:416)

Buechel: ‘by pushing or drawing, rubbing or pressing with the hands or arms’ (1983:422)

B&D: ‘by pushing along’ (1941:45)

R&T: ‘by pushing or by pressure with the hands or the body’ (1996:463)

Asb: not productive; frozen forms only, e.g., puspdá ‘to glue by pressing onto a surface’

Riggs: not cited as an instrumental prefix, although the form puspdá ‘to stick on, glue; to seal’ (p1890:428) exists, suggesting that pu- has the same status in Dak. as in Lak. and Asb.

Buechel: not cited as an instrumental prefix, although the form puspdá ‘to stick on, glue; to seal’ (1983:449) exists

B&D ‘obsolete, not free by pressure’ puspdá ‘to glue, seal down’ (1941:46); “The feeling for pu as a prefix has disappeared” (1941:46).

R&T: ‘by generalized pressure’; “rather rare prefix”; puspdá ‘to glue, to seal’ (1996:463)
ma- wa-/ba- wa- Asb: ‘with a knife or saw; by sawing motion’ (although yu- ‘by hand, by pulling’ is also used to convey ‘saw’; compare ich‘amakse ‘saw’ and ich‘ayukse ‘saw’ [i-LOC, ch‘ ‘wood’, ksA ‘sever, cut’])
Riggs: ‘by a sawing motion, as with a knife or saw’ (ba- 1890:65; wa- 1890:488; e.g. baksā ‘saw’; baksáksa ‘slice’)
Buechel: ‘by a sawing motion, as with a knife or saw’ (1983:509)
B&D: ‘by a sawing motion, with a knife’ (1941:45)
R&T: ‘by cutting with a blade’ (1996:463)

mo-/po- wo-/bo- wo- Asb: ‘by shooting, by action from a distance; by a point; by force of wind or water’ [note extension to amókīya ‘car’]
Riggs: ‘by shooting, punching, pounding with the end of a stick, or by blowing; also used when the action of rain is expressed’ (bo- 1890:73; wo- 1890:584, i.q.)
Buechel: ‘by shooting, punching, pounding with the end of a stick, or by blowing. It is also used when the action of rain is expressed’ (1983:593-94)
B&D: ‘action from a distance’ (1941:45); ‘indicates primarily impact from a distance, refers often to actions done with a point, such as arrow, lance, or also with the end of an implement with a long handle. It also expresses action of the wind or a current of water.’ (1941:46)
R&T: ‘by piercing with a pointed object… also used in verbs that refer to action by blowing’ (1996:463) [note lack of reference to action by water/rain]

ya- ya- ya- Asb: ‘with the mouth, with the teeth; indirectly, by speaking’
Riggs: ‘with the mouth, by biting, talking, etc. … to speak of as such, or to make so with the mouth’ (p1890:600)
Buechel: ‘with the mouth by biting, talking etc. … to speak of as such, or to make so with the mouth’ (1983:617)
B&D: ‘with the mouth’ (1941:45)
R&T: ‘by means of the mouth or the teeth; by speaking’ (1996:463)
yu-  yu-  yu-  

Asb: ‘by pulling; by hand’
Riggs: ‘expresses the idea of causation in some way not conveyed by ba, bo, ka, na, pa, and ya; . . . . Sometimes it conveys the idea of pulling. . . . to make or cause to be’ (1890:620)
Buechel: ‘expresses the idea of causation in some way not conveyed by ka, na, pa, wa, wo, ya; . . . . Sometimes it conveys the idea of pulling. . . . to make or cause to be’ (1983:633)
B&D: ‘by pulling’ (1941:45); “Since almost all pulling has to be done by hand, yu- is often best translated ‘by hand’ or even as a general instrumental when no specific matter of action is prominently implied” (1941:46)
R&T: “by means of the hands’ . . . . also used in verbs that have a general causative meaning” (1996:463); “change being caused is one of degree, not of kind” (1996:464)
## Appendix 5 - Orthographic Equivalencies

**Key:**
- ECD: Deloria *Notes on the Assiniboine* (1936) [essentially as in Boas and Deloria *Dakota Grammar* (1941), but includes j]
- FBO: Fort Belknap Orthography (1997)
- IDD: Indiana Dictionary Database (Parks and DeMallie 1996)
- LC: Cumberland (present study)
- RH: Hollow *A Note on Assiniboine Phonology* (1970)
- RL: Lowie *The Assiniboine* (1909)
- SICC: Saskatchewan Indian Culture Centre, Saskatoon, SK (c.1999)
- TR: Taylor and Rood *Beginning Lakota* (1976); Rood and Taylor *Sketch of Lakota* (1996)

~ indicates two symbols used interchangeably for single phoneme.
/ indicates single phoneme interpreted and represented as separate phonemes.

### Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>ECD</th>
<th>IDD</th>
<th>TR</th>
<th>EB</th>
<th>RL</th>
<th>SICC</th>
<th>FBO</th>
<th>RH</th>
<th>KR¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ì</td>
<td>ì</td>
<td>ì</td>
<td>ì</td>
<td>ì</td>
<td>ì</td>
<td>ì</td>
<td>ì</td>
<td>ì</td>
<td>ì</td>
<td>ì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ą</td>
<td>ą</td>
<td>ą</td>
<td>ą</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>ŭ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

voiceless: ą ą ą ą a a ã

ablauting-[a]: A A A A A A
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonants</th>
<th>LC</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>ECD</th>
<th>IDD</th>
<th>TR</th>
<th>EB</th>
<th>Lowie</th>
<th>SICC²</th>
<th>FBO</th>
<th>RH</th>
<th>KR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unaspirated</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>b ~ p</td>
<td>b ~ b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t ~ d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>ʧ</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>ʧ</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>tכ</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>g ~ k</td>
<td>ʤ ~ g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ejective</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td>b ~ p'</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c'</td>
<td>ʧ'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>ʧ'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>tכ</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspirated</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>p ~ p'</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>t ~ t'</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch</td>
<td>ʧh</td>
<td>ʧh</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>c'</td>
<td>tכ</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>t³</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>dj</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricative</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>ʃ-dot</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s'</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ř'</td>
<td>x'</td>
<td>ř'</td>
<td>ř'</td>
<td>ř'</td>
<td>ř'</td>
<td>ř'</td>
<td>ř'</td>
<td>ř'</td>
<td>ř'</td>
<td>ř'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ž</td>
<td>Ž</td>
<td>Ž</td>
<td>Ž</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>zh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td>ę</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>g'</td>
<td>g'</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. In Ryan’s orthography, when a nasalized vowel is followed by a bilabial or alveolar stop, the corresponding homorganic nasal stop is inserted together with the nasalized vowel, e.g. h\(\text{\`a}mba\) ‘moccasins’, ch\(\text{\`a}nde\) ‘heart’ (Ryan 1998:2). Sometimes the inserted nasal stop replaces nasalization on the vowel, e.g. ch\(\text{\`a}h\text{\`a}mba\) ‘shoes’ (‘wood’ + ‘moccasins’) (Ryan 1998:40).

2. Much of the variation in the SICC orthography derives from its attempt to represent Lakota, Dakota and Assiniboine with a single symbol set, producing ambiguity among the stops and affricates. Voiceless vowels are not represented. SICC’s j represents \(\tilde{z}\) (IPA 3), for which SICC sometimes also uses c-macron (˘). The variation in the mid and high vowels appears to derive from following Riggs and Buechel, although the distribution of these symbols in SICC publications differs in practice, e.g. Buechel’s a\(\tilde{g}\)\(\j\)yæp\(\tilde{a}\)pi ‘bread’ is written a\(\tilde{g}\)oy\(\i\)\(\j\)i (A\(\tilde{g}\)oy\(\i\)\(\j\)i Hok\(\j\)i\(n\)a SICC: 1998).

3. Although Deloria frequently writes b g j for intervocalic p k c, respectively, she does not write d for intervocalic t. Her only reference to the possibility of an intervocally voiced t is in respect to k\(\tilde{h}\)uté (Deloria 1936:18): “In this particular word, the \(\tilde{t}\) seems to be so like a d that I was tempted to write it K’udé, at first.” She then gives the forms as wak’ute, yak’ute (\(\alpha1\)s and \(\alpha2\), respectively), both with t.

4. SICC treats hiatus as glottalization of a preceding consonant, e.g. [g’, z’] creating voiced glottalized segments that are then included in their inventory. One of their examples is maz’ipame ‘file: metal file’ is actually a compound of máza ‘metal’ and ipame ‘rasp, file, sandpaper’. The older generation gives this word as maz’ipama in which z is resyllabified as an onset and remains voiced intervocally; the younger generation gives mas’ipame in which z is in coda position and therefore devoiced. Voiced glottalized segments, such as those shown in the SICC inventory, do not occur in Assiniboine.
**Appendix 6**

**Idioms**

There are many expressions for which direct translation does not reveal the meaning of the expression. Examples include the following.

- **aknúštâ** ‘to lose through death’
  - *micʰjši awéknúštâ ‘my son died’ (*micʰjši t’ā)*

- **ayáskapa** ‘to be “stuck on” someone, infatuated with someone’
  - (ayáskapa ‘be glued onto’)

- **kaptâya** ‘have a car accident’ (lit. ‘knock over by striking’; ‘car’ is implied)

- **maskʰúwa** ‘prostitute’ (lit. ‘chases money’)

- **mastústá mat’ā áya** ‘I’m so tired I could die’

- **niğé tʰahèsaka** ‘little children’ (lit. ‘rawhide bellies’)

- **núğe kpâ** ‘be unheedful, as a child who doesn’t do as told’ (lit. ‘deaf’)

- **osní tʰiʔóŋapʰa** “the cold took shelter in the house” said when it is warmer outside than inside the house

- **sám iyá** ‘shoo! get away!’ (lit. ‘go beyond’)

- **tókʰen mitháwachʰi tʰəʔišʃi** ‘I didn’t know what to think’ (lit. ‘my thoughts disappeared to somewhere, were confused’)

- **tokʰiýata tʰəʔišʃi chén** ‘not know which way to go’ (lit. ‘the direction disappeared somehow’)

- **waŋpáya oʔópʰetʰu** ‘thrift store’ (lit. ‘hard-up store’)

- **wóžapi stéya** said of a situation in which no headway is being made, as in a meeting to resolve some issue (lit. ‘like berry pudding’)

- **yumákʰutiyemac** ‘he made me feel low, little’ (slang) (cf. kʰutíyena ‘be low, as a doorway’)

UZ-TRANSLATIONS.NET
Appendix 7

Consultants

Cumberland’s consultants are in bold type\(^1\); all consultants are fully fluent, first-language-Assiniboine speakers except where noted. An asterisk (*) indicates members of the group designated in this work as the “older generation.” Fort Belknap reservation is in Montana, all other reserves are in Saskatchewan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consultant</th>
<th>Birth-Death</th>
<th>Source(s)(^2)</th>
<th>Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carry The Kettle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violet (Walker) Ashdohonk(^3)</td>
<td>c.1920 - 2003</td>
<td>C, P, DS, RD</td>
<td>sister of Kay Thompson and Herb Walker (descended from Takes the Coat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angeline Eashappie(^4)</td>
<td>c.1926 (gave age as 74 in 2000)-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>sister of Sarah Heywahe and Velma O’Watch; mother of Gary Eashappie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Eashappie</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>son of Angeline Eashappie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ida Eashappie</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>sister of Sadie Heywahe and Nancy Eashappie (eldest of the Eashappie women)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Eashappie</td>
<td>1936-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>sister of Sadie Heywahe and Ida Eashappie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Eashappie</td>
<td>c.1928 (gave age as 72 in 2000)-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>sister of Angeline Eashappie and Velma O’Watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadie (Eashappie) Heywahe</td>
<td>1933-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>sister of Ida and Nancy Eashappie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilma (Thomson) Kennedy</td>
<td>c.1928-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>(daughter-in-law of Chief Dan Kennedy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 Signed informed consent forms (Indiana University Human Subjects Committee, study #00-3790) are in Cumberland’s possession.

2 Sources: C=Cumberland field notes; D=Drummond; DS=Dialect Survey (Parks and Jones); F=Farnell (1995); NLL=Nakoda Language Lessons (Parks et al.); RD=DeMallie, including Nakoda Reader; P=Parks field notes

3 Said to be from ašnóhqa ‘to sneak up on, as prey or an enemy’; English pronunciation of Ashdohonk is [æ̃doh̃həŋk]

4 From ůdə̃šapq ‘they cheer for them’; English pronunciation of Eashappie is[iə̃élection], also [iə̃élection]
Bertha (Ryder) O’Watch
1914-

Bertha O’Watch
1963-

Douglas O’Watch
1913-1992

Velma (Eashappie) O’Watch
1927-2004

Joyce Prettyshield (partial)
1889-d.?

Charles Ryder
1926-2000

Herb Walker
c.1924-

Ocean Man

Peter Bigstone (partial)

Leona (Big Eagle) Kroeskamp

**Sources:** C=Cumberland field notes; D=Drummond; DS=Dialect Survey (Parks and Jones); F=Farnell (1995); NLL=Nakoda Language Lessons (Parks et al.); RD=DeMallie, including Nakoda Reader; P=Parks field notes

5 From wówaši ‘worker’. According to Bertha (Birdie) O’Watch, this was a nickname given to her father-in-law’s father, whose Indian name she does not know. He did not have a family name and when agents were assigning family names, the nickname was misunderstood by the English speaking agent as “O’Watch” (accent is in the first syllable). There are occasional references in local newspapers and in Rodnick (1936) to a name, “Old Watch,” a variant of “O’Watch”. Bertha O’Watch adopted Cumberland as a daughter in June 2001.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consultant</th>
<th>Birth-Death</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
<th>Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percy Nahbexie</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>father of Peter Bigstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armand McArthur (partial)</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>cousin of Peter Bigstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Bear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eldon Lone Thunder</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Sammy</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Belknap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Estelle Blackbird</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selena Ditmar</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>C, P, NLL, RD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*James Earthboy</td>
<td>1917?-</td>
<td>P, F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine Mechance</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>C, P, RD</td>
<td>daughter of Rose Weasel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Shawl (near-fluent)</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Assiniboine language instructor at Fort Belknap College 2003-present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*George Shields</td>
<td>1899?-</td>
<td>P, RD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Speakthunder</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Juanita Tucker</td>
<td>1897-1997</td>
<td>P, RD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Jim Walking Chief</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Isabelle Wing</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>wife of Leo Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Leo Wing</td>
<td>?-</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>husband of Isabelle Wing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Sources: C=Cumberland field notes; D=Drummond; DS=Dialect Survey (Parks and Jones); F=Farnell (1995); NLL=Nakoda Language Lessons (Parks et al.); RD=DeMallie, including Nakoda Reader; P=Parks field notes.

8 From napéksa 'hands cut off'; English pronunciation of Nahbexie is [NA:BEKSI], also [NA:BEKSI].

9 Although logically Armand is Percy's nephew, this has not been confirmed.
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